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Abstract
The success of smartphones and tablets clearly shows that the fusion of input and output within
one device can lead to a more direct and natural interaction. While a bigger part of previous
research was devoted to the development of techniques for such touch-sensitive displays, this
dissertation goes beyond the limitations of an interactive surface and extends the interaction
to the physical space above a digital table by means of handheld spatially aware displays. By
incorporating their spatial position and orientation, those displays add a further major input
channel to the interaction. Even though this idea is not entirely new, the potential of using
spatially aware displays (Tangible Displays) above a digital tabletop has rarely been used and
requires systematic examination. In pursuit of lessening this gap, this dissertation makes three
major contributions:
(1) The conceptual framework has been developed as a guide for the design of Tangible
Display applications. It offers a systematic description and analysis of the design space under
investigation and its basic interaction principles. This includes a detailed overview of the
general system components and underlying types of input as well as a categorization of
common interaction and usage patterns. Based on that, a classification of four common
types of information spaces is provided along with a set of novel techniques for their spatial
exploration in midair above a tabletop. On an empirical level, the framework is supported by
two comprehensive studies that investigate key aspects of spatial interaction.
(2) To facilitate the rapid prototyping of interactive Tangible Display applications, a unifying
technological framework has been designed and implemented that integrates the necessary
sensor and display hardware and provides simple access to it through an easy-to-use API. Along
with a modular architectural design, the API does not only encapsulate the complexity of the
underlying input and output technologies, but also allows for their seamless substitution by
alternative approaches.
(3) On a practical level, the conceptual and technological framework have been validated
by four comprehensive interactive systems. Those systems served as a testbed for the iterative
development and formative assessment of various novel interaction techniques tailored to
address basic tasks in common fields of application. The gathered insights helped refine the
conceptual and technological framework and are a valuable starting point for the development
of future systems.
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Zusammenfassung
Der Erfolg von Smartphones und Tablets hat deutlich gezeigt, dass die Verschmelzung von Ein-
und Ausgabe im selben Gerät zu einer direkteren und als natürlicher empfundenen Interaktion
führen kann. Während sich ein Großteil bisheriger Forschung der Entwicklung von Touchtech-
niken auf derartigen berührungsempfindlichen Displays widmet, löst sich diese Dissertation von
den Beschränkungen der Interaktion auf Oberflächen und erweitert diese auf den physischen
Raum oberhalb eines digitalen Tisches mittels handgehaltener, lagebewusster Displays. Durch
die Einbeziehung der räumlichen Position und Orientierung solcher „Tangible Displays” steht
ein vielversprechender, zusätzlicher Eingabekanal zur Verfügung. Wenngleich diese Idee nicht
vollständig neu ist, wurden die vielfältigen Möglichkeiten, die sich durch ihren Einsatz über
einem digitalen Tisch ergeben, bisher wenig genutzt. Im Bestreben diese Lücke zu verringern,
leistet diese Dissertation drei wesentliche Beträge:
(1) Das Konzeptuelle Rahmenwerk wurde als Leitfaden für den Entwurf von Tangible Display-
Anwendungen entwickelt. Es bietet eine systematische Beschreibung und Analyse des zu
untersuchenden Entwurfsraums und seiner grundlegenden Interaktionsprinzipien. Neben einer
detaillierten Übersicht aller Systemkomponenten und Eingabearten beinhaltet dies vor allem
eine Kategorisierung von typischen Interaktions- und Nutzungsmustern. Darauf basierend
wird ein neuartiger vereinheitlichender Ansatz zur räumlichen Interaktion mit verschiedenen
gängigen Klassen von Informationsräumen über einem Tabletop vorgestellt. Auf empirischer
Ebene wird das Konzeptuelle Rahmenwerk durch zwei umfangreiche Studien gestützt, in denen
Kernaspekte der räumlichen Interaktion mit handgehaltenen Displays untersucht wurden.
(2) Um die Entwicklung von interaktiven Anwendungen zu ermöglichen, wurde ein Technisches
Rahmenwerk entworfen und umgesetzt, das die Sensor- und Displayhardware zusammenfasst
und einfachen Zugriff darauf mittels eines API bietet. Im Zusammenspiel mit der modularen
Software-Architektur kapselt das API nicht nur die Komplexität der verwendeten Ein- und
Ausgabetechnologien, sondern ermöglicht auch deren nahtlosen Austausch durch alternative
Lösungsansätze.
(3) Die Tauglichkeit des Konzeptuellen und des Technischen Rahmenwerkes wird durch vier
umfangreiche interaktive Systeme demonstriert. Diese Systeme dienten als Testumgebung für
die iterative Entwicklung und formative Bewertung einer Reihe von neuartigen Interaktions-
techniken, die gängige Basisaufgaben in verschiedenen Anwendungsbereichen adressieren. Die
dabei gewonnenen Erkenntnisse halfen, das Konzeptuelle und das Technische Rahmenwerk
zu verfeinern, welche einen wertvollen Ausgangspunkt für die Entwicklung von zukünftigen
interaktiven Tangible Display-Systemen bilden.
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1Introduction
„We are in the midst of an explosion of emerging
human-computer interaction techniques that redefine
our understanding of both computers and interaction.
— Jacob et al. “Reality-Based Interaction” (2008)
This chapter shares material previously published as an extended abstract
that I presented at the doctoral symposium at ACM ITS ’12 [Spi12].
Over more than two decades, HCI research has been and still is undergoing dramatic devel-
opments that led to a broad range of new human-computer interaction styles. This process
has been driven by progress in computer technology and a deeper understanding of human
psychology. Many of the new interfaces branch off from the traditional "windows, icons, menus,
pointers" (WIMP) interaction style attempting to “make computer interaction more like interacting
with the real, non-digital world” by incorporating “themes of reality such as users’ understanding
of naïve physics, their own bodies, the surrounding environment, and other people” [Jac+08].
Prominent examples of post-WIMP interaction are multi-touch and digital pen interfaces that
have been extensively explored and demonstrated in research labs, among others, on digital
tabletops (e.g., [Han05; Lei+09]). Compared to conventional mouse and keyboard input, they
facilitate a more direct and natural interaction that can be faster and more efficient for basic
tasks (e.g., [SS91; KAD09]). Through the commercial success of smartphones and tablets, many
of the new interaction styles have already become commonplace in our everyday life. At the
same time, information spaces are ever growing and become more and more complex. This
results in challenging data exploration and filtering tasks, such as planning a brain surgery
based on volumetric medical imagery or retrieving insights from a complex spatial-temporal
geographic information system. Many of these information spaces are three-dimensional in
nature or can be organized in this way. By contrast, tabletop interaction is usually restricted to
the display surface, while the space above the table is being used rather scarcely (e.g., [UI97;
Agr+97; BH06; Iza+08]). This is a gap that we want to approach in this thesis.
Tangible Displays in a Nutshell
For this purpose, we propose a multi-display tabletop setup (see Figure 1.1) in which users want
to interact with digital content that resides in the real-world space surrounding a digital tabletop.
We envision that the interaction will be mediated by means of Tangible Displays (i.e., handheld
spatially aware displays [Fit93; Yee03]) serving as physical windows into the digital world. With
this setup, we believe to have identified a rich (yet under-explored) design space that provides
several opportunities loosely relating to Jacob et al.’s themes of reality [Jac+08]. Some of those
opportunities are briefly described in the following:
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Fig. 1.1. Envisioned Setup: Users interact with digital content that is mapped to the space
above a digital tabletop by means of spatially aware handheld displays (Tangible
Displays) serving as physical windows into a virtual world.
Multi-display Environment The combination of a large digital tabletop with multiple smaller
movable displays offers exciting new possibilities. In terms of an enlarged display estate, the
tabletop can show a visual overview of an information space, while individual detail views can
be distributed to different handheld displays. In terms of an increased interaction space, users
could rearrange, group, and compare the detail views by spatially arranging and organizing
the displays in the physical environment. In this way, we may leverage the users’ natural
understanding of spatial relationships between everyday objects (environmental awareness &
skills) towards a more direct and natural interaction with complex information worlds.
Spatial Awareness of Displays The spatial position and orientation of lightweight displays,
e.g., with reference to the table surface, can be utilized as a valuable form of input to the
system. Users may interact with a display by taking it into their hand and moving it around in
midair above the table. In doing so, users could particularly benefit from their familiarity and
understanding of their own body (body awareness and skills), i.e., their awareness of the relative
positions and motion range of their limbs independent of the environment (proprioception). In
addition to that, spatial input may serve as an alternative input channel that can complement or
even replace established touch or pen-based techniques to improve the system’s usability.
Windows into Virtuality By simulating some of the basic physical principles of the real world
(naïve physics), human-computer interfaces are moving closer to how people interact with the
non-digital world. Prominent examples for this are Magic Lens interfaces [Bie+93] and the
concept of head-coupled perspectives (e.g., [WAB93]) that add the illusion of object occlusion,
object persistence, and relative distance and scale. In the proposed multi-display setup, we can
make such techniques “physically graspable” by adopting the underlying concepts to spatially
aware displays. In the tradition of the Chameleon prototype [FZC93], these displays can serve
as physical windows into virtuality that users can hold and move with their hands.
Co-located Collaboration and Parallel Work Digital tabletops are a widely recognized
instrument to facilitate co-located collaboration and parallel work (e.g., [SGM03; Mor+06;
Ise+10]). They enable small groups of users to gather around a table and to simultaneously
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interact and explore data sets on the table display. This style of interaction particularly leverages
the social awareness & skills of users, which includes “verbal and non-verbal communication,
the ability to exchange physical objects, and the ability to work with others to collaborate on a
task” [Jac+08]. With the proposed design space, we can extend on these concepts. While the
tabletop is still acting as a public display shared by a group, additional handheld displays can
serve as personal views for individual users or parts of the group.
Disappearing Technology In his groundbreaking article on Ubiquitous Computing [Wei91],
Mark Weiser pointed out that in order to “truly make computing an integral, invisible part of
people’s lives [...] a new way of thinking about computers [is necessary], one that takes into account
the human world and allows the computers themselves to vanish into the background.” Digitally
augmented paper and surfaces, such as DigitalDesk [Wel91] and Paper Windows [Hol+05], are
examples for this. Using cardboard or other lightweight projection materials, they enable us to
fabricate lightweight displays of almost arbitrary shape and size, e.g., round borderless displays
mimicking the form of a magnifying glass. An important aspect of such calm technology [WB97]
is that “non-calm” components can be moved into the periphery of the user’s attention, e.g.,
a projector could be mounted to the ceiling. In this way, users are “freed to use them without
thinking and so to focus beyond them on new goals” [Wei91].
Thesis Statement
In the light of the possibilities outlined above, we argue that the proposed multi-display tabletop
setting (see Figure 1.1) has a great potential for novel interaction designs that facilitate a more
direct and natural way of interacting with complex information worlds. Yet, the majority of
research has been restricted so far to techniques for the interaction “on” tabletops and mobile
displays, whereas the spatial interaction “with” handheld displays above a table is still playing
a minor role. Studying and demonstrating the potential of the proposed design space shall
therefore be the subject of this thesis.
In the remainder of this chapter, more details regarding the specific goals and the scope of this
thesis are provided, the chosen methodological approach is outlined, the main contributions are
summarized, and a structural overview of the thesis is given.
1.1 Goals of this Thesis
Our general research interests are targeted towards developing novel interaction designs and
applying them to real-world problems for the benefit of users. A particular focus is thereby on
exploring and understanding techniques that leverage the spatial awareness of displays. This
includes a wide range of application contexts, e.g., the spectrum spanning from (a) a single
mobile display on the street to (b) a mixed multi-display installation in an office- or living
room-like environment that combines large stationary displays with small moveable screens.
In a way, the recurring theme guiding this process could be summarized as extending the
interaction paradigm from interacting “on” displays (e.g., driven by touch and pen input) to
interacting “with” displays (by facilitating spatial motions of displays as an additional input
channel).
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1.1.1 Research Challenges
Within this overarching research frame, this thesis focusses on a very specific design space:
multi-display tabletop environments that share a setup similar to the one described in the
previous section (see Figure 1.1). Considering this setup, we identified the following three
major research challenges that we want to address in this thesis:
Challenge 1: We do not clearly understand the inherent interaction mechanics of the
proposed design space.
Extending tabletop interaction to the third dimension by means of spatially aware dis-
plays has been the focus of a handful of previous research projects, but often only to
demonstrate the advantages of a technical solution (e.g., [Iza+08; KN08a]). We believe
that the potential of the design space (in terms of the manifold interaction possibilities)
has hardly been exhausted and requires further systematical examination. This applies
particularly to a more structured utilization of the height above a table, e.g., to find
methods for mapping 2D or 3D data to it and to provide a basic vocabulary for spatially
interacting with this data (which can involve the use of additional input channels, such
as touch or digital pens). What is also missing is an empirical analysis of how well users
perform basic tasks in this space (e.g., in terms of physical accuracy and speed).
Challenge 2: We do not have suitable development tools to rapidly prototype applica-
tions for the proposed design space.
From a technological point of view, the proposed setup integrates and combines many
existing input and output technologies within a single system. This may comprise a
variety of hardware and software components tailored to address a particular purpose,
such as the spatial tracking of displays and users, the sensing of touch and digital pen
input, as well as the customization of displays in different sizes and shapes (e.g., a large
tabletop screen vs. a small disc-shaped handheld display). Such technologies need to
be made accessible to developers in a unified and ease-to-use way, which is difficult and
implies several additional challenges: Not all technologies are directly available and
thus may need to be replicated. Individual hardware or software components may be
incompatible, making it hard to use them in unison. Input and system events need to be
communicated and synchronized between multiple devices. Low level raw sensor data
needs to be brought into a higher-level, more usable form. These challenges make it
difficult for developers and interaction designers to rapidly prototype applications for the
proposed design space, which may be one reason for why it is still underexplored.
Challenge 3: We do not know how to design interactive systems that appropriately
leverage the potential of the proposed design space.
So far, several research projects have demonstrated interaction techniques that consider
the spatial awareness of displays above a tabletop. However, these previously developed
systems mostly hinted at the potential of the design space (e.g., [BH06; Iza+08; KN08a;
UI97]), yet rarely used the volume above the table or focused on a few aspects of spatial
data exploration only. In the light of these projects, it remains unclear how the proposed
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design space can be facilitated to develop interaction techniques that address the specific
interaction challenges of common application domains.
1.1.2 Research Objectives
In this thesis, we will approach Challenge 1 to 3 by pursuing the following three interdependent
research objectives (each of them refers directly to one research challenge and part of this
dissertation):
Objective 1: Conceptual Framework We want to gain deeper insights into the basic inter-
action principles of the proposed design space (Challenge 1) and plan to present these
insights in form of a conceptual framework. This will include a systematic description of
important design variables, such as the basic system components and the general types of
input. Based on that, we plan to distill a vocabulary of reoccurring interaction and usage
patterns of spatially aware displays with a special focus on utilizing the height above a
table as the guiding interaction paradigm (supported by touch and pen as secondary input
channels). We want to use this vocabulary as the basis for the design of a novel class of
spatial interaction techniques that facilitates a more natural and seamless exploration
of digital content above digital tabletops. For this purpose, we plan to find and present
a systematic approach of how to map common types of information spaces to the real-
world space above a table. On an empirical level, we plan to strengthen the conceptual
framework by identifying important design constraints for the developed above-the-table
techniques, e.g., by finding insight regarding the accuracy at which users move and hold
lightweight displays in midair above the table.
Objective 2: Technological Framework In order to enable the rapid prototyping of inter-
active applications for the proposed design space (Challenge 2), we need to design and
implement a set of development tools that we will integrate within a unifying techno-
logical framework. Guided by the design dimensions summarized in the conceptual
framework (Objective 1), this will include tools for the spatial tracking of displays, the
sensing of digital pen and touch input, the support of projective (paper-like) display
technology, the integration of smartphones and tablets, as well as a seamless communica-
tion between all devices. A major focus will be on providing easy and centralized access
to this diversity of input and output technologies. For this purpose, we plan to define
an application programming interface (API) that hides and abstracts the complexity of
the underlying sensor and display hardware. This will allow us to integrate alternative
technological approaches or to replace them seamlessly. We particularly plan to explore
the suitability of different tracking hardware, such as marker-based motion capturing
systems (high fidelity, complex setup) and depth cameras using structured infrared light
(low fidelity, simple setup).
Objective 3: Tangible Display Systems To improve our understanding of the versatile
applicability of spatially aware displays above a tabletop and the associated interaction
principles (Challenge 3), we plan to conduct several design studies. For this purpose,
we will prototype interactive systems, which will be built using the development tools.
We will use the experiences gathered during the prototyping process to validate and
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Fig. 1.2. The scope of this dissertation lies within the area of Human-Computer Interaction
with a special focus on Natural User Interaction styles that heavily rely on state-of-
the-art display & sensing technologies. The thesis particularly investigates the height
above a tabletop as an additional input paradigm by using spatially aware displays.
further improve the technological framework (Objective 2). In the design studies, we
will primarily focus on exploring and developing novel interaction techniques tailored to
the specific needs of a particular application field or usage scenario. Our findings will
help guiding the design of future interactive systems and will also refine the conceptual
framework (Objective 1).
1.2 Scope of this Thesis
The research scope of this dissertation is illustrated in Figure 1.2. Given the goals stated above,
it lies within the area of Human-Computer Interaction, a discipline concerned with the study,
design and implementation of human-centric interactive computer systems. Our research targets
the development and exploration of novel Natural User Interaction styles (e.g., see Chapter 10
in [PD15]) that build on top of a variety of state-of-the-art display and sensing technologies,
which we integrate and combine within a single rapid prototyping framework. More precisely,
the thesis focusses on using the spatial motion of handheld displays above a digital tabletop as
an additional input channel. Example fields of application are multimedia information systems,
information visualization, virtual reality systems, and graphical applications. In order to keep
the scope of our research manageable, we maintain the following restrictions:
Controlled Lab Setup We limit our investigation to installations similar to the setup illus-
trated in Figure 1.1, in which a single user or a small group (e.g., two to four persons) is
standing around a horizontal digital tabletop. We assume that handheld displays will be highly
customizable with respect to their size and shape, which we intend to achieve by employing
a projective display approach (e.g., [Hol+05]). We therefore require a controlled application
environment that provides sufficient room and adaptable lighting conditions to suit the re-
quirements of a projective display system (e.g., a high ceiling to accommodate projector and
optical tracking sensors as well as curtains to avoid direct sunlight). Even though off-the-shelf
tablets and smart phones lack several key qualities regarding their customizability of shape and
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size, they are an easily accessible option for compensating the poor multi-touch capabilities of
projective displays. Hence, the use of such devices is preferred when a robust touch recognition
is central for a specific investigation.
Focus on Spatial Input (Above a Table) The proposed design space provides multiple con-
current input channels (e.g., touch, pen and spatial input) and therefore facilitates multimodal
interaction styles. However, in this thesis, we are particularly interested in spatial input and
how it can be employed for basic interaction tasks, most notably exploration and navigation
(e.g., pan & zoom and 3D viewpoint control), but also object selection and manipulation. We
also put a special emphasis on utilizing the height above horizontal reference surfaces (e.g.,
a digital tabletop). This will have an impact on the mechanics of the developed interaction
techniques and may hinder their straightforward transfer to other form factors, such as slanted
displays or wall displays, which we leave to future investigations. For the scope of this thesis,
we consider pen and touch input mostly as secondary or supportive input channels, e.g., touch
for de/activating spatial interaction and pens for drawing or annotation tasks.
Parallel Work vs. Collaboration In the proposed design space, several users can interact
with the system simultaneously by using their own handheld display(s). Hence, many of the
techniques presented in this thesis will directly support co-located parallel work. As opposed
to this, the specific issues of co-located collaboration, such as tabletop territoriality [SC10] or
sharing personalized views between displays, will not be addressed in this thesis.
Demonstrable Prototypes In order to keep the technological demands at a manageable
level, this thesis focusses on building “demonstrable” prototypes that illustrate the developed
techniques using the example of simple interactive case studies. These case studies cannot
compete with the complex functionality provided by current software development frameworks
(SDK) available on desktop and mobile computers. A deep integration of such programming
frameworks into a mixed multi-display environment is difficult and therefore shall remain the
subject of future investigations.
1.3 Methodological Approach
Objective 1 to 3 (see Section 1.1.2) are heavily inter-related and can be targeted from different
perspectives. This renders a sequential “objective-by-objective” research strategy inappropriate.
We therefore decided on an iterative research approach in which we address more than one
objective at a time, though by taking small manageable steps. Hence, the focus of our activities
usually overlapped and intermediate results of one area often affected the further process and
refinement of another area. In summary, we employed the following key activities:
Literature Review We started our research by conducting a literature review of seminal HCI
approaches with a special focus on interactive tabletops & surfaces, tangible user interfaces,
and spatially aware displays. The knowledge learnt guided us in the process of conceptualizing
the interaction framework (Objective 1). As our research is highly technology-driven, we
also studied previous research on HCI-related input/output technologies and systems, such as
spatial tracking approaches, digital pen and paper technologies, and the digital augmentation
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of paper and other non-instrumented surfaces. This inspired and informed the design and
implementation of the technological framework (Objective 2). To help devise and refine novel
sets of interaction techniques for the Tangible Display systems (Objective 3), we also surveyed
prior work on using relevant HCI approaches in several common application contexts.
Interaction Design A major part of our work was devoted to the interaction design and
implementation of concrete Tangible Display systems (Objective 3). The systems were realized
as functional prototypes providing interactive access to basic datasets. They served as a testbed
for the iterative design and development of a variety of novel interaction techniques. For their
refinement, we frequently used formative assessments (e.g., qualitative feedback of normal users
and domain experts) often already in an early design stage.
Toolkit Engineering On a conceptual and technological level, the interactive systems are
not isolated from each other, but address different aspects of the same interaction space thus
requiring access to a similar set of input and output technologies. To provide this in a simple
and unified way, we put considerable effort in engineering a prototyping toolkit for Tangible
Displays (Objective 2). We designed, implemented, and refined this toolkit using an iterative
process accompanying the development of the interactive systems. This involved tasks such as
the integration of complex projection and sensing hardware, API design and its implementation
on different programming platforms, and tinkering with paper, scissors and glue.
Controlled Lab Studies In the course of our work, we conducted a series of controlled lab
studies. Roughly speaking, they served two purposes: the empirical support and refinement of
the interaction framework (Objective 1) and the usability evaluation of the developed techniques
and systems (Objective 3). For all studies, we used formative assessments early in the interaction
design process (mostly by gathering qualitative feedback in informal pretests), thereby finding
and eliminating evident flaws in the working prototypes. Once the results were reasonably
satisfying, we carried out the actual tests (summative assessments) using qualitative measures
(e.g., user comments, observations, interviews) and quantitative measures (e.g., task times,
error rates, satisfaction scores) depending on the purpose of the study.
1.4 Contributions and Thesis Outline
This thesis adds to a deeper understanding of a very specific interaction space: Tangible Displays
above a digital tabletop (see Figure 1.1). The three main thesis contributions directly relate to
Objective 1 to 3 (see Section 1.1.2). This is reflected by the thesis structure that is organized in
three parts (see Figure 1.3) each addressing one major research objective. Their content and
the remaining chapters are summarized next.
Part I – Conceptual Framework The first thesis part presents an interaction framework for
Tangible Displays (Objective 1). It puts a special focus on utilizing spatial motions of handheld
displays above a tabletop as an additional input channel. On an empirical level, the framework is
supported by two comprehensive studies that investigate key aspects of spatial interaction.
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Fig. 1.3. Overview of the thesis parts, chapter numbers and their interdependencies. The
thesis parts directly reflect the three main contributions of this dissertation (each
part corresponds to one research objective).
Chapter 2 frames the general research background of this thesis by surveying important
related work on interactive surfaces, tangible user interfaces and spatially aware displays.
Chapter 3 reports on a comparative user study with 40 participants that investigates the
efficiency of spatial input-based 2D zoom & pan by comparing it with Pinch-Drag-Flick
on state-of-the-art mobile displays (iPhone & iPad). The study shows for the first time
that spatial techniques can significantly outperform traditional touch techniques. Beyond
that, design recommendations for next generation mobile displays are presented.
Chapter 4 provides an in-detail introduction to the Tangible Display design space. This
includes a systematic description of the system components and input types, a classi-
fication of common interaction patterns (interaction vocabulary), a unifying approach
for representing virtual spaces by means of three spatial topologies, and a taxonomy
of four common classes of information spaces as well as a set of novel techniques
for their spatial exploration in midair above a tabletop.
Chapter 5 presents a comprehensive user study with 18 participants that investigates
fundamental issues of multi-layer interaction above a table. This includes the optimal
number of layers and their thicknesses, movement and holding accuracies, as well as
optimal physical boundaries of the interaction volume. The findings are summarized in a
catalogue of practical design recommendations.
Part II – Technological Framework The second thesis part contributes the design and imple-
mentation of a hardware installation and suite of programming tools for the rapid prototyping
and exploration of Tangible Display applications (Objective 2).
Chapter 6 reviews relevant key technologies for realizing projective displays, the spatial
tracking of handheld displays and for sensing surface input.
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Chapter 7 introduces the Tangible Display toolkit that facilitates the practical exploration
of novel interaction designs with spatially aware handheld displays above a tabletop
that previously were difficult to realize. Designed as a flexible and extendable modular
architecture, the toolkit integrates a variety of different sensor and display technologies
with the goal of providing easy access to the interaction dimensions of Chapter 4 via an
event-driven API.
Chapter 8 discusses possible steps towards achieving the long-term goal of making Tangible
Display technologies available to normal users. Amongst others, this includes a feasibility
study assessing the potential of using a low-cost consumer depth sensor (Kinect v1) for
the spatial tracking of handheld displays.
Part III – Tangible Display Systems The third thesis part presents four elaborative studies
of designing interactive Tangible Displays systems (Objective 3). The systems are prototyped
using the development toolkit of Part II. They practically demonstrate, validate and broaden
the interaction concepts envisioned in Part I by contributing several novel sets of interaction
techniques that address the demands of different use cases and application domains.
Chapter 9 presents the Tangible Lenses system. It contributes a first practical demon-
stration and refinement of the exploration techniques conceptualized in Chapter 4. It
also proposes a set of additional navigational aids that are motivated by a usability
evaluation as well as annotation techniques for data spaces floating above a table.
Chapter 10 introduces the Tangible Views system that explores the applicability of Tangible
Displays in the context of information visualization. Tangible Views facilitate making
multiple – previously virtual – views physically “graspable”. They also allow for controlling
various visualization parameters with more degrees of freedom. The chapter contributes
several advanced interaction techniques on the example of five case studies suggesting a
high potential of the approach. Beyond that, key challenges for future work are discussed.
Chapter 11 describes the Tangible Palettes systems that explores novel interaction con-
cepts for organizing and working with digital tools and content in the context of graphical
applications. With Tangible Palettes, users can seamlessly transfer digital UI elements
between handheld displays and the tabletop. This allows them to freely organize these
items by spatially arranging the displays on or above the tabletop. In addition, the system
utilizes Spatial Zones to provide quick access to digital content in a streamlined way.
Chapter 12 presents the Tangible Windows system that demonstrates a novel concept
for exploring 3D information spaces in a workbench-like multi-display environment.
Tangible Windows combine spatial interaction principles with head input for the purpose
of user-coupled perspectives. They can act as physical peepholes into a virtual 3D world
and as physical containers for parts of that world. The chapter contributes a set of novel
3D interaction techniques that received promising initial user feedback.
This thesis concludes with Chapter 13 that summarizes and reflects on the thesis contributions
and also outlines possible future directions in the field.
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Part I
Conceptual Framework
The first part of this thesis lays the conceptual and empirical foundations for Tangible Displays
(Objective 1). It is organized in four chapters containing the following contributions:
Chapter 2 provides an introduction to the overall research context of this dissertation
and motivates the thesis’ general research goal by identifying and discussing several
research gaps in previous works.
Chapter 3 presents a user study with 40 participants that compares the efficiency of
spatial input-based document navigation with the conventional touch-based pinch
to zoom, drag and flick to pan metaphor on state-of-the-art mobile displays (iPhone
and iPad). The results show that the spatial approach can significantly outperform
Pinch-Drag-Flick.
Chapter 4 defines the design space of Tangible Displays as it will be used and studied
throughout this thesis. Besides a detailed description of the general system setup and
its components, the chapter contributes a comprehensive interaction framework that
classifies basic usage patterns for Tangible Displays.
Chapter 5 describes a user study with 18 participants that investigates fundamental issues
of multi-layer stack interaction with handheld displays above a table. The findings
include insights regarding a reasonable number of layers and their thicknesses, suitable
physical boundaries of the interaction volume, movement and holding accuracies, as well
as practical design guidelines.

2Research Background
The work presented in this thesis builds on a rich body of research in the field of human-
computer interaction (HCI). This chapter aims to provide a basic understanding of important
and influential related research streams and thus frames the general research context of this
thesis. The chapter starts with a bird’s eye view-like introduction to three major HCI research
themes, namely Post-WIMP & Reality-based Interaction, Ubiquitous Computing and Augmented
Reality (see Section 2.1). Given the thesis’ specific focus on interactions with spatially aware
handheld displays above digital tabletops, the discussion then quickly narrows down to the
subareas of interactive surfaces (Section 2.2), tangible user interfaces (Section 2.3), and spatially
aware displays (Section 2.4). It is important to stress that these sections are not intended to
serve as a comprehensive literature survey, but rather present a non-exhaustive selection of
relevant HCI concepts, approaches and interface instances. When necessary the discussion of
related work will be further deepened in later chapters.
2.1 General Research Context
On a general level, this thesis is concerned with the development of human-computer interfaces
that fuse the digital with the real world for the purpose of providing a more direct and natural
way of interacting with complex information spaces. Clearly, this goal is not new as it is the
subject of several major HCI research streams – each providing a different perspective at things.
A closer look at three particularly inspiring streams of research is given in the following.
2.1.1 Post-WIMP & Reality-Based Interaction
Pointing devices play an important role in graphical user interfaces (GUI) as a primary means to
specify a position in space and to trigger actions. They can be classified into direct and indirect
ones. The mouse – the most commonly used pointing device in traditional WIMP (windows,
icons, menus, pointer) interfaces – belongs to the category of indirect input devices, because
the physical input space does not coincide with the main output medium (usually a computer
screen). By contrast, with direct input (e.g., through touch-sensitive displays) interaction can
be performed in the very same space where graphical feedback occurs, thus helping make
direct manipulation [Shn83] even more direct and natural. In this context, Andries van Dam
introduced the term “post-WIMP user interfaces” to describe interfaces “containing at least one
interaction technique not dependent on classical 2D widgets such as menus and icons” [Dam97].
Amongst others, this may include the use of parallel input channels, the support of multiple
users, or the communication through spatial movements and gestures. Example interaction
styles are ubiquitous computing, augmented reality, surface computing, tangible interaction,
and spatial interaction with handheld displays. In one way or another, all of these interaction
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styles are tangent to the research presented in this thesis. By acknowledging that many of the
new interaction styles “draw strength by building on users’ pre-existing knowledge of the everyday,
non-digital world”, Jacob et al. proposed the notion of reality-based interaction [Jac+08] as a
framework to better characterize post-WIMP interfaces through four basic themes of reality:
naïve physics, body awareness & skills, environment awareness & skills, and social awareness &
skills. Jacob et al. argue that respecting these themes of reality will “reduce the gulf of execution
[HHN85], the gap between a user’s goals for action and the means to execute those goals”. As
pointed out on the first three pages of Chapter 1, the goal of this thesis is to explore a design
space that allows for incorporating Jacob et al.’s themes of reality in various ways.
2.1.2 Ubiquitous Computing
In 1991, a time where common computer usage had advanced not too long ago from mainframe
computing (one computer shared by many users) to personal computing (one person, one
computer), Mark Weiser presented his seminal vision of ubiquitous computing [Wei91]. Weiser
anticipated a major shift of computing, away from the desktop towards a ubiquitous usage,
where people would have access to many digital devices and eventually use them in virtually
every conceivable niche context of their everyday life. In order to practically illustrate this
idea, Weiser and his colleagues at Xerox PARC developed a set of wirelessly linked interactive
displays characterized to some extent by the affordances provided by different size scales. This
included yard-scale boards (stationary, TV-sized), foot-scale pads (portable, notebook-sized) and
inch-scale tabs (mobile, palm-sized). Each device was designed to be readily available and to suit
specific activities better than others, so people can choose the most appropriate one for a task at
hand, e.g., a pad for reading/annotating a private document or a board for discussing digital
content in a group. Given today’s widespread integration of computing into smartphones, tablet
computers, smart watches, interactive whiteboards, smart TVs, digital tabletops, projectors, and
so forth, many aspects of ubiquitous computing may appear to be realized already. Yet, the
vision of ubiquitous computing is considerably more far-reaching. In particular, Weiser foresaw a
fusion of computing technology and everyday objects so that information technology eventually
becomes invisible in the background and remains there silently until the moment it is needed,
thus allowing people to focus on the task, not the tool. Weiser & Brown highlighted three
indications of such “calm technology” [WB97]. First, calm technology allows us to “easily move
[our attention] from center to periphery and back”. Second, it increases our peripheral reach by
“bringing more details into the periphery”. Third, “the periphery connects us effortlessly to a myriad
of familiar details” and thus makes us feel located within the world. An important aspect in
this context is to facilitate seamless interactions by maintaining seamlessness (continuity) with
existing work practices and by providing seamlessness (smooth transitions) between different
functional work spaces [IKA94]. By contrast, even though today’s availability of computing
platforms and displays is an important step towards Weiser’s vision, the majority of devices still
exists largely isolated from each other. As a result, “seamlessness” and “calmness” do not play
yet a defining role for most people’s everyday experience with modern computing technology.
2.1.3 Augmented Reality and Environments
The motif of “augmentation” is one of the major themes of HCI and describes the idea of
enhancing people’s intellectual processes by technological means. An early example is Bush’s
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Memex from 1945 [Bus45] – a microfilm-based storage/retrieving system for knowledge and
one of the first conceptions of a home computer – that Bush had envisioned as a tool for
augmenting the human memory. Today, the term “augmentation” is broadly associated with
the concept of Augmented Reality (AR), where physical world artifacts are fused with digital
elements. Over the past 50 years, HCI researchers have developed a broad range of different
AR approaches.
Augmentation via Head-mounted Displays
Head-mounted displays (HMD) provide immersive see-through-like stereo views through small
displays located directly in front of the eyes. With the exception of purely real environments,
they address the whole spectrum of the Reality-Virtuality-Continuum [Mil+94] ranging from
pure Virtual Reality (VR) over Augmented Virtuality (AV) and Augmented Reality (AR) to “real”
Reality. Historically speaking, Sutherland’s Sword of Damocles [Sut68] is considered to be the
first VR HMD system – a groundbreaking technology introduced as early as in 1968. By showing
computer generated images on opaque displays, this type of HMDs mainly addresses pure Virtual
Reality (VR) applications. A typical problem of these displays is their proneness to produce
mismatches between motion in the virtual and the real world, which is a cause of simulator
sickness (a.k.a. Cybersickness) [MS92]. Symptoms associated with this condition include
dizziness, headaches, nauseas, and eye fatigue. By considerably improving the spatial/temporal
consistency between the two worlds, technological progress (e.g., the Oculus Rift [@Ocu]
introduced in 2013) appears to be increasingly able to tackle such issues. However, a major
disadvantage continues to exist: the interference of (opaque) HMDs with eye gaze and other
social cues in group settings. Optical see-through HMDs use a projector-based approach, where
the real world is seen through half-transparent mirrors placed in front of the user’s eyes. In the
context of Augmented Reality (e.g., the Scape project by Brown et al. [BHG03]), such HMDs
virtually overlay the surrounding physical world with graphical objects and annotations, for
example, to show maintenance instructions on top of whatever is being repaired (e.g., see
Feiner et al.’s KARMA [FMS93]). Being almost exclusively seen in research labs for many years,
a recent class of consumer-friendly mixed reality smartglasses, such as HoloLens [@Micb] and
Google Glass [@Gooa], is about to make the technology more widespread.
Augmentation via Handheld Displays
An interesting alternative to wearing a display directly in front of the eyes are portable handheld
see-through displays. An early example for this is Rekimoto’s & Nagao’s NaviCam [RN95] that
augments a live video stream of the real world with texts and other digital information. With
handheld see-through display spatial mismatches between the real and the virtual world are still
present, though can be less distracting. In particular, the symptoms of Cybersickness are less
pronounced. One reason for this is that handheld displays are used farther away from the eyes.
In addition to that, the social communication in group settings, e.g., through facial expressions,
is less impaired if compared to the use of HMDs.
Augmented Environments
In an attempt to free Augmented Reality from its dependency on see-through displays, another
class of AR approaches aims for projecting digital information directly onto surfaces and objects
of the physical world, for example, by using stationary overhead projectors (e.g., Shader
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Lamps [BRH01]), handheld projectors (e.g., iLamps [Ras+03]) or pico projectors in mobile
devices (e.g., [Dac+12]). A pioneering work was Wellner’s DigitalDesk [Wel91], who sought to
combine existing work practices for paper documents with interactions known from graphical
user interfaces. Wellner used a top-projector to project GUIs (e.g., a virtual calculator) on a
physical desk or sheets of paper. The latter were spatially tracked by an overhead camera.
The camera also facilitated simple pointing with fingers. In a broader context, the underlying
idea of transforming surfaces of the physical world into extensions of traditional computing
environments can be seen as a key part of Weiser’s vision of ubiquitous computing and has been
the focus of further research ever since. One such example is Rekimoto’s & Saitoh’s Augmented
Surfaces system [RS99] (an early multi-display environment) and its hyperdragging technique –
a spatially continuous “drag and drop” mechanism for the seamless transfer of graphical objects
and digital information between portable computers, interactive surfaces and physical objects.
With PaperWindows, Holman et al. [Hol+05] presented a system for projecting common GUI
windows onto physical paper and explored how paper-based gestures – such as collate, collocate,
staple – can be used for manipulating information on paper displays. LightSpace [WB10] by
Wilson & Benko uses a combination of multiple depth cameras and projectors to turn almost
every surface of a room into an interactive display including ordinary tables, books, and even
the user’s hands, e.g., to facilitate through-the-air drag and drop of documents and photos
from one surface to another. In a sense, many of these examples belong to the broader area of
interactive surfaces, which shall be briefly reviewed in the next section.
2.2 Interactive Surfaces
The past two decades have seen rapid improvements in research and technology for interactive
surfaces and associated natural interaction techniques, such as using pen and finger input.
Interactive surfaces exist in various sizes and forms not so different from Weiser’s boards, pads,
and tabs. While digital tabletops, display walls, and other large interactive displays still mostly
exist in research labs or are used in public installations, mobile and miniaturized versions – most
notable smartphones and tablets – already found their way into the everyday life as commercial
products enabling normal users to move away from traditional, stationary desktop computers to
a more ubiquitous everyday use. In this context, two important milestones are Apple’s releases
of the iPhone in 2007 and the iPad in 2010. Their quick market penetration can be ascribed
largely to the more natural style of interaction allowing users, for example, to directly touch
data and control elements with a finger or to perform spatial gestures with a handheld device.
Research on interactive surfaces dates back to the early 1950s. A brief historical review (with
focus on multi-touch input) can be found on Bill Buxton’s website “Multi-Touch Systems that
I Have Known and Loved” [@Bux]. A more comprehensive (German) overview provides
Chapter 11 of Preim & Dachselt’s book on “Ìnteraktive Systeme” (2nd Volume) [PD15], from
which this section borrows some of its structure and classification. First technologies for using
digital pens on a screen were introduced in the late 1950s. Early touch screens emerged just a
few years later in the mid 1960s, e.g., Johnson’s Touch Display [Joh65]. Since then, a major
focus was on the development of multi-touch-enabled displays, e.g., Mehta’s Flexible Machine
Interface from 1982 [Meh82]. As opposed to using simple strokes to draw or to enter text on a
display, enabling users to perform more complex gestures with multiple fingers considerably
broadened the spectrum of what is possible in terms of interaction. Recently, the parallel use of
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touch and pen input became a more actively pursued research interest and opened up the way
to novel styles of multimodal pen+touch interaction, e.g., [Hin+10; FHD09; FHD10].
The advent of affordable, optical multi-touch sensing technologies, such as diffuse illumination
(DI) and Han’s frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR) [Han05], made it comparatively easy
for researchers to build their own customized prototypes (e.g., see [Sch+08] for a technical
guide). Nevertheless, most of the research presented in this thesis was conducted without the
need for multi-touch input (pen or single-touch input was often sufficient), thus allowing the
use of simpler solutions such as Anoto’s digital pen and paper technology [@Ano].
2.2.1 Advanced Form Factors
In addition to the usually planar, rigid and opaque interactive surfaces discussed so far, there
is a variety of approaches that further extend the interaction possibilities, e.g., with respect to
display shapes and their convertibility or the support of haptic sensitivity and feedback.
Curved and 3D-Shaped Displays
Curved and 3D-shaped displays are an active research area for many years now, e.g., see
[Mon13] for an overview. In [Ben09], Benko presents two interactive spherical displays (Sphere
and Pinch-the-Sky Dome) and discusses interaction challenges for such non-flat surfaces. Several
3D-shaped displays were developed for handheld usage, e.g., in the form of a cylinder (e.g.,
DisplayObjects [AGV10]) or a cube (e.g., pCubee [SLF10]). BendDesk [Wei+10b] and Curve
[Wim+10] are two research prototypes that connect a horizontal with a vertical interactive
surface via a curve and provide seamless multi-touch input across the entire area. Both projects
investigated ergonomic and interaction aspects of such hybrid interactive desk systems.
Shape- and Size-variable Displays
Some interactive surfaces allow for changing their shape and size, e.g., to provide additional
forms of interaction or to be adapted to different use contexts. Examples are Lee et al.’s Foldable
Interactive Displays [LHT08], Xpaaand [Kha+11] (a rollable displays with touch functionality),
and DepthTouch [Pes+12] (a stretchable, elastic tabletop). Besides those “freely” deformable
surfaces, there are research prototypes consisting of multiple display segments whose orientation
to each other can be manipulated. In a concept draft [SHD10], we proposed to show large
GUI-based tool palettes on foldable displays which can be reduced to compact dialogs by folding
the displays in1. In their FoldMe project [Kha+12], Khalilbeigi et al. picked up this idea and
further investigated the design space of foldable displays and its interaction opportunities on
a more systematic and comprehensive level. With Paddle [RSL14], Ramakers et al. turned a
Rubik’s puzzle into a flexible mobile device that allows for adjusting the shape and size of the
display depending on the task at hand. Several projects contributed to a better understanding
regarding different usability issues of shape-variable interactive surfaces. For example, Bacim
et al. [BSB13] investigated how surface deformation affects touch selection accuracy on flat
and hemispherical surfaces and which role visual feedback is playing in this context. Troiano
et al. [TPH14] compiled a set of user-defined gestures for elastic deformable displays.
1Apart from this brief excursion into foldable displays, I did not further investigate the possibilities
provided by shape-variable surfaces.
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Interactive Everyday Surfaces
A recent stream of research puts a special emphasis on making augmented environments (see
Section 2.1.3) more interactive. An important goal is thereby to turn arbitrary everyday objects,
such as furniture, crockery, the human skin and even liquids, into interactive surfaces. On the
input side, this requires methods for the identification and processing of contact points, for
example, by using bioelectrical properties of the human body (e.g., Touché [SPH12]). A more
common approach are projector-camera systems, where input recognition is done by optical
sensors and computer vision techniques. Examples are solutions based on depth cameras (e.g.,
Micorosoft Kinect [Wil10]) or monochrome/infrared cameras (e.g., RetroDepth’s stereo vision
approach [Kim+14]). There also exist wearable prototypes (e.g., OminTouch [HBW11]).
Pressure Sensitivity & Tactile Feedback
The use of pressure as an additional input dimension has long been a subject of research
(c.f., Buxton [@Bux]). PyzoFlex [Ren+12] is a printed partially transparent foil that is based
on ferroelectric material. It can be used for sensing pressure (via piezoelectric effects) and
hovering (via pyroelectric effects) on large bended surfaces. Stewart et al. [Ste+10] studied
the characteristics of pressure-based input for mobile devices. Amongst others, their findings
suggest that non-visual pressure input can be executed without degradation in selection time
but suffers from accuracy problems. Beginning with the iPhone 6S in 2014, pressure-based
input became available on a popular smartphone platform (c.f., Apple’s force touch [@Wika]).
A major disadvantage of most today’s interactive surfaces is a lack of computer-controlled tactile
feedback. The TPad Fire [Mul+13] is a tablet computer that uses ultrasonic vibrations on a
touch surface to influence the perception of force, shape and texture at the fingertips of users.
MudPad [JKB10] combines a matrix of electromagnets with an overlay of magnetorheological
fluid to produce instant multi-point tactile feedback for multitouch input, ranging from static
levels of surface softness to a broad set of dynamically changeable textures.
Transparent Surfaces
Another recent trend are (semi-)transparent interactive surfaces. One example is SpaceTop
[Lee+13], a transparent desktop display that combines traditional 2D interactions (e.g., type,
click and draw) with spatial 3D interactions behind the screen (users place their hands behind
the see-through display in midair between keyboard and screen). Lindlbauer et al. [Lin+14]
show how the transparency of a desktop display can be continuously adapted to support co-
located face-to-face collaboration, information sharing and on-demand privacy. In [Hin+14a;
Hin+14b], Hincapié-Ramos et al. presented prototypes of transparent mobile tablets and ex-
plored novel forms of interaction with them, amongst others, Contact Augmented Reality as a
form of AR where a transparent mobile display rests on top of an augmented object, such as a
printed magazine, map or book.
2.2.2 Interaction Beyond the Surface
The interaction with interactive surfaces is not necessarily restricted to the surface, but can be
extended to the space surrounding it. In some cases, this may even imply that a display is out of
physical reach, thus strictly speaking making it a “non”-interactive surface.
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Interaction Above Surfaces
Using a mouse, positioning a cursor and activating a function by clicking are two separate tasks.
This does not apply to touch input, where both tasks usually coincide with the fingers touching
the surface. Hence, in order to provide meaningful feedback before an action is triggered,
approaching fingers or pens need to be tracked prior to touching the surface [Che+12]. In Hover
Widgets [Gro+06], pen movements/gestures above (yet close to) a display surface are used as
an additional command layer. Several technologies for capturing finger and hand movements in
the hover space above a tabletop surface have been developed, e.g., Z-touch [TMR10]. Another
example is Medusa [Ann+11] that allows for mapping touch points to specific users and hands
in support of multi-user collaborative design and sketching. Grossman & Wigdor provided a
first taxonomy of the extended interaction space above tabletops [GW07].
Multi-layer Interaction Several projects have explored ways to directly embed functionality
into the space above a surface using the idea of stacking multiple layers upon each other, e.g., in
form of widgets that can be controlled via the height of the user’s hand [PHH12] or a digital pen
[SAL06] above a digital tabletop. PenLight [Son+09] uses a spatially-aware miniature projector
for a similar style of multi-layer interaction, yet above architectural drawings that physically
exist on paper (virtual data layers are projected onto printed drawings). A major disadvantage
of these multi-layer interaction approaches is a strict separation between input space (i.e., space
above the surface) and graphical output space (i.e., the surface itself). This is one of the gaps
that will be addressed in this thesis (by using spatially aware handheld displays).
Proxemics Interaction
The field of proxemics interactions originates from studies of interpersonal behavior in relation
to physical distances, e.g., of a person to other people or the environment, and their social
and cultural meaning [Hal66]. It has been adapted and widely studied in human-computer
interaction as a means of providing responses based on user’s proximity [BMG10; HD08] to
(interactive) displays and surfaces. Another adaptation is to make use of the spatial relationship
between devices and adjust their behavior. In their initial work of the Smart-Its project,
Holmquist et al. [Hol+01] proposed context proximity which connects artifacts based on
physical distances and explicit user actions (e.g., shaking a device). Kray et al. [Kra+08]
investigated the use of spatial regions around mobile devices (tracked using on-screen markers)
for content sharing, and demonstrated their benefits on group coordination and social processes.
Some of these concepts were used in this thesis, most notably the idea of spatial regions.
Remote Interaction
It can be impractical or even impossible to directly work on a surface, e.g., because the distance
to a wall display is too large or an object lies beyond currently touchable areas. A variety
of remote interaction approaches have been developed, among them freehand gestures for
controlling a presentation [BB93], customized handheld devices for 3D interaction in immersive
environments, and eye gaze for the navigation in geographic information systems [SD12]. A
non-interactive wall display or projection screen is sufficient if alternative input devices are at
hand, such as a tabletop serving as an interactive control center. Throw and Tilt [DB08] uses
a combination of touch and spatial gestures (throw, tilt) performed on/with a smartphone to
remotely interact with image collections and a map shown on a large wall display.
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2.2.3 Multi-display Environments
Some of the remote interaction techniques discussed above are also examples for so-called
multi-display environments, where interactive and non-interactive surfaces of different size,
shape and orientation are combined to allow interaction with digital information spaces.
Inspired by the idea of ubiquitous computing, early explorations of multi-display environments
already considered the integration of interactive surfaces into walls, doors, furniture, and other
elements of architectural spaces (e.g., i-Land [Str+99]). In this context, a particular advantage
is the diversity of available form factors ranging from small, mobile, personal displays (e.g.,
smartwatches, smartphones and tablets) to large, stationary, public devices (e.g., tabletops
and wall-hang displays) thus opening up a variety of interesting possible display combinations.
Many of those combinations have been investigated by previous research, e.g., with respect
to advanced interaction possibilities, the seamless transfer of information across displays, or
the support of collaborative activities. With PhoneTouch [Sch+10a], Schmidt et al. present a
system that is able to detect and react on direct touches of a smartphone on a tabletop, e.g., to
exchange documents between the two devices (the device identity is determined by temporally
correlating touch inputs on the table and motion data from the phone’s accelerometer). SleeD by
Zadow et al. [Zad+14] is a “sleeve display” attached to the user’s arm that facilitates interaction
with multi-touch display walls. With FlowTransfer [Lan+16], Langner et al. present several
techniques for navigation and content transfer between spatially-aware mobile phones and a
large wall display. An example for the combination of multiple mobile devices is GroupTogether
[MHG12] that demonstrates cross-device interaction based on sociological constructs, such as
the distance and relative body orientation among multiple users and how users orient and tilt
devices towards one another. Several of the augmented environments systems introduced earlier
in Section 2.1.3 (e.g., Augmented Surfaces [RS99], PaperWindows [Hol+05] and LightSpace
[WB10]) can also be seen as examples of multi-display environments. This thesis contributes to
a specific subtype of multi-display environments consisting of a horizontal tabletop and multiple
smaller spatially aware handheld displays.
In summary, interactive surfaces facilitate a more direct and natural way of interacting with
computers. Yet, most interaction remains restricted to a surface and thus does not fully leverage
the powerful body and environment awareness & skills of people. First examples of how this
restriction can be softened were described in Section 2.2.2, e.g., by performing spatial hand
gestures in midair above or in front of a surface. This often comes at a price though (e.g., the
strong coupling of input and output space is abandoned). In the next section, a class of user
interfaces will be discussed that addresses this and other issues.
2.3 Tangible User Interfaces
The development of the Tangible User Interfaces (TUI) concept [IU97] in the mid 1990’s was one
of the first practical attempts to dissolve the borders between the digital and the physical world.
It is believed to be a promising path to realize Weiser’s visions of Ubiquitous Computing [Wei91]
and calm technology [WB97] that strive for “invisible” human-computer interfaces eventually
becoming indistinguishable from the fabric of everyday life. TUI build upon the concept of
graspable user interfaces [FIB95], where physically “graspable” objects represent specialized
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tool handles that can be used to interact with a display surface [FIB95]. While graspable
interfaces are conceptually framed mainly in terms of input devices (control), TUI aim to equally
emphasize the role of digital/physical artifacts (the tangibles) as output devices (representation).
The term “representation” refers to the external manifestation of digital information in ways
that we can directly perceive with our tactile (tangible representation) and visual/hearing senses
(intangible representation). In his PhD thesis [Ull02], Ullmer characterized tangible interfaces as
having four distinguishing physical properties separating TUI from classic WIMP interfaces:
• Physically embodied: Tangibles give physical forms to digital information (the model) that
serve as both representations and controls for their digital counterparts. In this way, they
are not just interfaces to a model, but rather “personify” the model (to some extent).
• Physically representational: Tangibles can make digital information perceptible through
our peripheral senses in several ways. First, the specific tangible and intangible forms
of physical artifacts can be used for literal, iconic or symbolic representations of digital
elements. Another possibility is to utilize the spatial relationships between individual
physical artifacts and reference frames in physical space.
• Physically manipulable: Tangibles are graspable and thus can be taken into the hand and
physically manipulated by the fingers and hands. In this process, the physical size, shape
and structure of tangibles can provide important affordances hinting at possible ways to
mechanically combine and constrain individual elements.
• Spatially reconfigurable: Tangible interfaces are usually made up of discrete physical
artifacts, each with their own coupling to distinct elements of a digital information space.
The presence of multiple discrete objects suggests their organization as coordinated
systems of interacting physical elements. This facilitates a central mode of interaction
with tangible interfaces: the spatial reconfiguration of physical elements, i.e., their
physical translation, rotation, placement, and removal.
Tangible User Interfaces are an increasingly grown-up and mature area of research that over the
years has been (and still is) generating an extensive and versatile set of approaches, research
projects, and even commercial products. It is therefore beyond the scope of this thesis to provide
a complete overview of all previous and current streams in the field. Instead, the richness of
TUI shall be illustrated with the help of Ishii’s classification of eight characteristic genres [Ish08]
which are presented in a slightly revised form incorporating ideas discussed in Chapter 12 of
Preim & Dachselt’s book on “Ìnteraktive Systeme” (2nd Volume) [PD15]. Subsequently, key
qualities and characteristics of TUI will be highlighted (see Section 2.3.2).
2.3.1 Basic TUI Genres
Extending on a previous categorization by Ullmer et al. [UIJ05] and dating back to 2008, Ishii’s
classification of TUI genres [Ish08] systematizes the by then developed systems and covers
a broad range of different application domains including architecture, landscape planning,
information visualization, art, music, games, edutainment, and teaching. Even though not
concepts of all TUI genres have been incorporated in this thesis, it is worth to shed a little light
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on the diversity of approaches that repeatedly served as valuable sources of inspiration2. In
a way, each genre (or class) centers on specific principles and aspects of tangible interaction
that can be used either on their own or in concert with each other. It is therefore important to
stress that while the eight TUI genres provide a meaningful structure, they are not free from
overlapping. Hence, the majority of systems do not belong to just one class, but often combine
concepts from several genres.
(1) Interactive Surfaces / Tabletop TUI
Interactive surfaces TUI are based on a typically planar, often horizontal surface serving as a
display and facilitating the digital augmentation of physical objects (“tangibles”). A classic
example are tabletop displays, on which the existence, identity and spatial configuration of
tangibles are sensed and interpreted by the system so as to provide appropriate visual feedback
on the surface as the tangibles are being manipulated by users (see Figure 2.1). This can
also include additional parallel forms of interaction, such as based on multi-touch (e.g., Facet-
Streams [Jet+11]) or stylus input (e.g., IncreTable [Lei+08]). A pioneering work in this
genre was DigitalDesk [Wel93]. Further examples are metaDesk [UI97], BUILD-IT [Rau+98],
Urp [UI99], and reacTable [Jor+07]. Other works have extended the approach to vertical
surfaces (e.g., Geckos [LH11] and Vertibles [Hen+12]) and mobile displays (e.g., Disney/Pixar’s
commercially available AppMATes [@Dis]).
(a) Urp [UI99] (b) reacTable [Jor+07] (c) IncreTable [Lei+08]
Fig. 2.1. Examples of interactive surfaces TUI systems.
(2) Constructive Assembly
Inspired by LEGO® and building blocks, the constructive assembly approach follows the idea of
creating larger constructions by interconnecting modular physical elements. A key emphasis is
on the physical fit and kinetic relationships between individual building blocks to facilitate the
creation of more complex (mostly) three-dimensional geometric shapes, figures, buildings and
other objects as well as a versatility of motions. Pioneered in the early 1980s [AN84], prominent
examples of constructive assembly TUI are Programmable Bricks [Res+96], Topobo [RPI04]
and LEGO®Mindstorms®. Constructive assembly systems do not necessarily require a fixed
joining between individual elements, even though a two- or three-dimensional arrangement
remains functionally important. Examples for this are System/Flow Blocks [ZAR05], Siftables
[MKM07], Lumino [BBR10], i-Cubes [Goh+12], and Stackables [Klu+12].
2The discussion is also meant to substantiate my proposal of a ninth TUI genre in Section 2.4.3.
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(3) Token+Constraint
Token+constraint interfaces “build on relationships between systems of physical tokens and
constraints” [UIJ05]. Tokens are discrete, spatially reconfigurable physical objects that represent
digital information. A classic example are the marbles of Bishop’s Marble Answering Machine
[Pol95] that embody received phone calls. Constraints are confining regions, such as slots,
the rods of an Abacus or the fields on a chess board, within which tokens can be placed and
moved. Constraints personify digital operations which are applied to tokens located within their
perimeter – often limiting the degree of freedom to one dimension. A practical illustration are the
tangible parameter wheels/bars of Tangible Query Interfaces [UIJ03] that allow for controlling
a visualization displayed on a nearby display. By placing them into specific trays, users can
express various AND/OR parameter combinations. Further examples of token+constraint TUI
are Casier [Ull+11], DataTiles [RUO01], and the Tangible Video Editor [Zig+07].
(4) Augmented Everyday Objects
Another promising approach is the augmentation of familiar everyday objects and their use as
part of a TUI system. A major goal is thereby to soften the restrictions of specialized tokens and
thus to lower the entry barrier for users. One way for realizing augmented everyday objects is
to enhance existing real-world tools and artifacts by physically integrating digital capabilities
(see Figure 2.2). Examples for this are HandSCAPE [Lee+00] (a digital tape measure) and I/O
Brush [RMI04] (a digital drawing tool in form of a physical brush that can pick up colors and
textures from everyday objects). Smartphones and tablets can also be considered as everyday
objects (e.g., PhoneTouch [Sch+10a]). An alternative strategy of realizing augmented everyday
objects is to project visual content onto their surface, e.g., as demonstrated in MirrorFugue
[Xia+13] and LightBeam [Hub+12].
(a) HandSCAPE [Lee+00] (b) I/O Brush [RMI04] (c) Mirror Fugue [Xia+13]
Fig. 2.2. Examples of augmented everyday objects TUI systems.
(5) Continuous Plastic TUI
The previous TUI classes mainly considered predefined sets of fixed-form physical objects
that are manipulated based on their spatial relationships, yet not by changing the shape of
the elements themselves. The incapability of altering the forms of tangible representations
can be a major limitation, e.g., for freeform sculpturing, landscape architecture, and terrain
analysis. This gap is addressed by the class of continuous plastic TUI [Ish+04] that combines
the malleability of continuous tangible materials such as clay and sand with the augmentation
of digital representations (see Figure 2.3). Examples are Illuminating Clay/SandScape [PRI02;
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Ish+04] and GranulatSynthese [BSB08]. In Phoxel Space [Rat+04], the former two were
extended to facilitate the browsing of volumetric data.
(a) SandScape [Ish+04] (b) GranulatSynthese [BSB08] (c) Phoxel Space [Rat+04]
Fig. 2.3. Examples of continuous plastic TUI systems.
(6) Actuated Tangibles
By enabling a system to actively modify physical properties of objects, the genre of actuated
tangibles establishes an additional output channel that not only addresses our tactile/haptic
senses, but also can help soften inconsistencies otherwise emerging from the computer’s inability
to physically manipulate tangibles. A survey of approaches is provided in [PNO07].
Kinetic Actuation Tangibles with kinetic memory & actuation address the control of motional
properties, such as the location, orientation, and speed of objects. A common approach is to let
a system manipulate passive objects, e.g., by using electrical magnets (Actuated Workbench
[PMI02] and Madgets [Wei+10a]). By taking physical objects off the surface and placing them
in the air, ZeroN [LPI11] foreshadows a new category of midair tangible interaction. Kinetic
tangibles can also be realized by empowering objects to actively move themselves. Examples
are Tangible Bots [PH11] and Touchbugs [Now+13] both inspired in part by educational toys
that can record and replay motion patterns, e.g., Curlybot [Fre+00] and Topobo [RPI04].
Shape Actuation Self-actuated shape displays [Lei+15] can actively change their physical
form. One variant are relief-like displays that can physically displace their surface, e.g., through
a matrix of motorized rods representing individual pixels that can be moved up and down very
quickly. The additional augmentation with images can produce semi-realistic simulations of a
diversity of different 3D surfaces and shapes. Examples for such 2.5D shape displays are Lumen
[PNO07] (13×13 pixels) and inFORM [Fol+13] (30×30 pixels). By covering the rods with
flexible fabric, the “chiseled” appearance of the surface can be smoothed [Lei+11].
(7) Tangible Telepresence
Tangible telepresence systems extend the in situ usage of TUIs to remote locations usually
by mapping haptic input, such as object movements and vibrations, to haptic representations
over a distance. This gives remote users “the sense of ghostly presence, as if an invisible person
was manipulating a shared object” [Ish08]. Examples are inTouch [BD97], Rope Revolution
[Yao+11], and inFORM [Lei+14]. While not a “tangible” telepresence system in the narrower
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sense, IllumiShare [Jun+12] can be considered a hybrid as it enables users at distant locations to
remotely share and collaborate on arbitrary physical and digital objects on arbitrary surfaces.
(8) Ambient Media
Ambient media3 (e.g., sound, light, airflow, and water movement) address our peripheral senses.
By representing change in a more subtle manner, they can be used to make users aware of
information at the periphery of attention so they can smoothly transition their focus between
foreground activities and the background when something unusual is noticed. Example TUI
systems are ambientROOM [Ish+98] and Water Lamp/Pinwheels that simulate “bits of rain”
and “digital wind” [DWI98].
2.3.2 Contributions and Qualities of TUI
Due to the tight coupling of physical artifacts and digital computation, tangible interfaces exhibit
special qualities and advantages over traditional GUI and “pure” interactive surfaces [Ish08].
Parallel Feedback Loops
A key benefit of TUI is their support of multiple parallel feedback loops. As users grasp and
manipulate physical objects, they receive instantaneous passive haptic feedback. This does not
require any sensing or processing by a computer, so users can perform complex input actions
without having to wait for a confirmation by the second (mainly visual, auditory) digital feedback
loop. This second loop takes longer than the first one (noticeable computational delay) and thus
may cause user frustration (which, in turn, can be eased by the first loop). Actuated tangibles
add a third feedback loop: active haptic feedback allowing the system to give feedback reflecting
the internal state of the model as it is changing.
Coincidence of Input and Output Space
Fishkin [Fis04] proposes to differentiate between four levels of embodiment that reflect how
strongly users perceive digital functionality (bits) is embedded within a physical device (atoms):
full embodiment (input and output device are identical, often by using a display as part of the
tangible, e.g., continuous plastic TUI and augmented everyday objects), nearby embodiment
(output occurs in direct proximity of the input device so that the focus of input is tightly
coupled to the output, e.g., tabletop TUI), environmental embodiment (non-graspable output
existing around users, e.g., ambient media TUI), and distant embodiment (output on a different
location so users are forced to split their visual attention between input and output device,
e.g., [Hin+94]). A higher level of embodiment connotes a more direct manipulation (i.e., the
cognitive distance between input and output decreases), which may not always be intended.
Concurrent Access and Manipulation of Interface Components
Classic GUI systems use a single generic input device (typically a mouse) for a multitude of
different activities, such as scrolling windows, menu selection, and drawing. These actions have
3This genre is mostly mentioned for the sake of completeness. While Ishii included it in his classification
of TUI genres [Ish08], he also noted that "strictly speaking, ambient media is not a kind of TUI since in
many cases there are no direct interactions”.
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to be executed in a time-sequential manner (time-multiplexed input), whereas graphical interface
elements can be spatially arranged (space-multiplexed output). In TUIs, tangible representations
can be accessed and manipulated independently from each other (space-multiplexed input)
[FIB95]. This facilitates two-handed and simultaneous multi-user interaction.
Leveraging the Peripheral Attention of Users
Leveraging people’s peripheral attention is an important aspect to consider for good HCI designs,
or as Buxton [Bux95] points it out: “a significant amount of the complexity in humans dealing
with technology is due to having to explicitly maintain state (or context) as a foreground activity”.
By augmenting the environment with digital background information (context), this complexity
can be significantly reduced since the maintenance of state is pushed into the background.
Special Purpose vs. General Purpose
In contrast to the general purpose interfaces of GUI, TUI systems often use tangibles with a
customized design tailored to a specific operation purpose. Like in everyday life, where highly
specialized tools can be extremely efficient for specific tasks (and only for those), an entirely
different tangible may be required for a new task or application domain. Hence, a fundamental
challenge for the design of TUI systems is to find the right degree of specialization for tangibles.
On the one hand, specialized tangibles such as the architectural models of Urp [UI99] are hardly
reusable for most other applications. On the other hand, generic physical handles such as Bricks
[FIB95] may lack the ability to represent the underlying digital information appropriately. A
good compromise offer SLAP Widgets [Wei+09] which are tangible representations of common
GUI components, such as graspable knobs, sliders or keyboards. They consist of translucent
materials (e.g., acrylic glass and silicone) and can be placed as physical controls on top of
graphical interface elements shown on a tabletop.
In summary, tangible user interfaces can be seen as a big step forward towards realizing Weiser’s
vision of fusing the digital with the physical world. In direct comparison to traditional interactive
surfaces, TUI bring a new dimension of “physicality” into the overall interaction equation. This
physicality is specifically characterized by a strong physical embodiment of discrete elements of
digital information in form of “tangibles” that are both physically representational and physically
manipulable. TUI also facilitate novel styles of spatial interaction with a strong focus on the
aspect of spatial reconfiguration and thus leverage the environment awareness & skills of people
particularly well. Examples for this are the TUI genres of interactive surfaces, constructive
assembly and token+constraint. By contrast, the discussed systems did not focus much on the
spatial awareness of tangibles in midair and therefore often do not fully support the natural
body awareness & skills of people, e.g., by allowing users to adjust a parameter by lifting a
handheld physical token up and down. As will be discussed in the next section, this style of
interaction is rendered possible by spatially aware displays.
2.4 Spatially Aware Displays
Spatially aware displays are moveable (often handheld) displays that are conscious about their
spatial position and orientation in the real world. By interpreting spatial motions of a display
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in 3D space as a basic source of input, spatially aware displays facilitate a style of interaction
that radically differs from the usually surface-constrained input of interactive surfaces (see
Section 2.2) and the spatial reconfigurability of most TUI (see Section 2.3). Perhaps even more
important, spatially aware displays are a promising approach to make digital views physically
“graspable” and thus to accomplish a more direct and natural interaction, e.g., by serving as a
physical “peephole in hand” providing access to a virtual world that can be explored by moving
the display around (see Figure 2.4).
(a) Chameleon (1993) [FZC93] (b) Window into Virtuality (1997) [@ART]
Fig. 2.4. Early instances of spatially aware displays
One of the first spatially aware displays is the Chameleon by Fitzmaurice et al. [FZC93], who
demonstrated the use of a spatially tracked palmtop computer to navigate 3D information
spaces and to uncover virtual information associated with real world objects, see Figure 2.4(a).
Inspiried by this, Small & Ishii presented two interface designs for scrolling large paintings and
for reading virtual newspapers [SI97], where users navigate by moving a display through space.
Over the years, spatially aware displays have been adopted and further developed by several
research groups. Yee’s Peephole Displays [Yee03] facilitate a multi-modal interaction with media
documents (e.g., calendars, web pages, geographical maps) situated in the surroundings of
a walking user. Based on the distance of user and handheld display (body-centric mapping),
spatial motions were used for zoom and layer navigation, whereas selection and editing tasks
were controlled via pen input. In 1997, ART+COM Studios showcased their Window into
Virtuality [@ART] – a boom-mounted large format display that enables people to explore a
life-sized virtual version of a car by moving the display around and to manipulate individual
properties of the vehicle through touch input on the display, see Figure 2.4(b). In 2002, the
Boom Chameleon [Tsa+02] extended this approach with support of voice- and gesture-based
annotations. Konieczny et al. [Kon+05] and Hirota & Saeki [HS07] presented different solutions
for slicing 3D volumes using lightweight spatially aware projection screen. While not being
spatially aware displays in the narrower sense, a related class of interfaces is Tangible AR, which
uses head-mounted displays for overlaying imagery onto physical interface props serving as
tools and containers to physically interact with digital content (e.g., [SG97; Kat+00; LGB07]).
Even though these systems share some interaction concepts and promise a similar tight coupling
of visual and physical representations of digital information, they often suffer from the costs
of wearing HMDs (e.g., causing interference with social/face-to-face interactions and visual
disturbances due to registration inaccuracies).
Several advantages are associated with the spatial style of interaction facilitated by spatially
aware displays. After discussing some of these benefits in the next subsection, a brief overview
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of multi-display approaches and techniques is provided that combine spatially aware displays
with larger interactive surfaces (see Section 2.4.2). Reflecting on it, the section concludes by
proposing to classify spatially aware displays as an own genre of TUI (see Section 2.4.3).
2.4.1 Potential Benefits
In the following, possible benefits of spatially aware displays will be illustrated using the
example of 2D document navigation on modern smartphones and tablets. The discussion starts
with a critical reflection on multi-touch input.
Limitations of Multi-touch Input
The exploration of large 2D information spaces (e.g., maps, pictures and web documents) is
a common task carried out on smartphones and tablets. Due to the limited screen size of
devices, this often involves heavy usage of zoom and pan, typically performed using touch-based
multi-finger gestures (surface input). In this context, the Pinch-Drag-Flick paradigm has proven
to be one of the most (commercially) successful gesture sets: pinch to zoom, drag and flick to
pan. While these gestures are considered to be easy to learn and perform, there are inherent
problems with the approach: fingers occlude virtual items on the screen (fat finger problem)
[Wig+07]; virtual travel distances per gesture are short [MLG10]; pinch gestures are difficult to
execute if one hand is occupied; and elderly or disabled persons may not possess sufficiently fine
motor skills to perform gestures accurately. Besides that, ambiguities of gestures may trigger
unintended actions, such as the accidental selection of items, or may require users to explicitly
switch between edit and navigation mode, which in turn may induce disorientation [Nor02].
These shortcomings motivated the development of alternative techniques that, for example,
employ different finger gestures [Bor+12] or extend the interaction to the side [Spe+13] or
the back of devices [Wig+07]. While these techniques can soften some of the issues of Pinch-
Drag-Flick, the underlying input strategy still remains surface-constrained and thus continues to
rely mostly on fine finger motor skills.
Expected Benefits of Spatial Input
In contrast to the metaphor of grabbing a document with the fingers (Pinch-Drag-Flick), spatially
aware display-based navigation builds upon the metaphor of moving a viewport (the display)
over a virtual information world. As this requires users to move a display through the physical
space surrounding them, the motor space is increased considerably (a large 3D volume vs.
a small 2D screen) and a different set of motor skills is addressed (arms vs. fingers). This
difference in motor control can be seen as a significant opportunity to help overcome some of
the problems of conventional touch-based navigation – not as a superior form of interaction,
but as a complementary one. This implies several advantages, among them the addition of a
more natural way of interaction by addressing principles of spatial manipulation (body and
environment awareness & skills [Jac+08]), the support of longer travel distances per gesture, a
reduction of item occlusions on the screen, and less mode switches (e.g., by assigning spatial
input to navigation and touch input to selection).
Tangible Qualities It is important to note that some of these benefits closely relate to qualities
of tangible interfaces (see Section 2.3.2). This includes support for parallel feedback loops
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(passive haptic feedback through proprioception + visual feedback on the display), a high
coincidence of input/output space (full embodiment) and a tendency to facilitate concurrent
access/manipulation of interface components (e.g., while navigating a map by means of spatial
input, a route could be selected via touch input).
Previous Evaluations
Over the years, several spatially aware display system have been evaluated with regard to
a variety of different interaction aspects. Oh and Hua studied form factors of HMD-based
handheld see-through interfaces [OH06], but focussed on spatial input only and thus did not
compare against touch-based techniques. They found screen sizes to have a larger impact on
user performances than aspect ratios, with the latter mattering mainly for smaller displays. In
two recent studies (which used setups completely different from the ones considered in this
thesis), touch- and spatial-based 2D document navigation was compared on handheld devices:
Kaufmann & Ahlström [KA13] projected a digital workspace onto a wall with a Pico projector
and Rädle et al. [Räd+13] combined a tablet with a wall-sized display. Both studies discovered
advantages in favor of the spatial technique – particularly in terms of recall performances and
spatial memory, yet not so much on performance speeds and usability ratings. In a different
project, Jones et al. [Jon+12] investigated free hand around device input for 2D navigation on
a handheld display. They are one of the first to practically demonstrate a spatial technique that
is almost as fast as touch. However, by requiring a second hand for pointing in midair, their
techniques addressed a significantly different style of interaction (spatially aware displays make
use of relative device positions/movements and thus do not need a second hand for spatial
input). This is likely the reason for why fatigue (gorilla arm effect) was a serious issue in Jones
et al.’s study, who decided to let their participants rest every 3 to 5 min as their technique was
clearly prone to this issue. Pahud et al. [Pah+13] conducted a series of experiments to compare
spatial input-based navigation with conventional multi-touch-based Pinch-Drag-Flick. However,
their spatial technique was clearly slower than Pinch-Drag-Flick.
Research Gap: In summary, considering the potential of spatial input-driven navigation on
handheld displays, comparatively little practical work has been done to systematically study
how the spatial approach performs against conventional touch techniques on mobile displays.
Previous attempts either addressed different setups, e.g., involving a wall [KA13; Räd+13],
occupied the second hand for spatial input [Jon+12], or did not succeed in finding evidence in
favor of the spatial approach [HEL06; Pah+13]. This gap will be addressed in Chapter 3.
2.4.2 Spatially Aware Displays in Multi-Display Environments
The use of smaller handheld displays in combination with larger interactive surfaces is an
increasingly active area of research and has been a research interest for quite some time now.
Several examples for such multi-display systems have been mentioned already in Section 2.2.3.
Typical issues approached by these systems were the seamless transfer of information across
displays and the support of co-located collaboration – often by adopting or even anticipating
ideas and concepts from tangible user interfaces, among them the spatial arrangement of
displays on a table (e.g., DataTiles [RUO01], PaperWindows [Hol+05], Siftables [MKM07]) or
by a group of standing people (e.g., GroupTogether [MHG12]). These systems laid important
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foundations for multi-display setups in which displays are aware of their mutual arrangement.
Yet, their attention was more on spatial reconfiguration and not so much on the spatial awareness
of moveable displays (i.e., a true 6DoF usage of spatial input), which is the focus of this thesis.
Each of the spatially aware display systems reviewed so far consisted of a single stand-alone
device showing just one view into virtuality at a time. Given the increasing complexity of digital
data spaces, this is often not enough as it becomes more and more difficult for users to keep
their attention to the relevant bits and pieces of information. In this respect, the concept of
Magic Lenses [Bie+93] has proven to be a promising solution. First introduced in 1993 as a
detail and context technique for desktop-based GUIs, the goal of Magic Lenses is to reduce the
cognitive load of users by showing customized detail views (in support of a foreground activity)
directly on top of a graphical representation of the information background. This partially
relieves users from the burden of actively maintaining state (context), so that they often find
it easier to focus on the task at hand. The see-through interfaces of classic Magic Lenses can
be adapted to spatially aware displays by combining them with a larger stationary display – a
concept sometimes referred to as Tangible Magic Lenses. Examples of such systems are provided
next loosely categorized by the spatial orientation of the stationary display.
Wall Display-based Systems (Vertical Reference Display)
The idea of using movable handheld displays as “electronic information lenses” in front of static
(e.g., printed geographic maps) or dynamic information displays (e.g., desktop monitors) was
proposed – yet not implemented – as early as in the context of Fitzmaurice’s Chameleon system
[Fit93], see Figure 2.5(a).
(a) Chameleon [Fit93] (b) Ubiquitous Graphics [SH06]
Fig. 2.5. Systems proposing (a) and using (b) spatially aware displays in front of a wall
display
Ubiquitous Graphics Sanneblad & Holmquist [SH06] practically demonstrated Fitzmaurice’s
idea by means of a handheld tablet PC acting as a moveable lens showing different levels of
details of a geographical map projected onto a wall, see Figure 2.5(b). While the tablet PC
served as a 2D pointing device for selecting the region of interest, Sanneblad & Holmquist did
not use the space in front of the wall display for interaction purposes (e.g., the zoom scale was
controlled by a GUI-based slider, instead of using the device’s distance to the wall).
Moveable Interactive Projected Displays Lee et al. [Lee+05] presented a technical solution
for creating lightweight moveable interactive displays of arbitrary size and shape by throwing
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digital images onto spatially tracked projection screens. To illustrate the technology, they built
several demo applications, among them a Tangible Magic Lens to explore a geographic map
shown on a wall display, see Figure 2.6 (left). Even though Lee et al. did not consider using
the distance to the wall as input for spatial interaction, they demonstrated several interesting
examples for a location-based interaction between handheld displays, such as by showing
projected arrows on them reflecting their spatial interrelationship, see Figure 2.6 (right).
Fig. 2.6. Moveable Interactive Projected Displays [Lee+05]
Tabletop-based Systems (Horizontal Reference Display)
One of the first Tangible Magic Lenses for a tabletop was presented by Ullmer & Ishii in 1997.
Their metaDESK [UI97] supported two different lens types. The passive lens is a tangible
pointing device in the form of a magnifying glass to provide alternative Magic Lens-like inline
views (e.g., an aerial image) of a digital campus map shown on the tabletop, see Figure 2.7(a).
It is meant to be used on the table surface, where it can be moved across the campus map for
controlling the region of interest. The active lens is an arm-mounted LCD panel attached to the
tabletop, see Figure 2.7(b). It acts as a viewport into a 3D world consisting of various university
buildings virtually residing above the campus map on the table (visual context). Users can
explore this 3D world by moving the active lens through physical space (3D viewpoint control).
Similar styles of spatial interaction shall be investigated in this thesis. While the active lens
required users to physically interact with rather heavy and bulky hardware, other researchers
developed more unobtrusive technical realizations of Tangible Magic Lenses above tabletops.
Along with metaDESK, these projects were inspirational for the research presented in this thesis,
in particular with regard to the general setup of the interaction space.
(a) Passive Lens [UI97] (b) Active Lens [UI97]
Fig. 2.7. metaDESK [UI97]
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Ulterior Scape The UlteriorScape [KN08a] by Kakehi & Naemura allows users to view ad-
ditional images by holding small projection screens over a tabletop, see Figure 2.8(a). No
electronic devices are required on handheld screens. Since all equipment is installed inside the
table, images on screen objects are not occluded by heads or hands (projection from below
the table). UlteriorScape uses a special projection material (lumisty film) that changes its
translucency depending on the angle of the incoming light. The material is diffusive for light
coming from diagonal directions, while light from a perpendicular angle passes through. By
means of two projectors, this facilitates the simultaneous back-projection of different image
contents onto the table and handheld screens, see Figure 2.8(b). Additionally, the UlteriorScape
was augmented with a camera for tracking screen objects from below the table. However, in
contrast to the techniques presented in this thesis, only their 2D position was tracked and thus
influenced what is displayed, yet not their height above the table nor their 3D orientation. A
general issue of the UlteriorScape approach is, that view directions of users and therefore their
location at the table determine what (and if anything at all) is seen on the tabletop.
(a) Handheld Projection Screen (b) General Setup
Fig. 2.8. UlteriorScape [KN08a]. Images taken from the accompanying video of [KN08b].
Second Light With SecondLight [Iza+08], Izadi et al. presented another self-contained tech-
nical solution for realizing handheld displays above a tabletop, see Figure 2.9(a). The approach
is based on an electronically switchable diffuser serving as the table screen, which can alter
its state (diffuse or clear) so fast that the change is imperceptible to the human eye. During
clear state, handheld projection screens can be optically tracked and image content can be
rear-projected onto them through the table screen, see Figure 2.9(b). The approach also
supports Frustrated Total Internal Reflection [Han05] (FTIR)-based multi-touch input on both
the tabletop and handheld screens. Even though the SecondLight approach is an elegant and
suitable technical solution, it was not used for the research presented in this thesis. Besides its
restriction to rather small table sizes, there are several further reasons for that many of them
concerned with the risks of using a new and unfamiliar technology (e.g., a relatively high entry
threshold, unknown pitfalls, uncertainty with respect to its flexibility). Instead of addressing a
specific interaction problem or application, Izadi et al.’s focus was mainly on the development
and exploration of a novel technology. Nevertheless, it is important to acknowledge that they
strongly emphasized the potential of the design space “to deliver a range of interesting and
compelling user experiences” [Iza+08]. In particular, they pointed out that “it becomes possible to
support more sophisticated interactions. For example, a zoom effect can be applied as the lens is
moved towards or away from the surface – making its behavior more analogous to a real magnifying
glass – or new layers of information could be revealed as it rotates”. An in-depth investigation of
these possibilities is a key objective of the research presented in this thesis.
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(a) Handheld Projection Screens [Iza+08] (b) Technical Setup [Iza+08]
Fig. 2.9. SecondLight [Iza+08]
Research Gap: In summary, there exists a range of inspiring research projects that have
successfully combined handheld spatially aware displays with a digital tabletop, e.g., [Iza+08;
KN08a; UI97]. However, while hinting at the potential of exploiting the physical 3D space
above a tabletop as a promising input and output area, the field is far from being fully explored.
First of all, there is a lack of a consistent description of the design dimensions and variables.
Secondly, a systematic exploration of the interaction possibilities and limitations is missing. As
a consequence, the full potential with regards to the development of more natural and effective
user interfaces is still largely unknown. Addressing these issues is the goal of this dissertation.
2.4.3 A TUI Genre of its Own: Tangible Displays
The ways of interaction facilitated by spatially aware displays are strongly related to those
in the field of tangible interaction. In the context of a stand-alone usage, several examples
of such tangible qualities have been identified already in Section 2.4.1. As demonstrated in
the previous subsection, further of such qualities manifest themselves when used in a multi-
display environment. Among others, this includes concurrent access & manipulation of interface
components (e.g., by use of multiple displays) and leveraging the peripheral attention of users
(e.g., by use of an additional reference display). Nevertheless, there are certain qualities to
spatially aware displays that distinctively separate them from classic tangible interfaces. This
makes it difficult to fit them into or categorize them by the traditional TUI genres reviewed
in Section 2.3.1. I therefore propose to introduce an additional, ninth genre of TUI: spatially
aware tangible displays (or briefly: Tangible Displays).
Definition: Tangible Displays are a class of tangible user interfaces that leverages motions of
(handheld) displays and their spatial relationship as a major input channel (“with”-display
style of interaction). Tangible Displays serve two purposes at the same time: they act
as a “tool of representation” (usually through visual feedback) and as a “tool of control”
(typically by moving them in physical space) and thus merge input and output space
within one device (full embodiment).
In the following, key characteristics of Tangible Displays will be discussed with minor emphasis
on differences to classic tabletop-based tangible interaction. The list should be seen as a first
approximation of what is feasible. A partial overlapping with other TUI genres is possible.
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(1) The majority of tabletop-based TUI systems restrict the use of tangibles to the table
surface (e.g., [Jor+07]) or close to it (e.g., [BBR10; Klu+12]), whereas a true usage
of the space above the table is rarely seen (e.g., in [SAL06]). Conventional systems
therefore usually pursue a style of interaction that focusses on the spatial reconfiguration
or arrangement of physical artifacts and thus address the environment awareness &
skills of people particularly well. By contrast, Tangible Displays additionally facilitate
techniques that rely on spatial motions in midair (true spatial awareness) which helps
leverage the body awareness & skills of people, e.g., via haptic feedback from the
user’s internal sense of hand/arm positions (parallel feedback loop).
(2) By combining Tangible Displays with a larger wall or table display, the stationary display
may not only serve as a reference frame for spatial interaction, but also as a background
information display to help leverage the peripheral attention of users (e.g., the active
lens of metaDESK [UI97]).
(3) Classic tangibles are often characterized by a pre-defined form that make them fit perfect
for a specific set of tasks, e.g., for adjusting parameters [Wei+09]. While Tangible Displays
can come in various shapes too, they provide a more generic and multipurpose way of
representation and control. This is partly due to the following two qualities:
(4) Tangible Displays provide dynamic visual feedback directly on the tangible and thus
the “intangible” representation is changeable by the system in a very flexible manner.
While there exist tangible interfaces with this feature (e.g., Illuminating Clay [PRI02] and
MirrorFugue [Xia+13]), this is a capability that tangibles of traditional tabletop systems
still provide rarely or in a rather limited way.
(5) Tangible Displays potentially embrace a large spectrum of on-surface interactions, e.g.,
based on touch or pen input. This enables not only interactions performed “on” tangibles,
but also facilitates a more flexible style of interaction that is characterized by frequent,
seamless switches between different input channels or a combined usage of them in
form of novel multimodal techniques.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, the research background of this thesis has been outlined with special emphasis on
providing an overview-like perspective on related research streams and HCI approaches. After a
brief look at the general research context framed by concepts from reality-based interaction,
ubiquitous computing and augmented reality, the focus of attention quickly turned towards
the subareas of interactive surfaces, tangible user interfaces (TUI) and spatially aware displays.
In summary, spatially aware displays have been used in various configurations – alone or in
combination with a larger reference display. In particular, novel technical approaches such as
SecondLight [Iza+08] and UlteriorScape [KN08a] suggest a strong potential of this research
area, but often only to demonstrate the possibilities of a technical solution. Hence, even if the
idea of using spatially aware displays above a digital tabletop is not entirely new, the potential
of this design space has hardly been exhausted and requires further systematic examination.
The overarching goal of this thesis is to address these issues. In this context, I proposed a new
TUI genre along with a list of characteristics to better reflect the special tangible qualities of
spatially aware displays (see Section 2.4.3).
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3Studying Spatial Input-based
Zoom & Pan on Handheld Displays
This chapter shares material previously published as full paper at ACM CHI ’14 [Spi+14c].
Any use of “we" in this chapter refers to
Martin Spindler, Martin Schüßler, Marcel Martsch and Raimund Dachselt.
In the previous chapter, the literature was reviewed, amongst others, with emphasis on spatially
aware displays. In doing so, several clues were gathered suggesting spatial input to be a
promising (yet still under-explored) way for making the interaction with handheld displays
more efficient and easier to use. This made us wonder:
How well does spatial-input-based zoom & pan really perform on mobile displays in
terms of efficiency and user satisfaction, if compared to state-of-the-art touch-driven
Pinch-Drag-Flick?
This question becomes particularly significant, if we acknowledge the wide popularity of the
Pinch-to-zoom, Drag-&-Flick-to-pan metaphor on mobile displays, where it is the paradigm of
choice for navigating 2D documents, such as maps or photos. But is finger-based navigation
really the gold standard? In Section 2.4.1, we identified a number of arguments indicating
otherwise, yet we found very little references in the literature investigating this issue.
In this chapter, we will lessen this gap by contributing a comprehensive study with 40 partici-
pants that we conducted on modern smartphones and tablets (see Section 3.1 for the specific
goals and the scope of the study). With this work, we are the first to present profound evidence
that spatial input-driven zoom & pan can – if designed and implemented properly – outperform
Pinch-Drag-Flick. Given the carefully implemented and optimized prototypes (see Section 3.2
for a review of the key design decisions) and our thorough study design (see Section 3.3), we
are confident to have a strong case that future mobile displays could rely much more on spatial
interaction principles (see Section 3.4 for a detailed account of the results and Section 3.5 for an
interpretation of our findings). We conclude our investigations with design recommendations
for future generations of mobile displays (see Section 3.6).
3.1 Goals and Scope of the Study
For the reasons discussed in Section 2.4.1, the main focus of the study presented in this chapter
is a systematical comparison of the two input approaches (touch and spatial) on the example
of 2D navigation techniques on state-of-the-art mobile displays (iPhone 4 and iPad 3). More
specifically, we chose the widely spread and de-facto standard approach Pinch-Drag-Flick (touch)
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as the baseline condition which we compared against our own variant of a spatial input-based
zoom & pan technique (spatial). In doing so, we pursued two main goals:
G1 Efficiency: We aimed at comparing how fast users perform common navigation tasks with
the techniques.
G2 User Satisfaction: We aimed at investigating how users relate to different usability aspects
of the techniques.
3.1.1 Factors of Influence
We considered the following four major factors in our study:
Navigation Technique Naturally, our main interest was on the two navigation techniques
(touch, spatial).
Target Visibility Document navigation is performed in diverse application contexts with
a variety of intentions that affect the visibility of search targets and thus may influence
the performance speed. In our study, we distinguished between on-screen targets, i.e.,
items that are (partially) visible on the display and off-screen targets, i.e., items that are
not initially visible on the display, e.g., a distant node in a node-link diagram. Usually,
on-screen targets require just a minor usage of zoom and pan, e.g., to slightly readjust the
viewport for better readability. By contrast, finding and navigating to off-screen targets is
considerably more costly as it involves a three-step process: zoom out for overview, pan
to the item, zoom in again.
Display Size The screen size is another key factor that can influence the cognitive perfor-
mance of users [Ree+99] and thus the time required for completing navigation tasks
[CK04; Jon+99]. We focused on the two predominant classes of mobile displays: phones
and tablets. They do not differ only in screen size, but also in weight, device size, pixel
resolution and density. This may additionally affect the navigation performance.
Gender Previous studies [Cut+00; Dab+98] show that women and men differ in their
cognitive strategy when performing navigation tasks. In order to compensate for such
effects, it is vital to properly incorporate the gender into the study design.
In addition to these four major factors, we included a fifth factor that played an important role
in the study design, though was less central in our analysis of the results:
Navigation Intent Document navigation can be described by two basic operations: zooming
and panning. Users perform these operations either separately from each other or
simultaneously. The resulting three possibilities are: zoom, pan, and zoom+pan.
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3.1.2 Hypotheses
In the early stages of the study, we were primarily driven by our own curiosity as we had been
working with spatially aware handheld displays for some years already – mostly with great
passion and enthusiasm, because we were genuinely convinced of the potential of the spatial
interaction approach. Back then, i.e., after we had just begun working on the study design
and the first iterations of the prototype, we knew very little about how fast or slow a spatial
input-driven zoom & pan technique can really get, particularly if compared to the widely used
and well-optimized Pinch-Drag-Flick. Hence, our expectations with regards to actual achievable
performance gains by spatial input were relatively low. This rather conservative mindset is
partially reflected by the following hypotheses:
Navigation Technique, User Satisfaction and Gender
H1 Both techniques are equally fast: We hypothesized that on average the spatial technique
would perform as fast as the touch condition.
H2 Both techniques are rated equally well: We expected that H1 would be reflected by
subjective ratings, i.e., users would assess the spatial as good as the touch technique.
H3 Women complete the tasks slightly slower than men: Based on previous studies [Cut+00;
Dab+98], we anticipated that men would perform the navigation tasks slightly faster
than women, independent of the navigation technique, target visibility, or display size.
Target Visibility (On-screen Targets vs. Off-screen Targets)
H4 On-screen targets are reached faster: We expected that on-screen target tasks would be
solved faster than off-screen target tasks (independent of the navigation technique),
because users see on-screen targets instantly and thus do not have to search for them.
H5 Touch input is faster for on-screen targets: We hypothesized that on-screen target tasks
would be completed faster with touch input, because we suspected that touch would
better support fine adjustments such as the repositioning of items on a screen.
H6 Spatial input catches up for off-screen targets: We hypothesized that the spatial technique
would show its strengths best for off-screen target tasks, where it might get as fast as
touch. This is motivated by the assumption that searching for off-screen targets requires
users to travel longer distances in the document (if compared to on-screen targets).
Hence, users would likely to benefit more from the larger motor space of the spatial
technique. For touch, this is compensated for by the flick gesture [Ali+08].
Display Size (Phone vs. Tablet)
H7 Tablets are faster than phones: We expected that, independent of the navigation technique,
performance times would generally be faster on tablets than on phones, as larger screens
are known to improve the (cognitive) navigation performance of users, e.g., see [GF04].
H8 Touch input particularly benefits from a larger display: We hypothesized that the perfor-
mance gain on tablets would be higher for touch, because we assumed that users would
particularly benefit form the increased touch motor space provided by a larger screen.
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H9 Spatial input is more robust to the display size: We hypothesized that performance times for
the spatial technique would be less dependent on the display size, because we assumed it
would have only little influence on the size of the spatial motor space.
Navigation Intent (Zoom vs. Pan vs. Zoom+Pan)
These hypotheses only address targets that are initially visible on a display (on-screen targets):
H10 Both techniques are equally fast for zooming: We hypothesized that zooming would be
completed equally fast with both techniques. This was motivated by the assumption that
lifting a display up/down would be as expensive as performing pinch gestures.
H11 Touch input is faster for panning: We hypothesized that touch would be faster for panning,
because of the direct affordance and simplicity of finger-based drag gestures that we
expected to work best when touchscreen and involved document space are matching.
H12 Spatial input gets closer to touch for combined zooming+panning: We anticipated that
the spatial technique would show its strengths best for parallel zooming and panning,
because we expected that users can quickly control both operations simultaneously by
just moving the display diagonally. Nevertheless, we hypothesized that touch would still
be faster, due to its assumed advantage for fine adjustments of items on the screen.
3.1.3 Scope of the Study
Sufficient ecological validity was very important to us. While we believe to have taken into
account the most essential factors, there are further variables that may additionally affect the
navigation performance. Examples for this are: sitting/standing/walking usage, public/private
usage (e.g., shyness and social habits), touch-based vs. haptic clutches, the mapping from physi-
cal to virtual space, and the use of more complex scenarios that involve frequent mode switches
(e.g., navigation vs. annotation mode). For practical reasons, we limited our investigations
to a user standing in the middle of a free space in a private environment (office-like lab, see
Figure 3.1(a)). As opposed to the setups discussed in later chapters, this is a considerably
reduced design space that does not involve a tabletop (or any other type of stationary display).
Our participants performed simple navigation-only tasks on an abstract map (see Figure 3.1(b))
using a mobile display with a touch-based clutch.
In order to maintain a manageable study design, we did not incorporate tests regarding the
accuracy or recall performances of users. Even if previous studies suggest a benefit of the spatial
techniques in terms of spatial memory [KA13; Räd+13], we consider these issues – at this stage
of our research – as a secondary (though important) research goal that we leave to future work.
Obviously, we can only study a tiny fragment of the entire population of potential users. As
this population is huge and diverse, there are many external factors that may influence the
experiment, e.g., gender, age, handiness, body size, mobility, cultural background, education,
and computer usage (in particular mobile devices). We decided to focus on technologically affine
users of both genders with advanced multi-touch experiences. This decision was motivated
twofold. First, we wanted our baseline (touch) to score very well. Second, we expect that
sooner or later the majority of people will acquire similar skills as mobile displays become more
widespread.
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(a) A user during the study (b) Distribution of the 128 search targets
Fig. 3.1. The study was conducted in a quiet and private environment (a). The participants
executed a series of navigation tasks in an abstract scene (b).
3.2 Design Rationale
The interaction approaches tested in this chapter are not entirely new. Pinch-Drag-Flick, in
particular, is a well-understood and established technique used by millions of users every day
(after all, it is the default on most mobile platforms). In contrast, spatial input-based navigation
is a more complex case. We therefore center our discussion of important design decisions on
the development process for the spatial technique.
3.2.1 Mapping the Physical to the Virtual World
A key question for the design of spatial input-based zoom & pan techniques on handheld displays
is how to map the space-scale diagram [FB95] to the physical space (a brief introduction to the
concept of space-scale diagrams will be given in Section 4.3.2 on page 71). In pre-tests, we
experimented with three different mappings, of which the third one worked best. Coincidentally
and probably because these mappings come to mind naturally, they are very similar to the ones
tested by Pahud et al. [Pah+13]1, of whom we borrow the following naming scheme:
Planar Mapping In the planar mapping, the vertical axis is mapped to zoom and horizontal
motions describe pan operations. Yet, the orientation of the display is not considered.
While it is fairly easy for people to perform straight movements within a plane when
there is a nearby horizontal reference surface such as a table (e.g., see the findings of the
study presented in Chapter 5), our pre-tests showed that this type of motion is difficult to
perform without such a reference surface, thus rendering a planar mapping impractical
for mobile usage.
1Pahud et al. published their work in August 2013 – more than one year after we had started designing
and conducting our study and just one month before we submitted our manuscript to CHI for review.
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Spherical Mapping Motivated by the habit of people to move in arcs, we tried two further
mappings that do not ignore the orientation of a display. In the first, the spherical
mapping, the head of the user acts as the epicenter of the interaction (e.g., as suggested
by Fitzmaurice [FZC93]). Zooming is done by moving the display closer to or away from
the eyes, which feels quite natural. Panning is achieved by moving the display in curves
along the physical space in front of the user’s body. While this works well when the
display is far enough away from the body, it becomes difficult to control when the display
gets closer to the head.
Dynamic Mapping For this reason, we tested – and finally decided on – a third mapping
that uses the local orientation of the display as the new reference plane for future
interpretations of motions. This means that zooming is mapped to movements along the
normal of the display (local Z-axis), whereas motions within the display’s XY-plane define
panning. Our experiences show that such dynamic mappings yield a body-centric style of
interaction, yet work independently of the user’s position, thus simplifying the interaction
design and spatial tracking.
3.2.2 Clutching and Relative Mode
As opposed to [Pah+13], where clutching was considered to be of minor relevance (it had
performed slightly slower in a pre-test), we argue that mobile devices are moved most of the
time without any intention to interact. We therefore think that spatial input should be inactive
by default, only to be enabled on purpose for a brief moment of interaction – by activating
a clutch. With a clutch, the nature of spatial navigation can be changed from an absolute to
a relative style of interaction. We believe that this is a very important and necessary step to
support mobile usage. In relative mode, the 3D representation of the 2D document travels along
with the display like a bubble surrounding it. This enables users to put away the device, e.g.,
into the pocket, and to resume navigation later on at the last visited position.
We advocate the use of tactile clutches, because they are likely to solve the occlusion problem and
also allow for fully parallel touch techniques (see Section 3.6.2 for a more detailed discussion
on this matter). Nevertheless, we decided on using a touch-based clutch for the user study.
This choice was primarily motivated by practical reasons: Existing volume control buttons are
known to be unsuitable for this purpose [Jon+12] and it proved to be challenging to build
an adequate alternative in the given time. In our prototype, users can activate the clutch by
touching the screen with one or more fingers, e.g., close to the screen bezel in order to minimize
occlusion of items in focus. Likewise, removing the finger(s) deactivates the clutch. We believe
that – in the context of our study – this is a close enough approximation of tactile clutches, as it
enables users to quickly access the clutch without spending much mental effort on locating it.
We therefore expect that our findings will also apply if tactile clutches are used.
3.2.3 Zooming and Panning
Another key issue was how to design the zoom interaction in terms of zoom direction, zoom
speed and zoom center as well as the handling of document boundaries.
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Zoom Direction
At first glance, the choice of the proper zoom direction may appear trivial: “If you observe how
users react when they can’t see something, they always bring the device closer to their eyes” as
one of our reviewers wrote. Having implemented both variants, we conducted an informal
pre-test with five users. Against expectations, all five preferred the opposite zoom direction,
i.e., zoom out when the display gets closer to the user. A look into the literature [Pah+13;
Yee03] confirmed this finding. Apparently, the inverted zoom direction would not match the
peephole-in-hand metaphor that most users are familiar with (and thus expect), e.g., from using
a magnifying glass or looking through a camera. Hence, we decided to conduct the study with
the “zoom-out-when-getting-closer” option (the participants could not change this setting).
Zoom Speed
In terms of zoom speed, we tested several mappings including a linear mapping and various
dynamic mappings. We found that
Zoomnew = Zoomold ×∆Z
to work best. This means that each motion step (∆Z) along the display normal (local Z-axis) is
multiplied by the current zoom factor (Zoomold), thus dynamically speeding up the zoom when
the zoom factor is getting larger, and vice versa.
Zoom Center
In an early version of the prototype users could dynamically reposition the zoom center via the
touch point on the screen (touch-based clutch). We later turned this option down and decided
to leave the zoom center in the middle of the screen (i.e., out of the user’s control) for the
following three reasons. First, it added further complexity as users were forced to touch the
screen at a particular position. Second, no tactile feedback was given with regard to the location
of the finger on the screen (this interferes with the idea of a tactile clutch). Third, it caused
occlusion of items in zoom focus.
Document Boundaries
Special care must be taken for handling document boundaries, e.g., to prevent users from
traveling into the void [Yee03]. For Drag-Flick-based panning, this is commonly accomplished
by stopping pan motions at the document boundaries (often accompanied by some impression
of physicality, e.g., bouncing). For spatial input, we adjusted the boundaries to guarantee that
users can also align the document corners to the zoom center, which resides in the middle of
the screen, see Figure 3.4(c).
3.2.4 Responsiveness of the Prototype
Building a robust and responsive prototype was very important to us. In order to keep possible
side effects small, we decided to implement both conditions on the same physical device.
As the mobile displays (iPhone and iPad) already provided a highly reliable and optimized
implementation of Pinch-Drag-Flick (baseline condition), we spent considerable effort on
obtaining a similar level of stability, responsiveness and user experience for the spatial technique
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(test condition). More generally speaking, this was an important and necessary step to ensure a
meaningful comparative study. We therefore consider this as a main reason for why the spatial
technique scored so well, e.g., if compared to the findings of Pahud et al. [Pah+13] (who also
used slightly different design decisions, such as no clutching and a cable-bounded device).
3.3 Method
With the research scope of our experiments defined and the key design decisions explained,
we will now proceed by describing the study and scenario design, the apparatus and its
implementation, as well as the procedure that we used during the experiments.
3.3.1 Study Design
We designed a controlled lab experiment with five independent variables (see Figure 3.2).
Our main focus was on the navigation technique (touch, spatial), which was the primary
independent variable. Display size (phone, tablet), target visibility (on-screen, off-screen),
navigation intent (zoom, pan, zoom+pan), and gender (female, male) were the secondary
independent variables.
We conducted the user study as a mixed-factorial design. For display size and gender, we used a
between-subjects design, i.e., participants were either assigned to work with a phone or a tablet
(by balancing out the gender). For navigation technique, target visibility and navigation intent
we chose a within-subjects design (repeated measures), i.e., each participant performed both
navigation techniques exactly once (counter-balanced) using the same task sequence. We used
the same task sequence for all users (see Section 3.3.4 for more details on its composition).
Fig. 3.2. We used a mixed-factorial design enabling us to factor in five independent variables:
navigation technique, target visibility, navigation intent, display size, and gender.
3.3.2 Participants
Forty unpaid students from different departments of the University of Magdeburg participated
in the study. The gender was evenly distributed (20 male, 20 female). The average age was 23
years (M = 23.48, SD = 2.27) ranging from 19 to 33 years. All participants (normal eyesight,
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no colorblindness) were daily users of smart phones or tablets and thus considered themselves
as experienced with such devices. This implies that they were confident in performing Pinch-
Drag-Flick-based navigation, which we verified in a pre-test.
3.3.3 Apparatus
The experiment was conducted in a quiet lab environment. We used popular consumer hardware
that users were familiar with: an iPhone 4 (phone) and an iPad 3 (tablet), see Figure 3.3. As
these devices provide a high implementation standard of Pinch-Drag-Flick-based navigation
out of the box, ensuring a strong baseline condition (touch technique) was straightforward.
Table 3.1 provides an overview of the relevant properties of the two devices.
display display display pixel device
device diagonal size resolution density weight
iPhone 4 3.5 in 51 mm × 74 mm 640 × 960 pixels 326 ppi 137 g
iPad 3 9.7 in 148 mm × 198 mm 1536 × 2048 pixels 264 ppi 662 g
Tab. 3.1. Basic properties of the mobile displays used in the study.
(a) Phone prototype (iPhone 4) (b) Tablet prototype (iPad 3)
Fig. 3.3. Our prototypes are based on off-the-shelf mobile displays that we augmented with
several infrared (IR) reflective markers for a robust and precise spatial tracking.
Spatial Tracking
For the spatial tracking of phone and tablet, we utilized the functionality provided by our Tangi-
ble Display toolkit (see Part II). We opted for an optical marked-based solution (see Section 7.2.2
for more details) that consists of twelve infrared (IR) cameras (Optitrack FLEX:V100R2) at-
tached to the ceiling of our lab. The tracking system provided precise spatial device positions
and orientations at 100 Hz with an error of less than 1 mm within the tracking volume. Its
projected area on the floor was about 3× 3 m2. A designated server (running Tracking Tools
2.2) streamed the spatial raw data over a local Wi-Fi network in a standardized form (VRPN).
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This included time stamps, device IDs, and 4× 4 transformation matrices describing the spatial
position and orientation in six degrees of freedom (6DoF).
Marker Design
We glued seven IR-reflective stickers to the display bezel of the iPad, see Figure 3.3(b). Only
three of them needed to be visible at a given time. This enabled users to hold the tablet freely
in their hands without accidentally interrupting the spatial tracking. Due to the smaller device
size, this was not practicable on the iPhone. Here, we built a small, lightweight plastic frame
(approx. 8×8×3 cm3, 30 g) with four small IR-reflective balls that we plugged into the iPhone’s
headphone output, see Figure 3.3(a). This guaranteed a robust tracking and ensured enough
flexibility for operating the phone with one or both hands.
App Development
We implemented the prototype in Objective C using the native development tools of iOS 6.0
(XCode 4.5). We integrated the touch and spatial technique within a single universal app that
runs on both devices. A major issue was the limited RAM provided by the devices – a problem
others [Bor+12] had faced, too. On the iPhone (512 MB RAM), we often got assigned less
than 100 MB on which we had no influence on, even though we used a fresh system with no
extra apps installed. Once loaded, the scene consumed most of the available memory (67 MB).
This led to frequent crashes due to insufficient memory, which also occurred on the iPad (1 GB
RAM), though less frequently. We also encountered massive performance fluctuations for the
spatial technique. The larger travel distances per gesture mostly caused this, as it required
the algorithm to quickly swap between high-resolution details and low-resolution overviews.
For touch, in contrast, there was more time for fetching neighboring content, as the travel
speed per gesture was smaller (and the iOS software is also heavily optimized towards touch).
After testing various internal data representations, we found a satisfying solution that combines
several strategies: A zoom pyramid consisting of three layers each containing a different detail
level of the scene, with the most detailed layer being built up of scene tiles that are loaded only
when needed.
3.3.4 Scenario and Task Design
In order to minimize side effects caused by prior knowledge of data, we used an abstract
2D scene for both conditions (touch, spatial). The scene provided visual context to avoid
disorientation (Desert Fog) [JF98]. For this purpose, the scene background featured a thin grid
and several distinctively colored and textured shapes (see Figure 3.4(a)). The scene had a fixed
resolution of 4734× 3683 pixels (approx. 46× 36 cm2 in real world). We used a maximum zoom
factor of five (see Figure 3.4(b)), which translates to approx. 230× 178 cm2 in world space.
Task Design
In the scene, participants completed a pre-defined sequence of 128 navigation tasks using one
of the two devices held in portrait mode. As depicted in Figure 3.5(a), they had to match a
red rectangular search target with a black reference frame (4 × 5 cm2) in the middle of the
screen. Only one target was visible at a time. If a search target came close to the reference
frame, it automatically snapped in and the task was done. Figure 3.5(b) illustrates the snapping
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(a) Minimum zoom level (b) Maximum zoom level (c) Pan boundaries
Fig. 3.4. The scene used within the study (screenshots taken from iPad prototype).
tolerance. Upon solving the task, the rectangle turned green and a progress bar was shown
(see Figure 3.5(c)). After two seconds, the next target appeared in the scene. The use of red
search targets above a green-bluish background was motivated by the feature integration theory
[TG80], as it reduces the cognitive load (pop-out effect).
(a) Red search target (b) Tolerance zone (c) Task succeeded
Fig. 3.5. Performing a navigation task (screenshots taken from iPad prototype).
Composition of the Task Sequence
To test the user performances depending on navigation intent (zoom, pan, zoom+pan) × target
visibility (on-screen, off-screen), we designed a single sequence of 128 navigation tasks. We
wanted this sequence to contain a well-balanced combination of pure and combined pan/zoom
tasks with both on- and off-screen targets. To achieve this, we defined a set of basic composition
rules (see Figure 3.6). We chose 5 zoom factors (0.5x, 0.7x, 1.43x, 2.0x, and no zoom) that
we joined with 12 pan directions (2 × each of the 4 major display sides + 1 × each of the 4
diagonals). To address target visibility, we placed the navigation targets either within (on-screen)
or outside the display (off-screen). At the beginning of a task, on-screen targets appeared fully
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visible on the tablet, yet only partially on the phone (due to its smaller screen estate). We used
these rules in a script that produced a sequence of 120 navigation tasks (2 target visibilities × 5
zoom factors × 12 pan directions) in a random order. The script also created small randomized
local positional offsets. As all tasks of the sequence involved panning, we added eight extra
zoom-only tasks, i.e., 2 × (0.5x, 0.7x, 1.43x, 2.0x). Hence, we obtained a total number of 128
navigation tasks.
Fig. 3.6. The basic composition rules that we used for the design of the task sequence.
3.3.5 Procedure
Participants completed the study within 50 to 70 minutes. Before conducting the experiment,
we had collected basic demographic information about potential participants via an online form.
This included the personal experience with touch screens to sort out applicants with insufficient
multi-touch skills. Based on this information, we grouped suitable candidates so that exactly
half of the women and men worked with an iPhone or iPad.
(1) Introduction Part
After briefly verifying the personal data of the participant, we explained the goals and procedure
of the study by reading out aloud from a sheet of paper. This also included the specific request
to complete the tasks as quickly as possible.
(2) Main Part
The main part of the study consisted of three phases that were executed in two runs, once for
the touch condition and once for the spatial condition (in counter-balanced order).
Trial Phase Depending on the group, the participant either started with the touch or spatial
technique that we explained and demonstrated using the iPhone or iPad prototype. This also
included a brief explanation of the underlying interaction metaphor, e.g., the possibility of
clutching (in addition to the standard press-and-hold activation). We then invited the participant
to perform a few exercise trials using an example dataset, until he or she felt confident with the
technique. This never took longer than five minutes, even for the spatial condition. We also
used the trial phase to verify sufficient multi-touch skills of participants.
Interaction Phase In both conditions, participants were asked to walk to the center of the
interaction space, marked with a cross on the floor. We enforced a standing usage. Participants
were free to move within an area of 2× 2 m2.
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Assessment Phase After completing the tasks, we asked the participant to sit down and
to fill out a questionnaire (see Appendix A.1). Before commencing with the second condition,
participants were allowed to remain seated and to rest as long as they wanted (this did not take
longer than 7 min).
(3) Closing Part
At the end of the second run, we conducted a brief interview, where we encouraged the
participant to provide additional feedback in form of free comments, such as critical remarks
and suggestions for improvement regarding the techniques.
3.4 Results
In this section, we present the results of the study. This includes a detailed analysis of perfor-
mance data and usability ratings as well as a report on some of the qualitative user feedback
that we received, e.g., regarding fatigue.
3.4.1 Statistical Methodology & Collected Performance Data
Statistical Methodology We analyzed the data using three-way repeated measurement
ANOVAs. For all ANOVAs, the between-subjects factors were display size (phone, tablet)
and gender (male, female). The repeated-measures factor depended on the analyzed data type.
Unless stated otherwise, we either used the navigation technique (spatial, touch), the target vis-
ibility (on-screen, off-screen), or their combination (spatial on-screen, spatial off-screen, touch
on-screen, touch off-screen). All p-values were Greenhouse-Geisser corrected. The alpha level
for tests of statistical significance was set to α = .05. When effects were significant, we report
Bonferroni adjusted p-values for post hoc comparisons (t-test, two-tailed). For descriptive data,
mean values (M) and standard deviations (SD) are provided; “ns” stands for “not significant”.
Collected Performance Data For spatial input, the collected raw performance data consists
of the spatial position and orientation (6DoF) of the devices over time with a sampling rate of 30
Hz as well as the start/end time of each clutch-cycle. For touch input, we logged relevant events
provided by the iOS-framework, e.g., the gesture type, on-screen positions, and start/end times.
We also recorded the start and end time of each task. Based on this raw data, we extracted
several types of derived data. Their analysis is presented next.
3.4.2 Analysis of Completion Times
We used the times that participants spent on completing the tasks as a measure of performance.
In order to analyze the different factors of influence (see Section 3.1), we examined several
completion time variants that will be discussed in the following. All time values are in seconds.
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Fig. 3.7. Total completion times broken down by navigation technique, gender, and display
size. Error bars denote standard deviations (95% confidence interval).
Basic Analysis of Total Completion Times
We analyzed the overall time that participants needed to finish the sequence of 128 tasks with
either the touch or the spatial technique on a phone or tablet. The key results are summarized
in Figure 3.7. We found a main effect of the navigation technique, i.e., participants completed
the tasks significantly faster with the spatial condition (M = 445.55, SD = 94.96) than with
the touch condition (M = 701.15, SD = 259.38). There was also a main effect of the display
size, i.e., participants worked significantly faster with the tablet (M = 522.46, SD = 121.06)
than with the phone (M = 626.93, SD = 168.22), independent of the navigation technique and
gender. Beyond that, we found a main effect of gender, i.e., males (M = 517.28, SD = 128.90)
were significantly faster than female participants (M = 626.62, SD = 158.72), independent of
the navigation technique and display size.
Further Analysis Regarding Target Visibility
We examined the times that participants had spent on reaching on-screen and off-screen targets,
respectively. Our analysis confirmed a main effect of target visibility (see Figure 3.8, left).
Post-hoc comparisons show that participants reached on-screen targets significantly faster (see
Figure 3.8, middle) with the spatial (M = 2.04, SD = .42) than with the touch condition (M =
3.38, SD = 1.36). The same applies to off-screen targets (see Figure 3.8, right), where a direct
comparison shows that spatial input (M = 5.25, SD = 1.25) is faster than touch (M = 8.16, SD
= 3.09).
The analysis revealed an interaction effect between target visibility and display size (F(3,109) =
4.21, p = .038). While the display size had less influence on the completion time for on-screen
targets (especially for touch, see Figure 3.8, middle), participants reached off-screen targets
significantly faster with the tablet than with the phone (see Figure 3.8, right).
We found a main effect of gender (F(1,36) = 7.45, p = .01) and display size (F(1,36) = 7.27, p =
.011). This means that independent of the target visibility, males were faster than females and
tasks were completed in less time on the tablet than on the phone.
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Fig. 3.8. Average task completion times broken down by target visibility (gender-neutral).
Error bars denote standard deviations (95% confidence interval).
Brief Analysis of Navigation Intent
Our study was not specifically tailored to test in detail the influence of the navigation intent
(zoom, pan, zoom+pan) – especially when targets were not instantly visible on the screen. The
reason for this is that participants were free to choose the navigation strategy that they thought
would be best for solving the task at hand. For off-screen target tasks, they usually performed a
mixture of pure and combined zoom and pan operations, which rendered the analysis as very
complex. We therefore restricted our focus to on-screen target tasks that featured a visual target
stimulus so participants could instantly decide on the optimal navigation operation. For this
purpose, we analyzed the 8 zoom-only, 12 pan-only, and 48 zoom+pan on-screen target tasks
of the task sequence with regard to completion times.
Our analysis revealed no effect (F(1,36) = 17.21, ns) for pan-only (on-screen target) tasks, i.e.,
the touch (M = 1.97, SD = 1.12) and spatial condition (M = 1.93, SD = 0.72) were similarly
fast. At first glance, we also did not find an effect for zoom-only (on-screen target) tasks.
However, by omitting the tasks with a minor change of the zoom level (0.7x and 1.43x), we
can show that there is an effect (F(1,36) = 102.12, p = 0.01) for the “larger” zoom tasks (0.5x
and 2.0x). Here, touch (M = 2.58, SD = 1.57) was significantly slower than spatial input (M
= 1.75, SD = 0.73). A further analysis of the combined zoom+pan (on-screen target) tasks
showed that the touch technique (M = 3.73, SD = 1.89) required significantly (F(1,36) = 32.27,
p < 0.001) more time than the spatial technique (M = 2.08, SD = 0.67).
3.4.3 Analysis of Discrete Actions
We investigated how many discrete actions were initiated for on-screen and off-screen target
tasks. We did this by counting the number of clutches (spatial condition) and individual touch
gestures (touch condition). We used these numbers as a measure of handicap. The rationale
behind this is that starting a new action interrupts the navigation and thus negatively affects
the overall performance. For example, executing three drag gestures in a row requires the
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user to lift the finger from the screen two times more if compared to just performing a single
continuous drag. The same applies to the spatial condition, where releasing the clutch, e.g., to
move the display to a more conformable position, briefly pauses the actual navigation.
Fig. 3.9. Number of discrete actions (gender neutral) broken down by target visibility. Error
bars denote standard deviations (95% confidence interval).
Number of Clutch Activations (Spatial Condition)
We found a main effect of target visibility (see Figure 3.9, left). Significantly fewer couplings
were performed for on-screen (M = 1.18, SD = .36) than for off-screen targets (M = 2.26, SD
= 1.41). There was no effect of display size or gender.
Number of Touch Gestures (Touch Condition)
There was a main effect of target visibility (see Figure 3.9, right), i.e., on-screen targets were
reached with significantly less touch gestures (M = 3.93, SD = 1.09) than off-screen targets (M
= 10.2, SD = 3.89). We also found an interaction effect between target visibility and display
size (F(1,36) = 17.00, p < .001). For on-screen targets, the number of touch gestures did not
vary much between devices. For off-screen targets, in contrast, participants spent four gestures
more on the phone (M = 12.01, SD = 4.15) than on the tablet (M = 8.47, SD = 2.74) on
average.
3.4.4 Utilized Motor Space (Spatial Condition Only)
The motor space of the spatial technique, i.e., the physical room surrounding the user, is
considerably larger than a touch screen. We were interested in how much of the motor space
was actually utilized by participants during the spatial condition and whether there were
differences between on-screen and off-screen target tasks. For this purpose, we extracted the
3D bounding box of the physical space that participants used while solving the tasks (measured
relatively to the device position where the clutch was activated). This was done for each of
the 120 tasks (i.e., except zoom-only tasks). We then computed an average bounding box for
on-screen and off-screen targets, respectively. We analyzed both bounding boxes in terms of the
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maximum extent along each of the three principle axes (X, Y, Z). We can show that the amount
of used motor space significantly depends on the target visibility (see Table 3.2).
Axis
On-screen targets Off-screen targets
F(1,36) p
M in mm SD M in mm SD
X 57.78 43.81 237.17 102.70 116.66 < .001
Y 49.95 16.06 176.61 65.17 121.61 < .001
Z 78.00 35.75 298.69 69.15 290.41 < .001
Tab. 3.2. Size of the utilized motor space for the spatial condition. Mean values (M) and
standard deviation (SD) are provided for the physical extent along the main axes.
3.4.5 User Feedback & Fatigue
Usability Ratings
We compiled a questionnaire with 36 items using a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (“strongly
disagree”) to 7 (“strongly agree”). These items addressed generic usability aspects [RSP02]
as well as specific issues regarding the tested techniques, in particular the perceived influence
of zooming and horizontal/vertical panning on the overall performance. To ensure a high
degree of validity, we used 3 to 6 items per usability issue (reverse-worded). Both techniques
were generally assessed very positively without significant differences, except for ease of use,
efficiency to use, user experience, and zooming that were rated in favor of the spatial condition
(see Figure 3.10).
Fig. 3.10. Usability ratings from the questionnaires (gender-neutral). Error bars denote
standard deviations (95% confidence interval).
Free Comments
Participants gave us very positive feedback about the spatial technique. Some (N = 5) were
even a little surprised that completing the 128 tasks with the touch technique “felt somehow
more difficult than with the other one [spatial]”. One user said that she “could almost ’see’ the
map behind and beside the iPad, making it easier to decide where to move the device to next”.
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Spatial Touch
None 10 4
Shoulders 10 10
Back 6 4
Forearms 3 9
Upper arms 7 6
Fingers 4 12
Wrists 2 9
Neck 5 13
Elbows 1 3
Tab. 3.3. Occurrences of
fatigue as reported by users
Fatigue
All participants completed the tasks without a break. After
each condition, participants were asked to choose from a list,
which part(s) of their body felt tired. Table 3.3 summarizes the
results that reflect the frequency of fatigue among participants,
yet not its intensity. Both techniques caused fatigue in the
shoulders and the upper arms. The touch technique was more
demanding for the fingers, the neck and the forearm, whereas
the spatial technique affected the back and the upper arm
more frequently. To our surprise, there were more participants
reporting no fatigue for the spatial condition (N = 10) than
for the touch condition (N = 4).
3.5 Discussion
In this section, we summarize and reflect on the results. This includes the testing of hypotheses,
the discussion of further observations, an attempt at explaining the effects, and a brief review
of possible limitations of our study.
3.5.1 Verification of Hypotheses
We start the discussion by verifying the hypotheses (see Section 3.1).
H1 - H2: Navigation Technique & User Satisfaction
Not a single participant completed the 128 navigation tasks faster with the touch than with
the spatial condition, even though all of them were multi-touch-experienced and used the
spatial technique for the first time. While we had predicted a decent performance for the spatial
approach (see Hypothesis H1), it outperformed Pinch-Drag-Flick by 36.5% (M ≈ 445 sec vs. M
≈ 701 sec) on overall average (see Figure 3.7, left) – a finding that we had not expected in such
clarity. When performing the tasks, several (N = 7) participants already expressed that they
liked the spatial technique, even though we had not asked for that yet. This was also reflected
by the positive usability ratings for both techniques that actually show a slight tendency towards
the spatial technique (see Figure 3.10), which was a better result for spatial input than we had
anticipated (see Hypothesis H2).
H3: Impact of Gender
On average, males completed the tasks 17% faster than females (see Figure 3.7, middle),
independent of the navigation technique, target visibility, and display size. This confirms
Hypothesis H3. We therefore conclude that the spatial technique is not suitable for compensating
gender effects.
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H4 - H6: Impact of Target Visibility
As anticipated in Hypothesis H4, on-screen targets (M ≈ 2.8 sec) were completed significantly
faster than off-screen targets (M ≈ 6.6 sec), independent of the navigation technique, display
size, and gender (see Figure 3.8, left).
Against our expectations (see Hypothesis H5), the touch condition (M ≈ 3.3 sec) was not
faster, but considerably slower than the spatial technique (M ≈ 2.0 sec) for on-screen targets
(see Figure 3.8, middle). This finding was a big surprise for us, as it indicates that spatial
input may be a promising alternative for tasks that involve fine adjustments, such as the
alignment of graphical items on the screen. However, there remains the question of whether
this insight applies only in combination with a snapping technique (as used by us in the study,
see Section 3.3.4) – or is more general, which could be investigated in a follow up study.
In coherence with these findings, the spatial technique (M ≈ 5.3 sec) outperformed touch
(M ≈ 8.2 sec) for off-screen targets, too (see Figure 3.8, right). Although this insight clearly
surpassed our expectations, it also strengthened our assumptions regarding the motor space
(see Hypothesis H6).
H7 - H9: Impact of Display Size
As predicted in Hypothesis H7, participants generally solved the tasks faster on the tablet (M ≈
523 sec) than on the phone (M ≈ 627 sec), independent of the navigation technique, target
visibility, and gender (see Figure 3.7, right). Participants benefited most from a larger display
for off-screen targets. With respect to cognitive strategy, there are two reasons for that. First,
search tasks typically start by zooming out for overview. This phase is usually briefer on devices
with a larger screen, as search targets appear earlier on the display. Second, users see more
information on a larger display allowing them to come to navigation decisions earlier, e.g., see
[GF04]. We observed that most participants used the phone with one hand, while the tablet
was usually taken into both hands.
The touch technique was considerably slower (29.3%) on the phone (M ≈ 7.1 sec) than on
the tablet (M ≈ 9.2 sec) for off-screen targets (see Figure 3.8, right). This was in accordance
with Hypothesis H8. However, to our surprise and in contradiction to Hypothesis H8, this did
not apply to on-screen targets. Here, the phone (M ≈ 3.5 sec) was only marginally (3.9%)
slower than the tablet (M ≈ 3.3 sec). We believe that this effect can be explained by the design
of the on-screen target tasks that consumed the same amount of screen space (in pixels) on
both display types (i.e., there was more scene environment visible on the tablet than on the
phone).
The spatial technique was always considerably slower (on-screen: 16.4%, off-screen: 22.3%)
on the phone (on-screen: M ≈ 2.2 sec, off-screen: M ≈ 5.8 sec) than on the tablet (on-screen:
M ≈ 1.9 sec, off-screen: M ≈ 4.7 sec). This disproves Hypothesis H9.
H10 - H12: Impact of Navigation Intent (On-screen Targets Only)
For zoom-only tasks, the spatial technique (M ≈ 1.9 sec) was on average 1.35 faster than touch
(M ≈ 2.6 sec), which goes clearly beyond of what we had anticipated (c.f. Hypothesis H10).
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For pan-only operations, both navigation techniques were equally fast. This disproves Hypothesis
H11, in which we had falsely assumed that touch would be faster.
For combined zoom+pan operations, the spatial technique (M ≈ 2.1 sec) was 1.75 times faster
than touch (M ≈ 3.7 sec) on average. This was a much better result for spatial input than we
had expected (c.f. Hypothesis H12).
3.5.2 Further Observations
It follows a brief discussion of additional observations that we made regarding clutching, spatial
mapping and learning speed.
Use of Clutching for Repositioning the Device
By design, all participants had to use the clutch in order to activate spatial input. Hence, the
minimum number of clutches per tasks was one. Apart from that, clutching could also be used
to move the device to a more convenient position, e.g., closer to the body. In the data, a clutch
number larger than one reflects this. For on-screen targets, participants rarely used the clutch
for this purpose (M ≈ 1.2). For off-screen targets, however, where the size of the motor space
was utilized much more, we counted one or two extra clutches for most participants (M ≈ 2.3).
Only the minority of participants (N = 8) did not make use of the technique. Instead, they
stretched out their arms farther or did an extra footstep forward. When asked why, common
reasons included convenience issues, avoidance of slowing down, or being oblivious of the
possibility.
Spatial Mapping
In retrospect, the use of a dynamic spatial mapping based on local device orientations has
proven to be a good choice. However, our observations also indicate that there is room for
improvement. In interviews during the assessment phase, several participants (N = 5) asked
for a finer mapping, allowing them to move the device less by still covering the same virtual
distance in the document. We propose to provide a user setting for this, though it may be worth
investigating suitable thresholds that might depend, for example, on the display size. To further
improve on that, some participants proposed to adjust the travel speed within the document
depending on how fast they were moving the device in physical space.
Learning Speed & Other Groups of the Population
All participants learnt how to use the spatial technique very quickly. The majority (N = 31)
needed less than 5 minutes for that. Supported by the steep learning curve of the young, healthy
and technological-affine users, we expect our findings can be transferred to other groups of the
population. One example for this are elderly people or persons having difficulties in precisely
controlling their fingers, e.g., due to age-related motor impairment, Gout, or Osteoarthritis. We
believe that these groups may particularly benefit from the complementary motor skills that are
relevant for spatial input.
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3.5.3 Explaining the Effects
We identified several key factors that we believe are the main reasons for why the spatial
navigation technique performed so well.
Size of the Motor Space
One key benefit of the spatial navigation technique is the size of its motor space. If we
consider the space between hip and chest as the preferable interaction zone, then this space
is more than one order of magnitude larger than the average mobile touch screen. This is an
important advantage in terms of physical resolution and accuracy. By performing only one
continuous gesture, it allows users to cover very long distances within the document – by
maintaining a high level of precision at the same time. For touch gestures, in contrast, travel
distances are considerably smaller per gesture [MLG10], thus forcing users to perform multiple
gestures to achieve the same result. We found clear evidence supporting these claims. Users
performed many touch gestures for both on-screen (M ≈ 4) and off-screen target tasks (M ≈
10). In contrast, clutching was used only marginally in the spatial condition (M < 2.3). Here,
participants clearly benefited from the larger motor space that they used more extensively for
off-screen targets if compared to on-screen targets (see Table 3.2).
Fine vs. Gross Motor Skills
Both navigation techniques target different parts of the human muscle system and thus demand
different motor skills. The Pinch-Drag-Flick approach primarily addresses fine motor skills of
the fingers, usually involving a high physical pointing accuracy within a small (screen) area. In
our study, we repeatedly witnessed participants having difficulties with the pinch gesture. As a
consequence, many participants found it easier to lift a display up/down for zooming, which is
reflected by the user ratings for zooming (see Figure 3.10).
Proprioception and Spatial Recall
Apart from that, touch input also requires a high visual attention, e.g., due to little tactile/haptic
feedback. In contrast, spatial navigation explicitly utilizes proprioception, i.e., the sense of
relative positions of neighboring body parts. We believe that such kinesthetic cues can reduce
the demand of visual attention. As hinted in [FZC93; UIJ05], such cues can also enable users to
associate important regions in the document with specific physical positions around their body,
making it easier for them to quickly travel (or even directly jump to) specific landmarks within
the document.
Parallelized Zooming and Panning
Another important benefit of spatial navigation is simultaneous zooming & panning, which is
naturally supported by moving a display diagonally through the space-scale diagram [HEL06;
Pah+13]. We observed that participants used this very frequently in the study. For touch
input, in contrast, participants repeatedly switched between Drag/Flick and Pinch gestures (see
Figure 3.9, right), which caused temporal delays and might also be more cognitively demanding
as users alternate between two navigation intentions (zoom and pan) more frequently.
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3.5.4 Limitations
As standard deviations of completion times indicate, most participants were similarly fast with
the spatial technique, but showed diverse performance times for Pinch-Drag-Flick – even though
they had prior experiences with the latter technique. One possible reason for this might be
that participants were motivated more to succeed in the spatial technique, because it was new
to them. Yet, we believe the high performance variations for touch can also be attributed to
issues with the touch condition: First, displays were prone to get soiled by a thin film of sweat
and grease after participants were working on them for some time. Because this affected the
touch recognition, we carefully cleaned the displays each time before a participant started to
work with them. Second, while holding the device, the (ball of the) thumb of participants
occasionally came in contact with the display, thus accidentally interfering with the detection of
other touch gestures. Third, we witnessed a few female participants (N = 4) who had problems
caused by their fingernails. Although the nails were not unusually long, these women struggled
with a less reliable touch recognition. Many participants reported that they had experienced
similar problems before, e.g., when working with their personal phone. Hence, we conclude
that these issues do not weaken our findings, but rather reflect the conditions of the world
outside the lab.
3.6 Future Generations of Mobile Displays
Current mobile displays are lacking a few technical qualities that hinder a broader success
of spatial input-based navigation in the mass market. We identified two areas that future
generations of mobile devices should address.
3.6.1 Device-Intrinsic Spatial Tracking
One major technical challenge is the support of reliable 6DoF spatial tracking for real mobile
usage, where requirements different from those in the lab apply: First, the workspace is not
stationary anymore. Therefore, external sensors are unavailable and light conditions are likely
to vary considerably. Second, spatial tracking should be relative to users, so they can walk
without affecting the interaction (body-centric tracking). Third, the algorithm should be energy
efficient to ensure long working times.
Prior to conducting the study, we experimented with alternative sensing approaches that use the
built-in sensors of mobile displays, e.g., accelerometers and gyroscopes [KA13]. Such sensors
are energy efficient and offer low-latency feedback, though cannot detect positional changes of
the user (e.g., when walking) and also are prone to induce error drifting. Alternatively, Hansen
et al. [HEL06] suggested the tracking of facial landmarks by the front camera for zooming,
thus facilitating body-centric tracking. However, this works only when the user’s face is within
the camera’s field of view. To overcome these short-comings, sensor fusion [JKC12] combines
gyroscopic data with face tracking. Yet, this approach still suffers from potential inaccuracies and
technical pitfalls, so we found a proper implementation to be too time-consuming. We believe
that once such capabilities are integrated into future generations of consumer mobile displays,
spatial interaction is likely to become much more widespread. A promising and noteworthy next
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step into this direction is Tango [@Joh] (formerly named Project Tango). Introduced in 2014, it
equips mobile displays with the capability of 6DoF intrinsic motion tracking thus allowing the
devices to determine their position and orientation within the environment.
3.6.2 A Built-in Tactile Clutch
In our prototype, we used touch input for the de/activation of spatial input, which was primarily
due to the lack of alternatives. While this worked generally well in our study (due to its limited
scope), we do not consider touch screen-based clutches as our preferred solution. There are
several reasons for that. First, touching the screen with a finger occludes parts of the viewport.
Second, mixing on-screen touch input with spatial input is contrary to the philosophy of hybrid
input paradigms, where different input channels should work independently from each other.
Third, the clutch must be easily detectable preferably by non-visual cues so users can keep their
visual attention on the document. Fourth, users should be provided with eyes-free feedback
regarding the current state of a clutch. This is to provide precise control on when and how
long the clutch is activated. These requirements may appear trivial, but their influence on
the user performance and satisfaction should not be underestimated, e.g., see [Jon+12] and
our discussion in Section 3.2. These insights are also supported by our own observations and
interviews with participants.
We therefore propose to equip future generations of mobile displays with a clutch that provides
some form of tactile feedback. This may be a simple physical button, though it should be
larger than the tiny volume controls usually found on the body housing of smartphones. Ideally,
the clutch would be readily usable independent of the current orientation of the display, for
example, by squeezing the display bezel [BBV13]. An interesting alternative solution appears to
be Apple’s recently introduced force touch and tactile engine technology [@Wika], even though
the problem of occluded display items remains with this approach.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter, we contributed a comprehensive user study in which we systematically compared
the efficiency and usability of two contrarian input strategies (touch and spatial input) using
the example of 2D document navigation on mobile displays (iPhone 4 and iPad 3). More
specifically, we tested the predominant touch-based Pinch-Drag-Flick approach against a zoom &
pan technique that users control by moving the display through the physical space surrounding
them. The results of our experiments surpassed our expectations:
(1) On average, participants were more than 35% faster with the spatial approach, even
though all of them were conversant with Pinch-Drag-Flick and used the spatial technique
for the first time.
(2) This finding was further supported by the questionnaires, where participants rated the
spatial technique at least as good as or even better than the touch-based counterpart.
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To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to provide such clear evidence in favor of spatial
input. We believe that this was possible only by a careful interaction design, a precise and robust
spatial tracking, and building high quality prototypes that make use of state-of-the-art mobile
displays. Considering the popularity of Pinch-Drag-Flick, our findings could be of interest for
future interaction designs of mobile displays – as a complimentary method of interaction, yet
not as a complete replacement. Because there are also limitations: social protocols may limit its
application, users may perform differently when sitting, and users may prefer to put a display
on the desk for certain tasks. However, given the additional advantages of a supplemental input
channel, we hope that our findings will help mobile computing embrace spatial interaction
principles much more than before.
The insights derived from our experiments are only a first (yet important) step. For future
work, we see a need to address the technical challenges and design recommendations that we
discussed in Section 3.6. This particularly includes device-intrinsic spatial tracking via sensor
fusion and tactile clutches. With this technology available, it will then be possible to continue
the investigations by testing how in-the-wild usage (e.g., when walking) affects the performance
as well as the accuracy and recall/spatial awareness of users [Räd+13]. In addition to that, we
consider a careful investigation of compound tasks to be of high importance, as such tasks may
particularly benefit from combining touch with spatial input, e.g., see [Pah+13].
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4Design Space &
Interaction Framework
This chapter shares material previously published as full papers at ACM ITS ’09 [SSD09b],
ACM ITS ’10 [Spi+10b], and ACM ITS ’12 [SBD12]. The use of “we" in parts of this chapter
therefore refers to some of the co-authors of the cited papers.
In Chapter 2, we pointed out that so far only few research has been devoted to a more thorough
investigation of the interaction space coming into existence by employing movable lightweight
displays above a digital tabletop, e.g., see [Iza+08; KN08a; UI97]. As a first step to address this
gap, this chapter provides an in-depth conceptual analysis of this interaction space that we refer
to as the Tangible Display design space. The contribution of this chapter includes:
(1) A description of the principle setup and design dimensions of a typical Tangible Display
system (see Section 4.1). This setup will serve – in minor modifications – as the basis for
the further investigations presented in the remainder of this thesis.
(2) A taxonomy of common usage patterns for Tangible Displays (interaction vocabulary)
which constitutes the foundation for the development of novel interaction techniques by
allowing system designers to think in more structured ways (see Section 4.2).
(3) A systematic approach for representing virtual spaces in a standardized 3D form. The
approach utilizes three spatial topologies that allow for mediating basic interaction tasks,
such as 3D viewpoint control, zoom & pan, and layer navigation (see Section 4.3). The
three spatial topologies form the basis for:
(4) A classification of four basic types of information spaces and techniques for their spatial
exploration by means of Tangible Displays (see Section 4.4).
4.1 Design Dimensions
We start with a detailed overview of the basic system components (Section 4.1.1) and input
types (Section 4.1.2) and then introduce the concept of spatial zones (Section 4.1.3). Together,
these constitute the design dimensions of a typical Tangible Display system.
4.1.1 Principle Setup & System Components
We envision the Tangible Display design space as a multi-display tabletop environment that
combines and extends many of the interaction approaches reviewed in the previous chapter
within a single unifying system. The principle setup of a Tangible Display system is illustrated
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in Figure 4.1. It shall consist of two basic types of displays: a large stationary horizontal
digital tabletop and one or more spatially aware lightweight displays (Tangible Displays) that are
tracked in 3D and provide independent views into a virtual information space. Optionally, the
system shall be aware of users, e.g., by tracking their heads. A more detailed introduction of the
key system components follows next.
Fig. 4.1. Principle setup and components of a tabletop-based Tangible Display system.
Virtual Information Space
The main purpose of the system shall be to facilitate a more direct and natural way of interacting
with different types of virtual information spaces. These may, for example, be scientific or medical
volumetric datasets, geographical maps, large collections of videos and photographs or other
multimedia content. One key characteristic of the system is that such information spaces are
typically organized in form of a three-dimensional spatial representation. This is an important
requirement as it will later enable us to map digital contents to specific regions of the physical
room above and around the table. For this purpose, we will usually employ a global coordinate
system that has its origin somewhere at the table surface, while the Z-axis is pointing towards
the ceiling (see Figure 4.1).
Tangible Displays
The system shall support one or multiple movable handheld displays that can appear in different
sizes and shapes, such as rectangles and discs. These displays shall be particularly lightweight
and handy, so users – both children and grown-ups – can easily grab them with one or both
hands in order to move them around, to tilt or flip them, to hold them at a particular position, or
to put them back to the table surface. At the same time, the displays shall provide dynamically
updated persistent views into a virtual information space. In other words, the displays are
specifically designed for two purposes: (1) they can be physically interacted with in quite
a “tangible” manner and (2) they constantly show visual feedback on the device (“display”)
itself. We therefore refer to them as Tangible Displays. In order to support the spatial style of
interaction, a key property of Tangible Displays is that they are tracked in 3D space. This means
that the system shall be constantly aware of their spatial position and orientation, so it can
instantly react to positional changes of the spatially aware displays. In this thesis, we restrict our
investigations to flat rigid Tangible Displays that have a fixed shape and size. For example, this
is in contrast to curved/3D-shaped or shape-/size-variable displays (such as the ones reviewed
in Section 2.2.1) that would add additional degrees of freedom to the interaction equation.
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A Digital Tabletop
Another key component of the proposed Tangible Display design space shall be a digital tabletop.
The table shall feature a large interactive horizontal display that is shared by multiple users. The
stationary table display will usually act as a global overview-like view into the virtual information
space. Hence, by providing users with a visual context on the table and by showing local details
on individual Tangible Displays, the underlying interaction paradigm of Tangible Displays often
matches the concept of Magic Lenses [Bie+93]. If deemed necessary, the overview-like view
on the table may even include further clues on where a particular piece of information can be
found in midair above it. Beyond that, the table often serves as a physical reference surface for
the spatial interaction and additionally provides storage space for Tangible Displays and other
real-world objects, such as digital pens.
Awareness of Users
Optionally, the system shall support a spatial awareness of users. In traditional tabletop com-
puting [DL01; RS99; SER03], user awareness often relates to the problem of distinguishing
between users (user ID) or the question of at which side of a table a person is standing (2D
position), e.g., to let the system automatically reorient digital objects on the table display so
that a given user can view them “upside up” [Ann+11; Kli+11]. In the proposed Tangible
Display system, the positional information required for such functionality could be estimated
based on the location of a particular Tangible Display that is associated with a given person.
However, since the spatial interplay between users and displays shall play an integral part in
the interaction design, the detection of two-dimensional user locations may not be sufficient.
Hence, the proposed system shall be able to gather precise and instant knowledge about three-
dimensional user movements within the system environment. This shall be accomplished by
tracking the spatial positions of the heads of users.
Number of Users
The number of users is another defining factor of the proposed system and does not necessarily
match the number of Tangible Displays in use. For example, multiple users may temporarily
share a single Tangible Display for collaboration purposes. Alternatively, a single user may
simultaneously use two Tangible Displays – one in each hand. Beyond that, the combination
of typically one stationary tabletop and multiple mobile Tangible Displays opens up additional
possibilities for a single user. As the previously “public” tabletop is not shared anymore, it
becomes a personal display. This allows for providing the only user with personalized overview-
like views directly on the tabletop. Such views could depend, for example, on the application
privileges of the user or even on his or her current point of view which may be determined by
the head location.
Additional Stationary Displays
In this thesis, we almost exclusively focus on Tangible Display setups with a single tabletop
acting as the main and only stationary display. The tabletop plays a central role, not only
because it provides a visual context, but also because it serves as a physical reference surface
for spatial input. It therefore may be difficult to remove the table without affecting the principle
interaction style of the system (and yet we will do this occasionally, like we have seen in the
previous chapter). Despite this, it is possible to extend the system with further stationary
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displays – not as a replacement, but as an addition. These displays may exhibit alternative form
factors in terms of size, shape, and orientation. Examples include large wall displays (e.g., the
one at the Interactive Media Lab Dresden [@Int]), curved displays (e.g., BendDesk [Wei+10b]),
or slanted displays (e.g., Flux [Lei+09]). Such displays can show, for example, alternative views
into the virtual information space (a demonstration of this will be given later in this thesis, see
Figure 9.7(a) on page 148).
4.1.2 Basic Types of Input
Users can interact with the proposed system by three basic types of input that together constitute
the interaction space of Tangible Displays. More precisely, we distinguish between conventional
“on”-display interaction that is restricted to the surface and “with”-display interaction that uses
the additional channels of spatial and head input.
Spatial Input
A key feature of the system is its knowledge about spatial positions and orientations of Tangible
Displays and other (possibly non-digital) objects that are being tracked in the real-world space
with six degrees of freedom (6DoF). This enables users to directly interact “with” a Tangible
Display by grabbing it with their hands and then moving (3DoF) or rotating (3DoF) it – usually
on, above or beside a table. In this way, a rich set of usage patterns becomes available that
exploits the spatial interplay of displays and other spatially aware objects. As a first attempt to
categorize such patterns see the spatial interaction vocabulary described in Section 4.2.1.
Head Input
Optionally, the system can spatially track the heads of users. This information not only facilitates
techniques that require a differentiation of users by user ID, but also provides an additional
spatial input channel with 6DoF. The 6DoF are composed of the orientation (3DoF) and the
location (3DoF) of heads allowing the system, for example, to identify into which direction
users are currently looking and from where. Various combinations of spatially relating heads to
handheld displays or the tabletop are possible. These possibilities further extend the interaction
repertoire of Tangible Displays (see Section 4.2.2).
Surface Input
The system also supports interactions performed “on” the surface of Tangible Displays or the
tabletop, e.g., by finger-based touch or digital pen input that usually exhibit a two-dimensional
input range (2DoF). This may even include the housing of displays, e.g., by means of tactile
buttons. We consider surface input as an essential building block for the interaction vocabulary
of Tangible Displays (see Section 4.2.3), not only as a primary way of input, but also as a
supportive input channel for spatial and head input, e.g., for changing interaction modes.
4.1.3 Spatial Zones
In this thesis, we will frequently assign a special meaning to certain regions of the physical
space above and around a tabletop. More specifically, we propose to partition the real-world
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space into spatial zones, so that each zone consumes a spatially confined part of the physical
environment. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that all zones are box-shaped. Depending
on the application context, a variety of spatial partitioning schemes are conceivable. Common
examples are illustrated in Figure 4.2 and will be discussed next.
Fig. 4.2. We propose to divide the real-world space into spatial zones. Possible spatial parti-
tioning schemes include: a single zone stretching across the entire table (a), multiple
zones that are distributed beside (b), on (c) or above (d) the table, and sticky zones
that surround and follow handheld displays (e).
Single Zone A simple and frequently used partitioning scheme in this thesis is the single
zone scheme, see Figure 4.2(a). It assumes the presence of just one zone that ranges over
the entire table. In the majority of cases, the zone will be confined horizontally by the
size of the table display. Along the vertical axis, the lower boundary of the zone is usually
determined by the table surface. For the upper boundary, human capabilities [Til02] and
eye sight suggest an overall maximum height of about 35 to 45 cm above the table. In
Chapter 5, we will present a comprehensive user study that investigates this and other
issues in more detail.
Multiple Zones The real-world space can also be divided into multiple zones. The resulting
zones are usually much smaller than in the single zone scheme. For multiple zones residing
directly on or above the table (see Figure 4.2(c,d)), the tabletop can show additional
visual clues with regards to their horizontal position and extent. This may not be practical
for zones that are located beside the table, see Figure 4.2(b).
Sticky Zones The partitioning schemes discussed so far mainly considered zones that
are (loosely) affixed to a stationary feature of the environment (e.g., the table). With
sticky zones, we extend the notion of spatial zones by proposing another zone type that
surrounds a Tangible Display like a floating box, see Figure 4.2(e). This means that while
the display is being moved, its associated sticky zone is traveling along with it.
If necessary, a Tangible Display system can employ further customizations of the physical space,
e.g., by mixing the partitioning schemes discussed above. This may imply that some of the
spatial zones overlap. An application could also dynamically create and remove spatial zones or
change their size, shape and location, preferably by providing appropriate visual feedback, e.g.,
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on the tabletop, so users are informed about where a particular piece of information can be
accessed. In addition to that, spatial zones could also be adjustable by users, e.g., to set up or to
configure a personal work environment.
4.2 Interaction Vocabulary
Based on the design dimensions discussed in the previous section, we identified and categorized
a set of fifteen common usage patterns for Tangible Displays. Some of them rely on techniques
that have been described in the literature before (e.g., see Chapter 2). Our intention was to
organize, combine, and extend them in a meaningful way and with focus on tailoring them
towards the specifics of a tabletop-based environment. The first twelve usage patterns address
features of the “tool of control” aspect of Tangible Displays. We classified them according to the
three basic types of input (see Section 4.2.1 to 4.2.3). The remaining three usage patterns are
inspired by the “tool of representation” aspect of Tangible Displays (see Section 4.2.4).
4.2.1 Vocabulary Based on Spatial Input
For spatial input, we derived seven usage patterns that are illustrated in Figure 4.3. Most of
these usage patterns assume a horizontal reference surface, such as provided by a desk or a
digital tabletop. However, some of them may also work in table-free environments, e.g., where
the floor – along with our sense of gravity – could take over the role of the horizontal reference
frame. In the following discussion, we use the table surface to define the XY -plane of the
interaction space coordinate system with the Z-axis pointing towards the ceiling.
Holding
During spatial interaction, the view shown on a Tangible Display is typically exposed to constant
changes as long as the display is being moved. In order to examine a view, users just need to
stop moving the display. Holding a display stable at/in its current position and pose is a task
that users can perform easily – if holding times remain short. We distinguish three poses in
which a Tangible Display can be held: horizontal pose (the display remains parallel to the table,
which is the default case), vertical pose (the display is orthogonal to the table), and free pose.
Translation
Based on the spatial position (x, y, z) of Tangible Displays, we can use shifts of movement as a
form of input. We identified three motion patterns. All are easy to perform. The first two are
inspired by the special meaning of the height above the table: A display can be lifted up/down
along the Z-axis (vertical translation) or it can be moved within the XY -plane (horizontal
translation). Depending on the moving direction, they can be executed simultaneously or
independent of each other. This allows users to perform two tasks in parallel (e.g., 2D panning
and zooming, see Chapter 3) or to effortlessly switch between tasks without the need of
changing the interaction mode. The third pattern is a combination of the other two: a free
translation along all three axes (useful for techniques requiring 3DoF, e.g., 3D motion control).
It’s disadvantage is that no motion axis is left for a parallel task, such as zooming.
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(a) Holding (b) Translation
(c) Rotation (d) Freezing
(e) Zones (f) Spatial Gestures
(g) Spatial Interplay
Fig. 4.3. Overview of the interaction vocabulary that is based on spatial input.
Rotation
Another way of spatially interacting with a Tangible Display relies on changes of its orientation
in space (α, β, γ). In this thesis, we distinguish three basic types of rotating a display. The first
two constrain the available degrees of freedom: horizontal rotation is a rotation around the
Z-axis (e.g., as shown in [Lee+09]) and vertical rotation is a rotation around the X- and/or
Y -axis (e.g., as shown in [LHT08]). Both can be performed independently from each other
or in parallel with the latter case describing the third type: a free rotation in 3D (with similar
implications in terms of parallel task support as discussed for the translation usage pattern).
Freezing
Users often move a Tangible Display without intending to change its view, e.g., to study it in a
more convenient position or to keep it for later examination. We propose to use the freezing
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interaction pattern in such cases. When a display is “frozen”, the system ignores the spatial
input for all or some of the principle axes. We distinguish three modes: full freeze (all axes are
locked), vertical freeze (the Z-axis is locked), and horizontal freeze (the X/Y -axes are locked).
Zones
We extend the spatial interaction repertoire by incorporating the concept of spatial zones (see
Section 4.1.3). A Tangible Display system can respond to two zone-based events: enter (i.e.,
a display moves into a zone) and leave (i.e., a display moves out of a zone). Based on this
information, the system can react differently depending on whether a Tangible Display is being
used inside or outside of a zone.
Spatial Gestures
We further broaden the interaction vocabulary by introducing higher level gestures. In this
thesis, we use four spatial gestures (more are possible, of course). All of them have been
described in the literature before: flipping (e.g., [Hol+05]), shaking (e.g., [WFF09]), tilting
(e.g., [Rek96; DB08]), and double tapping (e.g., [Sch+10a]). With flipping, we can associate
different meanings to the front and the back side of a Tangible Display that users can choose
from by turning the display around. A shaking gesture is performed by rapidly moving a display
to and fro for a brief period of time, e.g., to trigger an event. A tilting gesture is executed
by briefly slanting a display to the left/right (sideways tilting) or to the front/back (frontways
tilting) and then to return to the previous (usually horizontal) pose. For a double tapping gesture,
the user needs to knock twice on the table surface with a corner of a Tangible Display.
Spatial Interplay
This usage pattern addresses spatial interactions involving two (or more) Tangible Displays,
e.g., by utilizing changes of relative positions among them. This facilitates a variety of usage
possibilities of which we identified the following patterns: stack+lift (two stacked displays are
vertically moved away from each other back and forth), bring side-by-side (two displays are
brought next to each other), concurrent lifting (two displays are simultaneously moved up and
down, possibly in opposite directions), and side as blade (a display acts as a knife on another
display). Some of these motion patterns form the basis for several two-handed techniques that
will be discussed later in Chapter 10. In [Lis+12], two further motion patterns were described:
side as pointer and corner as pointer.
4.2.2 Vocabulary Based on Head Input
With head input, the proposed system supports a second input channel that is entirely based
on the spatial position of physical entities (6DoF). In this case, these are the head locations
(x, y, z) and orientations (α, β, γ) of users (as well as the user ID). At first glance, head input
may appear to be the ideal companion for spatial input asking to be used extensively. Yet, the
literature and our own observations suggest a more careful usage: In everyday life, we move
our head with a variety of intentions. In doing so, we often support another primary task that
we are performing with other body parts, such as our hands. We also frequently move our head
for the purpose of communication, such as by using iconic gestures (e.g., shaking the head in
disagreement), to express deictic cues (e.g., pointing to something), or to communicate social
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issues (e.g., putting heads together). Despite this, moving the head can also be for the ease of
comfort – often even without us being aware of it.
These observations indicate that head locations may not be the ideal form of input for primary
interaction tasks. For example, Chan et al. [CLZ06] found that their head-controlled document
zooming was fairly ineffective and that document manipulation and interaction should rather be
handled as an active process than as a passive one, e.g., by supporting iconic gestures [Kje01].
In contrast, using the head for secondary tasks, e.g., by providing users with the right perspec-
tive [Nac+07] or by presenting different levels of detail depending on the distance of head and
display [HD08], can help making the interaction more effortless. This knowledge inspired the
interaction pattern of head-coupled views, which shall be the only head-related usage pattern for
Tangible Displays that we propose and explore in this thesis (see Figure 4.4).
Fig. 4.4. In this thesis, we use one head-related usage pattern only: head-coupled views.
Head-coupled Views
Head-coupled views provide users with auto-perspective views into a virtual 3D scene that dynam-
ically adapt depending on the location of the user’s head/eyes. This idea has been demonstrated
before on desktop computers (e.g., Fish Tank VR [WAB93]), in tabletop environments (e.g.,
[Krü+95; Agr+97]) and more recently on smartphones and tablets [FN11]. With the extended
design space of Tangible Displays, we can recombine these techniques in novel flexible ways,
for example, by setting the head in spatial relation to multiple handheld displays either with or
without involving the tabletop (see Figure 4.4). This opens up exciting new possibilities, e.g.,
for 3D virtual reality applications. In Chapter 12, we will explore some of these possibilities by
proposing a set of novel head-assisted spatial interaction techniques.
4.2.3 Vocabulary Based on Surface Input
Besides interacting “with” displays, Tangible Displays also support interactions “on” their
surface usually by means of touch and digital pen input (see Section 2.2 for a review of common
techniques). We distinguish between four surface input-based usage patterns (see Figure 4.5).
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(a) Pointing (b) Strokes (c) Gestures (d) Triggers
Fig. 4.5. Overview of the interaction vocabulary that is based on surface input.
Pointing
Touch and pen input facilitate a very direct way of interacting with individual graphical
elements on a display by just pointing on them with a finger or stylus, e.g., to select an item. In
general, finger input is less accurate (fat finger problem [Wig+07]) and thus more suitable for
interactions with larger elements, such as thumbnails and icons.
Strokes
By contrast, digital pens provide a high input precision (and a close resemblance to real-world
pen and paper usage). This renders them particularly suitable for entering strokes, e.g., for
drawing tasks or hand-written text entry. Fingers are also widely used for stroke input (usually
with less accuracy though).
Gestures
A special benefit of finger input is the support of multiple contact points (multi-touch). This
forms the basis for complex gestures that can be used, among others, to modify larger parts of a
visual representation. A common example for this is the Pinch-Drag-Flick gesture set serving as
the primary method to zoom & pan images on smartphones/tablets (see Chapter 3). Complex
gestures are also possible with just a single finger, a pen or a combination of touch and pen
input, e.g., see [MLG10; FHD09; FHD10].
Triggers
In order to enable users to easily change interaction modes, such as the freezing state, we
propose to equip Tangible Displays with special buttons that we refer to as “triggers”. Based on
our findings of the previous chapter (see Section 3.6.2), we argue that triggers should be easily
accessible by fingers and therefore should not require any additional pointing device, such as a
digital pen. For an eyes-free style of interaction, triggers should reside at a fixed location on the
device – either as a graphical button on the screen (on-screen trigger) or as a physical button
on the display housing next to the screen (off-screen trigger). The latter variant facilitates an
occlusion-free usage and can provide additional tactile feedback reflecting the current state of
the trigger as well as its position on the device.
4.2.4 Vocabulary Inspired by the Representation Aspect
In addition to the “tool of control”-based vocabulary, we identified three further usage patterns
that relate to the “tool of representation” aspect of Tangible Displays (see Figure 4.6).
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(a) Multiple Views
(b) Visual Cues (c) Toolbox Metaphor
Fig. 4.6. Usage patterns that are inspired by the representation aspect of Tangible Displays.
Multiple Views
By being integrated in a multi-display environment where each display is providing a unique
view into a digital information world, previously virtual views can be made physically graspable.
This facilitates a variety of different usage possibilities, e.g., the spatial arrangement of indi-
vidual views on the table [Hol+05; LHD17]. Another usage possibility is local+global views,
which refers to the idea of creating tangible incarnations of overview+detail or focus+context
interfaces [CKB09] by presenting “detail/focus” on Tangible Displays (local views) within the
visual reference frame of an “overview/context” shown on the tabletop (global view). Beyond
that, novel forms of rigid or flexible composite views can be constructed (e.g., to show alternative
orthogonal views into an information space) by combining multiple stationary displays (com-
pound stationaries) [Wei+10b; Wim+10] or multiple handheld displays (compound moveables)
[AGV10; SLF10]. The latter is the basis for foldable displays and other shape-variable interfaces,
e.g., [SHD10; Kha+12; RSL14]. By (partially) putting two or more Tangible Displays on top
of each other, overlapping views can be created that “see” each other, e.g., for the purpose of
representing a filter hierarchy [WD08] or for merging or augmenting views. An example for
this are the semi-transparent displays of [Hin+14a; Hin+14b].
Visual Cues
To improve orientation of users, visual cues can be shown on both the tabletop (global cues) and
Tangible Displays (local cues). For example, the relation between a detail (Tangible Display)
and overview (tabletop) could be highlighted by projecting a moving contour of the detail onto
the table. Similarly, the 3D location and size of a specific data region above the table could
be indicated by its digital shadow cast onto the tabletop (global cue). Alternatively, a Tangible
Display could show a compass-like visualization pointing at the same data region (local cue).
Toolbox Metaphor
Tangible Displays can appear in different shapes and sizes, which provides additional possibilities
of representation. Most commonly they will be of rectangular or circular shape, but other more
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sophisticated shapes, like hexagonal or metaphorical shapes (e.g., a “magnifying glass”), are
possible. The toolbox metaphor usage pattern allows us to assign a special meaning to such
characteristics. Besides immutable properties [Fit96; UIJ03], such as shape, size, and physical
appearance (e.g., housing color, material or additional decorations on the device), this can
also be modifiable graphical representations on the screen (virtual appearance). We can use
these properties to visually disclose the functionality assigned to Tangible Displays (affordance
character). Following this idea, a set of pre-manufactured tools can be made available by the
system that user can choose from depending on the task at hand.
4.3 Topologies for Representing Virtual Spaces
A key motivation of this dissertation is to explore and develop novel techniques that enable
users to interact with digital contents in a more direct and natural way by lifting the interaction
from the 2D table surface to the 3D real-world space above and around it. With the design space
described in the previous sections, we want to achieve this goal by mediating an interaction
style known from spatially aware displays (see Section 2.4). For this purpose, the spatial zones
of Section 4.1.3 shall serve as 3D “containers” for various types of digital information spaces
accessible by means of Tangible Displays.
In order to fill the spatial zones with digital contents and to map portions of the digital content
back to Tangible Displays, it is necessary to find a systematic method for organizing different
types of data spaces in form of standardized 3D representations. Three spatial structures play
a key role in this process: the 3D volume, the zoom pyramid, and the multi-layer stack (see
Figure 4.7). Each of these structures features a unique internal topology. More specifically, the
structures share similar characteristics in the XY -space, yet differ conceptually in the third
dimension (Z-axis). These characteristics will later allow us to develop novel sets of techniques
that address common basic interaction tasks by utilizing the height above the table – or, more
generally speaking, the distance to a reference surface. In brief, this includes tasks such as 3D
navigation (6DoF movement control), 2D navigation (zoom & pan), and 2D layer interaction
(layer selection & exploration).
In the following, we will discuss the properties of the three topologies and how we can employ
them for mediating a more natural way of performing common interaction tasks with Tangible
Displays. In this context, we use the notion of the “viewing window” to describe a spatially
confined 2D cut through the otherwise 3D representations (see the blue and green rectangles in
Figure 4.7). Later in this thesis, we will frequently utilize such viewing windows to determine
which particular detail of an information space is shown on a Tangible Display.
4.3.1 3D Volumes
The 3D volume topology features an internal spatial structure that is homogeneous in all three
dimensions, i.e., the three major coordinate axes are of equal importance (though the vertical
axis may still have a special meaning, e.g., due to gravity issues). In the context of Tangible
Displays, the 3D volume topology is often the tool of choice for describing 3D navigation tasks,
which usually involves movement control in 6DoF. We can describe these 6DoF by the 3D
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(a) 3D volume (b) Zoom pyramid (c) Multi-layer stack
Fig. 4.7. We propose to use three spatial topologies to describe common interaction tasks
with Tangible Displays. These tasks include (a) 3D navigation, (b) zoom & pan, and
(c) layer exploration. The viewing windows (blue and green rectangles) are spatially
confined 2D cuts through the 3D structures that we will map to Tangible Displays.
position and 3D orientation of a viewing window that is moved through a 3D volume, see blue
rectangle in Figure 4.7(a). In addition, the width and height of the viewing window dictates the
size of the camera viewport mapped to a Tangible Display. On the one hand, we can interpret a
viewing window as a moving cutting plane through a volumetric data space. On the other hand,
a viewing window may function as a window into a virtual 3D world with a viewer standing
behind it (e.g., with an eye point defined by the head position of the user).
4.3.2 Zoom Pyramids
The concept of space-scale diagrams was originally developed by Furnas & Bederson [FB95]. It
is a simple yet powerful method for describing zoom and pan operations in 2D multi-scale data
spaces. A space-scale diagram (or zoom pyramid) is a pyramidal representation of a zoomable
information world with the pyramid’s height (Z-axis) representing the level of detail. The
special 3D topology of the zoom pyramid makes it a well-suited instrument for articulating
zoom and pan operations with Tangible Displays. For this purpose, we utilize viewing windows
that remain parallel to the XY -plane, see blue rectangle in Figure 4.7(b). The viewing window’s
width and height specify the size of the sampled 2D region. Moving a viewing window along the
X- and Y -axis changes the point of focus. Moving a viewing window along the Z-axis controls
the zoom level. However, this also requires to shear the space-scale diagram depending on the
(non-central) XY -position above the table in order to make a particular “great ray” become
vertical [FB95].
4.3.3 Multi-layer Stacks
We propose to use multi-layer stacks (e.g., see [SAL06]) as a concept for organizing collections
of 2D data layers of arbitrary type in form of a 3D representation. A multi-layer stack is
constructed by piling multiple data layers upon each other with each horizontal data layer
taking up a distinct height (i.e., the Z-axis is divided into discreet intervals that are associated
with individual data layers each featuring a certain thickness). This implies that the 3D structure
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of a multi-layer stack is often continuous within the XY -space, yet may exhibit discontinuities
along the Z-axis. In order to map multi-layer stacks to Tangible Displays, we again utilize the
notion of the viewing window. As before, the width and height of a viewing window determines
the size of the sampled region. In the majority of cases discussed in this thesis, viewing windows
will cut the multi-layer stack horizontally, see blue rectangle in Figure 4.7(c). Moving such a
viewing window along the Z-axis changes the active layer. Similarly, moving it in the XY -plane
controls its position within the selected layer. In some situations, we will employ a second type
of viewing window that cuts the multi-layer stack vertically, see green rectangle in Figure 4.7(c).
We suggest to use such vertical viewing windows for providing an overview of all or some of the
layers contained in a multi-layer stack.
Multi-layer stacks are a versatile tool with a particularly broad application spectrum for Tangible
Displays. Since they play a special role in this thesis, we decided to discuss them a little more
extensively than the previous two topologies. We start with properties concerning their physical
topology and then continue with characteristics determined by the represented data model.
Topological Properties
We intend to map multi-layer stacks to portions of the physical space for the purpose of spatial
interaction with Tangible Displays. For a good interaction design, it is crucial to identify basic
physical constraints that impact how fast and accurately users are able to work in this space.
Some of them are briefly discussed next (and will be studied in detail in Chapter 5).
Stack Height Multi-layer stacks usually exist within spatially confined regions of the real
world (spatial zones). These zones have clearly defined lower and upper boundaries that
restrict the available vertical space and thus directly determine the physical height of a
multi-layer stack. It is vital to recognize the limited vertical space as a valuable resource,
which is predetermined by human capabilities, e.g., the range of arm motion.
Number of Layers A multi-layer stack can be densely packed with plenty of layers, e.g., a
collection of hundred photographs, or it can consist of a few layers only, e.g., four GUI
palettes. The latter case leaves more physical room for each layer and also may lessen
the cognitive load of users (e.g., due to a reduced data complexity and less demands on
motion skills).
Layer Thickness We use the layer thickness as a measure for the physical vertical extent of
layers. In the course of this thesis, mainly layers of equal height will be considered (i.e.,
all layers share the same layer thickness). Hence, the layer thickness can be determined
based on the ratio between the stack height and the number of layers. The layer thickness
can be expected to have a considerable impact on the interaction design. For example,
users are likely to prefer working with layers exceeding a certain minimal thickness.
Model-related Properties
Depending on the type and structure of the represented information space, adjacent data layers
can be very similar or entirely different.
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Layers With a Common Reference Frame Layers representing different aspects of a data
model are often bound to an internal reference frame. This typically implies a strong
vertical relationship among layers that are, for example, of spatial, temporal or semantic
nature. The degree of continuity between nearby layers can be more or less pronounced.
At the one extreme (“continuous layers” case), neighboring layers may exhibit just barely
noticeable differences. For example, consider a sequence of video frames, where adjacent
frames are almost identical. As a consequence, (accidentally) moving the viewing window
to a nearby frame will only produce little visual changes. At the other extreme (“discrete
layers” case), neighboring layers may be entirely different (e.g., a hand-drawn street
map and a high-resolution satellite photograph). However, as both layers are embedded
within the same reference frame, e.g., a geographic coordinate system, they just provide
different information for a location and thus can be fused within a single layer.
Layers Without a Common Reference Frame Multi-layer stacks also allow for organiz-
ing loose collections of digital content that do not share a common reference frame.
Examples are: a set of GUI palettes (e.g., menus and dialog boxes of different size), items
of a directory hierarchy (e.g., files and folders), and media collections (e.g., photos and
videos). In these examples, data layers are entirely independent from each other and thus
generally show no sign of vertical continuity. Hence, changing a layer will most likely
result in a strong visual disruption on the viewing window.
4.4 Classes of Explorable Information Spaces
Based on the three topologies described in the previous section, we will now show how Tangible
Displays can facilitate a more natural exploration of typical multimedia information spaces.
This is possible because Tangible Displays do not only function as a display (output), but also
as a pointing device in physical space (input). Similar to Fitzmaurice’s physically “graspable”
magic lens [Fit93], the Tangible Displays shall act as physical windows into a virtual world.
However, since the tabletop serves as an additional visual context and supplementary screen, the
interaction metaphor changes from interacting in midair to interacting “on top” of a contextual
display. We distinguish between two types of spaces:
Interaction Space We define the interaction space (XiYiZi) as the real-world space where
users spatially interact with Tangible Displays. For the techniques described in this section,
this usually involves just a few basic usage patterns of the spatial vocabulary described in
Section 4.2.1 including translation, holding, and free rotation.
Explorable Information Space We define the explorable information space (XeYeZe) as
a three-dimensional representation of the data that users want to interact with. More
precisely, we identified and considered the following four basic classes of exploration
spaces: volumetric, zoomable, layered, and temporal information spaces (see Figure 4.8).
Next, the four classes of explorable information spaces will be discussed in detail with regard to
spatial mappings and possible application scenarios. In this context, the three spatial topologies
from Section 4.3 (3D volume, zoom pyramid, and multi-layer stack) provide a set of meaningful
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mappings that we can use to translate the motion of a Tangible Display in real world (interaction
space) into an intended action in the virtual world (explorable information space). Please note
that by mainly considering the space above the tabletop as a single zone, this section examines
just one possible way of how the three topologies can be mapped to the interaction space.
However, the underlying concepts are more general and can be applied to other partitioning
schemes, such as multiple zones or sticky zones (see Figure 4.2). A practical demonstration and
evaluation of the presented techniques will be provided later in Chapter 9.
(a) Volumetric Space (b) Zoomable Space (c) Layered Space (d) Temporal Space
Fig. 4.8. Structural sketch of the different spaces and coordinate systems: The interaction
space is depicted in green (XiYiZi), the associated exploration spaces in red (XeYeZe).
The blue rectangles represent handheld displays (Tangible Displays) that serve as
physical windows into the virtual data spaces.
4.4.1 Volumetric Information Spaces
We regard volumetric information spaces as sets of 3D samples or voxels that feature a volumetric
nature, see Figure 4.8(a). They exhibit a continuous form in all three dimensions and thus allow
for a direct linear mapping between the interaction space (XiYiZi) and the exploration space
(XeYeZe) by means of the 3D volume topology. Alternatively, this mapping can also be described
by a multi-layer stack, which sacrifices the possibility of defining cutting planes at arbitrary
orientations though. For both topologies, exploring a volumetric information space with a
Tangible Display involves the vertical and horizontal translation usage patterns that are mapped
to simple shifts of height (Ze) and movements in the horizontal plane (XeYe). When the 3D
volume topology is employed, vertical and horizontal translation merge into free translation and
the additional usage pattern of free rotation allows for slicing the volume at arbitrary angles.
This shares similarities with the works by Hirota & Saeki [HS07] and Konieczny et al. [Kon+05],
yet those previous projects did not use a tabletop as a contextual display.
Application Scenarios Typical examples for volumetric information spaces are datasets
acquired by (X-ray) computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), e.g., as
used in the field of medical or scientific visualization. A Tangible Displays system in a doctor’s
office may ease pre-operational planning or help discussing diagnostic findings with colleagues
– possibly supported by touch- or pen-based annotations techniques. A similar use case would
be doctor-patient consultations, where Tangible Displays could help communicate the diagnosis
and intended therapy in a way that improves the patient’s understanding. Such setups could
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also be used for educational and training purposes. For example, students could learn the
location, structure and appearance of organs within the human body in a more flexible and
interactive manner than with textbooks, complementing established learning resources. Another
possible application domain for volumetric information spaces are geological and seismic data.
Tangible Displays may aid geologists in detecting oil or gas reservoirs similar to the interactive
visualizations by Ropinski and Hinrichs [RH06], who presented a virtual 3D magic lens for
examining subsurface information.
4.4.2 Zoomable Information Spaces
With zoomable information spaces we represent large continuous 2D information worlds (e.g.,
Gigapixel images or maps) that extend far beyond the limited resolution of a digital tabletop
in their original size, see Figure 4.8(b). In this context, zoom and pan operations play an
essential role. The zoom pyramid topology is a possible way to describe such spaces. It enables
a direct mapping from the (XiYiZi)-space to the (XeYeZe)-space so that the pyramid’s Ze-axis
is aligned with the Zi-axis. Vertical translation describes a scaling function that allows users
to zoom into details of an information world shown on the tabletop (overview) by lifting the
displays up. This metaphor is similar to the real world experience of many users who bring
objects of interest closer to their eyes in order to examine them in more detail. At the same
time, panning operations are expressed via horizontal translation.
Application Scenarios Common applications for zoomable information spaces are the inter-
active exploration of high-resolution images (e.g., Gigapixel images [@Ron]) and the navigation
of complex geographic information systems (GIS), such as Google Maps [@Goob] or Microsoft’s
Bing Maps [@Mica]. Until now, we only considered to lift a Tangible Display up for revealing
more details. Yet, the opposite approach is also possible. Similar to a magnifying glass, a user
could obtain more details by moving the Tangible Display closer to the tabletop, which could be
achieved by inverting the pyramidal representation. However, a practical evaluation of this idea
lies beyond the scope of this thesis and will therefore be left for future work. Besides the broad
application of geometric zooming, the zoomable information space could also be combined with
the idea of semantic zooming or facet browsing (e.g., of media collections). Here, additional
semantic zoom levels might be represented by supplemental layers similar to the concept of
layered information spaces (which will be discussed next).
4.4.3 Layered Information Spaces
We define layered information spaces as collections of discrete data layers with each data layer
representing a unique feature of an underlying model, see Figure 4.8(c). A key feature of
layered information spaces is a tie to a common reference system, e.g., by their location on a
geographic map. Individual data layers can represent a wide range of real or virtual objects,
including graphics layers, roads, elevation maps, tree distributions, buildings, etc. These objects
can be continuous objects (e.g., amount of rainfall) or discrete objects (e.g, a bridge) and
traditionally are stored either as raster images (e.g., satellite images) or vector data (e.g.,
street maps). We propose to organize such information layers by using the multi-layer stack
topology, which facilitates a direct mapping from the XiYiZi - space to the XeYeZe - space.
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Their exploration with Tangible Displays is mediated by the familiar vocabulary: The active
layer can be explored by means of horizontal translation, whereas layer selection (e.g., switching
from the “satellite image” layer to the “street map” layer) is done by lifting a Tangible Display
up or down (vertical translation). This style of interaction shares some similarities with the
pen-controlled layered menus by Subramanian et al. [SAL06]. However, our approach shows
the visual feedback (detail) directly on the pointing device (Tangible Display) and uses the
tabletop for presenting the underlying reference system (overview).
Application Scenarios Layered information spaces are common in application fields such as
geographic information systems (GIS) and graphics editing (e.g., the image layers of Adobe
Photoshop and GIMP). In such systems, users may use a Tangible Display to navigate through
different types of raster data (e.g., satellite pictures) and vector data (e.g., street maps or terrain
data). Layers may also represent different types of filters or rendering styles, which might be
explored/selected by moving the lens up or down.
We see the main advantages of using Tangible Displays for layered information spaces in
the support of linking detail with context, in the support of co-located parallel work, and in
providing a more natural way of interaction. For example, with multiple Tangible Displays a
small group of users can independently explore different layers without occluding the overview
shown on the table. Alternatively, a single user could explore two layers simultaneously by
holding a Tangible Display in each hand. In addition to that, surface input remains available as
a complementary input channel for other purposes, such as annotation or selection tasks. This
can help decrease the need of frequent mode switches, which users often perceive as disruptive.
We therefore suggest combining conventional “on”-display techniques, e.g., based on touch and
pen input, with the “with”-display interaction style of Tangible Displays. This may, for example,
be useful for layered menus that are stacked above the tabletop, similar to [SAL06], yet with
the selected menu visible directly on the handheld display.
4.4.4 Temporal Information Spaces
Temporal information spaces are a concept for describing 2D time-dependent data, for example, a
sequence of video frames, see Figure 4.8(d). Optionally, the temporal data can be connected to
an underlying model such as a geographic map, e.g., location-based weather data over time. We
propose to organize temporal information spaces by means of the multi-layer stack topology. In
this way, we can virtually pile layers of time to create a volumetric description (XeYeZe) of the
temporal data with the Ze-axis representing the time or “state”. This volume is mapped to the
interaction space (XiYiZi), which allows users to navigate through time by vertically translating
a Tangible Display. Users have thereby simultaneous control over speed and direction. They can
either “watch” a sequence by lifting the display up or they can go backward in time by moving it
down. Depending on how fast the display is moved, this can be done in normal speed or in fast
or slow motion. By interrupting the vertical translation (holding usage pattern), the “video” can
be paused at any point in time. In addition, we propose that the tabletop shows some contextual
background, e.g., still images of various videos snippets. This indicates where pieces of temporal
information (e.g., a video) are located, so users can choose one by moving a Tangible Display
over it (enter/leave zone usage pattern). Alternatively, the temporal information space could
stretch across the entire table, e.g., a set of day-based rainfall maps above a geographic map. In
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this case, horizontal translation would be the usage pattern of choice for exploring information
at different locations on the map.
Application Scenarios Temporal information spaces cover a broad spectrum. Depending
on the application scenario, the user could be interested in abrupt changes over time, e.g., in
surveillance videos, which might be detected more easily by lifting and lowering a handheld
display (pop-out effect). This may also comprise state changes in more abstract data such
as weather alterations over time. Of course, spatial input will most likely never be used to
“watch” movies. We rather see advantages in its simple-to-understand yet powerful way to
express parallel interaction intents, e.g., the simultaneous control of temporal direction and
speed (vertical translation), accompanied by the possibilities to quickly access different locations
within a dataset (horizontal translation) or to rapidly switch between datasets (enter/leave zone
usage patterns), e.g., when working with multiple videos simultaneously. This is additionally
supported by a more natural and “coarser” way of input, e.g., if compared to multi-touch
gestures that require finer motor skills. At the same time, the visual context shown on the
tabletop can help users mentally link the temporal data with a location on a map.
With these benefits in mind, we see a potential of using Tangible Displays and temporal
information spaces for the efficient management of large amounts of unorganized video footage,
where sifting and sense making are crucial, e.g., see [Lis+12]. Possible application examples are
the editing of movies and TV news, the analysis of surveillance videos and recordings of scientific
experiments, and hobbyists who are confronted with hundreds of self-made video snippets
from their last holiday trip. Another promising application field are interactive space-time-cube
visualizations that will be explored in more detail in Chapter 10.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, a general interaction framework has been presented for Tangible Displays
above horizontal tabletops. The contributions are fourfold. First, we provided a systematic
specification of the major design dimensions. This included a detailed description of the
principle system setup and its components, an overview of the basic types of input, as well
as an introduction to the concept of spatial zones. In addition to that, we emphasized on the
importance to differentiate between an “on”-display style of interaction (that is restricted to
surface input) and an “with”-display style of interaction (that is driven by spatial and head input).
Second, we contributed a taxonomy of common usage patterns for Tangible Displays that we
summarized in form of an interaction vocabulary. While particularly focussing on “with”-display
interaction principles, this non-exhaustive vocabulary already illustrates quite well the potential
of what is syntactically possible when working with Tangible Displays, e.g., allowing for thinking
in structured ways during the design process. Third, we presented a concept for representing
virtual spaces in a canonical 3D form that is based on three spatial topologies (3D volume,
zoom pyramid, and multi-layer stack). These topologies allow for mediating different types of
interaction tasks with Tangible Displays, such as 3D viewpoint control, zoom & pan, and layer
navigation. Fourth, we provided a classification of four common types of explorable information
spaces (volumetric, zoomable, layered, and temporal information spaces) and proposed techniques
for their natural exploration with Tangible Displays using the three spatial topologies.
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5Studying Multi-layer Interaction
Above a Tabletop
This chapter shares material previously published as full paper at ACM CHI ’12 [SMD12].
Any use of “we" in this chapter refers to
Martin Spindler, Marcel Martsch and Raimund Dachselt.
In Chapter 4, we systematically described the principle system components and basic interaction
patterns provided by the Tangible Display design space. This also included a classification of four
common types of information spaces along with a set of techniques for their natural exploration
by holding and moving lightweight displays in the space above a tabletop (see Section 4.4).
While these techniques promise interesting interaction possibilities, a careful investigation of
the actual physical characteristics and limitations of the associated style of spatial interaction is
still required. Amongst others, this includes questions such as:
• How accurately do users interact in midair above a table with respect to basic tasks?
• What are the optimal vertical boundaries and preferred zones for the spatial interaction?
In this chapter, we will provide answers to these questions by contributing a comprehensive
user study with 18 participants in which we studied the physical constraints of multi-layer
stack interaction with spatially aware handheld displays above a table (see Section 5.1 for
the specific goals and scope of the study). We conducted our experiments using a prototypic
interactive Tangible Display system (see Section 5.2 for details regarding the study design). As
the participants accomplished various tasks with the system, we collected more than five hours
of performance data and also gathered user ratings after each task (see Section 5.3 for a detailed
account of the results). Our findings include valuable insights regarding the spatial precision as
well as practical design guidelines (see Section 5.4 for a discussion of the results).
5.1 Goals and Scope of the Study
While a long-term objective is to fully understand the general affordances of Tangible Display
interaction in midair above tabletops, the goal of the study presented in this chapter is a thorough
investigation of the specific requirements and physical constraints for spatial exploration
techniques similar to the ones proposed in Section 4.4 and multi-layer stack interaction in
particular. In this context, three spatial usage patterns play a central role: holding in horizontal
pose, vertical translation, and horizontal translation (see Figure 4.3 on page 65). Typical
techniques using these usage patterns shall be examined in terms of the accuracy and speed at
which users can execute them. In addition, design principles concerning layer thickness and
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quantity as well as possible convenience zones for multi-layer stack interaction shall be derived
as a sound foundation for the design of future Tangible Display systems. We therefore designed,
conducted and evaluated a study that addresses the following goals:
G1 Finding suitable lower and upper boundaries that vertically limit the physical interaction
space (including estimates for an appropriate height of the table surface).
G2 Finding exact measures (e.g., minimal layer thicknesses) on how accurately users can
accomplish several basic tasks based on the aforementioned usage patterns.
G3 Gaining a better understanding about specific layout details for multi-layer stacks and
their dynamic exploration, e.g., certain zones above the table might be preferred by users.
5.1.1 Basic Interaction Tasks
We focussed our investigations on the interaction with multi-layer stacks and the following
three basic tasks (see Figure 5.1):
Holding tasks require users to hold a Tangible Display stable at a fixed position in midair
above a table over a longer period of time, e.g., for the purpose of inspecting the visual
content shown on the display (usage pattern: holding in horizontal pose).
Vertical search tasks are based on the vertical translation usage pattern. They are per-
formed by lifting a display up or down until a search target is found, i.e., until the
user sees the target on the display and stops moving it. This may be accompanied by a
correction of over- or undershooting.
Horizontal search tasks are performed by moving a Tangible Display at a certain height
in midair above the table (usage pattern: horizontal translation). Ideally, the display
remains within a specific layer (i.e., a “horizontal corridor” of a certain thickness). When
the layer is accidentally left, instant visual feedback on the display helps finding back to
it (by lifting the display up or down).
(a) Basic concept (b) The three basic tasks that we tested in the study
Fig. 5.1. Multi-layer stack interaction with Tangible Displays above a tabletop
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5.1.2 Previous Evaluations
In [SAL06], Subramanian et al. presented and evaluated pen-based techniques for multi-layer
stack interaction above a digital table. Although their approach shares some similarities with
multi-layer stack interaction using Tangible Displays, they do not couple input and output within
the same physical device (as we do with Tangible Displays). Instead, they utilized a stylus
as a pure input device, while the graphical output was shown on a tabletop below the stylus.
Subramanian et al. designed and tested a set of 3D pen gestures that can be used to interact with
a multi-layer stack. In a pilot study with five users (all sitting) they estimated a minimal layer
thickness of 4 cm to prevent frustration due to accidentally changing layers, which is close to
our findings. In order to reduce fatigue, they argued for limiting the maximum height above the
work surface to about 16 cm, thus resulting in a maximal number of four layers. Subramanian
et al. also noted that when users only navigated through layers (similar to our “vertical search”)
these could be made thinner than layers where selection gestures were performed (similar to
our “horizontal search”). Another important finding was that layers closer to the work surface
could be made thinner than others.
In conclusion, very few studies have so far addressed multi-layer stack interaction above a
tabletop, with [SAL06] being a rare exception and focusing on pen interaction only (i.e., without
considering the use of handheld displays). As a consequence, little is known about appropriate
boundaries for the physical interaction volume, adequate amounts of layers, and minimum layer
thicknesses – especially with respect to typical interaction tasks with layers. We aim to fill this
gap with the study presented in this chapter.
5.1.3 Scope of the Study
Many possible variables impact the multi-layer stack interaction with spatially aware handheld
displays, e.g., two- vs. one-handed use, display tilting, display sizes and weights, device
thicknesses, and the width of display bezels. In order to maintain a manageable study design
while still providing ecological validity, we restricted the investigations to the case of a user
standing in front of a horizontal tabletop and a two-handed use (see Figure 5.2). This is opposed,
for example, to a seated setup and a one-handed use. We also decided not to test display tilting
as a form of interaction. This was because our main focus was on stacked multi-layer spaces,
where display tilting often plays a minor role (e.g., for the ease of comfort) or is used as an
additional modality that only adds further degrees of freedom. In informal pre-tests we observed
no practical influence of display sizes for a two-handed use (we tested paper formats of A6
to A4), so we did not consider this variable. Another example is display weights. We assume
that in the near future a new generation of lightweight displays (e.g., based on OLEDs) will
dramatically improve form factors of tablets, smart phones and alike, so that display weights
are likely to come closer to the weight we used in our study (about 190g). A high priority was
the avoidance of additional disturbing effects, such as a visual context displayed on the table
surface. In order to diminish cognitive load from participants, mainly stimuli were considered
that address low-level processing. Based on the feature integration theory [TG80], we designed
single-feature search tasks with targets that are clearly visually separated from distractors. This
is achieved by using discriminative features (pop-out effect), for instance strong contrasts of
light, shade and color, which can be pre-attentively processed.
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Fig. 5.2. For the study, we decided on using a lightweight paper-like handheld display. Users
were asked to hold it with both hands while performing the tasks.
5.2 Method
After having introduced the goals and the scope of the user study, we will now continue by
presenting its design and procedure as well as the apparatus used.
5.2.1 Participants
Eighteen students and staff members (4 female, 14 male) of the Department of Simulation
and Graphics at the University of Magdeburg participated in the user study. Their age ranged
from 20 to 32 (M = 26.9, SD = 3.2). The average body height was 178.9 cm (SD = 9.4). All
participants were daily users of computers and had advanced knowledge in at least one of the
fields of computer graphics, simulation and image processing.
5.2.2 Study Design & Tasks
In order to find answers regarding the questions defined by goals G1 to G3, we carefully
designed a set of tasks with specific characteristics that will be explained in the following. We
used a within-subject design, i.e., each participant performed all tasks.
Compensating Body Sizes The body height of participants ranged between 1.63 m and
1.91 m. We expected that this would strongly affect our experiment. To compensate for different
body sizes (which also implies varying arm lengths), we decided to use the fist height and the
shoulder height as a priori limits for the lower and upper boundaries of the interaction volume,
with the fist height being the distance of fist to floor when the arm hangs loosely. These values
could be adjusted for each participant by using a platform (see Figure 5.3). The use of fist
and shoulder heights was motivated by ergonomics literature – in our case [Til02] – and the
outcome of a small pre-test: a table surface that is too low forces users to bend the upper body,
whereas holding displays higher than the shoulder quickly leads to fatigue and restricts the view
to the screen. We used the shoulder-fist distance to define the overall height of the interaction
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Fig. 5.3. The conceptual setup of the study. In order to compensate differing body sizes of
participants, we used a platform that we adjusted to match the users’ fist height with
the height of the table.
volume. On average it was 69.1 cm (SD = 5.4) ranging from 59.9 cm to 79.0 cm. When we
designed the user study, we considered these values as rather conservative thresholds for the
upper and lower boundary of the interaction volume. In fact, we expected that our experiments
would reveal even preciser limits for an optimal physical interaction space (see goal G1).
Interaction Zones In our quest of better understanding the interaction space above the table
in terms of preferred interaction zones (see goal G3), we hypothesized that there might be
effects depending on the distance to the reference surface (convenience zones), e.g., interacting
close to the surface might be perceived as most convenient. For this purpose, we distinguish
between three equispaced interaction zones: the lower (L), middle (M) and upper (U) zone
(see Figure 5.4). Each interaction zone was (M = 23.0 cm, SD = 1.8) thick with a minimum
height of 20.0 cm and a maximum height of 26.3 cm.
Fig. 5.4. For the design of vertical search tasks, we divided the physical interaction volume
above the table surface into three zones of equal height.
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Independent Variable: Number of Layers In order to test the accuracy at which users
perform the three basic interaction tasks “holding", “vertical search" and “horizontal search"
(see goal G2), we designed a minimalistic layered information space that consists of vertically
stacked randomized integer numbers (between “1” and “99”) representing the search targets
unknown to participants. The independent variable was the number of layers that directly
correlates with layer thicknesses. As pre-tests suggested, we expected this parameter to impact
the accuracy of task performances. We used three different levels of layer subdivision: 9 layers
(L9), 18 layers (L18) and 36 layers (L36), as illustrated in Figure 5.5. The use of multiples
of “3” was mainly motivated by the three interaction zones (see previous paragraph). Due
to a constant subdivision of layers, the layer thicknesses varied relative to individual heights
of the physical interaction volume of each user, with L9 (M = 76.80 mm, SD = 6.04), L18
(M = 38.40 mm, SD = 3.02) and L36 (M = 19.2, SD = 1.51).
Fig. 5.5. The independent variable was the number of layers that directly correlates with the
layer thickness. We used three different layer subdivisions: 9 layers (L9), 18 layers
(L18) and 36 layers (L36).
Vertical Search: Distributing Targets within the Layer Stack For vertical search tasks, we
defined a sequence of targets that was distributed over the overall volume height by using the
three interaction zones introduced earlier: the lower (L), middle (M) and upper (U) zone (see
Figure 5.4). We chose three random layers from each zone as a search target. This allowed
us to design six different combinations of vertical search tasks: L-L, M-M, U-U, L-M, L-U, and
M-U, which was further multiplied by the direction, e.g., L-M vs. M-L or L1-L2 vs. L2-L1.
Since at least two variants were to be tested for each combination, we finally came up with
6 × 2 × 2 = 24 vertical search tasks. For all participants and layer subdivisions (L9, L18, L36)
the same sequence was used.
Horizontal Search: Distributing Targets within a Single Layer For horizontal search tasks
(panning within a layer), two search targets were randomly placed in each horizontal layer. To
avoid that participants have to bend their backs, we chose a conservative working radius of
40 cm (150 cm tall women have a shoulder-finger reach of about 60 cm, see [Til02]).
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5.2.3 Procedure
With the study design and tasks defined, we will now describe the procedure of the study
in more detail. Users spent on average 40 minutes completing it. For each participant, the
following order of test parts was maintained: (1) introduction part, (2) main part, and (3)
assessment part.
(1) Introduction Part
After participants completed a brief questionnaire soliciting demographics and computer usage
information, the body, shoulder and fist heights were measured. Thereon, the platform’s height
was adjusted to match the table height with the fist height. Then, the main part was explained
verbally in a standardized way by reading out aloud from a sheet of paper. To ensure that all
participants had perfectly understood all relevant aspects, they were invited to perform a few
exercise trials without collecting data until they felt confident in handling the tasks. This never
took longer than two minutes.
(2) Main Part
After the introduction, all participants were asked to complete the main part in three runs –
once for each level (L9, L18 and L36). The order of levels was counter-balanced. Each run
consists of performing the tasks followed by a subsequent self-report, as explained next.
Performing the Tasks Prior performing the tasks, the participant went to stand on the
platform that we had adjusted properly during the introduction part. Then, the participant
took a handheld display into both hands and held it in front of the chest. After a “beep" sound
indicated the beginning of the tasks, the user started to explore a stack of white random integer
numbers by vertically lifting and lowering the display (vertical search task) until the search
target was found (a single red-colored number, see Figure 5.6(a)). Users were instructed to
read out aloud the red number1. Another “beep” sound and a visual feedback on the display (a
red “Hold!” label, see Figure 5.6(b)) advised the user to hold the handheld display as stable as
possible at the very same layer (holding task) for 3 seconds until the “Hold!” label disappeared
and another “beep” sound indicated that the user should continue searching for the next red
number. From time to time (at 9 different layers), users had to perform a sequence of horizontal
search tasks. For this purpose, the red number was replaced by a slightly smaller white number
above a red background with white arrows (see Figure 5.6(c)) hinting that the user should now
continue searching horizontally until two randomized search targets (white numbers) within
the same layer were found that had to be read out aloud. Whenever users accidentally left
the layer, they got immediate visual feedback (the display turned dark). In such cases, users
had to manually find back to the layer by lifting/lowering the handheld display until it turned
red again. Neighboring layers did not contain any numbers. This prevented reports of false
numbers. By reaching the starting position again (white number with arrows, see Figure 5.6(c)),
the horizontal search task ended, followed by the next vertical search task. Users performed 24
“holding”, 24 “vertical search” and 9 “horizontal search” tasks in each run.
1Filtering a single red-colored number out of many white-colored ones is a pre-attentive process. Although
this does not apply to reading two-digit numbers, we still consider it to be fast enough to not significantly
affect our experiment.
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(a) Vertical Search Task (b) Holding Task (c) Horizontal Search Task
Fig. 5.6. Performing the three basic tasks with our apparatus. The display content appears
brighter than during the user study, e.g., the background was usually deep black. This
is due to light conditions during taking photographs. All interaction was two-handed.
Self-Report At the end of each run, participants were asked to rate their agreement on a
7-point Likert scale from “1” (“do not agree at all”) to “7” (“completely agree”) to several items
in a questionnaire. These items addressed the usability (effectiveness, efficiency and user
satisfaction) regarding the three basic tasks.
(3) Assessment Part
After all tasks of the main part had been completed, we asked participants to assess certain
aspects of the physical interaction space in the final assessment part.
Perceived Interaction Zones We were particularly interested in whether there are special
convenience zones above the table (see goal G3). For example, users might prefer to work
closer to the table surface. For this reason, we invited users to fill out another questionnaire that
was very similar to the one from the main part, but this time with respect to how participants
perceived the interaction with the handheld display in each of the three interaction zones. In
order to utilize spatial memory, of users, we allowed them to play around with the handheld
display once again. Though, this time no search targets were shown on the display. Instead,
the color of the handheld screen was changed according to the color scheme depicted in
Figure 5.7(a). This helped users remember in which of the three zones they currently were.
Preferred Boundaries In the final task, we ask the participants to define – from their point
of view – the ideal vertical lower and upper boundaries of the interaction volume with respect
to the table surface (see goal G1). As illustrated in Figure 5.7(b), this was accomplished by
holding the display at a favored height above the table and then saying “Okay!”.
5.2.4 Apparatus
Before we start with the presentation of the results of our experiment, we will conclude this
section with a brief overview of the apparatus that we developed for the user study. It was
prototyped using the technological framework that we will discussed in detail in Part II.
The study was conducted in a dark and quiet lab environment. The technical setup used for the
experiments is illustrated in Figure 5.8. It consists of a horizontal table, a piece of a rectangular
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(a) Perceived Interaction Zones (b) Preferred Boundaries
Fig. 5.7. Assessment Part: In the final part of the study, users rated how they perceived the
interaction in each of the three interaction zones (a). We also asked them to specify
a preferred lower and upper limit of the interaction volume (b).
cardboard of size 21.5 × 21.5 cm (handheld display), and a ceiling-mounted video projector
directly above the table. In order to guarantee a high degree of spatial precision we opted for
a magnetic-based tracking approach (Polhemus Fastrak) that enabled us to limit the spatial
tracking error to 0.3 mm within a working volume of 70 × 70 × 70 cm3. For technical reasons,
a lightweight cable with a magnetic sensor was attached to the handheld projection screen (see
Figure 5.6). We decided against projecting additional visual context onto the table. Instead, the
table surface primarily served as horizontal spatial reference.
On the software side, our system was implemented with C#. We opted for a client/server
model with the server being responsible for display tracking and the client being responsible for
displaying and application (user study tasks). Communication between client and server was
achieved by a simple self-tailored UDP/IP-based protocol. It allows for sending and receiving a
stream of 4 × 4 transformation matrices that describe the current 3D position and orientation
of the center of the handheld projection screen.
5.3 Results
In this section, results from the experiment are presented in four parts. First, we introduce
collected data and the statistical methodology. Second, we report on the basic analysis of
performance data regarding the three basic interaction tasks. Third, we provide further analysis
with respect to the three interaction zones. And fourth, we briefly report on the data gathered
from questionnaires. Later on, in Section 5.4, we will build upon these results to find and
present anwsers regarding the goals of our study (see goals G1 to G3).
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Fig. 5.8. The technical setup used for the study.
5.3.1 Collected Performance Data & Statistical Methodology
Before we are going into the details of the results, we will briefly introduce the raw performance
data that we collected, the data that we derived from that for later analysis, as well as the
statistical methodology used.
Raw Performance Data
For later evaluation, the stream of transformation matrices was continuously logged into a file
at a rate of about 33 samples per second. Along with this, additional marker timestamps were
recorded (e.g., “start of a vertical search task/end of a holding task”, see Figure 5.9). For marker
generation, the study leader had to manually press the ENTER key every time a number was
read out aloud to trigger the next task. To ensure equal times for the holding task, the system
automatically generated a “beep” sound after 3 seconds of holding.
Derived Performance Data
As illustrated in Figure 5.10(b), we extracted the following types of derived data from the
performance raw data:
Task completion time (in sec) We used this as a distinct measure of performance for
vertical and horizontal search tasks. For holding tasks the task completion time is
constant (24 × 3 sec = 72 sec) and thus not relevant.
Total completion time (in sec) This is an aggregated measure of performance that sums
up the times spent on horizontal and vertical search tasks.
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Fig. 5.9. A typical plot of a complete run for level L9 showing height measures of the display
with respect to the table surface over time. Markers indicate important events, such
as “start holding task/end vertical search task”. Figure 5.10 shows a magnification
of the green-bordered region with further details on how to read the plot.
Height deviation (in mm) This is the minimum and maximum displacement for horizontal
search and holding tasks. We used this as a measure of accuracy. By using MIN/MAX
operators, we decided on a rather conservative but simple statistical tool. This means that
choosing other tools, such as MEAN/VARIANCE, would only further narrow our findings.
Outside time (in sec) This is the amount of time that participants unintentionally spent
outside of a layer while performing a “holding” or “horizontal search” task. We used the
outside time as a measure of error.
We also analyzed display tilting. However, in contrast to our initial assumptions, we did not
find significant effects and thus we will omit its discussion.
(a) Markers label the start/end of tasks (b) Derived performance data
Fig. 5.10. Detailed views of the green-bordered region of Figure 5.9. Special markers indicate
the beginning and end of tasks (a). The derivation of “outside times”, “height
deviations” and “task completion times” is illustrated in (b).
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Statistical Methodology
All collected data (performance measures and self-report data) was analyzed with a repeated
measurement ANOVA. For all ANOVAs, p-values were Greenhouse-Geisser corrected. When main
effects were significant, Bonferroni corrected p-values are reported for post hoc comparisons
(t-test, two-tailed). For testing the relationship between layer subdivision and accuracy of
horizontal search tasks, correlation coefficients (Pearson r) were computed. For statistical tests,
the a priori threshold of α = .05 was used. If not stated otherwise, results are in seconds; “ns”
stands for “not significant”.
Fig. 5.11. Task completion times of horizontal and vertical search tasks for L9, L18 and
L36. Both times sum up to the total completion time. Error bars show standard
deviations.
5.3.2 Basic Analysis Concerning the Three Interaction Tasks
In the following, a basic analysis of performance data is presented. Please refer to Figure 5.11
for completion times and to Figure 5.12 for outside times.
Total Completion Times
Regarding total completion times, we found a significant main effect of layer subdivisions
(F(2,34) = 45.2, p < .001). Completion times for L9 were significantly shorter than for L18
(t(17) = 3.95, p = .001). The same holds for the contrast L18 vs. L36 (t(17) = 12.73, p < .001).
In summary, total completion times show that with decreasing thickness of layers participants
needed significantly more time for completing horizontal and vertical search tasks. We continue
be presenting more details for each task.
Holding Task
The analysis of height deviations revealed no significant main effect of layer subdivisions
(F(2,34) = 2.41, ns). However, the results of height deviations depict that the precision of
holding tasks generally improves slightly from L9 (M = 7.18 mm, SD = 2.33) over L18
(M = 7.00 mm, SD = 2.30) to L36 (M = 6.23 mm, SD = 1.44).
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Fig. 5.12. Outside times of holding tasks and horizontal search tasks for L9, L18 and L36.
Error bars represent standard deviations.
Analysis of outside times revealed a significant main effect of layer subdivisions (F(2,34) = 3.93,
p = .029). Pairwise comparisons showed that participants accidentally left target layers
significantly more frequently (t(17) = 3.00, p < .024) for L18 than for L9. Most layer crossings
happened for L36, but neither differed significantly from L9 (t(17) = 3.00, ns) nor from L18
(t(17) = 1.72, ns), which is due to a high standard deviation.
Vertical Search Task
In terms of the completion time, we observed a significant main effect of layer subdivisions
for vertical search tasks (F(2,34) = 77.9, p < .001). Participants needed significantly less time
(t(17) = 6.33, p < .001) for L9 when compared with L18. In the same way, differences of
completion times between L18 and L36 are significant (t(17) = 6.14, p < .001).
Horizontal Search Task
For horizontal search tasks we found a significant main effect of completion times of layer
subdivisions (F(2,34) = 24.82, p < .001). Although pairwise comparisons show that there is no
significant effect (t(17) = 1.56, ns) for L9 vs. L18, participants needed significantly (t(17) = 4.90,
p < .001) more time for L36 than for L18.
We observed no main effect of layer subdivisions for height deviations (F(2,34) = 2.25, ns).
For outside times we found a significant main effect of layer subdivisions (F(2,34) = 57.27,
p < .001). The participants crossed layer boundaries less often for L9 than for L18 and L36 (see
Figure 5.12).
To test the interrelation of total completion times (TCT) against height deviations (HD) and
outside times (OT), several correlation coefficients were computed that show a significant
relation of TCT × HD (L9: r = .526, p < .001; L18: r = .495, p < .001; L36: r = .643,
p < .001) and TCT × OT (L9: r = .682, p < .001; L18 = .871, p < .001; L36: r = .903,
p < .001). This shows for all layer subdivisions that participants who accomplished tasks
accurately were the ones with a good overall performance and vice versa.
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5.3.3 Further Analysis Regarding Interaction Zones
Next, we present further analysis of performance data with regards to the lower, middle and
upper interaction zone (see Figure 5.4). For this purpose, we rearranged already analyzed
performance data with respect to these zones. In particular, we looked into height deviations
and outside times for holding and horizontal search tasks separately for each layer subdivision
(within-subject factor).
Holding Task
We did not find any significant main effect of the three interaction zones for height deviations
or for outside times.
Fig. 5.13. Performance data for the horizontal search task (only L36) broken down by the
lower, middle and upper interaction zone. Note that the same color code is used
for the zones as in Figure 5.4. Error bars represent standard deviations.
Horizontal Search Task
For L9 and L18 we observed no significant main effects with regard to the three interaction
zones, neither for task completion times and height deviations, nor for outside times. In contrast,
for L36 we revealed significant effects of task completion times (F(2,34) = 12.08, p = .001),
height deviations (F(2,34) = 4.10, p = .049) and outside times (F(2,34) = 10.45, p = .003). For
the following discussion, see Figure 5.13.
For task completion times, pairwise comparisons show that the middle zone is less demanding
than the lower (t(17) = 4.56, p = .001) and upper zone (t(17) = 4.13, p = .002).
Height deviations of the middle zone are slightly (but not significantly) smaller than the ones
of the lower and upper zone. This indicates that the middle zone takes on a special role for
horizontal search tasks. This is also supported by outside times that are significantly longer
for the upper zone, when compared to the lower (t(17) = 4.63, p = .001) and middle zone
(t(17) = 3.96, p = .003).
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Fig. 5.14. Usability ratings for holding task, vertical search task and horizontal search task
with respect to single layer subdivisions (L9, L18, and L36). Error bars represent
standard deviations.
5.3.4 Questionnaires & User Preferences
In the following, the results of user ratings concerning usability are presented as agreement
values on a 7-point Likert scale. For a brief summary, see Figure 5.14.
Holding Task Ratings on holding tasks differ depending on layer subdivisions (F(2,34) = 19.24,
p < .001). Pairwise comparisons show that L9 is rated best when compared with L18 and L36.
Individual comparison shows that contrasts are significant for all combinations.
Vertical Search Task With respect to the ratings for vertical search, we found a significant
main effect of layer subdivisions (F(2,34) = 8.62, p = .001). Pairwise comparisons show that
L9 is assessed as significantly easier than both L18 and L36. For L18 vs. L36, this effect is not
significant.
Horizontal Search Task Ratings for horizontal search tasks have a significant main effect of
layer subdivisions (F(2,34) = 14.29, p < .001). Pair-wise comparisons reveal that L36 is rated as
significantly more difficult than L9 and L18.
Perceived Interaction Zone We observed a significant main effect of the three interaction
zones (F(2,34) = 25.20, p < .001). The usability of interaction for the middle zone (M = 6.46,
SD = .62) was rated significantly better when compared with the lower (M = 6.04, SD = .62)
and upper zone (M = 4.47, SD = 1.38).
Preferred Boundaries The analysis of subjective boundaries of the interaction volume results
in a preferred lower limit (M = 68.28 mm, SD = 51.01) and a preferred upper limit (M = 508.77
mm, SD = 78.45) above the table surface.
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5.4 Discussion
We will now reflect on the results in order to provide answers regarding our research goals.
This includes minimal layer thicknesses (goal G2) and the derivation of vertical boundaries for
the physical interaction space (goal G1). Based on these findings, we derived design guidelines
(goal G3) that we will present at the end of this section.
5.4.1 Layer Thicknesses & Accuracy
In general, we can show that thinner layer thicknesses correlate with slower performances. This
applied in particular to the vertical and horizontal search task. In contrast, the holding task
remained mostly unaffected.
Holding Task
Compared to other tasks, holding was performed most accurately. On average, the height
deviation for holding tasks was approx. 7 mm. By taking into account a standard deviation of
approx. 2 mm, this leads to a rather conservative minimum layer thickness of approx. 9 mm
or about 1 cm. This value is even substantially lower than the average thickness of L36
(M ≈ 19 mm), which is most likely the reason for why the control variable “layer subdivision”
only marginally affected the error measure “outside times” for holding tasks. Interestingly,
participants performed the holding tasks most accurate with L36 (M ≈ 6 mm), as opposed
to L9 (M ≈ 7 mm). This effect was significant and indicates that visual feedback helps to
further improve the accuracy at which holding tasks are performed – simply because users
can adapt to errors quicker (visual correction impulse). This interpretation is also supported
by slightly longer “outside times” for L36 (M ≈ 0.4 sec), which correlates with more frequent
visual feedback due to thinner layers. Surprisingly, these findings are somehow contradicted by
self-reports. Here, users had the subjective impression that they would perform significantly
worse for L36 (M ≈ 4.7) compared to L9 (M ≈ 6.1), which was just not true. One reason for
such ratings could be disappointment due to an assumed bad performance that was associated
with leaving a layer.
Vertical Search Task
We found significant main effects for task completion times between all combinations of layer
subdivisions. Although the search space was doubled each time, the completion times for
vertically searching it did not. More precisely, for L9 vs. L18, there were 9 added layers with
18 sec of longer completion times that resulted in a delay of 2 sec per extra layer. In contrast,
for L18 vs. L36, there were 18 added layers with only 25 sec penalty producing a delay of
less than 1.4 sec per extra layer. This indicates that the vertical search task is an efficient
interaction technique for single-feature searches (when pop-out effects are being utilized) that
performs better than linear with a growing search space. These insights are also supported by
self-reports.
Unfortunately, data gathered during our experiments made it difficult to directly derive a
minimum layer thickness. This is because “outside times” and “height deviations” are not
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available for vertical search. However, since search tasks are usually accompanied by holding
tasks, we can borrow from our findings there. Thus, our conservative estimate for the minimum
layer thickness for vertical search is roughly 1 cm.
Horizontal Search Task
For horizontal search, task completion times and outside times indicate that the threshold for a
minimum layer thickness lies somewhere between L18 and L36. Thus, a conservative measure is
found by using the average layer thickness of L18 (M ≈ 3.8 cm) as the minimum layer thickness
that is about 4 cm. A less conservative measure would be slightly smaller but should not get
too close to L36 (M ≈ 1.9 cm). A follow-up study with finer layer subdivisions might help
further narrowing down this value. Yet, conducting another user study is probably not worth
the effort.
5.4.2 Physical Interaction Space & Number of Layers
Holding tasks were performed equally well in all of the three interaction zones. Horizontal
search tasks, in contrast, were best accomplished in the middle (“comfort”) zone (with respect to
height deviations and outside times) and not as we anticipated in the lower zone. This was a
surprising insight and somehow the precursor of another unexpected finding:
Lower and Upper Boundaries
When asked for their preferred lower interaction boundary, most participants did not choose the
table surface as we had expected prior the study. Instead, participants opted for a slightly higher
value that was roughly 7 cm (SD ≈ 5 cm) above it. Although it is possible that most participants
did not consider letting the display loose in order to put it on the table surface, it is more likely
that the initially used “fist height” was a rather weak initial estimate for the table height. This
is probably due to the frequent bending of the upper part of the body that often goes along,
for example, with horizontal search tasks. We therefore propose the "wrist height" as a new
– more adequate – measure for the ideal tabletop height. This insight can also be useful for
conventional interactive table displays, in particular whenever a standing usage is intended.
In terms of a physical upper boundary, participants preferred a height of roughly 51 cm above
the table surface with a standard deviation of about 8 cm, which closely matches the standard
deviation of the body heights (SD ≈ 9 cm). By compensating for the preferred lower boundary,
we obtain a corrected upper boundary of about 44 cm (i.e., 51 cm less 7 cm) above the adjusted
table surface.
Number of Layers
We found a reasonable threshold for the maximum number of layers by mapping minimal layer
thicknesses (1 cm / 4 cm) onto the absolute height of the physical interaction volume (44 cm).
Depending on the task, this results in a number of 44 layers (for holding and vertical search
tasks) and 11 layers (for horizontal search tasks).
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5.4.3 Design Recommendations & Further Observations
The most important findings of the study are summarized in Figure 5.15. In the following, we
will discuss further design recommendations and observations.
When designing multi-layer applications, the general rule of thumb is to use as few layers as
necessary with the exact number depending on the primary interaction goal. For instance, for
the exploration of a multi-layer geo-referenced map, where panning (horizontal search) is the
dominant task, at most eleven layers should be adopted. In addition to that, most relevant
information layers should be assigned to the middle (“comfort”) zone, followed by the lower
zone.
Fig. 5.15. Summary of important design recommendations that we derived from the study.
One important outcome of our study was that vertical search was clearly favored over horizontal
search. Thus, it should be the first choice whenever possible. For example, for the exploration
of temporal data sets (e.g., surveillance videos), vertical search should be reserved for the
dominant goal of time-browsing, whereas horizontal search should be used for secondary goals,
such as selecting a video.
Although our study mostly addressed single-feature search tasks in discrete (non-continual)
layers, many of our findings also apply to continuous layer setups. Examples are the measures
for lower and upper boundaries of the physical interaction space, the minimum layer thickness
for holding tasks, and the recommendation for restricting the interaction to the middle and
lower zones.
A simple way to improve the accuracy of holding and horizontal search tasks is to provide
additional navigational aids. This may include instant visual feedback regarding layer borders
and the adjustment of the layer center to match the current display height after a certain dwell
time has passed. These approaches may help soften the problem of losing the layer when the
tangible display was originally too close to one of its boundaries – an effect that we frequently
encountered during our studies. Beyond that, in many scenarios the required number of physical
layers can easily extend a reasonable amount. In such cases, better layer subdivision strategies
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must be found, such as distorting the physical interaction space for horizontal search tasks by
dynamically increasing the thickness of a particular layer. In Section 9.3.2, we will explore some
of these techniques in more detail.
Another noticeable effect was over- and undershooting during vertical search, especially when-
ever an unknown search target was encountered (pop-out effect). We only gathered limited
evidence regarding fatigue (participants spent only approx. 30 min with the system). Never-
theless, a multi-layer application should allow users to rest from time to time, e.g., by freezing
particular views and putting them down on the table.
5.5 Summary
In Chapter 4, we identified a lack of dedicated studies on the physical constraints of spatial
interaction with handheld displays above horizontal tabletops. This included the questions of
how accurately users can interact in midair above a table and how we should partition the
interaction volume, e.g., in terms of vertical boundaries and convenience zones.
In this chapter, we provided answers to these questions by contributing a systematic investigation
of the specific design parameters of multi-layer stack workspaces. Most importantly, we studied
the accuracy at which three basic tasks (holding, vertical search, and horizontal search) are
performed. This involved fundamental issues such as the maximal number of layers and
their minimal thickness. Our findings revealed considerable differences between vertical and
horizontal search tasks, e.g., a minimal layer thickness of 1 cm vs. 4 cm and a corresponding
maximal layer number of 44 vs. 11. Based on the results, we derived a catalogue of design
recommendations that is summarized in the following (also see Figure 5.15):
(1) The lower boundary of the multi-layer stack should be at the table surface. Its ideal
height is close to where the wrist of the user is (while standing).
(2) The upper boundary of the physical interaction space should not extent the armpits. On
average, this is 44 cm above the table surface (by considering an optimal table height).
(3) Holding tasks are performed most accurately with a minimal layer thickness of less than
1 cm (M ≈ 7 mm, SD ≈ 2 mm).
(4) The middle zone (followed by the lower zone) turned out to be a “comfort zone”, where
horizontal search tasks are performed best. Hence, we suggest to place the most relevant
information into these zones.
(5) As the vertical workspace is limited, only as few layers as necessary should be used.
(6) When the required layer amount is exceeding a reasonable number, additional naviga-
tional aids or active layer expansion schemes should be used. Examples for this are the
techniques that we will introduce later in Section 9.3.2.
(7) Vertical search outperforms horizontal search by a factor of “4” in terms of physical
accuracy and the amount of available layers in the stack.
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(8) In terms of speed, vertical search performs better than linear with a growing search space.
It should therefore be the first choice for primary interaction goals, e.g., time-browsing of
temporal data sets.
(9) Concluding from (7) and (8), horizontal search should be reserved for secondary interac-
tion goals whenever possible, e.g., for dataset selection.
(10) Even though we only rarely observed the problem of fatigue in the study, we propose that
users should be allowed to freeze a view at any time, e.g., to put a display on the table
without loosing its content.
The study reported in this chapter particularly improved our understanding with regard to
multi-layer stack interaction, which is only a subset of what is actually possible with Tangible
Displays. Nevertheless, we consider the tested tasks (holding, vertical search, and horizontal
search) to be the least common denominator of spatial interaction with Tangible Displays. We
therefore argue that the design recommendations contributed in this chapter also help inform
the interaction design of Tangible Displays systems that are based on the zoom pyramids and 3D
volumes topologies, which we will practically demonstrate in Part III.
Arriving at the end of Part I, we can conclude that Tangible Displays are a promising approach
to facilitate a more direct, natural and yet effective way of interacting with complex information
worlds – either in a tabletop environment or even as a single-display setup targeting mobile
usage. In summary, the previous chapters presented a conceptual framework (Objective 1) that
builds a solid foundation for the design of concrete Tangible Display systems, such as the ones
discussed later in Part III (Objective 3). However, prior to that, we first need to establish a
technological basis (Objective 2), what shall be the topic of Part II – the next major part of this
thesis.
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Part II
Technological Framework
Guided by the conceptual framework discussed in Part I, the second part of this thesis presents
a hardware infrastructure and set of programming tools for the rapid prototyping of interactive
Tangible Display system (Objective 2). The part is structured in three chapters providing the
following contributions:
Chapter 6 briefly reviews the literature with regard to existing technological approaches
for realizing projective displays, for the spatial tracking of handheld displays and for
sensing surface input.
Chapter 7 describes a research-oriented development toolkit for Tangible Displays allow-
ing HCI practitioner to explore novel interaction designs with spatially aware handheld
displays above a tabletop that previously were difficult to realize.
Chapter 8 explores possible strategies for making Tangible Display technology and inter-
action concepts available to everybody in the future. On a practical level, it assesses
the feasibility of using a low-cost consumer depth sensor (Kinect v1) for the spatial
tracking of handheld displays.

6Technological Background
A variety of input and output technologies is available to practically implement the interaction
concepts and studies proposed and presented in Part I. One challenge of this dissertation was to
identify suitable candidates and to integrate them within a unifying technological framework
so application developers obtain easy access to the technologies while low level hardware and
software issues remain hidden from them. This chapter provides a brief review of relevant
technical display approaches (Section 6.1) and discusses contemplable technologies for the
tracking of handheld displays (Section 6.2) as well as for sensing surface input (Section 6.3).
6.1 Basic Display Approaches
This section shares material previously published in
the Journal of Personal and Ubiquitous Computing [Spi+14a].
For the development of the research prototypes presented in this thesis, two basic display
approaches came into consideration: projective and active displays. This section compares ad-
vantages and drawbacks of both approaches and discusses how these may affect the interaction
design of a Tangible Display system and its practical realization.
6.1.1 Projective Displays
Conventional smartphones and tablets do not always provide the right form factors required for
a seamless integration into a Tangible Display system. Depending on the specific usage scenario,
they may be too heavy, too thick, too big, too rigid, or even simply too expensive if many devices
are needed. For instance, the frame around a display or the weight of the device itself may
heavily interfere with the interaction concept of an application. These disadvantages motivated
researchers to develop alternative technological solutions for handheld displays that can be
customized more easily in terms of shape and size (several examples for this were discussed
in Section 2.2.1). The majority of these solutions use a projective approach, where digital
image contents are dynamically projected onto spatially tracked (non-instrumented) display
mediums that are made of inexpensive lightweight materials such as paper, cardboard, acrylic
glass, porcelain or cloth (also see the discussion of previous work on augmented environments
in Section 2.1.3). Projective displays may also include everyday objects, such as mugs, playing
cards, or the surface of a table [Jun+12].
One particular advantage of projective displays is their flexibility in terms of form factors. They
can be made very thin and lightweight (e.g., by using cardboard or foam board), they do
not require potentially bothersome display bezels, they can show image content on both their
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front and back side (e.g., necessary for display flipping techniques), they allow for arbitrary
shapes (e.g., discs), they can be extended into the third dimension (e.g., as cylinders or cubes
[AGV10]), they are based on inexpensive materials and thus tend to be reproducible more easily.
In addition to that, projective display approaches often allow for advanced form factors that are
difficult to achieve with traditional active display solutions, such as changing a display’s shape
and size. Such form factors further enrich the interaction design space. Examples for this are
rollable displays (e.g., Xpaaand [Kha+11]) and foldable displays (e.g., [LHT08; Kha+12]).
As a downside, projective displays exhibit a rather limited mobility. This is because they
work only within technologically complex environments that are usually stationary. These
installations are necessary to precisely determine the position and orientation of the mobile
projection screens in 3D space and to provide the infrastructure for projecting images onto
them. Projective displays also often suffer from poor image quality in terms of resolution and
noticeable shifts between object and projection space that are caused by inaccurate tracking
and projection. Beyond that, curved surfaces or materials with poor reflective properties can
considerably limit the projection quality. Another frequent drawback are occlusion problems
(shadows on the projection medium) that can occur, for example, when projection screens are
positioned on top of each other or are masked by the user’s hand or arm.
There exist first technological solutions for integrating handheld projective displays into a
tabletop environment, e.g., UlteriorScape [KN08a]. With SecondLight, Izadi et al. [Iza+08]
presented a more self-contained approach to allow rear-projection on both a tabletop and
handheld projection screens from under the table. SecondLight supports Frustrated Total
Internal Reflection (FTIR) based multi-touch input [Han05] on tabletop and handheld displays.
Unfortunately, it is comparatively complex on a technological level in that it is based on
electronically switchable diffusers and therefore is problematic for realizing larger tabletops. For
the majority of research presented in this thesis, a different technical setup based on projective
paper displays (e.g., similar to Paper Windows [Hol+05]) was used that was extended by a
self-built (front-/back-projected) tabletop.
6.1.2 Active Displays
The class of active displays covers all sorts of self-luminous display technologies, such as cathode
ray tubes (CRT) and liquid crystal displays (LCD). As they operate autonomously, active displays
are employed in a wide variety of mobile computing devices, most notably smartphones, tablets
and smartwatches. A major advantage of integrating these gadgets into a Tangible Display
system is to invite people to bring their personal equipment (“bring your own device” - BYOD),
allowing them to seamlessly alternate between mobile usage and the convenience of a fixed,
yet potentially more productive, interactive multi-display environment. Beyond that, mobile
displays usually bring a built-in high-quality display (e.g., the iPad’s Retina display) as well as
a reliable multi-touch recognition and thus directly address two engineering challenges for a
typical Tangible Display system: they provide (a) display functionality and (b) surface input
capabilities on handheld displays. Furthermore, modern smartphones and tablets are often
instrumented with plenty of additional sensors, such as a front- and a back-facing camera, one
or more accelerometers, near field communication (NFC), and a compass. The additionally
available sensory input can be used to improve the overall tracking quality, to add further
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degrees of freedom to the interaction design, or to switch to less intrusive (though potentially
less accurate) tracking approaches (e.g., one that does without markers). The use of active
displays may also imply that the tracking of handheld devices is solely needed for spatial
interaction (yet not for projection purposes anymore) thus allowing for the application of less
accurate (and potentially simpler) solutions. Along with that, a projector setup may not be
necessary anymore.
Despite these many advantages, active displays are still too inflexible with regards to form
factors, especially in research contexts such as the one presented in this thesis. Active displays
are often heavier and thicker than projective displays, they have noticeable display frames,
they are less variable in shape (if at all), and they usually support a display on the front side
only. Technological progress is likely going to change this in the future. Organic light-emitting
diode (OLED) technology and bendable e-Ink displays (e.g., as used in PaperTab [Tar+13]) are
promising candidates for this. One day, such technologies may allow for unifying many of the
advantages of both active and projective displays within a single device.
In summary, a seamless and affordable integration of differently sized and shaped handheld
displays into a digital tabletop environment is currently more realistic with the projective
approach, yet active displays score when it comes to high display quality and reliable multitouch
input (e.g., like in the study presented in Chapter 3). Hence, in order to maintain a reasonable
degree of flexibility, a modular architectural design supporting the use of both projective and
active displays appears to be a good choice at hand – likely with a slight emphasis on the
projective approach.
6.2 Tracking Technologies for Handheld Displays
Various technical approaches have been developed and utilized in the past for the real-time
determination of the position, orientation and identity of handheld displays in interactive
environments. Besides device-intrinsic approaches (such as the ones discussed in Section 3.6.1),
the majority of techniques require the work environment to be augmented with additional
sensors (device-extrinsic tracking). Typical examples are mechanical techniques (e.g., the
arm-mounted TFT display in metaDESK [UI97]), magnetic sensing (such as Polhemus Fastrak
[@Pol], see Figure 6.1(a), e.g., used in [SG97; BRH01]), as well as a large diversity of optical
approaches that often require active or passive markers, but also work marker-less. Our review
of tracking technologies focusses on two commonly used optical approaches (infrared marker
systems and depth sensor systems) and compares them regarding their technical capabilities,
limitations and costs.
6.2.1 Infrared Marker Systems
Generally speaking, infrared (IR) marker-based tracking techniques allow for capturing the
spatial motions of people, objects and devices at a high level of spatial and temporal fidelity. This
is done by triangulating the positions of special markers attached to an actor between two or
more cameras that are arranged to provide overlapping fields of view. In active marker systems,
markers are equipped to emit their own infrared light (e.g., in unique temporal sequences by
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(a) Polhemus Fastrak (b) OptiTrack Flex 13 (c) Kinect v1
Fig. 6.1. Examples of tracking technologies: magnetic sensing (a); marker-based infrared
camera systems (b) that often require a complex setup; and depth sensors (c)
using LEDs) and thus require a tracked person or object to wear electronic equipment and/or
to be tethered. This is not necessary in passive systems, where retroreflective markers reflect
infrared light that is generated close to or by an IR camera. There exists a variety of commercial
marker-based tracking systems, which are commonly used for motion capturing in industries
such as filmmaking, video game development and sports and also to some extent as input
devices for academic research (e.g., [Hol+05; LDT09; AGV10; Lis+12]). Two popular infrared
marker tracking technologies are the OptiTrack platform [@Nata] (see Figure 6.1(b)) and the
Vicon platform [@Vic]. The platforms require a minimum of three cameras and provide very
accurate tracking results with spatial errors of less than 1 mm and updates rates of 100 Hz
and more. They can be configured in flexible ways, e.g., to track rigid body marker sets within
indoor rooms in 6DoF (3D position + 3D orientation). The marker sets typically consist of at
least three (with usually four to six) IR-reflective markers and can be used for encoding the
identities of tracked objects. Both platforms provide a comprehensive set of tools for setup,
visual monitoring, and streaming captured motion data, thus making it comparatively easy to
integrate the tracking technology into the own project. Another advantage of the systems is
their easy extendibility by adding further cameras, e.g., to increase the tracking volume, to
reduce occlusion (line-of-sight problem), or to improve the overall spatial/temporal tracking
accuracy. However, depending on the type and number of cameras used, tracking setups often
require complicated hardware installations that can quickly get very expensive. The latter
particularly applies to the Vicon system, where costs of more than $100.000 are not unusual.
In comparison, OptiTrack setups with similar specifications (though possibly smaller tracking
volumes) are considerably more affordable – often by up to one order of magnitude.
6.2.2 Depth Sensor Systems
Depth cameras (or sensors) are scanning devices for capturing the three-dimensional surface
geometry of a scene taken from one perspective at a time. The results are typically presented
in form of depth images containing a single distance value for each pixel. Two common
technologies for realizing depth cameras are Structured Light (SL) and Time of Flight (ToF). The
Structured Light approach works by projecting patterns, such as consisting of parallel stripes,
onto the 3D surface of the scene whose 3D geometry is then derived based on the displacement
of the patterns. In order to not interfere with other tasks, “invisible” patterns (e.g., based on the
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infrared spectrum) can be used. In the Time of Flight approach, distances are determined by
measuring the time a light signal travels from the camera to the scene (and back again) for each
point in the image. By introducing the Kinect in late 2010 (see Figure 6.1(c)), Microsoft (in
cooperation with PrimeSense) made depth cameras commercially available at very affordable
prices (these days less than $100) allowing for sensing people’s location and gestures in areas
of about 2× 3 m2. While the first-generation Kinect (Kinect v1) was based on the SL approach,
the second generation (Kinect v2) uses ToF. Originally targeting the gaming platform Xbox,
Kinect depth cameras quickly became popular, amongst others, as a novel type of input device
for a variety of academic research projects (e.g., [WB10; CP11; New+11; Hub+12; SJM13;
Kis+15]).
The accompanying Kinect SDK not only gives direct access to the camera’s depth and color
buffers, but also calculates and provides programmers with “live” skeletal body postures of up to
six persons. The skeleton tracking works best when the tracked users are facing the camera, but
quite poorly (or even not at all) when the sensor sees downwards from the ceiling (a preferred
view direction to track handheld displays above a table). While the Kinect SDK is fairly well
optimized for tracking human body postures, it does not natively support the spatial tracking
of handheld devices (yet). Realizing this functionality is a possible (but non-trivial) task and
requires advanced knowledge in fields such as computer vision and image processing, e.g., to
identify the shape, location and orientation of devices based on raw depth/color images. In
Section 8.3, a first few steps towards approaching this goal will be presented. Another problem
of Kinect sensors is that they are prone to increased noise when the light patterns of two or more
sensors are projected onto the very same surface. Eventually leading to a failure of tracking or at
least a considerable reduction in tracking precision, this limits the use of multiple depth sensors
to setups with little or no overlapping of the covered areas thus making it difficult to triangulate
tracked objects or to expand the tracking volume. To compensate for that, Butler et al. [But+12]
let two Kinect units slightly vibrate in a randomized manner so each depth sensor sees its own
projected pattern sharply, but a blurred version of the other sensors’ patterns. It is not unlikely
that future versions of the Kinect (SDK) will provide better support for a simultaneous use of
multiple devices, e.g., by synchronizing the emission and detection of light patterns.
Despite these initial troubles, depth sensors are a promising technology for real world deploy-
ments that particularly scores due to its low costs, easy setups and no need of marking tracked
devices. However, in comparison to infrared marker-based systems (such as OptiTrack or Vicon),
the spatial and temporal resolution is still relatively low (update rates of not more than 30 Hz
and about 1 cm depth resolution at a distance of 2 m). Hence, while a diversity of tracking
technologies is available, no existing solution is optimal yet (e.g., there is a conflict of costs
vs. accuracy). It therefore can be concluded that the architectural design of the technological
framework should follow a modular approach to facilitate the flexible integration and use of
different tracking technologies.
6.3 Technologies for Sensing Surface Input
For the practical realization of “on”-display interaction techniques, the main focus of attention
was on approaches for sensing finger-based touch input and digital pens & paper technology.
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6.3.1 Sensing Touch Input
Over the last 50 years, a variety of technical approaches for sensing touch input on interactive
surfaces has been developed. An overview of the most relevant ones is given next.
Capacitive and Resistive Touch-screens
In the world of touch-enabled consumer displays, currently two main types of touch sensing
technologies are used: capacitive and resistive techniques. Capacitive techniques detect a
touch whenever the surface comes in contact with a conductive object, e.g., a human finger.
Capacitive techniques do not require any pressure to register a touch and also allow for
the implementation of multitouch gestures. Besides their omnipresent usage in smartphone
and tablets, the capacitive approach was used to realize larger interactive tabletop and wall-
hung displays as research prototypes and commercial products (e.g., DiamondTouch [DL01],
SmartSkin [Rek02], Microsoft Surface Hub [@Micd]). Resistive touch-screens are based on two
(transparent) layers of material with a space between them. When the layers are pushed, the
two layers get in contact and a touch is registered. Resistive techniques rely on pressure and
can be activated using “lifeless” objects such as a stylus, fingernails or a small wooden stick.
Amongst others, this makes them useful for higher precision input (e.g., handwriting) and for
colder climates where users often wear gloves. Potential drawbacks of resistive techniques are
their limited support of multiple touch points and the need to apply pressure (a possible source
of user fatigue).
Infrared Techniques
An alternative way to realize multitouch-sensitive displays are optical techniques that use a
spectrum of light invisible to the human eye. The two most commonly applied approaches
are Frustrated Total Internal Reflection (FTIR) [Han05] and Diffuse Illumination (DI). In both
approaches, touch points are captured by infrared (IR) cameras whereas the graphical interface
is usually projected from the front or from behind the surface by a video projector. The DI
technique also allows for tracking real-world objects equipped with special markers, e.g., to
facilitate tangible interaction. It has been used in commercial products, such as the first version
of Microsoft’s PixelSense (formerly known as Microsoft Surface 1.0) [@Wikb]. The FTIR and
DI approach can considerably ease the process of building tailor-made interactive tabletops.
However, as the majority of the research presented in this thesis does not depend so much on
multitouch input, technically simpler solutions, such as digital pen and paper technology (see
Section 6.3.2) and force-sensing resistors (if robust button input was necessary) have proven
to be feasible alternatives. A notable exception is the study presented in Chapter 3, where
off-the-shelf capacitive mobile displays (iPad, iPhone) were used to ensure reliable multitouch
detection.
Force-sensing Resistors
Force-sensing resistors (FSR) are sensors whose electrical resistance changes depending on the
force or pressure applied to them. They usually consist of a thin sensing film with a typical
thickness of less than 0.5mm (see Figure 6.2). FSR are quite durable and inexpensive to produce
(via a printing process). They typically can sense applied forces in ranges such as 100g to
10kg. Due to a rather low precision (measurement results may differ 10% and more) they
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are not precise enough to be used as a scale. FSR were originally invented in the late 1970s
with the goal of making electronic musical instruments more expressive [@Sen]. Today, they
have applications in many fields such as medical instruments, automotive, interactive toys,
sports, robotics, and computer input devices. In HCI research, they are commonly used to create
pressure-sensing buttons (one advantage of FSR is that they work well with a thin layer of paper
or cloth between user and sensor).
Fig. 6.2. Force-sensing resistors (e.g., [@Spaa; @Spab]) are a common method to realize
pressure-sensing touch buttons.
Depth Sensor-based Techniques
One of the first works to utilize a depth camera for touch detection was presented by Wilson
[Wil10], who extracted touch events from depth images provided by a Kinect v1 via thresh-
olding operations based on the distance to the surface. Harrison, Benko and Wilson [HBW11]
extended the approach to a wearable depth camera/projector system allowing for multitouch
interaction on the wearer’s hands, arms, and legs as well as non-instrumented surfaces from
the environment, e.g., books, walls, tables. These approaches show great potential for possible
future setups, e.g., by facilitating interaction on non-flat everyday surfaces or by incorporating
additional degrees of freedom, such as the detection of hover state. However, current techniques
are not sufficiently robust and accurate yet, let alone the lack of solutions providing the required
functionality out of the box.
6.3.2 Digital Pens and Paper
A key goal of digital pens and paper technology is to bridge the gulf between working with
documents of the real and the digital world. On a technological level, this typically involves
the capturing of handwriting or pen strokes of a users and converting the analog input into
a machine-readable representation so it can be automatically processed and further edited.
Different approaches for digital pens are available that usually require some sort of internal
electronics for providing basic functionality such as detecting the location of the tip during
writing or identifying the moment when the stylus loses contact with the writing surface. In
addition to that, digital pens may be equipped with input buttons, pressure and touch sensors, or
memory and data transmission capabilities. For these reasons, digital pens are often noticeably
larger than their analog counterparts, though also provide additional features.
A common approach for capturing the motion of a digital stylus is to use one or more external
sensors. For example, a sensor can be attached to the edge of a normal piece of paper (e.g.,
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Wacom Inkling [@Wacb]) or it can be embedded within an underlying graphics tablet. For the
research presented in this thesis, another approach was used that is based on Anoto technology
[@Ano]. The Anoto approach does not require any external sensors but instead relies on an
almost invisible dot pattern printed on each sheet of paper (the Anoto pattern) as well as special
digital pens each one equipped with a built-in infrared camera and image processor. The unique
Anoto dot pattern is specifically designed to encode absolute 2D positions on the paper with the
full pattern covering a total area of more than 4.6 million km2 (see Figure 6.3(a)). When a pen
is moved across a paper, the internal camera of the pen reads groups of 6× 6 dots from which
the pen’s absolute 2D position is determined. This information (along with further values such
as the particular ID of the pen) is either streamed in real-time via Bluetooth or stored in the pen
for later evaluation.
(a) Anoto dot pattern (b) Anoto pen
Fig. 6.3. Digital pen and paper technology based on the Anoto approach [@Ano]
Over the last decade, several software frameworks have been developed that provide architec-
tural support for interfaces combining pen, paper and computing technology (e.g., PaperToolkit
[YPK08] and CoScribe [SBM09]). This process was motived by and fostered the design of
various interaction techniques for digital pens and paper including, for example, printed but-
tons that trigger specific functions when tapped with a pen, the automatic synchronization of
handwritten annotations with digital documents [Wei+08], or collaborative remote sketching
[Wei+11]. Usually based on Anoto technology, some of these techniques already found their
way into commercial products, amongst others, as interactive pens for children books (e.g.,
tiptoi® [@Rav]) and for capturing handwriting (e.g., livescribe™ smartpens [@Liv]). What
made the Anoto approach particularly interesting for the research presented in this thesis is that
it can be used to realize pen-enabled interactive displays in quite flexible sizes and shapes by
using the projective display approach (see Section 6.1.1).
6.4 Summary
In this chapter, an overview of key input and output technologies has been provided that is
necessary to practically implement and further develop the interaction concepts outlined in
Chapter 4 and already demonstrated to some extent in Chapter 3 & Chapter 5. In a nutshell, a
variety of useful individual technical solutions is available that addresses specific aspects of the
overall interaction equation (input/output cycle) of Tangible Displays quite well. In particular,
this includes technologies for the spatial tracking of moveable handheld displays, for sensing
surface input and for displaying content on them. However, even though first technological
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prototypes exist that integrate these technologies within a single system to realize spatially
aware displays above a digital tabletop, previous approaches (especially with rear-projected
handheld displays) use rather complex and potentially restrictive technical setups (e.g., Second
Light [Iza+08] and Ulterior Scape [KN08a]). In summary, it therefore can be concluded that
there is no ”ready-to-use“ solution available to sufficiently support the practical development
and implementation of interactive Tangible Displays prototypes – a gap that shall be addressed
in the following two chapters.
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7A Tangible Display Toolkit
for Research Labs
The toolkit described in this chapter was designed and implemented under my direction in a
joint effort by me, students (e.g., Michel Hauschild) and former colleagues (Jana Sieber). The
use of “we" in parts of this chapter refers to them, Raimund Dachselt and me.
Using the technologies reviewed in Chapter 6, we designed and implemented an extensive
set of development tools to facilitate the prototyping of Tangible Display systems. While the
practical realization of the Tangible Display Toolkit constituted a considerable portion of the
overall dissertation effort, its contribution is mostly on an engineering level. Yet, its importance
should not be under-estimated as the toolkit served as a vital technological enabler. In fact,
much of the research presented in this thesis would have been difficult – if not impossible – to
accomplish without it. This chapter was mainly written to give a brief impression of the practical
challenges and actual implementation, but does not aim to provide an in-depth documentation
of the toolkit itself. The chapter is structured as follows:
Section 7.1 provides a general overview of the toolkit’s modular architecture and its iterative
development over time.
Section 7.2 briefly summarizes the technical implementation of the toolkit’s three major
input/output subsystems.
Section 7.3 describes a set of inter-process communication protocols, UI tools and APIs that
provide developers with high-level access to the toolkit.
7.1 Toolkit Architecture
The development of the Tangible Display Toolkit was a bi-directional process inspired and
guided by the design of the interaction framework. As the toolkit iteratively evolved over
time, e.g., to address the changing requirements brought up by the practical explorations of
Tangible Display systems presented later in Part III, the gathered insights helped us shaping the
interaction framework.
In the future, Tangible Displays could be implemented as self-contained (active) displays,
e.g., based on organic light emitting diodes (OLED) that we expect will facilitate thin, high-
resolution displays in customizable shapes and high-accuracy multi-touch/pen input. Since such
technology was not available under reasonable conditions, we decided for a projective display
approach that uses cardboard as projection material. Our choice was mostly motivated by the
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advantages discussed in Section 6.1, e.g., flexibility regarding physical form factors that better
match the requirements of a research prototype. Among others, this allows for the creation
of Tangible Displays in arbitrary sizes and shapes, control of their visual appearance (color,
material), and the use of their back sides as a display. Beyond that, paper-based projective
displays have the additional benefit of providing a straightforward and cost-effective way to
integrate new displays once a running system is set up. The general setup consists of a digital
tabletop, an optical motion tracking system, and a ceiling-mounted projector for casting images
onto pieces of cardboard acting as Tangible Displays.
In order to bring such a system to life, we had to solve a variety of technical challenges,
among them the spatial tracking of handheld projection screens, the projection of image
content onto them, the recognition of surface input, and providing high level access to these
technologies for application development. After a general overview of the toolkit architecture
and typical technical setups, the remaining sections of this chapter will briefly describe the
major input/output subsystems and interfaces of the toolkit.
7.1.1 History and General Overview
The development of the Tangible Display Toolkit began in late 2008 as a monolithic application
and has considerably evolved since then into a distributed modular system over a period of more
than five years. The early versions [SSD09a], initially started by Jana Sieber and then further
developed in collaboration with me until Jana left the project in autumn 2009, contained all
functionality within a single executable and were tightly coupled to a specific setup consisting of
just one IR camera and a top-projector, thus preventing the exploitation of alternative tracking
or display approaches.
In order to address these issues, I considerably revised and transformed the toolkit design into a
flexible modular architecture that strictly decouples application programming from the actually
used sensing hardware via an abstract intermediate data model/event layer. This provided a
simple and seamless way of substituting or combining a variety of technologies and also allowed
us to tackle the different input/output aspects of the interaction loop independently from each
other (reduction of complexity). For this purpose, I subdivided the toolkit architecture into
three main building blocks consisting of the projection subsystem, the spatial input subsystem,
and the surface input subsystem, see Figure 7.1. In this context, it is important to point out
the close interrelation of these three subsystems and the interaction vocabulary presented in
Section 4.2. More precisely, the projection subsystem addresses features of the representation
aspect of Tangible Displays, whereas the other two subsystems facilitate the realization of usage
patterns based on spatial/head input and surface input, respectively.
The subsystems are running as separate processes on different machines using a distributed
client-server architecture. This typically involves several application clients written against the
event-driven Toolkit API as well as the TrackingServer and the Pen+ButtonServer. Commu-
nication among devices is ensured by a set of standardized notifications based on the VRPN
protocol (see Section 7.3 for further details on the toolkit API, servers and communication
protocols).
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Fig. 7.1. Modular Architecture of the Tangible Display Toolkit
7.1.2 Lab and Mobile Setup
We conducted most of the toolkit development in our lab at the Department of Simulation
and Graphics (University of Magdeburg). Over the years, several increasingly complex setups
came into operation. They typically consisted of a tabletop and a large ceiling-mounted
crossbeam carrying several tracking and projection hardware, e.g., a dozen infrared cameras
and a short-throw HD projector with a resolution of 1920×1080 pixel, see Figure 7.2(a). Various
display/projector configurations were possible. In the simplest case, the crossbeam-mounted
projector was responsible for throwing image content onto both the Tangible Displays and the
tabletop (i.e., just one projector was necessary, though at the price of shadows being cast onto
the table surface). We tackled the shadow issue by the introduction of an additional projector
underneath the tabletop (back-projected tabletop). In rare cases, we further augmented the
setup with a large vertical display, e.g., see Figure 9.7(a) on page 148. Because the installation
in our lab was meant to be stationary, we developed a second version for the purpose of
travelling to and giving demos at international conferences, e.g., at ACM ITS ’09+’10 in Banff
(Canada) and Saarbrücken (Germany) [SD09a; Spi+10a]. This mobile setup consists of a
portable tabletop (the “PorTableTop”) and a foldable traverse, see Figure 7.2(b).
7.2 Toolkit Subsystems
This section sheds light on the implementation of the three major input/output subsystems of
the toolkit, among them the projection subsystem, the spatial input subsystem and the surface
input subsystem. We implemented them in the object-oriented C# programming language using
the Microsoft Visual Studio 2009 .NET development environment.
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(a) Lab Setup (b) Mobile Setup
Fig. 7.2. Typical technical setups: the stationary installation in our lab (a) and a mobile
version used for travelling to conferences (b).
7.2.1 Projection Subsystem
We realized Tangible Displays as a projective display solution, i.e., image content is cast from a
ceiling-mounted projector onto inexpensive lightweight projection media made of cardboard
and paper. It therefore only took us small effort to produce Tangible Displays in various sizes
and shapes (typically discs or rectangles with edge lengths between 15 and 25 cm, e.g., see
Figure 7.3). The little silvery dots on the projection screens are infrared-reflecting markers
required for spatial tracking (as will be explained in Section 7.2.2).
(a) Early version (b) Current version
Fig. 7.3. Several examples of handheld projection screens as fabricated and used by us.
Perspective Correction In order to ensure a perspectively correct depiction of graphical
content on Tangible Displays, we use OpenGL to virtually emulate the physical working en-
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vironment consisting of the projector above the table, handheld projection screens, and the
tabletop, see Figure 7.4. The simulation is done in such a way that the OpenGL camera resides
at the location of the projector, whereas the geometries of handheld projection screens (i.e.,
their shapes, positions and orientations) are modelled as textured polygons in a 3D virtual
environment. In doing so, the OpenGL-camera always “sees” the projection screens in correct
perspective. For each projection screen (textured polygon), graphical content is dynamically
rendered into a FrameBufferObject (FBO) linked to the polygon’s texture. In this way, we
ensured that application code remains separated from the generic projection code. Among
others, this makes it easier to substitute our current solution with other approaches, e.g., by
one that is based on active displays.
(a) Without perspective correction (b) With perspective correction
(c) A typical rendering of several handheld projection screens as sent to the projector
Fig. 7.4. Perspective distortions occurring on handheld screens when they are tilted (a) are
eliminated (b) by an OpenGL-based perspectively correct rendering (c).
Critical Reflection In the course of time, we have built several interactive Tangible Display
systems using the projective display approach (see Part III). Numerous demo sessions and
initial usability evaluations confirmed that our technical realization is capable of delivering a
compelling user experience. Yet, the implemented approach also implicates a few limitations:
Projection Offsets & Limited Pixel Resolutions The system produces minor projection
errors of up to 5 mm (measured as offset between display surfaces and the visual projec-
tion onto them). A main cause for this are spatial inconsistencies between the tracked
projection screens and the projector setup. Beyond that, the effective pixel resolution on
handheld projection screens is quite low (approx. 23 pixels/cm) – especially if compared
to the high precision displays of modern tablets and smart phones. Among others, this
prevents text rendering in reasonably small font sizes.
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Limited Projection Angles Due to a skewed projection frustum, the approach allows for
projecting image content onto (almost) vertically positioned displays (e.g., when a
Tangible Display is tilted). However, as projection angles between projector and handheld
projection screens are getting steeper, pixel distortions become more and more dominant
until the information density on the projection surface decreases too much.
Limited Projection Frustum & Depth of Field While the projection frustum is generally
large enough to cover the entire tabletop, it becomes smaller with increasing height
above the table. In addition to that, the projector’s shallow depth of field can cause minor
blurring artifacts on Tangible Displays. However, these effects primarily occur in regions
50 cm and higher above the table, which are known to be inconvenient to interact in (as
shown by the study presented in Chapter 5).
Casting of Shadows An occasionally distracting issue was shadows appearing on the
tabletop or Tangible Displays. The former case (shadows on the tabletop) can be solved
through an additional back-projector for the tabletop. The second case (shadows on
Tangible Displays) cannot be eliminated so easily, but then again this case occurred rather
rarely in practice, e.g., when users leant forward too much or when two Tangible Displays
were held on top of each other.
While the limitations discussed above may hinder the toolkit’s usage for the development of
serious applications, the chosen projective display approach has proven to be a powerful and
flexible solution for the research-oriented prototyping and practical exploration of a novel class
of spatial interactions. In particular, it facilitated the cost-efficient fabrication of handheld
spatially aware displays in very specific form factors (e.g., very thin and lightweight displays
similar to cardboard, different display shapes and sizes, avoidance of display bezels, and back-
sided displays necessary for flipping). It is important to emphasise that many of the issues
described above can be addressed, e.g., by introducing further projectors or by back-projecting
onto handheld displays from below the table using the SecondLight approach [Iza+08]. We
also expect that technological progress in the fields of high-resolution projectors and OLED
displays will dramatically change of what is going to be possible in the future.
7.2.2 Spatial Input Subsystem
The problem of determining the position and orientation of handheld displays and other physical
entities (e.g., the heads of users) in realtime is addressed by the spatial input subsystem. Given
the wide variety of available technologies that all have their strengths and weaknesses (see
Section 6.2), it was difficult for us to find the one and only perfect solution. We therefore
decided for a flexible plugin architecture allowing us to experiment with different tracking
techniques and to replace them on demand without having to touch the application code
again. As a good compromise between achieving a high tracking fidelity and the design goal of
concealing as many of the technical aspects from users as possible (e.g., no cables, no disturbing
markers), the use of optical marker-based approaches appeared to be a natural choice. In
particular, this applies to techniques based on infrared (IR) light (a spectrum of light invisible
to the human eye) that neither do interfere with the visual perception of users nor with the
projection subsystem. An overview of some of the implemented approaches is provided next.
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Initial Marker-based Approach Our initial attempt at realizing a spatial tracker was based
on a deliberately simple setup consisting of just a single IR camera (Optitrack FLEX:V100)
residing roughly 1.5 m above the center of the table. Based on the camera’s raw IR frame
(640×480 pixels), our algorithm calculated the display’s position above the table depending on
the changing size of the projected area between three markers, see Figure 7.3(a). Naturally,
this works only under the condition that tracked displays remain parallel to the table, yet it
prevents a correct tracking of tilted displays. Without going too much into the details, we tried
to improve on that by modifying the algorithm to include further markers into the calculation.
However, the success was limited and thus we did not pursue the approach any longer.
Magnetic Tracking As a quick interim solution to the problems of the above approach, we
integrated an electromagnetical sensing approach (Polhemus Fastrak [@Pol]) and used it,
among others, for a public demo at the ACM ITS 2009 conference in Banff (Canada) [SD09a]
and for the study presented in Chapter 5 (see Figure 5.6 on page 86). This provided an
excellent tracking precision (a spatial tracking error of 0.3 mm within a working volume of
70×70×70 cm3), but also required a tethered (cable-based) sensor installed on the tracked
display, which contradicts the design goal of providing a natural or “magical” user experience.
Advanced Marker-based Approach & Tracking of Head Positions In order to address the
issues of the previous approaches more sustainably, we decided to integrate a commercially
available optical tracking solution (Natural Point’s Tracking Tools [@Natb]). It provides an
accurate and reliable detection of tracked entities in 6DoF at 100 Hz with a spatial error of
approximately 1 mm. Tracking Tools facilitate a state-of-the-art motion tracking of different
rigid body marker sets consisting of usually three to six fairly small and unobtrusive IR-reflective
markers (4×4 mm) which we glued onto tracked projection screens, see Figure 7.3(b). We
also added support for head tracking via self-made crowns equipped with small IR-reflective
balls (5 mm) that people can wear on their heads, see Figure 7.5(b). The use of unique rigid
body marker sets allows for encoding display IDs and for distinguishing between the front
& back sides of displays, thus providing a reliable distinction between individual entities. In
order to ensure a high tracking robustness, just three out of six markers need to be visible for
a successful recognition (some of the markers are usually occluded by the fingers of users).
The internal functionality of Tracking Tools is easily accessible via a public API. Its integration
into the modular plugin architecture of our toolkit was therefore quite straightforward. This
process was further supported by a set of visual monitoring tools and other graphical utilities
provided by Tracking Tools, see Figure 7.5(a), assisting developers during the integration and
setup process (e.g., calibration of cameras, registration of new rigid body marker sets, and
visual debugging). On a hardware level, we extended the previous installation to a total number
of twelve IR cameras (Optitrack FLEX:V100R2) mounted to a traverse at the ceiling above the
tabletop, see Figure 7.2(a).
Recognition of Spatial Gestures We implemented a simple gesture recognizer to provide
basic (and rather experimental) support for the detection of a limited set of spatial gestures,
among them flipping, shaking and tilting (cf. Figure 4.3(f) on page 65). Flipping is detected
by means of markers on Tangible Displays encoding their front and back side. The other two
gestures are identified based on characteristic motion patterns. For shaking, these are rapid
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(a) Visual Monitor of Tracking Tools
[@Natb]
(b) Crown used for head tracking
Fig. 7.5. The advanced marker-based tracking approach utilizes Natural Point’s motion track-
ing platform Tracking Tools (a). It is also used for head input (b).
periodic movements along the display’s Z-axis. For tilting, this is a quick back-and-forth rotation
around one of the major axes with a maximum deflection of 20◦.
In summary, our advanced marker-based approach delivers a fast and high precision spatial
tracking, yet it requires an expensive and complex hardware installation. This is satisfying in a
research context, yet may not be applicable to conditions outside in the “real world” (the latter
issue will be explored in more detail in Chapter 8).
7.2.3 Surface Input Subsystem
Due to the wide availability of multi-touch-capable consumer tablets and smartphones, the
recognition of surface input on handheld displays may appear to be a trivial problem. However,
this is not the case for movable projective displays as there are no comparable out-of-the-box
solutions available (see Section 6.3). We therefore lowered our expectations and considered
simpler solutions instead that can handle single touch points only or just recognize state changes
of buttons at a fixed location on the display. This strategy made even more sense as our main
research focus was on the spatial input aspect of Tangible Displays (“with”-display interaction
style) and not so much on surface input-driven “on”-display interaction. As a consequence, we
decided to limit the toolkit’s support to digital pens (mostly for the pointing and strokes usage
patterns) and fixed input buttons (for triggers). In cases where reliable multi-touch recognition
was indispensable, we used active displays (see the study of Chapter 3).
Support of Digital Pens We equipped handheld displays and the tabletop with digital pen
support by gluing Anoto paper [@Ano] onto them, see Figure 7.6(a). The Anoto paper shows a
unique dot pattern that is scanned by special digital pens with a built-in camera for determining
their 2D contact point on the paper (see Section 6.3.2). This position is transmitted to the
application via Bluetooth in real-time. In order to facilitate the seamless recognition of digital
pens across all displays, the system needs to identify the ID of the display on which a particular
pen event occurs. For this purpose, we subdivided an A0-sized Anoto pattern into disjunct A4-
and A3-sized subregions and assigned them to different handheld displays. For the tabletop, we
used a second A0-sized Anoto pattern.
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(a) Digital Pen+Paper (b) Marker button (c) Pressure-sensitive buttons
Fig. 7.6. Several surface input approaches were integrated into the toolkit: Anoto-based
digital pen and paper (a), marker buttons (see the red box next to the user’s thumb
in (b)) and Ardino XBee-based pressure-sensitive buttons (c).
Support of Fixed Input Buttons In the majority of cases, surface input just served as a
supportive input modality for spatial interaction, e.g., to deactivate spatial input. As discussed
in Section 3.6.2, this type of usage implies several constraints for the design of buttons. Among
others, they should reside at a fixed location on the display and the number of possible button
states should be limited. We implemented two button approaches that both physically restrict
the touch-sensitive area to a fixed, predefined area close to the border of a handheld projection
screen, see Figure 7.6(b+c).
Marker Buttons Our first attempt of realizing an input button relied on the optical tracking
system. In brief, a “marker button” consists of a single IR-reflective marker with an
approximate size of 1×1 cm glued onto a handheld projection screen, e.g., see the red
rectangle next to the user’s thumb in Figure 7.6(b). Depending on whether the button is
occluded (by a finger) or not, this allows for distinguishing between two button states (on,
off). Despite the benefit of not requiring any electronic equipment to be installed on the
display, the approach turned out to be unsuitable as it is prone to produce frequent false
positive touch detections, e.g., whenever the line-of-sight to the camera is (accidentally)
blocked by the user.
Pressure-sensitive Buttons For the second button implementation, we decided on using
Arduino XBee module-compatible pressure-sensitive buttons that make force-sensing
resistor technology (see Section 6.3.1) available via the wireless ZigBee protocol [@zig].
While this has the advantage of producing fairly reliable input detections, it comes at the
price of instrumenting displays with additional sensing hardware (in particular, the ZigBee
module is rather large), see Figure 7.6(c). We attached two of the pressure-sensitive
sensors to a projective paper screen. The sensors themselves are very thin and thus can
be easily hidden under Anoto paper. This has the benefit that screen areas consumed by
buttons remain sensitive to digital pen input. We map the 16bit pressure values returned
by the sensors to three discrete button states (no touch, shallow touch, deep touch) and
make them accessible to application programmers via an event-driven API (additional
states are possible, yet were not required).
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In summary, the choice of using a projective display approach had made it difficult to realize a
reliable (multi-)touch detection on handheld displays without compromising the user experience
too much (e.g., by forcing users to wear special gloves). However, since the “on”-display
interaction aspect of Tangible Displays was not in our primary research focus, the implemented
support for digital pens and fixed buttons provided sufficient degrees of freedom for our
explorations of novel interaction techniques.
7.3 Toolkit Interfaces
The Tangible Display Toolkit provides various means of accessing it. A set of notification
protocols enables the communication among subsystems (Section 7.3.1) which run as separate
servers and visual monitoring tools on different machines (Section 7.3.2). The development of
applications is facilitated by an event-driven, object-oriented API (Section 7.3.3).
7.3.1 Inter-process Communication
The toolkit builds upon a series of lightweight VRPN [@VRP]-based inter-process communication
protocols written in C/C++ that allow for streaming device states between clients and servers,
such as 6DoF positions of tracked displays/heads, 2D positions of digital pens, and button states
(see Table 7.1). The benefit of the protocols are threefold. First, they provide the technical
foundation for the toolkit’s distributed computing environment. Second, they define a publicly
accessible higher-level abstraction layer that is mostly independent of the used sensing hardware
so it can be seamlessly replaced by alternative technologies. Third, they ensure compatibility
beyond the boundaries of the MS Visual Studio/C#-based software ecology and thus open the
toolkit up to other computing platforms, e.g., iOS-based smartphones and tablets as will be
demonstrated later in Section 8.2.
Property Data Type Description
DeviceID Integer Identifier of the tracked display or crown
Trackable Position Point3D Location in world space
(Display/Head) Rotation Quaternion Orientation in world space
IsBackSide Bool True, as long as the display is upside down
PenID Integer Identifier of the pen causing the event
Pen PageID Integer Identifier of the page where the event occurred
Position Point2D 2D location on the page
State Enum DOWN|UP|MOVE
ButtonID Integer Identifier of the button
Button IsPushed Bool True, as long as the button is pressed
Pressure Integer Amount of force applied to the button
Tab. 7.1. Examples of network-transparent device interfaces supported by the toolkit
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The protocols described above are specifically suited for continuous pre-defined streams of data
whose signatures barely change. Typically, listeners (clients) sign up for a particular stream
just once during startup and then keep the connection alive until their death. By contrast,
application clients and servers sporadically need to exchange information of more complex
data types, e.g., to notify each other about available displays and their properties, such as
name, geometry, touch-/pen capabilities and so forth. For this purpose, XML-RPC [@Dav]-based
remote procedure calls came into operation.
7.3.2 Servers & UI Tools
We encapsulated the functionality of the spatial and surface input subsystems by two separate
servers (both of them written in C#): the TrackingServer and the Pen+ButtonServer, see
Figure 7.1. The servers broadcast a continuous stream of spatial/surface input events accessible
by application clients via the inter-process communication protocols described in the previous
subsection. In addition to that, the servers provide several graphical UI tools to support
application and toolkit developers in tasks such as the setup/installation of the system (e.g., at
conferences), the configuration/reuse of different system profiles, the re/calibration of sensing
hardware, the incorporation of additional trackable objects (paper displays, crowns, etc.), the
integration of alternative sensing/tracking approaches, and coding and debugging at home. The
latter feature was particularly important and therefore shall be briefly explained next.
GUI-based Emulation of Sensing Hardware We equipped the main input servers with a set
of visual mouse-controlled tools that enabled us to simulate input events normally provided
by the sensing hardware. More precisely, the Pen+ButtonServer facilitates the emulation of
digital pen inputs via a mouse-sensitive 2D interactive canvas. Similarly, the TrackingServer
allowed us to virtual create “trackables” (displays, crowns) and to freely move and rotate
them on an individual basis in 3D space, see Figure 7.7(a). This was especially helpful when
sensing hardware was not directly available, such as for work at home. For example, our InfoVis
colleages at the University of Rostock were able to successfully prototype many of the Tangible
Views case studies presented in Chapter 10 without having direct access to the hardware setup
in our lab. Another benefit was that multiple users (e.g., students) could simultaneously use the
toolkit without getting in the way of each other. Beyond that, by providing precise control of
input values, the visual tools helped us debug and test specific use cases. For example, the GUI
supported fine adjustments along a particular motion axis or the emulation/replay of specific
motion patterns. In addition to that, the visual tools also allowed us to trigger spatial gestures
or button events by pressing a key on the keyboard, which we used for “Wizard of Oz”-like
prototyping.
Application Switcher Typical interactive Tangible Display systems integrate various projec-
tors and displays within a single application, e.g., a top-projector for Tangible Displays, a
back-projector for the tabletop, and possibly a wall-display or further additional active displays
(smartphones/tablets). Each projector/display is usually controlled by a separate client process
sometimes running on different machines. As a consequence, whenever a new application or
dataset/scenario is to be started or loaded, several client processes on more than one device
have to be “touched”. This was very inconvenient and clearly disrupted the interaction flow
especially while giving demos. We addressed this problem with the ApplicationSwitcher –
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(a) TrackingServer (b) ApplicationSwitcher
Fig. 7.7. Overview of the toolkit servers and some of the UI tools provided by them
an additional server and visual tool that functions as the central instance to “remotely control”
all client processes with just one click, see Figure 7.7(b). Along with the control of the active
application scenario, it also loads predefined configurations and informs other servers/clients
about the change, e.g., a set of required displays/crowns is sent to the TrackingServer so that
it can optimize the tracking.
Central Resource Repository The TrackingServer also hosts a central data repository
providing access to the properties of available resources (e.g., displays, crowns, pens, and
buttons). This includes detailed information about projective displays, such as their ID, name,
geometry (width, height, shape), IR-markers (locations on the display, center of gravity), buttons
(button ID, type, width, height, exact location on the display) as well as the attached Anoto
pattern (page ID, 2D coords of the used subarea).
7.3.3 Application Programming Interface
In order to lower the threshold for those wishing to rapidly prototype interactive Tangible
Display applications, we conceptualized and implemented an API that brings the different
input/output subsystems of the toolkit together in one place. A major design goal was to let
developers focus on the actual exploration and further refinement of the interaction concepts and
techniques, instead of confronting them with low-level implementation details required to access
and process the information provided by the subsystems (which for their part already provide
an intermediate layer of abstraction). To achieve this goal we used established programming
paradigms, such as object orientation and event-driven programming (e.g., by providing callback
functions that are triggered when an input event is detected). More precisely, we implemented
the API as a dynamic link library, which we wrote in the object-oriented C# programming
language using the Microsoft Visual Studio development environment. The fairly flexible and
reusable API consists of several classes that encapsulate most of the internal housekeeping
required to let the toolkit work properly. Each class is specialized in addressing a particular task
area or scope of a typical Tangible Display system on a rather generic level. For example, the
DisplayManager class gives access to all input events on a global scope, whereas the Display
class just considers events belonging to a specific display (see Figure 7.8). By means of the
API, developers can easily access the current state of all relevant objects in a Tangible Display
environment. For this purpose, each class provides a comprehensive set of property, convenience
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and callback functions, e.g., allowing programmers to draw a sophisticated visualization on a
display that changes depending on its location in 3D space and whether a button was pressed.
Fig. 7.8. Excerpts from two of the core classes provided by the API (pseudo code)
7.4 Summary
In this chapter, a suite of development tools was described for the rapid prototyping of interactive
Tangible Display systems (Objective 2). Contributing mostly on an engineering level, the toolkit
facilitates the development and practical exploration of novel interaction designs with spatially
aware handheld displays above digital tabletops that were difficult to realize before. The toolkit
itself represents a fully functional projective display environment that supports 6DoF tracking of
handheld projection screens, the projection of digital content onto them, and the recognition of
digital pen input across all displays. The flexible modular architecture of the toolkit enables the
integration of other surface sensing and spatial tracking approaches. For application developers,
complex 3D calculations and the specifics of the underlying sensing and tracking solutions
remain mostly hidden via an event-driven API that is independent from the actual technology
being used. Among others, this allows for their seamless substitution without the need to modify
the application code.
In retrospect, the toolkit proved indispensable for the majority of research presented in the
thesis. This includes the studies of Chapter 3 & Chapter 5 and the practical explorations of
Tangible Display systems of Part III – all of them helping shape and refine the interaction
framework of Chapter 4. The toolkit was also made available to students in our lab, where it
served as the basis for several student theses – some of them contributing to this dissertation
(see Supervised Student Theses on page xiii). In this context, a particular important toolkit
feature is its independency from our lab’s hardware setup allowing students to program and
debug at home via a set of mouse-controlled UI tools. This feature was also central for our
collaboration with the InfoVis group at the Universitiy of Rostock (see Chapter 10).
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8Towards a Tangible Display
Ecosystem for Everyone
This chapter shares material previously published as a Journal Article [Spi+14a] in the
Journal of Personal and Ubiquitous Computing. Any use of “we" in this chapter refers to
Martin Spindler, Wolfgang Büschel, Charlotte Winkler and Raimund Dachselt.
With the toolkit presented in Chapter 7, a technical solution for the rapid prototyping of
interactive Tangible Display systems is available. Four concrete examples of realizing such
systems will be described in detail in Part III of this thesis. Prior to that, however, we will first
trie to throw a little light on a closely related, though often overlooked subject in academic
research: the question of how a novel technology can be made available to a broader audience.
Being aware of the great scope of this objective, we do not aim to provide comprehensive or
even exhaustive answers. Rather, we intend to “think aloud” hoping to inspire further work in
this direction. In this context, the chapter focusses on the following issues:
Section 8.1 discusses ideas towards a technologically cooperative multi-platform ecosystem
for Tangible Displays aiming to better fit the requirements of average users.
Section 8.2 describes a first step towards approaching a fragmentary realization of some
of these ideas by revising the previous lab setup to support active displays (iPad) and to
integrate less complex/costly tracking hardware.
Section 8.3 reports on a feasibility study assessing the potential of using a low-cost consumer
depth sensor (Kinect v1) for the spatial tracking of handheld displays.
8.1 Motivation and Vision
In our vision, Tangible Display installations are not restricted to complicated stationary setups
with a digital table at their center that only exist in research labs isolated from the rest of the
world (such as the one presented in the previous chapter). We rather believe there is a good
chance that some of the interaction concepts of Tangible Displays will infiltrate the everyday
life of normal users, e.g., by entering office workspaces, living rooms, public buildings (such
as museums, schools, public libraries), as well as the streets. For example, a tourist walking
in a botanic garden may lift her smartphone up and down in order to navigate through a
map using the zoom & pan techniques tested in Chapter 3. Or imagine two friends holding
their phones close to each other to discuss a private matter – now with a single display twice
as large facilitating novel ways of sharing content and co-located collaboration. In a similar
way, multiple tablets may be arranged on a desk to form an ad-hoc tabletop display, e.g., as
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demonstrated in [Räd+14] using and building on some ideas presented in this chapter. The
compound display may show, for example, a cut through a volumetric MRI scan that extends
to the physical space above the desk, so it can be explored by moving a smartphone through
the air using the layer techniques studied in Chapter 5. Beyond that, digitally augmented
sheets of paper (projective displays) may show further views of the dataset. At all times, users
can seamlessly transfer digital contents between smartphones, tablets and augmented paper
screens, thus creating the illusion of working with a single instrument, even if it is composed of
a diversity of autonomous devices. Of course, this is feasible only provided that the involved
components and devices work in unison. In other words: they need to closely cooperate on a
technological level, e.g., by using common communication interfaces. We believe that as of
today the basic technologies are already available to implement such systems. What is still
missing, however, is a technological infrastructure that brings together the different components
into a unifying and publicly accessible ecosystem. The introduction of the iPhone (2007) and
iPad (2010) as well as the associated application development platforms dramatically propelled
the research and spread of touch-based interaction. In the light of these developments, a similar
effect could happen to the “with”-display interaction style of Tangible Displays. In fact, we
anticipate another evolution in mobile computing that is likely to rely much more on spatial
input and the spatial interplay of individual displays – as complementary interaction channels,
yet not as a replacement of established touch/pen interactions.
In this context, the rapid prototyping toolkit presented in Chapter 7 can be seen as a first, yet
rather small step of a long journey, even though it has proven to be a productive technological
basis for the realization of a series of interactive Tangible Display systems (see Part III). Over
the years, these systems were demonstrated to many people, for example, during Open House
presentations of the local universities as well as on international conferences, such as ACM ITS
[SD09a; Spi+10a] and ACM CHI [Spi+14b]. Until now, several thousand people have tried out
our prototypes, ranging from children and average users to domain experts, such as HCI and
InfoVis researchers, graphics designers and biologists. In general, users quickly felt comfortable
with the techniques and often instantly got used to the spatial way of interaction. This was
reflected by the usually very positive user feedback that here and there even showed traces
of enthusiasm. In particular, children responded often with joy and excitement. Even if such
reactions are encouraging, we are aware that this kind of user feedback is not that uncommon
in HCI research. For example, in a large-scale study by Costanza et al. [Cos+10], users quickly
accepted the novel interaction paradigm of two tangible user interfaces as normal and “perceived
[them] just as interfaces to make music rather than esoteric systems”. This indicates that people
are generally open to novel interaction concepts, as long as they see a practical benefit, e.g.,
by perceiving the new interfaces as potential tools to better accomplish their day-to-day tasks.
These observations and insights illustrate the demand for better technological tools, so more
people can get access to the rich set of interaction possibilities provided by Tangible Displays.
This is also supported by another positive user feedback we received during the demo sessions,
where a recurring question was when and how the technology would be available so others can
build their own systems. Our usual reply was that this would be too difficult for the time being,
amongst others, due to the following reasons:
(1) Complex Setup The expensive and complicated hardware installation makes it costly
in terms of time, labor and money to replicate the system and thus sets a high entry
threshold – especially for usage environments such as the average office or living room.
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(2) Experimental State Given the research-driven character and experimental state of the
toolkit, the internal hard- and software solutions as well as the application programming
interface (API) were subject to frequent changes. We therefore tried to keep the number
of physical installations low.
Motivated by the objective to integrate Tangible Display technology into people’s everyday life,
we identified further areas that need improvement:
(3) Integration of Personal Devices People carry around a variety of personal computing
devices with themselves (e.g., smartphones and tablets). Integrating these devices into a
Tangible Display environment not only opens the door to the personal data of users, but
also enriches the system with additional input and output capabilities.
(4) Interoperability Among Devices In order to let the system/users fully benefit from
the sensorial and display diversity offered by the various devices, a high level of inter-
operability among devices must be ensured, so they can seamlessly share input events,
interaction modes, application data, etc.
In the remainder of this section, we will outline a few ideas regarding how these issues may be
approached in the future. The implementation and further refinement of these ideas go beyond
the scope of this dissertation. We will therefore only focus on the short-term goal of going a
first step towards approaching issue (1) the simplification of the hardware setup and issue (3)
the integration of personal devices. For this purpose, we revised the previous lab installation by
substituting some of the cost-intensive hardware components with more affordable off-the-shelf
devices (see Section 8.2). This served as the basis for an initial case study in which we assessed
the feasibility of using an off-the-shelf depth camera (Kinect v1) for the spatial tracking of
handheld displays (see Section 8.3).
8.1.1 Envisioned Hardware Setup
We envision a technical infrastructure for Tangible Displays that seamlessly connects mainstream
display and computing platforms (e.g., laptops, smartphones, tablets, TVs, smartwatches),
passive projection media (e.g., digitally augmented paper screens and other everyday objects
such as coffee mugs), as well as various tracking, sensing and other devices (e.g., cameras,
digital pens and tangible objects) within a unifying hard- and software ecosystem. The purpose
of this ecosystem is to facilitate the creation of novel digitally enhanced multi-display workspaces
that shall allow for unobtrusive setups and are easy to maintain and to extend in environments
such as the average office or living room. We therefore strive for a modular architecture that
uses affordable and broadly available consumer hardware. While Tangible Display workspaces
will often exist in a pre-installed form, ad-hoc augmentation may play just as vital a role.
As a possible way of addressing these requirements, we propose to build on and enhance the
LuminAR approach [LM10]. LuminAR combines a Pico-projector and a camera in a single device
with a compact form factor. It can be screwed into standard light sockets just like a regular bulb
(see Figure 8.1). This provides a simple way of setting up Tangible Display workspaces in most
indoor settings. Beyond that, components seamlessly vanish into the periphery of the user’s
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attention. In contrast to LuminAR, we argue that a “bulb” does not have to cover the entire
functional spectrum of a Tangible Display workspace, but can specialize on a specific task. A
Tracking Bulb, for example, may provide the functionality necessary for sensing spatial or surface
input. A Projection Bulb, by contrast, may contribute the ability to project digital images onto
surfaces, possibly by relying on tracking information provided by a Tracking Bulb. Registration
of devices shall be accomplished automatically, e.g., by tethering “bulbs”, smartphones, portable
sensors and handheld projectors over a WiFi network, a high-bandwidth Internet cellphone link
or a power-line communication. This shall enable users to easily extend and customize their
own personal Tangible Display workspaces at home or at work.
Fig. 8.1. Inspired by LuminAR Bulb [LM10], we propose a modular hardware architecture
for Tangible Displays that is easy to setup and blends in with the background
(components are screwed into standard light sockets).
8.1.2 Proactive Cooperation Among Devices
In the envisioned Tangible Display ecosystem, devices shall seamlessly communicate with
each other in a cooperative and proactive manner. For this purpose, appropriate inter-device
communication protocols need to be defined and established. The ones provided by the Tangible
Display toolkit (see Section 7.3.1) may serve as a starting point, though probably require
considerably enhancement especially with regard to a better semantic interoperability (e.g.,
service discoverability, interface introspection/reflection, and device registration). In order to
help the individual components play in unison, a system-wide resource repository similar to the
one used by the toolkit (see Section 7.3.2) shall gather and make accessible the characteristics
of all devices involved (e.g., information regarding their geometry, built-in sensors and display
capabilities).
This will facilitate the realization of technical cooperation strategies among devices with a
broad application spectrum (e.g., the fusion of sensor data among devices or the automatic
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calibration of multiple tracking components). For this purpose, it will be necessary for devices to
get registered at the workspace, e.g., to inform the workspace that a new smartphone is waiting
to be tracked and is ready to share its internal resources. Should a display get lost during spatial
tracking or when two displays are confused with each other because they overlap, a display
may show visual hints to the user (e.g., an arrow) pointing into the direction whereto it should
be moved so the tracker can see it again. Alternatively, calibration patterns may be temporarily
shown on the screen to help resolve the tracking conflict. In order to ensure consistency with
reality, devices should always unsubscribe themselves when leaving the workspace. This may
be done implicitly (e.g., when the distance to the workspace exceeds a certain threshold) or
explicitly (e.g., when a device is switched off by the user). This knowledge can, amongst others,
help improve the stability of spatial tracking. For example, if the system is aware that just two
tablets are to be tracked, false candidates can be rejected easier.
8.2 Revision of the Previous Lab Setup
From a hardware point of view, the Tangible Display toolkit described in Chapter 7 required
a technologically complex and rather obtrusive setup for projecting digital imagery onto
lightweight handheld projection screens. This setup included a bulky crossbeam attached
to the ceiling to which we had mounted a 24/7 short-throw projector (approx. $10.000) as
well as a professional optical tracking solution (OptiTrack) consisting of twelve infrared (IR)
cameras (see Figure 7.2(a) on page 114). The tracking system (approx. $9.000 including the
accompanying software development kit and visual tools) was necessary for ensuring a high
spatial tracking precision. This allowed us to keep the spatial offset between tracked handheld
projection screens and the projected image locations below an average error of 5 mm and thus
resulted in a good visual quality of our projective display implementation. Together with the
self-tailored interactive tabletop (approx. $3.000) the hardware summed up to a price of more
than $22.000.
We revised our previous lab installation by adding support for a popular consumer tablet (iPad 3)
and by replacing the complex IR marker-based tracking solution with an approach that requires
just a single consumer depth camera: a Kinect v1 (see Figure 8.2). This allows for easier setups
with fewer and less cost-intensive components for less than $900, though not including the
optional digital tabletop or additional iPads. With lower costs, the technology can be made
available for new application areas outside of specialized HCI labs.
Support of Active Displays: iPad 3
Considering our goal of making Tangible Displays more accessible to normal users, the support
of active displays has several advantages. First, the inclusion of popular consumer tablets (or
smartphones) enables users to bring their own devices and datasets so they can benefit from
the extended interaction possibilities of a Tangible Display workspace, such as by collaborating
on complex interaction tasks. When finished with the task, users can take the results and data
with them beyond the boundaries of the fixed workspace, e.g., to access them at home or on the
go. Second, in some situations, the use of a few tablets or smartphones can be a cost-efficient
alternative to our projector-based solution (even if a less expensive projector model were used).
Third, the exclusive use of active displays has the potential of lowering the comparatively high
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(a) One depth sensor replaces a dozen IR cameras
(b) iPad with markers
(c) iPad without markers
Fig. 8.2. The revised setup is based on low-cost and off-the-shelf hardware components: a
consumer depth sensor (a) and tablet (b,c). The latter is a less-obtrusive alternative
to the top-projector. When the depth sensor (Kinect v1) is used, the tablet (iPad 3) is
instantly functional, i.e., no markers need to be attached to it (c).
demands in terms of spatial tracking precision as required by the projected display approach
(assuming that spatial interaction is less sensitive in this regards). This may help facilitate the
design of simpler tracking solutions with fewer components and easier setups.
As a first practical example of supporting active displays, we decided on the iPad 3 (a popular
consumer tablet at the time). The integration process was fairly straightforward as we could
build on the toolkit’s modular streaming architecture (see Section 7.3.1). This made it easy to
implement a real-time exchange of spatial input events between our system and the tablet’s
software platform (iOS 5) and to use this as input for the interaction. We prototyped a few
example applications written natively in the iOS 5 SDK, e.g., see Figure 8.2(b+c).
Use of a Consumer Depth Sensor: Kinect v1
The use of consumer depth sensors, such as the Kinect v1, has several benefits. Besides the
obvious reduction of costs ($200 vs. more than $9.000), off-the-shelf depth sensors support
our design goal of concealing as much of the technology as possible from the user. First of
all, this means that there is just one (or at most a few) physical sensor(s) necessary instead of
a dozen IR cameras as used in our previous approach. This will result in much simpler and
cleaner setups. In addition to that, the Kinect v1 facilitates marker-less tracking which implies
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that tracked devices are instantly functional, i.e., there is no need to glue IR-reflective markers
on devices anymore, e.g., see Figure 8.2(c).
We attached a Kinect v1 approximately 1.60 m above the tabletop (see Figure 8.2(a)). Following
a convention from the Tangible Display Toolkit, we use a world coordinate system that has
its origin in the middle of the tabletop with the Z-axis pointing up. This coordinate system
serves as the reference system for the systemwide exchange of positions and orientations of
tracked displays via our modular streaming architecture. Unfortunately, the use case of tracking
handheld displays is not natively supported by the Kinect’s SDK yet. We therefore developed a
proof of concept prototype with the goal to better understand the benefits and weaknesses of
the approach (see next section).
8.3 Case Study: Tracking via a Low-cost Depth Sensor
Based on the revised hardware setup discussed in the previous section, we conducted a pilot
study in which we assessed the feasibility of using a low-cost depth sensor (Kinect v1) as a
replacement for the obtrusive and expensive IR marker-based solution used previously. This
section outlines the implemented algorithm (Section 8.3.1), reports on the results of a first
suitability evaluation (Section 8.3.2), and discusses challenges and possible directions for future
systems (Section 8.3.3).
8.3.1 Implemented Tracking Algorithm
We designed and implemented an algorithm that is able to simultaneously track multiple displays
(various differently shaped paper-based projection screens and an iPad) by solely relying on the
depth images provided by a single Kinect v1 sensor. For the sake of simplicity, we did not make
use of the Kinect’s color channel (RGB) in this initial study. However, future iterations of the
system may use this additional information, for example, to increase tracking robustness and
precession or to allow displays to send back optical feedback to the system, e.g., by showing
visual patterns on displays that encode device IDs.
The developed algorithm assumes flat displays that we model as 2D planes in 3D space. The
tracking pipeline is illustrated in Figure 8.3 and consists of the following steps:
(0) Camera calibration: The goal of camera calibration is to determine the location and
orientation of the Kinect sensor in relation to the table in world space coordinates. As
long as the position of tabletop and Kinect are not changed, this is done only once during
setup. For this purpose, we first find the transformation between the Kinect’s image
coordinate system and its own local coordinate systems by internal calibration. We then
compute the mapping between local space and world space using the known size and
geometry of the tabletop.
(1) Detection of candidate regions: During operation, each incoming depth image, see
Figure 8.3(a), is masked so that only blobs with a distinct height above the table remain
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Fig. 8.3. The tracking pipeline: (a) incoming depth image, (b) candidate regions, (c) distance
transforms, (d) rejection of false positives, (e) mass centers and principle axes, (f)
final IDs and positions/orientations in 3D world space.
visible, see Figure 8.3(b). As candidate regions are (almost) free from sudden changes of
depth, we assume that each region represents not more than one display.
(2) Rejection of false positives: As the tracked displays are held by users, candidate regions
usually include parts of the hands and arms. Other regions, in turn, may not even contain
a display at all. We discard such false positives by ignoring regions that are too small or
thin. For this purpose, we apply a distance transform, which gives us a rough estimate
of the maximum extension of each candidate measured in pixels, see Figure 8.3(c). If
this value is above a certain threshold, we can be quite sure to have found the center of
a display and not a part of the hand or arm. As the thresholds depend on how close a
display (or arm) is to the depth sensor, we dynamically adjust the thresholds depending
on the corresponding value in the depth buffer.
(3) Determination of spatial positions: For each positive candidate, see Figure 8.3(d), we
then compute a robust mass center by considering multiple depth pixels that lie in the
vicinity of the display center as found in step (2). We then transform the average depth
of these pixels along with the 2D mass center into world space and use the result as the
spatial position of the display.
(4) Determination of spatial orientations: We determine the display’s spatial orientation
by computing its normal vector via a RANSAC-based [FB81] plane fitter that we feed with
random depth samples of the candidate region. We then calculate the Eigenvectors of the
covariance matrix that represent the principal components (orientation) of a candidate,
see Figure 8.3(e). Due to symmetric display shapes, we have to additionally take care of
rotation ambiguities (e.g., front-vs.-back and top-vs.-bottom orientations). We do this by
applying rotation constraints, for example, a display’s orientation cannot change more
than 10 degrees between two frames.
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(5) Assignment of display IDs: In order to distinguish between individual displays and to
assign IDs to them, we can utilize prominent visual properties in the depth buffer: the
shape and size of candidate regions. Sampling the distance map along the principles
axes allows us to determine the approximate width and height of a candidate. This
information is sufficient to handle a set of basic display types including a rectangular,
quadratic and circular projection screen as well as the iPad, e.g., see Figure 8.3(f). While
this approach does not allow to reliably distinguish between two equally shaped and
sized displays, e.g., two iPads, we are able to maintain an adequate level of consistency
by recycling the last known ID associated with a candidate in question.
8.3.2 Evaluation
We have tested the prototype with respect to performance, precision and reliability. The results
are summarized next.
Performance
All computations were performed on a designated server (PC, Intel Quad-Core i5 CPU, 2.67 GHz
with 8GB RAM) running a 64-bit Windows operating system that was connected to a single
Kinect sensor. Depth images (640 × 480 pixels with 11-bit depth) were grabbed with a rate of
30 frames per second. Our implementation achieved an average tracking rate of 18 to 20 Hz
(i.e., 56 to 50 ms per frame) for a single display. This is relatively close to the maximum input
frame rate provided by the Kinect (30 Hz) and is adequate for ensuring a responsive system
mediating an interactive user experience. Each additional display slowed the system down by 2
to 3 ms per frame. Hence, the overall performance of the algorithm scales well with a rising
number of displays, which usually does not exceed half a dozen devices. Given the prototypic
nature of our implementation, there naturally is room for improvement, e.g., by accelerating
computations via graphics hardware.
Spatial Precision
In order to evaluate the accuracy of our algorithm, we compared the precision of the Kinect-
based tracking with the toolkit’s advanced marker-based approach (see Section 7.2.2). For this
purpose, we moved a display through the interaction volume above the table and tracked it
with both systems simultaneously for about 15 seconds. Based on (N = 355) sampled positions,
we found an average difference of 4 mm (X-axis, SD = 3.0 mm), 5 mm (Y-axis, SD = 3.6 mm),
and 9 mm (Z-axis, SD = 7.0 mm) between the OptiTrack and our system. This means that the
system is considerably more precise within the horizontal plane than along the Z-axis. This is
coherent with the Kinect’s nominal spatial (X,Y) resolution of 3 mm and depth (Z) resolutions
of 10 mm at a distance of 2 m [@Ope]. When used with our projection system, these findings
are confirmed on a visual level.
Displays Close to the Table Surface
Due to the limited depth (Z) resolution of the Kinect sensor, we currently cannot reliably detect
displays close to or on the table surface, which unfortunately is a frequent use case. However,
we can soften this problem by relying on the general property of object permanence. This means
that once a tracked display gets too close to the table and therefore becomes invisible in the
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depth sensor, chances are high it is still there. This enables us to handle one of the most common
use cases: putting a display down to the table and picking it up again sometime later.
Display IDs
For the time being, our system can autonomously discriminate between iPad (241 mm ×
186 mm) and three paper-based displays: rectangle (295 mm × 210 mm), square (210 mm ×
210 mm), and circle (203 mm diameter). Since this process depends entirely on the shape and
size of the tracked displays, the system can get confused easily when two displays of the same
type (e.g., two iPads) get too close to each other. Our experiences with the prototype show that
displays are generally identified well, especially when users do not hold them too steep so that
the displays remain almost parallel to the tabletop (and thus the Kinect sensor), which is the
most common use case. When the input does not provide sufficient information to determine a
display ID, we fall back to knowledge based on previous frames (e.g., by using the last known
ID if the display has not moved too far).
Display Normals
With a maximum error of about 5 degrees, the computation of display normals (i.e., the local
Z-axis of each display) is less accurate than the tracking of spatial positions. Fortunately, in the
majority of situations, the error is small enough to ensure visually coherent projections onto
tracked projection screen. A major reason for this is that displays are usually held horizontally –
a default case for which the algorithm delivers the most accurate orientations (we observed a
maximum error of less than 1 degree).
Local Orientations
We calculate the rotation within the display plane (i.e., the rotation around the display’s Z-
axis) based on the – usually clearly distinguishable – principal axes in candidate regions, see
Figure 8.3(d/e). However, when such features are not present (e.g., for circular displays), the
algorithm is not able to determine this information. In such cases, we simply set the local
rotation angle to the default value of zero.
Overlapping Displays
For now, the algorithm’s support for tracking (partially) overlapping displays can only be
considered experimental, even though this feature is essential for a variety of interaction
techniques, e.g., see the spatial interplay usage pattern in Figure 4.3(g) on page 65. When a
display becomes “invisible” in the depth buffer, our current strategy is to keep it active at its last
know position. This increases the chance to seamlessly continue the tracking once it reoccurs
in the depth buffer again. In our experience, this strategy works well in some (but not all)
situations, for example, when occluded displays are not moved and when differences in heights
between “stacked” displays are large enough (usually more than 5 cm).
8.3.3 Areas of Improvement
We can conclude that today’s consumer depth sensors, such as the Kinect v1, are a viable option
for replacing the complex and expensive tracking hardware, even if the included software
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libraries do not yet facilitate the tracking of handheld displays out-of-the-box. A possible goal
for future work is to take the next step from a functional prototype to a robust tracking system.
In the following, we will summarize common problems to be solved by theses systems and
outline possible strategies for approaching them.
Summary of Limitations
In general, the tracking algorithm worked best for displays completely visible by the depth
sensor. As a consequence, most problems occurred when this condition was not satisfied. This
usually involved one of the following reasons:
P1 Displays Close to the Table Surface: Due to the Kinect’s limited depth resolution,
displays residing on or close to the table surface (a common use case) are virtually
invisible in the depth image and thus cannot be tracked.
P2 Unfavorable Viewing Angles: The perceived appearance of a display can collapse to a
line in the worst case, e.g., when it is in vertical pose (another common use case).
P3 Interrupted Line of Sight: Displays often get occluded by users or other displays, e.g.,
overlapping/stacked displays (yet another common use case).
P4 Small Tracking Volume: The Kinect’s limited field of view restricts the interaction
volume, thus making it difficult, for example, to track displays besides the table.
P5 Differentiation of Akin Displays: As the algorithm identifies displays solely based on
their shape and size, displays of equal geometry (e.g., two iPads) cannot be told apart
reliably.
P6 Local Orientation of Symmetric Displays: For similar reasons, symmetric display shapes
(e.g., a circle) make it difficult to determine the local orientation of displays correctly.
In addition to solving these problems, a desirable (though optional) feature of future systems
is the depth sensor-based detection of (multi-)touch input on projective displays, such as
demonstrated in [Wil10; Iza+11].
Possible Strategies
Promising strategies to approach the issues discussed above are outlined next.
Use of the Visible Spectrum Rädle et al. [Räd+14] have demonstrated that incorporating
the visible spectrum (RGB channel) of the Kinect sensor is a simple, yet effective way for
tracking displays on the table (P1). Beyond that, using the visible spectrum can also help
distinguishing between displays of equal type (P5) and determining the local orientation
of symmetric displays (P6).
Use of a Visual Back Channel Building on this idea, we propose to establish a visual back
channel by showing visual patterns on active displays (e.g., the iPad) that may encode the
display ID or could facilitate alternative tracking approaches (e.g., ARToolKit [@Hum]).
The system could explicitly ask for these visual hints, for example, when it is not able to
resolve a complicated tracking situation by itself or during the registration phase (when a
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new device arrives at the workspace). In extreme cases, a tablet may even visually tell
the user to move it to a more favorable location (e.g., by showing a warning or arrow),
so the device can be found again by the system.
Use of Multiple Depth Sensors The use of two or more depth sensors at different view
angles will allow for increasing the coverage of a larger interaction space (P4). It will
also pave the way for improving the overall tracking stability, e.g., by mitigating P2 + P3.
However, the integration of multiple depth sensors implies several challenges that are not
yet natively addressed by current software libraries (see the discussion in Section 6.2.2).
Sensor Fusion Integrating the internal sensors of mobile displays (e.g., accelerometers,
compasses and front/back cameras) will further improve the tracking quality. We propose
to establish cooperation strategies that work across a diversity of devices, e.g., by fusing
the sensor data of tracked devices with information acquired from extrinsic depth sensors.
Beyond that, by not requiring an instrumented workspace, device-intrinsic tracking will
also allow for more flexible work environments, e.g., real mobile usage on the streets
(see the discussion in Section 3.6.1).
8.4 Summary
In this chapter, we shared initial thoughts towards the question of how Tangible Display
technology can be made available to more people. In this regard, we presented the idea of
a highly interoperable multi-display ecosystem that suits the average office and living room.
We argued this would demand an infrastructure that (1) is based on low-cost and off-the-shelf
hardware, (2) seamlessly supports popular mobile/desktop computing platforms as well as
projective displays, (3) integrates well with established software development toolkits, and (4)
facilitates a proactive cooperation among devices on a technical level.
A thorough design and implementation of such infrastructure is beyond the scope of this disser-
tation. We therefore limited ourselves to the practical exploration and feasibility assessment of a
minor aspect only: the marker-less spatial tracking of projective and active Tangible Displays us-
ing an off-the-shelf consumer depth sensor (Kinect v1). Since the use case of tracking handheld
displays was not natively supported by the Kinect’s SDK, we had to develop our own algorithm
and integrated it into the modular architecture of the Tangible Display Toolkit. This enabled to
gather initial experiences with regard to the general suitability of depth sensors. The results
are promising, even though our algorithm is quite simplistic and does not reach the precision
and robustness of the previously used marker-based tracking yet. These issues are solvable. In
this regard, we outlined several strategies for enhancing the tracking quality and increasing the
interaction volume, e.g., by combining multiple depth sensors and by incorporating the depth
sensor’s visible spectrum (RGB channel). In conclusion, we see this chapter as just a first small
step of a long journey mainly intended to be an inspiration for future research. First examples
for this are HuddleLamp [Räd+14] and Tango [@Joh].
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Part III
Tangible Display Systems
Building upon the technological framework of Part II (Objective 2), the last part of this thesis
describes four interactive systems that were developed to illustrate the versatile applicability
of Tangible Displays on a practical level (Objective 3). Tailored to address the requirements
of different application domains, the systems demonstrate numerous possibilities for using
the conceptual framework presented in Part I (Objective 1). For each system, the iterative
development involved designing, prototyping and refining a set of interaction techniques as
well as gathering initial user feedback. Each chapter centers on one system.
Chapter 9 contributes the Tangible Lenses system that practically demonstrates the spatial
exploration of four basic classes of information spaces above a tabletop as previously
conceptualized in Section 4.4. The chapter also proposes a set of navigational aids and
discusses novel annotation techniques to support the work in mid-air above a table.
Chapter 10 illustrates the use of Tangible Displays in the context of information visualiza-
tion. It introduces Tangible Views that provide novel ways of controlling visualization
parameters by utilizing further usage patterns of the interaction vocabulary.
Chapter 11 presents the Tangible Palettes system that focusses on tool management tasks
by the example of an image editing application. Among others, it describes Spatial
Work Zones as a concept for grouping and quickly accessing digital tools and content.
Chapter 12 addresses the exploration of virtual 3D worlds in a workbench-like envi-
ronment. It contributes Tangible Windows that combine Tangible Display interaction
principles with head-based input, e.g., for the purpose of head-coupled perspectives.

9Tangible Lenses
for Multimedia Information Spaces
Unless stated otherwise, this chapter shares material previously published as full papers
at M&C ’09 [SSD09a] and ACM ITS ’09 [SSD09b]. Any use of “we" in this chapter refers to
Martin Spindler, Jana Sieber, Sophie Stellmach and Raimund Dachselt.
With the technological framework described in Part II (Objective 2), we have all the necessary
tools to practically explore and demonstrate the possibilities of the Tangible Display design
space that was defined and studied in Part I (Objective 1).
In this chapter, we will present the Tangible Lenses system – the first of four concrete realizations
of the Tangible Display design space that we developed in the course of this PhD project
(Objective 3). Tangible Lenses facilitate an elegant spatial exploration of four basic classes of
information spaces above a digital table using the techniques previously proposed in Section 4.4.
The contribution of this chapter consists of the following pieces:
(1) A set of case studies demonstrating the techniques of Section 4.4 on the basis of several
interactive prototypes (see Section 9.1).
(2) A formative usability evaluation of the case studies (see Section 9.2).
(3) A set of improved navigation techniques and navigational aids (see Section 9.3).
(4) A set of techniques for the spatial annotation of information spaces in midair above a
table and for finding back to previously annotated locations (see Section 9.4).
9.1 Case Studies
In Section 4.4, we presented a classification of four common types of information spaces along
with interaction techniques for their elegant and natural exploration following similar principles
as suggested by Fitzmaurice [Fit93]. This section presents a set of case studies, in which the
proposed techniques are demonstrated on a practical level. Using the development toolkit
described in Chapter 7, we designed and implemented several interactive prototypes that we
subsume as the Tangible Lenses system. The Tangible Lenses system comprises a tabletop and
various spatially tracked lightweight displays. It therefore features all key components of the
Tangible Display design space (see Figure 4.1 on page 60) with the exception of user awareness
(e.g., there is no support for head tracking).
A particular focus of the case studies was on illustrating the flexibility of the multi-layer stack
topology (see Section 4.3.3). Amongst others, this included issues such as dense vs. sparse
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layer packings and continuous vs. discrete data layers. In this context, the findings presented in
Chapter 5 guided our design decisions, such as regarding the upper boundary of the interaction
volume, the maximal number of layers, and their minimal thicknesses. On a technological level,
we tested different projector configurations (e.g., top-projected tabletop+lens vs. back-projected
tabletop/top-projected lens).
9.1.1 Volume Slicer
For volumetric information spaces (see Section 4.4.1), we prototyped two case studies that
address the application context of medical visualization. The Volume Layer Slicer case study
illustrates the use of the multi-layer stack topology and the 3D Volume Slicer case study utilizes
the 3D volume topology (see Section 4.3).
Volume Layer Slicer
The Volume Layer Slicer demonstrates the suitability of multi-layer stacks for exploring volumetric
information spaces (see Figure 9.1). It enables users to browse through horizontal layers of a
CT scan of a human body by holding and moving a Tangible Lens parallel to the table surface
(horizontal translation) and by lifting it up or down (vertical translation). As multi-layer stack
interaction usually ignores slices of arbitrary tilt, this early prototype had rather low technical
demands in terms of tracking the 3D orientation of handheld displays (see Section 7.2.2 for a
brief description of the initial tracking approach) and rendering (a fully functional 3D slicer
was not necessary).
Fig. 9.1. With the Volume Layer Slicer, we demonstrate the use of the multi-layer stack for the
exploration of horizontal layers of a volumetric CT scan of a human. The tabletop
shows a contextual background (silhouette of a patient). The shadow on the table is
cast by the ceiling-mounted projector (there is no back-projector for the table).
We constructed the “volumetric” multi-layer stack by piling 45 images (740 × 416 pixels)
above the table with an overall height of 45 cm. Each layer was therefore 1 cm thick – a
value motivated by the design recommendations presented in Chapter 5. This is a rather dense
packing of thin (yet vertically continuous) layers, e.g., if compared to the four layers used in
the Layer Explorer case study (see Section 9.1.3). The Volume Layer Slicer shows the silhouette
of a virtual human on the tabletop serving as a contextual reference. In this way, we follow an
idea suggested by Brown & Hua [BH06] that demonstrated how a patient lying in bed could be
examined by a doctor in a similar way. As opposed to our work, however, Brown & Hua used
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head-mounted displays instead of projecting digital imagery directly onto handheld projection
screens as we do. From a technical point of view, the Volume Layer Slicer demonstrates the
use of a single projector setup that projects images from the ceiling onto both the tabletop and
the Tangible Lens. As a negative side effect, this causes shadows on the table surface cast by
handheld displays (see Figure 9.1).
3D Volume Slicer
After we had solved our initial problems with the tracking of 3D orientations of handheld displays
(see Section 7.2.2 for more details on the advanced marker-based tracking implementation),
we developed a second prototype: the 3D Volume Slicer (see Figure 9.2). Its purpose is to
demonstrate the exploration of volumetric MRI data with explicit support of tilting by utilizing
the 3D volume topology. This requires that the 3D Volume Slicer is able to compute correct cuts
through a volume for arbitrary positions and orientations. To achieve this, we fed a 3D MRI
scan of a human head (256 × 256 × 192 pixels) into an OpenGL 3D texture and mapped that
to the physical space of 25 × 25 × 25 cm3. For the accurate sampling of 2D slices from the 3D
texture, we relied on the standard 3D texture mapping functionality provided by OpenGL.
Fig. 9.2. With the 3D Volume Slicer, users can slice an MRI scan of a human head at arbitrary
angles in a more direct and natural way by simply moving a handheld paper-like
projection screen through the physical space above the tabletop. Tilting the projection
screen allows for easy definitions of cutting planes.
9.1.2 Picture Zoomer
The Picture Zoomer (see Figure 9.3) is an example for zoomable information spaces (see Sec-
tion 4.4.2). In this case study, we show a down-scaled version of a high-resolution photograph
(original size: 8192 × 4500 pixels) on the tabletop. Due to its limited native resolution (1440
× 900 pixels), the tabletop cannot display all available information (pixels) of the original
photograph at once. To address this problem, we use a handheld display as a “physically
graspable” magnifying glass that enables users to zoom into parts of the image. Its round shape
additionally mediates the metaphor of a magnifying glass. By holding it in midair above the
table, further details of the original photograph are revealed on the Tangible Lens. Users can
control the image detail in a quite natural way by just moving the handheld display horizontally
(horizontal translation), which results in a pan operation (i.e., a change of the point of focus
within the photograph). By lifting the Tangible Lens up/down (vertical translation), the zoom
level increases/decreases up to a factor of 15 at a height of 45 cm above the table. When the
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display is put down to the table, the zoom level becomes "one" (i.e., no zoom is performed at
all). In this way, the detail shown on a Tangible Lens seamlessly blends into the photograph
on the table, e.g., see Figure 9.3 (right). This effect is further improved by the missing display
bezel of the Tangible Lens. This would not be possible, if active displays are used (e.g., tablets
or smartphones). Another important benefit of the Picture Zoomer is that the entire photograph
(overview) always remains visible on the table directly beneath the handheld display (“tangible”
detail). In order to avoid shadows on the table potentially cast by handheld displays, we used
an additional back-projector for the table (multi-projector setup).
Fig. 9.3. The Picture Zoomer demonstrates zooming and panning in high-resolution pho-
tographs with Tangible Lenses. Depending on the height above the table, the zoom
factor on a Tangible Lens changes from high (left) to low (middle), whereas no zoom
occurs when the handheld display is put down on the table (right).
Inspired by the user feedback that we will report on in Section 9.2, we later added support
for projected contour lines. These contour lines visualize on the table, where exactly the
“tangible” details are located in the photograph (overview), e.g., see the small black circle
below the Tangible Lens in Figure 9.3 (left). This feature helped users link detail and overview.
Interestingly, we noticed a change of interaction strategy for some users, who suddenly began
to direct their visual attention to the dynamically updated contour lines on the table as they
were moving the Tangible Lenses in midair above it. Some of the users did not even bother to
look at the handheld displays anymore during zooming and panning. Instead, these users only
switched their visual focus back to the handheld display, after the intended image detail was
properly adjusted.
9.1.3 Layer Explorer
As an example for layered information spaces (see Section 4.4.3), we prototyped the Layer
Explorer that supports medical students in studying the anatomy of the human body. With the
Layer Explorer, users can interactively explore four different information layers that show the
skeletal, muscular, blood, and nervous systems of the human body (see Figure 9.4). Each layer
is of equal height (11 cm), thus resulting in an overall layer stack height of 44 cm. The active
layer is chosen by lifting a Tangible Lens up or down (vertical translation). Moving a Tangible
Lens horizontally allows for navigation within the active layer (horizontal translation). For
better orientation, a human silhouette is displayed on the tabletop that serves as a contextual
reference. The system was later equipped with support of multiple handheld displays, enabling
small groups (e.g., two to four people) to simultaneously work with the Layer Explorer.
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(a) Skeletal layer (b) Muscular layer (c) Nervous system layer
Fig. 9.4. The Layer Explorer demonstrates the exploration of four different systems of the
human body that are mapped to physical layers above the table. A human silhouette
on the table serves as a contextual background. A layer is chosen by lifting a Tangible
Lens up/down. Horizontal motions facilitate the exploration of the active layer.
9.1.4 Video Browser
In order to demonstrate the exploration of temporal information spaces (see Section 4.4.4),
we developed the Video Browser (see Figure 9.5). In this case study, several short video
sequences were arranged on the tabletop (each of them represented by a still image). These
videos consisted of up to 150 frames (about 6 sec). They were mapped to different spatial
zones residing above the table by using the multiple zones partitioning scheme illustrated in
Figure 4.2(c) on page 63. Users could select a video sequence by holding a Tangible Lens into
one of the video stacks (enter zone usage pattern). Similarly, the video could be deselected by
moving the display out of the video stack, (leave zone usage pattern). Once a video sequence was
selected, it could be explored by lifting the handheld display up or down (vertical translation).
The image frames of the video were perfectly aligned to the two display axes of a Tangible Lens.
This allowed users to hold the video in a more convenient position by horizontally rotating the
Tangible Lens.
Fig. 9.5. The Video Browser facilitates the exploration of short video sequences. By performing
just a single vertical translation with a Tangible Lens, users can precisely control the
temporal direction (forward/backward) and speed (slow/fast). A video is chosen
by moving the Tangible Lens into one of four video stacks residing on the table
(enter/leave zone usage pattern).
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Because each video stack had a fixed height of about 45 cm, individual time layers were very
thin (about 3 mm). We are aware that this is not consistent with our findings presented in
Section 5.4 on page 94, where we had identified a minimal layer thickness for holding tasks
of about 5 to 9 mm (M ≈ 7 mm, SD ≈ 2 mm), or even more conservatively: 10 mm. As a
consequence, users had mild problems holding a given video frame stable for a longer period of
time (we observed occasional minor flickering on Tangible Lenses, i.e., repeated alternations
between two video frames). However, because neighboring video frames were often very similar,
this was usually not perceived as very annoying.
9.2 Evaluation
This section reports on a formative study that we conducted in order to gather initial feedback
from users working with the system (see Section 9.1). As part of an iterative design process, our
intention was to find insights helping us to improve the interaction concepts and their imple-
mentation. Besides a general evaluation of usability issues, we aimed at a deeper understanding
of convenience and reliability issues of the techniques. This particularly included the questions
of how easy users could get acquainted themselves with the system and how natural they felt
the system was to interact with. Because the evaluation was conducted in an early project stage,
we considered three case studies only: the Volume Layer Slicer (see Figure 9.1), the Picture
Zoomer (see Figure 9.3), and the Layer Explorer (see Figure 9.4). The Video Browser (temporal
exploration space) and the 3D Volume Slicer were not yet implemented at that time.
9.2.1 Study Design
Participants
Twelve unpaid, right-handed members (9 male, 3 female) of the Department of Simulation and
Graphics at the University of Magdeburg volunteered for the study. Their age ranged between
25 and 35 years. Only three of them had prior experiences with interactive tabletops or spatially
aware displays. Nine of them had advanced knowledge in at least one of the domains of medical
visualization or computer graphics.
Apparatus and Tasks
The evaluation was based on an early iteration of the prototypes that did not yet allow for a very
accurate spatial tracking of tilted displays, especially for steeper angles (see Section 7.2.2 for
more details). For this reason, we specifically instructed the participants to keep the handheld
display in horizontal orientation (i.e., parallel to the table surface) while operating with the
system. Prior to the study, we had modified the relevant case studies to contain specific visual
search targets that participants had to find. In the Volume Layer Slicer (volumetric information
space), this was an unknown number of yellow stains (tumors) in an MRT scan of a human
torso (one task). For the Layer Explorer (layered information space), we had placed five red
and four green dots in the skeleton and blood system layers that participants had to count
(two tasks). For the Picture Zoomer (zoomable information space), participants were asked to
locate two artifacts in a large photograph that were too small to be recognized without the
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Tangible Lens (two tasks). We used a within-subjects study design and a counterbalanced order
of tasks.
Procedure
At the beginning, a Tangible Lens was placed on the tabletop in neutral position. Prior to
collecting data, the study supervisor briefly introduced the Tangible Lens as a “spatially aware
device that enables the natural interaction with virtual spaces”. Neither the exact nature of the
information spaces, nor details to the techniques were revealed. Thus all users had to discover
for themselves how to interact with the system. After the introduction, participants were asked
to complete the five tasks as described in the section above. After each task, participants had
to fill out a small questionnaire about their subjective impressions regarding the difficulty of
the tasks (11 questions in total). At the end, participants completed a post-test questionnaire
regarding their subjective overall impression (6 questions) as well as their demographic and
computer usage information (see Appendix A.3 for a complete list of all questions). We used a
7-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (-3) to strongly agree (3). Additionally, we
videotaped each session and took notes particularly concerning the think-aloud data. In the
following discussion, “M” stands for “mean value” and “SD” for “standard deviation”.
9.2.2 Findings
All of the 12 participants were able to instantly accomplish the given tasks without any assistance.
Considering that no instructions on how to use the system had been provided, we conclude
that the Tangible Lens approach facilitates a style of interaction that can easily be learned (in
an almost intuitive way). This finding is further supported by the positive feedback from the
questionnaires, where participants agreed to the statements that “it was easy to learn the system”
(M = 2.83, SD = 0.39) and “it was easy to use the system” (M = 2.33, SD = 0.49).
Layered Information Spaces
Although participants consistently reacted with amazement and enjoyed the almost “magical”
user experience, we found a slight point of criticism that regarded the interaction with layered
spaces. Participants commented that it was easy for them to maintain the focus in a layer close
to the tabletop (M = 2.25, SD = 0.62), whereas the same task was more difficult in higher
layers (M = 1.58, SD = 1.08). This applied in particular when moving the Tangible Lens over
longer horizontal distances (along a layer). Some users (N=3) pointed out that the active
layer should be “thicker than other layers to make it easier to stay inside”. Various participants
(N=7) complained about abrupt and unpredictable changes of layers. Several users (N=4)
asked for a blending between layers. Three participants proposed that we should provide
additional navigational aids, such as a height indicator. Our observations also suggest that
users may perceive layers thinner than they are in reality, which applies particularly to upper
layers1. In addition, we found a few indications that a non-linear stacking of layers might be an
interesting alternative, yet further experiments are necessary to deepen this issue. Inspired by
these insights, we developed a set of improved navigation techniques and navigational aids that
we will introduce in Section 9.3.
1Please note the close connection to our findings in Chapter 5, where we identified the middle (followed
by the lower) zone to be the “comfort” zones for horizontal search tasks, e.g., see Figure 5.15.
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Display Tilting
The majority of participants found it natural to hold the Tangible Lens in a slightly tilted pose.
This was predictable for the Volume Layer Slicer, where tilting naturally suggests itself when
arbitrary volume slices shall be displayed. Hence, it was not surprising that all participants
tried to tilt the Tangible Lens in order to slice the volume layer stack in different angles. As
expected, this did not produce the intended result though, simply because the Volume Layer
Slicer does not support such functionality. Eventually, this inspired the 3D Volume Slicer case
study (see Figure 9.2). For the Layer Explorer and the Picture Zoomer, tilting does not have
such an intrinsic meaning, yet several users (N=7) tilted the Tangible Lens anyway. When asked
why, the usual reply was that they “hadn’t tilted the display intentionally“ and that they “just
found it to be more convenient”, especially in greater heights. We therefore conclude that tilting
helps improving ergonomics, e.g., by maintaining convenient view angles.
Further Observations
Some participants (N=4) had minor difficulties in holding the display stable while exploring the
zoomable space. Similar effects have been reported in prior work, e.g., [BH06] and [SAL06].
However, most participants commented that they did not perceive this as a major annoyance,
which is probably due to the continuous character of zoomable information spaces. Aside from
that, some participants (N=3) preferred holding the display with one hand. Two users asked
for a bigger display. Beyond that, most users appreciated the lack of display bezels. One key
reason for this is that it considerably diminished visual gaps between handheld displays and
the tabletop (especially, when a Tangible Lens is put on the table). This underlines that even
secondary form factors (such as display weight, size and missing bezels) can be important
for the overall user experience. We consider this as a major advantage of projective display
technology over conventional smartphones, tablets or similar solutions.
9.3 Improved Navigation Techniques
Based on our experiences with the case studies of Section 9.1 and their evaluation in Section 9.2,
we will now propose several techniques that further enhance the interaction with Tangible
Lenses. These techniques particularly address two aspects: (a) they improve the navigation of
multi-layer stacks and (b) they assist users in keeping orientation during navigation.
9.3.1 Navigating through Information Layers
We begin with techniques that tackle issues regarding multi-layer stacks (especially the problem
of abrupt layer changes). In order to make it easier for users to stay within the active layer, we
propose the following techniques (which can be used in combination).
Active Layer Freezing
A simple way of solving the problem of unintended layer changes is to “freeze” the active layer
by employing the vertical freeze usage pattern. When “frozen”, the active layer is not changing
even if the display is moved vertically. This may also address another more general problem of
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spatial input: user fatigue (which we did not observe though, as users usually worked less than
20 minutes with the prototypes). However, it remains unclear how users can reliably de/activate
“freezing” if a secondary input channel is not available (e.g., physical buttons, multi-touch, or
foot input [SJM13]). For such cases, we propose the next techniques.
Increasing Layer Height
As another way of approaching the problem of abrupt layer changes, we can employ a non-linear
stacking of layers, for example, by linearly increasing the layer thickness for upper layers (see
left part of Figure 9.6). This is motivated by our observation that users perceive layers thinner
than they are in reality, particularly when Tangible Lenses are farther above the table.
Active Layer Expansion
To support users in performing more wide-stretched horizontal explorations of a layer, we further
suggest to dynamically expand and shrink the active layer and its two neighbors depending
on the height of the handheld display (see middle part of Figure 9.6). The achieved effect is
similar to fisheye distortions and may be triggered automatically after a pre-defined dwell time
has passed. Another promising approach in this context is the drifting correction suggested by
Subramanian et al. [SAL06].
Active Layer Blending
In addition, we suggest to inform users as early and unobtrusively as possible whenever they
come close to a layer border. We propose to achieve this by considering half of the two
neighboring layers as blending areas (see right part of Figure 9.6). As soon as the Tangible Lens
passes one of the two original layer borders (dotted lines) and thus enters a blending area, the
content of both layers will be visually merged. In this way, users get gradually notified that
they are about to leave a layer, with a visual stimulus that gets continuously stronger. When the
Tangible Lens crosses the extended border (dashed line), the current layer fades out completely
and the previous neighboring layer becomes the new active layer.
Fig. 9.6. In order to reduce unintended layer changes, we propose to statically or dynamically
distort the layer stack (left/middle) and to provide visual feedback (right).
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9.3.2 Navigational Aids
When interacting with a Tangible Lens, the user needs to be aware of the position and orientation
of the handheld display within the exploration space. In order to avoid that users get lost, we
suggest to employ the following navigational aids.
Visual Context on the Tabletop
First of all, the tabletop should provide contextual information about the underlying data, e.g.,
a geographical map or the outline of a human body as demonstrated previously in the case
studies in Section 9.1. If possible, a direct one-to-one spatial mapping between digital items
on the tabletop and the horizontal movements of a Tangible Lens should be maintained. In
this way, the virtual context shown on the tabletop can also serve as a visual cue regarding the
horizontal extent of the information space.
Visual Context on Additional Stationary Displays
The system can be augmented with further stationary displays that may present additional
contextual information, such as a second perpendicular display showing a vertical cut through
the information space. This is demonstrated in Figure 9.7(a).
(a) Additional vertical display (b) Height indicator for layers
Fig. 9.7. Navigational aids, such as (a) additional vertical displays or a (b) height indicator,
can help users keep orientation.
Dynamic Feedback on Stationary Displays
To further improve the user’s orientation, we propose to provide dynamic visual feedback
regarding the current position of a Tangible Lens on all stationary displays, e.g., by showing the
vertically and horizontally projected footprints (outlines) of handheld displays on the tabletop
(see Figure 9.3 (left)) or a vertical display (see Figure 9.7(a)). This technique works best with
back-projected displays, because no projection shadows are cast by handheld displays (which
frequently happens with top-projectors).
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Height Indicator
Apart from providing visual feedback on stationary displays, we can also show navigational
aids on handheld displays. For this purpose, we propose to augment each Tangible Lens with a
height indicator. As depicted in Figure 9.7(b), the height indicator is a GUI widget that shows
additional cues regarding the internal vertical topology and content of an information space,
e.g., an overview of available layers. It also provides dynamically updated visual feedback
regarding the current vertical position of a Tangible Lens within a dataset, e.g., the currently
active layer. For this purpose, the handheld display’s height above the table is visualized by
a cursor in the height indicator. In this way, it is also a good visual indicator for the upper
boundary of the information space. The same applies to the lower boundary, albeit this usually
remains fixed to the table surface.
9.4 Annotating the Space Above the Tabletop
This section shares material previously published as Poster at ACM ITS ’09 [SD09b].
Any use of “we" in this section refers to Martin Spindler and Raimund Dachselt.
Until now, we regarded Tangible Lenses primarily as an instrument for the quick exploration
of spatial information spaces. In this context, another common task area is data manipulation.
Among others, this may include the bookmarking, capturing, and annotation of interesting
regions within a dataset. A radiologist, for example, may want to earmark conspicuous areas
(e.g., potential tumors) in an MRI scan for later examination. Because the interaction with
Tangible Displays usually occurs in midair above the table, returning to previously visited or
annotated locations within a dataset can be tedious or even ineffective. Similar constraints
apply when users work within a specific region of the dataset, as they can easily loose focus
just by (unintentionally) moving the display. We conclude that there is a need for additional
tools and techniques that assist users with such tasks. As a first step of approaching this issue,
we developed a set of simple annotation techniques that combine spatially aware displays with
digital pens. The techniques address two aspects: (a) the creation of annotations and (b) the
guided exploration of annotations.
9.4.1 Creation of Annotations
We integrated Anoto paper technology [@Ano] into the prototype allowing us to seamlessly track
digital pens across all handheld displays and the tabletop (see Section 7.2.3 for the technical
implementation details). We used this to provide basic pointing and drawing functionality, so
users can bookmark and annotate regions of interest that they encounter while exploring a
dataset. For this purpose, we equipped each Tangible Lens with a pen-controlled Graphical User
Interface (GUI) consisting of several text labels, buttons, sliders, and other classic UI widgets.
The main menu is accommodated on the right side of a Tangible Lens (see Figure 9.8). It is
made visible by a double-click on the scene background (a second double-click reverses this
action). The main menu provides general access to the annotation functionality (e.g., a button
for bookmarking the current location, another button for assigning a category) as well as several
annotation modes, which are briefly explained next.
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(a) Users can highlight specific details in a
screenshot with a digital pen.
(b) The overview widget allows for listing,
sorting, and filtering annotations.
Fig. 9.8. We developed a set of annotation techniques that combine spatial input (used for
navigation tasks) with digital pen input (used for annotation tasks)
Freezing As pointed out before, holding a Tangible Lens stable in space for a longer period of
time can cause fatigue, especially when the user is distracted by another task involving a pen.
We can free users from this burden using the full freeze usage pattern (see Figure 4.3), so the
Tangible Lens can be moved to a more convenient place (e.g., on the table surface) without
the risk of changing the view, thus making it much easier to focus on the task at hand. In our
prototype, each Tangible Lens can be “freezed” and “unfreezed” individually by a pen-controlled
button.
Pen-based Drawing Once a location is bookmarked, a screenshot is taken and automatically
stored along with the exact 3D position/orientation and creation time. In addition, prominent
features in the screenshot can be marked by encircling them with a pen, see Figure 9.8(a).
Pen-based Text Entry We added basic text entry support, so users can specify a title and
comment for each bookmarked location. Instead of a physical or virtual keyboard, we opted
for the handwriting recognition solution provided by Microsoft’s Ink Collection [@Micc]. This
worked well for entering short text fragments, though it might be inefficient for longer passages,
where other approaches may be a better option (e.g., speech recognition or keyboard input).
Overview Widget We implemented a widget that visually summarizes all annotations in a
grid layout (see Figure 9.8(b)). The widget enables users to list, sort, and filter annotations,
e.g., by category or creation time. While our experiences with the widget show that it is capable
of providing a good general overview of the main annotation properties (such as title, comment,
category, creation time, and screenshot), it turned out to be unsuitable for informing users
about the actual spatial location and distribution of annotations in the dataset. Next, a set of
techniques is proposed that addresses this issue.
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9.4.2 Guided Exploration of Annotations
Because annotations can be placed anywhere in the space above the table, their exact location
is often not immediately apparent to users. Hence, users must either actively search for
annotations (e.g., by systematically combing the real-world space with a Tangible Lens) or
they need to memorize their location (e.g., by relying on specific landmarks/features of the
environment, such as the upper left corner of the table). This can make it difficult to find back
to points of interests. While the system has no means of actively moving a Tangible Lens, it can
assist users in this process. To this end, we developed several simple techniques.
Distance-dependent Fading of Annotations
The first technique addresses the active scanning for annotations. When a Tangible Lens is
coming closer to an annotated region in midair, the annotation begins to gradually fade in on
the display depending on the Euclidian distance between annotation and display. This simple
way of visual feedback enables users to quickly acquire a general understanding of the spatial
structure of the dataset as well as the spatial distribution of annotations. Beyond that, users
can correct the display position more easily when a Tangible Lens starts leaving an annotated
location unintentionally.
(a) The tabletop shows a thumbnail for
each annotation that is floating above its
surface
(b) The height indicator (left) reveals all
annotations that are directly above or
below a Tangible Lens
Fig. 9.9. We use the (a) tabletop and (b) handheld displays for providing visual clues regarding
the (a) horizontal and (b) vertical locations of annotations.
Horizontal Imprints on the Table
Our second technique supports users in gaining and maintaining a spatial overview of available
annotations. For this purpose, we project all annotations down to the tabletop surface, which
we achieve by omitting their Z-position. For each XY-position that falls into the boundaries
of the table, we then draw a screenshot of the corresponding annotation at a reduced scale
(thumbnail). In this way, we can utilize the table display to effectively inform users about the
horizontal distribution of annotations, e.g., see Figure 9.9(a). As soon as the thumbnails were
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visible, we observed a change in the navigation strategy of users, who suddenly began to jump
directly to specific annotations (or, more precisely, to their correct horizontal position). This was
usually followed by some vertical search until the exact height of the annotation was found.
Vertical Imprints on Handheld Displays
To further improve on that, we decided to provide additional visual clues regarding the vertical
location of all annotations residing either directly above or below a Tangible Lens. As illustrated
in Figure 9.9(b), we can visualize this information by placing small thumbnails beside the height
indicator. This technique was inspired by the concept of footprint scrollbars [Ale+09]. While
a user was moving a display through the annotated space (guided by the horizontal imprints
on the table), the height indicator was updated dynamically, thus providing precise hints at
what height the annotations were to be found. As our observations confirm, this proved to be
particularly useful for annotations floating closely above each other.
9.5 Summary
In this chapter, we presented the Tangible Lenses system – our first concrete realization of
the Tangible Display design space (see Chapter 4). Tangible Lenses facilitate a more direct
and natural exploration of four common types of multimedia information spaces in midair
above a tabletop – alone or collaboratively – using the techniques previously conceptualized in
Section 4.4. A main contribution of this chapter is a practical demonstration of these techniques
by providing several case studies for which we implemented a set of interactive prototypes. In a
formative user study, we examined three of these prototypes and received very positive feedback
as well as further valuable insights. The evaluation particularly confirmed that the techniques
are indeed easy to use and intuitive to work with. Users were able to instantly accomplish given
tasks without being taught how to actually operate the system, making the techniques ideal for
public installations. In fact, years later a similar setup [@Mil] was used for the German Pavillon
at the EXPO 2015 in Milan (Italy). This indicates that such techniques are likely to play a vital
role in future tabletop and tangibles research. The user feedback inspired us to enhance the
system with additional navigational aids for a more guided navigation of multi-layer stacks.
This also included techniques that make it easier for users to stay within the active layer, such
as by employing alternative layer partitioning schemes (e.g., increasing layer height and active
layer expansion) and by providing additional visual feedback (active layer blending). These
aids and associated techniques still need to be evaluated more deeply though, which we leave
to future work. While the majority of techniques focussed on basic exploration tasks, we also
presented first techniques for the spatial annotation of regions in midair above the table using
digital pens – and for finding back to these regions.
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10Tangible Views
for Information Visualization
This chapter shares material previously published as full paper at ACM ITS ’10 [Spi+10b].
Any use of “we” in this chapter refers to
Martin Spindler, Christian Tominski, Heidrun Schumann and Raimund Dachselt.
In Chapter 9, we presented the Tangible Lenses system that served as a first practical proof of
the interaction concepts proposed in Part I. This particularly included a classification of four
common types of information spaces as well as a set of novel interaction techniques for their
direct and natural exploration in midair above a digital tabletop.
In this chapter, we will expand on these techniques by providing a practical investigation of
how Tangible Views – an advancement of the Tangible Lenses approach – can be used to support
common tasks in the context of information visualization (InfoVis). This will particularly involve
a more elaborate usage of the rich interaction vocabulary compiled previously in Section 4.2.
The contribution of this chapter includes:
(1) A discussion of important design considerations for Tangible Views (see Section 10.2).
(2) Five case studies that demonstrate the practical applicability of Tangible Views to a variety
of classic information visualization solutions (see Section 10.3).
(3) A reflection on our experiences with the case studies in that we report on user feedback
and share our general observations and lessons learnt (see Section 10.4).
(4) A discussion of possible directions for the long-term development of InfoVis in the context
of emerging interaction technologies such as Tangible Views (see Section 10.5).
10.1 Background and Motivation
In visualization research, it is commonly known that encoding all information in a single image
is hardly possible once a data set exceeds a certain size or complexity, or when multiple users
have to look at the data from different perspectives. This problem can be resolved spatially by
providing multiple views on the data [BWK00] or by embedding additional local views in the
visualization [Bie+93]. It can also be resolved temporally by changing representations over
time. Except for a few automatic methods, in most cases changing a visualization is a result of
user interaction [Yi+07].
Mouse and keyboard are still the predominant input devices to adjust the representation
according to the data and the task at hand. Compared to the richness of available visualization
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methods, the number of dedicated interaction techniques for information visualization (InfoVis)
is moderate. Reasons might be that complex interactions must be mapped to the limited degrees
of freedom offered by mouse and keyboard and that display and input devices are physically
separated. Recent research on tabletop displays demonstrates that the integration of display
and input device is beneficial for interactive visualization [IC07; IF09]. In particular multi-touch
gestures strive for naturalness. Yet, in the majority of cases, the interaction remains limited to
2D positional input generated by pointing or moving fingers “on” the display.
In contrast, visualizations printed on paper are restricted in terms of interactively altering the
graphics. Yet, it is quite intuitive to grab a piece of paper, to move it towards the eyes to see
more detail, and to put it back for an overview. Similarly, it is quite easy to fold pages in a report
or to arrange multiple printouts on a desk to compare figures side-by-side. Doing so in multiple
view environments on a computer display often involves several steps of reconfiguration of the
visualization, which may turn out to be cumbersome when using mouse and keyboard alone.
In a sense, an advantage of hardcopy visualizations is that they serve as a device for direct
interaction and as a display at the same time. For co-located collaborative tasks, paper can be
“still overwhelmingly preferred as the tool of choice” [HNC14].
With Tangible Views, we intend to combine the benefits of common interaction performed “on”
displays and the natural spatial manipulation we perform “with” paper. In the remainder of
this section, we will briefly review previous work that motivated and inspired the techniques
and concepts presented in this chapter. We first focus on conventional visualization techniques
(Section 10.1.1) and then extend the scope to visualization approaches that use alternative or
novel display and input devices (Section 10.1.2).
10.1.1 Conventional Interactive Visualization
Conventional information visualization solutions address desktop computers with a single virtual
desktop (possibly one that spans multiple stationary monitors) and standard input devices
(e.g., mouse, track-ball, and keyboard). One or multiple virtual views are shown that provide
different visualizations of the data under investigation. Common use cases for multiple views
are to provide overview+detail and to compare alternative visual encodings or different parts
of the data [BWK00].
To accomplish analytical tasks, the interactive adaptation of the visualization to the task and
data at hand is crucial. Yi et al. identified several high-level user intents for interaction [Yi+07].
One important intent is to mark something as interesting, be it specific data items marked by
brushing [BC87], a particular point of view on the data stored in an exploration history [SW09],
or a piece of knowledge or insight annotated in the visualization [EG04]. For exploratory
analyses, users need to alter the view on the data. This can be achieved by navigating the view
space [CS03; WN04] or the data space [TAS09], or by using common user interface controls to
adjust the visual encoding and to rearrange views on the virtual desktop. Particularly for larger
data sets, it is necessary to filter the data interactively [AWS92] and to switch between different
levels of abstraction [EF10]. For higher order visualization tasks, users often need support for
relating and comparing data items, e.g., see [Elm+10; Tom+06].
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Technically, any interaction can be modeled as adjustments of visualization parameters [JMG02].
With direct manipulation [Shn83], users interact directly with the visual representation. Physical
movements of pointing devices is translated into specific interaction semantics, for instance,
to select data items of interest [HLD02; HS04] or to transform the view on the data [HSH04;
EDF08]. Indirect manipulation uses control elements, such as sliders, to adjust numeric
visualization parameters or to filter out data items that are irrelevant.
A special class of techniques are virtual magic lenses [Bie+93; Tom+17]. Lenses combine
different visualization and interaction concepts in one interactive tool. Lenses exist that magnify
interesting items or regions [SB94], that filter represented information [ED06], that rearrange
visualized data items [Tom+06], that automatically adjust the visual encoding [TFS08a], or that
label data items [BRL09]. The diversity of lens techniques indicates that they are a universal
tool to support most of the user intents identified by Yi et al. [Yi+07]. Generally, a lens is defined
as a spatially confined sub-region of the display and a lens-specific visual mapping. By means of
direct manipulation, users can move a lens to specify the part of the visual representation that
is to be affected by the lens mapping. On an abstract level, lenses can be understood as virtual
local views embedded in the context of a given visualization (global view).
10.1.2 Towards More Direct Interaction in InfoVis
In the context of the aforementioned techniques, the use of indirect pointing devices (such as
the prevalent mouse) involves a physical separation of input and output space. Direct input,
by contrast, unites the interaction and display space and is often performed using a digital
pen or fingers on touch-screens (“on”-display interaction). By facilitating the exploration
of information directly under the fingertips, such Post-WIMP interfaces have the potential
of supporting the forming of mental models for interactive visualizations particularly well
[Tom14]. Yet, approaches that investigate such techniques in information visualization are
still relatively scarce [Lee+12]. Isenberg et al. used a multi-touch-enabled tabletop for the
interactive comparison of different aspects of tree representations [IC07] and for supporting
collaborative visualization tasks [IF09]. Frisch et al. [FHD09] conducted a comprehensive user
study to find suitable pen and touch gestures for exploring and editing node-link diagrams
on tabletops. Schmidt et al. [Sch+10b] proposed several edge interaction techniques for the
exploration of node-link diagrams on a multi-touch screen. Heilig et al. [Hei+10] explored
multi-touch input for interacting with scatterplot visualizations. Kosara [Kos11] investigates
multi-touch-based brushing for parallel coordinates. The Facet-Streams by Jetter et al. [Jet+11]
allow a group of users to collaboratively express complex facetted queries on a tabletop. This
is achieved through a combination of touch and tangibles that make the filter/flow metaphor
of Boolean queries physically graspable. The Bohemian Bookshelf by Thudt et al. [THC12]
supports serendipitous book discoveries on a public multi-touch screen. These examples vividly
demonstrate the benefits of a more direct interaction for information visualization and also – to
some extent – the suitability of modern interaction technologies for collaboration and parallel
work.
The approaches reviewed so far mostly rely on virtual views (i.e., GUI-based windows or local
views embedded within a visualization) that are restricted to the 2D screen space of a desktop
monitor, a tabletop or a handheld display. The iPodLoupe by Voida et al. [Voi+09] goes one step
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further as it adds a mobile display (iPod touch) to a tabletop-based visualization environment.
The additional display is used to show a local focus region of the visualization context that
users can take into their hands, thus effectively separating the detail view from the overview. In
this way, users benefit from the freedom of spatially arranging individual subviews without the
constraints of a 2D screen (at least conceptually, as the original iPodLoupe supports a single
mobile display only). Yet, the interaction remains constrained to the surface of the tabletop and
the mobile display. As opposed to Tangible Views (or spatially aware displays in general), users
cannot interact “with” a view by moving a display in real-world space.
10.1.3 Narrowing the Gap
With the literature reviewed above in mind, we see a twofold gap. On the one hand, the
InfoVis community strives for natural direct manipulation with the visual representation and
the data, but only few approaches really utilize the available technologies to this end. On the
other hand, the HCI community has developed various novel approaches to support direct
interaction with novel interactive displays, but very few of them truly address the specific needs
of InfoVis. This particularly applies to multiple virtual views and lens techniques that are widely
used in traditional InfoVis and may particularly benefit from the additional screen space and
the “with”-display interaction style provided by Tangible Displays. The aim of this chapter is to
narrow this gap by means of Tangible Views.
10.2 The Tangible Views Concept
As demonstrated in the previous chapter, we can utilize Tangible Displays above a tabletop for
a natural and elegant exploration of common multimedia data spaces. While the associated
techniques mainly addressed spatial and temporal data, their underlying interaction principles
can also be applied to the field of information visualization (InfoVis), where the data is often
more abstract and of higher dimension. In this context, it is important to remember that the
goal of interactive visualizations is to support people in forming mental models of otherwise
difficult-to-grasp subjects, such as massive data, complex models, or dynamic systems [Spe07].
Hence, visual output is usually not the end product of visualization. Rather, it is the process
of adapting the visual output and interacting with the data in order to gain insight. With
Tangible Views – an extension of the Tangible Lenses approach – we want to assist users in this
process by focussing on a more exhaustive and flexible use of the rich interaction vocabulary of
Tangible Displays. Our particular goal is thereby to map individual usage patterns to semantics
specific to InfoVis, which we will demonstrate using the example of five comprehensive case
studies. In preparation for these case studies, we derived the following set of preliminary design
considerations that are inspired by our experiences with the Tangible Lenses system.
Principle Setup Like Tangible Lenses, the Tangible Views system shall consist of a tabletop
and various lightweight displays (Tangible Views) that users can hold in their hands and
freely move through the real-world space on and above the tabletop. As long as it is
handy, there is no restriction on a Tangible View’s shape and size. This is an important
feature that we will frequently use in the case studies (toolbox metaphor usage pattern).
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3D Representation Space Traditional visualization techniques address a two-dimensional
presentation space that is defined by the two principle axes of a display. As demonstrated
with Tangible Lenses in the previous chapter, we can extend this space by a third axis:
the Z-axis emanating perpendicularly from the tabletop surface. This opens up a variety
of interesting options for the interaction and visualization design, upon which we intend
to build with Tangible Views. In the context of InfoVis, an additional motivation for the
extension to the third dimension lies in the data-cube-model with the space above the
table being the physical equivalent of an otherwise virtual data-cube. This allows us to
project multi-dimensional data not only onto the 2D tabletop surface, but also into the
3D space above it.
Each View or Lens is a Display In the previous chapter, we mainly used multiple Tan-
gible Displays to support parallel activities, such as the simultaneous exploration of a
dataset by two or more users. With Tangible Views, we want to demonstrate a more
flexible usage of the possibilities of multiple displays that not only provide additional
screen space, but also can be utilized as a “physically graspable” replacement for a variety
of popular InfoVis approaches including multiple coordinated views, overview & detail
as well as focus+context techniques. More generally speaking, such approaches can be
categorized as either multiple view visualizations (that provide different visual representa-
tions simultaneously [BWK00]) or lens techniques (i.e., local views with a specific visual
encoding embedded into a visualization context [Bie+93; Tom+17]). As any Tangible
View functions as a physical window into virtuality, we can easily make multiple views
and lenses “tangible”, while the tabletop serves as an additional visual context. This is a
key benefit of Tangible Views and brings a new quality to the interaction equation, which
we will discuss next.
Spatial Input for Interacting WITH Views The physical separation of virtual views via
lightweight movable displays allows users to hold individual views in their hands and
to interact “with” them by moving them around in the real world (spatial input). As we
have seen before in the Tangible Lens system, one example for this style of interaction
is to specify the area to be affected by a lens (navigation). While this can already be a
promising alternative to classic mouse- and keyboard-driven InfoVis, we believe the true
potential of the approach lies in the richness of the spatial input-based vocabulary (see
Figure 4.3 on page 65). Utilizing this vocabulary to a greater extent is a major focus of
this chapter. This includes the possibility to use multiple Tangible Displays, to freeze and
to freely arrange them in space, as well as to move them in several gestural ways, e.g., to
manipulate the visualization parameters or to compare the displayed views.
Surface Input for Interacting ON Views In order to facilitate the interaction with individ-
ual graphical items “on” a view, e.g., to perform precise selection tasks or to rearrange
the visual layout on the table, a Tangible Views system should also support traditional
touch or pen input. While we are aware of these possibilities, we will mostly ignore them
in this chapter and leave them to future work instead. One noteworthy exception of this
rule will be the support of off-screen buttons (triggers usage pattern), e.g., to enable users
to freeze a view.
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Orthogonal Techniques Users frequently need to accomplish different tasks simultane-
ously, such as navigation and changing visualization parameters. Traditionally, these tasks
are performed sequentially, which usually involves explicit switches between interaction
modes. Thanks to the rich interaction vocabulary of Tangible Displays, we believe that
such mode switches can be avoided in many cases by favoring orthogonal techniques. We
therefore envision that users can implicitly communicate their intent to the system by
using specific usage patterns for specific tasks.
10.3 Case Studies
Guided by the design considerations discussed above, we will now practically demonstrate the
broad spectrum of possible applications for Tangible Views. To this end, we conducted five case
studies that represent widely used visualization approaches that we enhanced by the means
of the Tangible Display design space. Just like in the previous chapter, we implemented all
case studies as simple interactive prototypes (i.e., with a limited set of functionality) using the
technological framework of Chapter 7. On a technological level, we additionally complemented
the system by the following key points:
Spatial Gesture Recognizer Spatial gestures, such as flipping, tilting, shaking, and double
tapping (see Figure 4.3(f) on page 65), played an important role in the interaction design
of the case studies. We therefore extended the Tangible Display toolkit by a simple spatial
gesture recognizer (see Section 7.2.2 for further details).
Marker Buttons In order to allow users to quickly switch between different freeze modes
on a per-display basis, we further enhanced the system with basic support of triggers (see
Figure 4.5(d) on page 68), which we implemented as “marker buttons” (see Section 7.2.3
for some implementation details).
10.3.1 Graph Visualization
Node-link-diagrams are a classic means to visualize graphs. To enable users to interactively
explore large graphs, natural or computed abstraction hierarchies are often applied [EF10].
Starting at the hierarchy’s root, users expand or collapse nodes in a series of discrete interactions
until a suitable degree of abstraction is found. A continuous navigation through the different
levels of abstraction has been introduced by van Ham & van Wijk [HW04].
We implemented a tangible variant of such abstraction lenses and applied it to explore relations
in the ACM classification system [@ACM]. Figure 10.1 shows one of our rectangular Tangible
Displays that we use as a local abstraction view for the graph plotted on the the tabletop.
Basic Exploration Users can control the position of the local abstraction view by horizontal
translation and they can change its degree of detail by vertical translation. This enables
them to quickly explore different parts of the graph and to even jump directly to a
particular detail level at a specific location within the graph (by moving the Tangible View
to the corresponding position above the table). This is an advantage over the originally
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Fig. 10.1. A Tangible View is used for exploring a graph at different levels of abstraction.
fixed-function mapping [HW04], as users can now easily skip intermediate levels of detail
or avoid certain levels altogether, if they are too detailed, which may become particularly
handy for deep abstraction hierarchies. Beyond that, several users can work in parallel as
we support multiple Tangible Views.
Linking Overview and Detail To help users mentally link the overview with the detail view,
the tabletop display provides visual feedback about the current positions of the Tangible
Views within the graph (see Figure 10.1). We do this by showing the contours of the
lenses on the tabletop that follow the Tangible Views as they are moved by users through
the space above the table.
Comparing Subgraphs By supporting multiple Tangible Displays, we enable users to
visually compare relations at different scales in a more natural way. For this purpose, a
user first needs to freeze the subgraphs shown on two or more separate Tangible Views by
clicking a button on these displays (triggers usage pattern, see Figure 4.5(d) on page 68).
In a second step, the user can then bring the “frozen” subgraphs close to each other,
e.g., by putting the displays on the table side by side or by holding them in the hands
accordingly.
10.3.2 Scatter Plot
Scatter plots visualize correlations between quantitative variables in a multivariate dataset by
mapping two variables to the XY position of graphical primitives. In addition to that, further
variables can be encoded by using color, size, and shape. Depending on the data distribution,
graphical primitives can easily become very tiny and can even overlap or occlude each other,
thus impeding the recognition of color, shape and relative size. In order to make these visual
attributes discernible, distortion techniques can be applied that temporarily sacrifice the local
positional encoding for the ability to disentangle dense parts of a scatter plot. One example for
this are fisheye lenses.
We implemented a simple scatter plot that visualize Fisher’s classic Iris dataset [@Fis]. This
dataset consists of 50 samples from several Iris flower species. Each sample contains four
features: the length and the width of both the sepals and the petals (parts of the blossom). We
mapped two of these four variables onto the two principle axes of the tabletop (see Figure 10.2).
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Users can explore the scatter plot with two types of lenses that we made physically “graspable”
with Tangible Views.
(a) Low degree of distortion (b) High degree of distortion
Fig. 10.2. Scatter Plot: The round Tangible “Fisheye” Lens mediates zooming & panning
via vertical and horizontal translation. The degree of distortion (fisheye effect) is
adjusted by horizontal rotation.
Choice of the Lens Technique Users can explore the scatter plot using two different lens
techniques that are provided/encoded by differently shaped Tangible Displays (toolbox
metaphor). A circular display represents a fisheye technique (distorted zoom), while a
rectangular one is used for geometric (i.e., non-distorting) zooms.
Basic exploration Similar to the previous case study, the tabletop serves as the visual
context showing the scatter plot. Again, users can control the lens position by horizontal
translation and the zoom factor by vertical translation.
Control of Distortion On the fisheye lens, users can additionally adjust the degree of
distortion (or local displacement) by horizontally rotating the round Tangible View.
In the beginning of the interaction cycle, a curved slider is faded in on the display
providing instant visual feedback regarding the current state of the distortion parameter
(see Figure 10.2). The slider is faded out automatically after three seconds of inactivity
(i.e., horizontal rotations of less than 3◦).
Adjusting the Variable/Data Mapping Inspired by the Grand Tour [Asi85], users can al-
ternate the variables to be visualized by using frontways tilting (X-axis) and sideways
tilting (Y -axis). We start with a default setting, where the variables v1 and v2 are mapped
onto the tabletop’s X and Y -axis. To select a different variable for the tabletop’s X-axis,
users can step through the available variables by using frontways tilting (v3 → v4 → v1 →
v2 → . . . ). Sideways tilting is used to select the variable for the Y -axis. By shaking the
Tangible View for more than one second, the default setting (a scatter plot showing v1
and v2) is restored.
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10.3.3 Parallel Coordinates Plot
Classic parallel coordinates [Ins85] encode multiple quantitative variables as parallel axes
and data items as polylines between these axes. This encoding is useful when users need to
identify correlated variables or clusters in the data. However, as the number of data items
increases, parallel coordinates suffer from cluttering. Ellis and Dix suggest using sampling
lenses to mitigate the problem [ED06]. Such lenses reduce the number of visible polylines
under a lens, while preserving the context within the overall plot. This may particularly be
helpful for revealing patterns and trends in dense regions. Since sampling is often random, it is
not clear in advance what a good sampling factor is.
We implemented a tangible version of a sampling lens (see Figure 10.3). It supports users in
interactively finding a suitable sampling factor. While the background visualization on the table
shows the whole dataset (11 variables and 1,100 records of a health-related dataset), only a
random selection of x % of the 1,100 data items are visible on a Tangible Display as polylines.
(a) A lens showing 50% of the polylines (b) A lens showing 1% of the polylines
Fig. 10.3. Parallel Coordinates Plot: A tangible sampling lens supports users in finding an
appropriate sampling factor by using vertical translation. The projected lens contour
on the tabletop helps users mentally link the local lens view with the overall plot.
Basic Exploration & Sampling Control Analogous to the previous case studies, the lens
location is adjusted by horizontal translation. By vertical translation, users can traverse
through possible values for x (degree of sampling). This is done in steps of five to prevent
flickering (i.e., constantly appearing and disappearing polylines) while the user is holding
the display at a particular height.
Requesting New Random Samples Since a Tangible View shows a random selection of
x % items (polylines) of the dataset, sampling-induced artifacts may appear. Users can
easily request new random samples by performing a shaking gesture, thus eventually
revealing outliners and “real” patterns within the dataset at some stage.
Switching between Global and Local Sampling We support a global and a local sam-
pling scheme. The global scheme is relative the the overall number of records of the
dataset and therefore is prone to neglect most or even all polylines within sparse regions.
In contrast, the local scheme subsamples the data points directly under the lens, thus
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being more friendly to outliners in less dense regions. Users can switch between the two
schemes by flipping the display.
Reordering Attribute Axes Users can reorder the attribute axes of the parallel coordinates
plot on the tabletop via a digital pen (direct pointing usage pattern).
10.3.4 Matrix Visualization
Yi et al. [Yi+07] list visual comparison as an important interaction intent. This usually involves
various steps, for example, filtering to minimize the problem space, rearrangement to simplify
the comparison, and providing visual cues to support the comparison. Certainly, the initial
step is to select specific subjects for the comparison, be it individual data items or subsets of
the data. Since so many heterogeneous steps are necessary, it is rather difficult to support
visual comparison with traditional means, i.e., by relying on mouse, keyboard, and one or more
stationary desktop monitors. Isenberg and Carpendale [IC07] demonstrated that multi-touch
interaction on a shared tabletop display can facilitate (collaborative) visual comparison tasks.
In this case study, we want to illustrate how Tangible Views can be applied to similar purposes
– and how users can even further benefit from the unique advantages regarding the spatial
arrangement of displays in the physical working environment. For the sake of simplicity, we use
a matrix visualization of a simple synthetic graph (42 nodes and 172 edges) that is displayed
on the tabletop (see Figure 10.4). We augmented the tabletop with several Tangible Displays.
All of them are rectangular to better reflect the principle shape of a 2D matrix.
Fig. 10.4. Using multiple Tangible Views simultaneously facilitates visual comparison tasks.
Basic Exploration As before, Tangible Displays serve as local views into the global visual-
ization on the tabletop, thus enabling multiple users to independently explore specific
parts of the matrix. The user can control the position and size of a particular subregion
(which is visualized by the display’s projected contour on the table) by horizontally and
vertically translating the corresponding Tangible View.
Locking Subviews In the first phase of comparison, the user can select a specific subview
by freezing a Tangible View, which is done by clicking a button on the display (triggers
usage pattern). Once frozen, the user can put the Tangible View aside and take another
one to select a second data subset.
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Rearranging Subviews In the second phase of comparison, the two or more frozen Tangi-
ble Views can now be brought together side by side, e.g., by holding each display in one
hand or by rearranging them on the tabletop accordingly (bring side-by-side usage pattern,
see Figure 4.3(g)). This supports users’ natural understanding of spatial arrangement.
Additional Visual Cues To further facilitate visual comparisons, we compute estimates
regarding the similarity of data regions and provide visual feedback about it directly on
the Tangible Views. Green and red halos surrounding the data regions indicate similarity
and dissimilarity, respectively. Because such discriminative features are pre-attentively
processed [TG80], users can decide more easily, where further detailed comparison may
be worthwhile.
Unlocking Subviews When a locked subview is no longer needed, the user can unfreeze it
by clicking a button on the Tangible View. Alternatively, the same result can be achieved
by performing a shaking gesture. The latter technique becomes particularly handy when
more than one subview is to be unlocked, because the user can hold multiple Tangible
Views in one hand while performing the shaking gesture.
10.3.5 Space-Time-Cube Visualization
For the visualization of spatio-temporal data, the spatial as well as the temporal component
of the data must be taken into account. Space-time-cubes are an approach to integrate both
aspects within a single visual representation [Kra03].
This case study was motivated by the analogy between a space-time-cube and the three-
dimensional presentation space supported by Tangible Views. It therefore also serves as an
example for the exploration of temporal information spaces introduced in Section 4.4.4. We use
the X- and the Y -axis of the tabletop display to show the spatial context: a geographic map of
a German state (Mecklenburg-Vorpommern) that is subdivided into several smaller subregions
(rural districts). For each rural district, the dataset contains the number of occurrences of four
common diseases on a monthly basis over a period of twelve months. The dimension of time
was mapped to the Z-axis.
Basic Exploration Tangible Views act as physical viewports into the space-time-cube, see
Figure 10.5(a). In order to show data for a single point in time, the displays remain
parallel to the tabletop surface (horizontal pose holding pattern, see Figure 4.3(a) on
page 65). The interactive exploration is driven by horizontal and vertical translation to
navigate the map and the time axis, respectively. The currently explored regions are
visually highlighted on the tabletop (visual feedback), thus helping users mentally link
overview and detail.
Overview of all Time Steps at a Location In addition to that, users can also get an over-
view of all months at a particular location on the map by rotating a Tangible View into
upright orientation, thus effectively slicing the space-time-cube vertically (vertical pose
holding pattern, see Figure 4.3(a) on page 65). This changes the visual representation to
one that borrows from the idea of placing 3D glyphs on a map display [TSS05] that we
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(a) Exploration of single time steps by slicing
the space-time-cube horizontally
(b) Overview of all time steps at a location by
slicing the space-time-cube vertically
Fig. 10.5. Space-Time-Cube Visualization: We use Tangible Views to augment a map on
the tabletop with additional visual representations that enable users to explore
temporal data associated with the map.
propose to make physically “graspable” via Tangible Views. As shown in Figure 10.5(b),
it allows us to integrate all available time steps of the active region under the Tangible
View within a single view. For the purpose of demonstration, we used a very simple
color-coded matrix to visualize the four variables (disease frequencies) over the period of
twelve months. Of course, this can be replaced by more sophisticated visualizations, e.g.,
complex GUI widgets.
Switching the Color Scheme Depending on whether the user’s intent is to identify data
values or to locate data values, different color schemes can be used, e.g., as demonstrated
in [TFS08b]. In our case study, users can easily switch between two color schemes by
flipping a Tangible View (see Figure 10.6). By including the tabletop or a second Tangible
View, users can even explore both color schemes at the same time.
(a) Before flipping: visualization supporting
the task of identification.
(b) After flipping: visualization supporting
the task of localization.
Fig. 10.6. Users can switch between different color schemes by flipping a Tangible View.
Constraining Navigation to Time The exploration of spatio-temporal data usually in-
volves the investigation or comparison of different locations, different time steps, or
both in combination. Tangible Views support users in achieving these goals more easily
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by relying on the freezing usage patterns (see Figure 4.3(d) on page 65). With horizontal
freeze, a Tangible View can be locked to a certain region on the map. This guarantees
that the associated display does not leave the selected region unintentionally even if
the display is moved to another location, thus making it easier for users to restrict their
attention to the location of interest.
Constraining Navigation to Space Likewise, vertical freeze lets users lock a Tangible View
to a certain month, thereby effectively inactivating vertically translation and thus the
navigation through time. This supports users when their investigations are targeted at a
particular point in time, as they can now easily examine arbitrary locations on the map
without to worry about losing the selected month by accidentally lifting the Tangible
View up or down. In this way, users can even relocate the entire interaction to the
table surface by simply putting the Tangible View on the tabletop. This can be quite
helpful under a variety of circumstances, such as for handling multiple views in order to
compare attributes at different locations, or for marking a specific detail (e.g., the data
at a particular month and region) for later examination by simply leaving a “vertically
frozen” Tangible View at the corresponding location on the map (table).
Fig. 10.7. Two-handed comparison: After locking the focus of two Tangible Views to the same
location (left), the user can visually compare both views by holding the displays
side by side (middle). Lifting the displays up/down controls the month selection
(right).
Two-handed Comparison of Time Users occasionally want to compare individual time
steps of a particular location, e.g., to investigate disease frequency patterns between
the summer and winter months at the most northern district of the country. For this
purpose, we propose to utilize the spatial interplay usage pattern, see Figure 4.3(g). First,
the user needs to lock two Tangible Views to the location of interest. As depicted in
Figure 10.7 (left), this can be done by taking two displays into one hand (on top of each
other) and then clicking a button on the upper display (triggers usage pattern). Based on
the close proximity of the two displays, the system then assumes that the user intends to
horizontally freeze both views. Alternatively, this step can also be performed consecutively,
i.e., by horizontally freezing the two Tangible Views independently, thus enabling the
user to select even two different locations if that suits the task at hand. Once the two
Tangible Views are locked to the region(s) of interest, the user can then visually compare
individual time steps of these regions(s) by holding the displays next to each other, as
shown in Figure 10.7 (middle). The user can then independently adjust the selected point
in time (month) on each Tangible View by concurrently lifting either display up or down,
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see Figure 10.7 (right). At all times, the tabletop keeps the user informed about the
selected region(s) by visually highlighting them on the map. After the user has completed
the comparison task, the Tangible Views can be unlocked either by clicking a button on
each display or by taking all displays into one hand and shaking them for more than one
second.
10.4 Initial User Experience & Discussion
We showed the case studies to a variety of users and generally received very positive feedback.
Users particularly praised the spatial and tangible interaction style of Tangible Views, which
they perceived as a quite natural operation, much like arranging sheets of paper on a desk.
Even domain experts, at first reluctant, were quickly convinced of the techniques after seeing a
live demo. Interestingly, before testing the demo and by only knowing the theoretical concept,
some of them suspected that it would be "too tiring to hold and move the display through the
air" if compared to "use a stylus on a tabletop, where users can rest their elbow on the surface".
Although this may be true for extensive usage, users commented to expect that the mix of
spatial interaction and touch or pen input, e.g., after freezing a Tangible View and laying it
down on the table, is going to reduce this problem considerably.
10.4.1 Observations
From designing the prototypes and early user feedback, we crystallized a set of further observa-
tions that may serve as initial guidelines for future more complex applications.
Orthogonal Techniques for a More Seamless Interaction
By favoring orthogonal techniques, e.g., toolbox metaphor for choosing a tool, translation
for navigation, and horizontal rotation for controlling a visualization parameter, there was
often no need to switch the interaction mode explicitly. This also implies that subtasks were
frequently performed in parallel, e.g., pan and zoom by horizontal and vertical translation. In
our experience, this considerably helped making the interaction more seamless.
Freezing for Rearranging Views
In the case studies, freezing was essential to temporarily decouple Tangible Views from one
or multiple axes of the interaction space. This was necessary to support tasks that require
rearrangement of views, most prominently, comparison tasks (e.g., see the Matrix Visualization
and Space-Time-Cube Visualization case studies in Section 10.3). User usually perceived this
style of interaction as easy as holding and moving printed photographs on or above a desk.
Compared to approaches that rely on virtual views, this is a considerable improvement. Users
could easily activate freezing by pressing a button on the display (triggers usage pattern). Two
users suggested to inverse the activation of freezing by considering full freeze as the default
behavior that needs to be deactivated by pushing and holding a button. Both users expected that
this would make the translation-driven navigation more “explicit” with the benefit of “reducing
the danger of losing a detail by accidentally moving a Tangible View”.
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Visual Cues for Linking Views
Providing direct visual feedback, such as casting shadows (projected outlines) of Tangible Views
on the tabletop, helped users mentally linking local and global views. One user pointed out that
“when the spatial ordering of frozen displays changes, it become confusing to understand which
dashed outlines on the table correspond to which Tangible Views”. Unfortunately, it is not possibly
to draw lines that “connect” the regions on the tabletop with the Tangible Views or to draw lines
that link elements across different Tangible Views, because they are separate display spaces. We
are confident that this problem can be softened by providing more sophisticated visualizations,
e.g., contour lines with lens-specific color codes.
Toolbox Metaphor for Task-oriented Visualizations
We observed that the toolbox metaphor brings order to the many different ways of interactive
visualization provided by Tangible Views. By means of visual indicators such as shape, size, color,
material, and screen content, different Tangible Views can be associated with very specific tasks.
Thus the toolbox metaphor allows us to provide a set of pre-configured application-specific tools
and filters from which users can easily select the ones required. For instance, a round Tangible
View with a certain frame color can represent a particular lens technique, or a specialized
rectangular Tangible View may act as a system control center that allows for loading/saving
datasets, etc. Switching between tasks is also possible via spatial gestures. Since a task switch
usually manifests a global state switch in the visualization, the interaction used to perform the
switch should “feel” similarly expressive as it is the case for the flip gesture. As with any toolbox,
users have to familiarize themselves with the available tools in order to use them efficiently. In
this respect, the system should assist users by communicating the functionality associated with
a particular Tangible View, e.g., by providing additional visual hints on the displays.
10.4.2 Limitations
It is important to note that we implemented the case studies as “demonstrable” prototypes
with a very limited set of functionality and mostly with focus on illustrating the concepts. In
general, the system responded very reliably to spatial input. Unfortunately, we experienced
occasional problems with the “marker buttons” that did not work as robust as we had hoped for.
Of course, it is advisable to incorporate touch or pen input into a Tangible Views system, e.g., to
support precise selection tasks or to offer a higher freedom of expression. Yet, we neglected this
option in order to concentrate more on the spatial input-based vocabulary of Tangible Displays.
Despite these minor restrictions, the overall interaction experience provided by the prototypes
was convincing and served the purpose of discussing and refining the techniques. This was
reflected by the positive user feedback that included only a few critical comments, which we
will briefly share in the following.
One user complained about problems with precise interaction and hand tremor when moving
or rotating Tangible Views in order to adjust an accurate position or angle. More convincing
solutions need to be found and evaluated to address this issue, which is beyond the scope of
this thesis. Another user suggested to provide better support for letting users know which
actions are mapped to what. Similar to traditional GUI widgets, labels and tooltips could reveal
what a particular Tangible View does or even show that there is an affordance. The same user
remarked that “each display has a fixed size and shape, unlike standard windows in a GUI”. This
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issue could be tackled by having a collection of differently sized Tangible Views, by customizing
the GUI to match available displays (e.g., see Chapter 11), or even by future hardware that
allows unfolding of displays, e.g., similar to [LHT08; SHD10]. In spite of these issues, we are
confident that Tangible Views are a powerful and generic approach that paves the way for an
exciting field of research with many challenging questions. In the next section, we will discuss
some of these challenges in more detail.
10.5 Potential Future Directions
This section shares material previously published as a workshop article [Tom+11] at the
DEXIS workshop at ACM ITS ’11. Any use of “we” in this section refers to
Christian Tominski, Heidrun Schumann, Martin Spindler and Raimund Dachselt.
With the advent of novel display technologies and associated interaction techniques, such as
demonstrated with Tangible Views in the previous sections, it becomes necessary to adapt
existing visualization approaches or to devise new ones. While Tangible Views illustrate quite
well the possibilities of advanced Natural User Interfaces, they also serve as a good illustration
of what is still missing. In this section, we aim to describe several issues concerning the future
development of InfoVis in the context of these emerging interaction technologies. Our main
concern is related to the systematic investigation of the possibilities of the classic as well as
the promising new technologies, on the one hand, and the well-justified application of these
possibilities to solve visualization and interaction tasks, on the other hand.
In the following, we will identify three research gaps worth being addressed by future work. The
(1) technology gap describes the demand for further interaction techniques and their systematic
mapping to common interaction tasks. The (2) integration gap concerns the integration of
novel interaction technologies with existing information visualization approaches to create new
powerful visualization solutions. The (3) guidelines gap criticizes the shortage of support for
users to choose suitable solutions for the task at hand. Narrowing and eventually closing these
gaps will require considerable efforts. Hence, it is beyond the scope of this thesis to lay out a
comprehensive roadmap.
10.5.1 Technology Gap
Visualization research builds upon commonly accepted strategies for visualizing data. In his
classic book, Bertin [Ber83] introduced visual variables and defined how data is to be mapped
onto them. Cleveland and McGill [CM84] investigated the effectiveness of visual encodings for
data exploration. We therefore have backed conceptual and empirical knowledge on how to
transform data D to visual representations V using the mapping vis : D → V .
In terms of interaction, there is no such commonly accepted mapping. A possible reason for this
is the rather limited set of useful interaction patterns provided by mouse and keyboard, which
still can be considered the predominant input devices in InfoVis. By contrast, recent advances in
HCI research (such as our Tangible Views) have added new input modalities along with novel
interaction techniques, thus extending the available interaction repertoire considerably.
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What still has to be developed is the mapping interact : T → I that defines how interaction
tasks T are carried out with the available interaction techniques I. Specifying appropriate sets
T and I is a necessary and challenging condition for successfully developing novel interactive
visualizations. This requires to extend the interaction toolbox by a repertoire of further interac-
tion techniques, which will have to be defined and described in a consistent way thus eventually
allowing for an easy task mapping. Prototyping the new techniques will form the basis for
future visualization applications.
Addressing the Technology Gap
In order to arrive at a mapping interact : T → I, we first need to specify a set of interaction
tasks T . There are approaches that provide first categorizations of interaction. Yi et al. [Yi+07]
described a list of general interaction intents in visualization. Besides these general descriptions,
more specific categorizations exist. For instance, dedicated interaction tasks for exploring
graphs are described by Lee et al. [Lee+06]. These are valuable starting points for defining
a comprehensive set of interaction tasks. Most likely, this set will contain tasks of different
complexity ranging from very basic selection to common brushing and linking to the more
complex applications of logically combinable dynamic filtering.
Secondly, defining a taxonomy of possible usage patterns (interaction vocabulary) is a valid first
step for closing the technology gap. Such taxonomy serves as a container that holds technically
possible interaction solutions to be utilized for particular interaction tasks. In Section 4.2,
we presented a first approximation of an interaction vocabulary for Tangible Displays that
is tailored to the specific design space of handheld displays in a tabletop environment. It
therefore addresses only a comparatively little subset of possible usage patterns and does not
comprehensively cover the different classes of interactive displays in general. Hence, future
work has to systematically extend the vocabulary with further interaction techniques I.
The case studies of Section 10.3 presented several successful interact : T → I mappings, such
as the adjustment of a visualization parameter. For example, we mapped the distortion factor of
a fisheye lens (∈ T ) onto rotating the view horizontally (∈ I) as shown in Figure 10.2.
Another example was given for the task of exploring spatio-temporal data with Tangible Views
(see Figure 10.5). We mapped such data to the volume above the table, where the XY-dimensions
encode the spatial location and the Z-dimension represents time. User can control the visible
location and time step (∈ T ) by translating the Tangible View horizontally and vertically (∈ I).
10.5.2 Integration Gap
Closing the technology gap will result in a new repertoire of interaction techniques. However,
by now users of interactive visualizations mostly apply techniques that are designed for classic
desktop computers. By contrast, utilizing novel interactive displays for visualization purposes
has not received much attention so far. We therefore see a gap in terms of promising new
possibilities on the one hand, but only little integration of these possibilities into visualization
research and applications on the other hand.
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Yet, there are first approaches addressing this issue (e.g., see Section 10.1.1). However, previous
projects mostly address very specific problems and often originate from the HCI community.
Interestingly, we even encountered noticeable traces of skepticism towards the new possibilities
at least in parts of the InfoVis community, e.g., when we first submitted our work on Tangible
Views to the IEEE InfoVis conference – a premier forum for advances in information visualization.
Our submission got rejected with an overall rating of “borderline”. Apparently, we had failed
to convince our reviewers to see potential in our approach, as the following excerpts from the
reviews show:
“Good points: [. . . ] I like the research topic for having the "bravery" to have some
vision and explore a perhaps risky approach that may ultimately fail . . . ”
The same reviewer continued:
“Bad points: I am not convinced that the approach is promising . . . ”
Another reviewer was concerned that:
“. . . the interaction is much more tiring even than touch-interaction (which is also
more tiring than indirect mouse interaction) . . . ”
We interpret these statements as indicators for a certain “cultural gap” between the InfoVis
and HCI community, which expresses itself in how the role of the user is seen [Tom14]. This
observation is also shared by Lee et al. [Lee+12], who argue that “HCI models consider the
person in the interaction loop while the InfoVis taxonomies consider the system reaction”.
In summary, narrowing the integration gap by systematically combining modern visualization
research with recent interaction technologies will lead to novel solutions for today’s data
exploration challenges. In particular, this will require to bring closer together the InfoVis and
HCI community.
Addressing the Integration Gap
Addressing the integration gap involves many different aspects. To name just a few, integration is
necessary on an acceptance, conceptual, software, and hardware level. Because we cannot detail
all aspects here, we will resort to illustrating the integration of exploration and manipulation of
node-link diagrams.
Usually, exploration and manipulation tasks are considered separately from each other. While
exploration is largely addressed in the InfoVis community, manipulation tasks are more relevant
in the realm of HCI. For instance, with Tangible Views we mainly support the exploration of node-
link diagrams by utilizing spatial input-driven “with-the-view” interaction (see Section 10.3.1).
Other works address the authoring and manipulation of the underlying graph data, e.g., by
using multi-touch and pen input for diagram editing [FHD10]. Taking advantage of both
worlds by integrating them into a single system would clearly be useful, not only because users
can accomplish multiple tasks within the same familiar environment, but also because data
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exploration often involves data manipulation for testing different “what if” scenarios. However,
such integration also implicates several challenges:
Challenge: Acceptance More evidence must be provided by the HCI community to demon-
strate the potential of the new interaction technologies. Even though the case studies presented
in Section 10.3 already helped increase acceptance of the Tangible Displays approach in the
InfoVis community [Lee+12], they are not much more than a starting point. Another example
is the study of Chapter 3 that shows that spatial interaction is not necessarily tiring, but can be
even more efficient than touch interaction if designed and implemented properly.
Challenge: Conceptual Integration On a conceptual level, distinctive features of different
interaction and visualization techniques need to be combined to suit a specific task. For example,
spatial “with-the-view” interaction could be utilized for exploration tasks and surface-based
“on-the-view” interaction for manipulation tasks. By assigning one input channel to a specific
group of tasks, the seamless switching between these task groups could be facilitated (e.g.,
spatial input for navigation, touch input for node selection, and pen input for graph editing).
Challenge: Application Development Better programming tools must be provided to sup-
port the development of novel Tangible Display applications. For this purpose, different software
worlds need to be consolidated into a single framework that addresses issues such as distributed
rendering in a heterogeneous multi-display environment, state synchronization between dif-
ferent devices, and most importantly the seamless incorporation and adaption of existing
visualization toolkits. Tangible Views are a good example for this challenge. While our proto-
types illustrate the basic interaction concepts quite well, they are by no means fully functional
and rather demonstrate a very limited set of functionality. A main reason for this are restrictions
of the Tangible Display prototyping tools presented in Chapter 7, e.g., the limited support for
integrating existing visualization solutions. This forced us to implement each visualization
technique from scratch and makes it particularly difficult to incorporate approaches, such as the
touch- and pen-based diagram editing techniques by Frisch et al. [FHD10].
Challenge: Hardware Availability In order to make the novel interaction techniques avail-
able to the InfoVis community, it is important to provide easy access to the necessary hardware.
The use of complex installations, such as the cost-intensive optical tracking system used by
us for Tangible Views, is clearly a unsuitable option in the long run. A possible intermediate
step are the visual utilities discussed in Section 7.3.2. They enabled our InfoVis colleages at
the University of Rostock to successfully prototype many of the case studies without having
direct access to the hardware installation in our lab. However, more sustainable solutions must
be developed that are built on affordable and easy-to-setup components, such as the depth
sensor-based tracking solution discussed in Section 8.3.
10.5.3 Guidelines Gap
With the combination of different visualization techniques and interaction technologies, a vast
body of possible solutions becomes available. The immense variety of existing and possible new
approaches makes it difficult for users to decide which techniques to use. What is needed in the
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future are guidelines or rules for choosing effective approaches for the data, tasks, and device
context at hand.
An example for systematically choosing “good” visualizations is Mackinlay’s [Mac86] pioneering
work on automating the design of visual representations. The approach enables the automatic
suggestion of visual variables based on a given data type (quantitative, ordinal, nominal). This
is possible thanks to the well-defined sets of data types and visual variables, which abstract
from the subtle details of real world problems. It is part of ongoing research how the details of
today’s often complex visualization application scenarios can be integrated.
Wouldn’t it be great if we had a similar system to which we input our data D and our tasks T ,
and the system would tell us which visualization techniques V and interaction techniques I to
use given a particular input and output setup? Obviously, the required mapping guide : D×T →
V → I will be difficult to define. We consider solving this research question a formidable and
rather long-term task.
Addressing the Guidelines Gap
The case studies of Section 10.3 indicate that there is much potential in utilizing Tangible
Displays for InfoVis. Although being interesting examples, it remains unclear why and how
Tangible Views are used under which circumstances and when alternative solutions might be
better suited. This is reflected by questions like: Would you really carry out this task with Tangible
Views? or Wouldn’t this be easier to accomplish with multi-touch gestures or even the mouse?
Even though the introduction of an interaction vocabulary is an important step (see Section 4.2),
there are still no definite rules for its application. In order to make InfoVis on modern interactive
displays a viable approach, we should strive to provide concrete answers and guidelines much
like in the spirit of Bertin [Ber83], Cleveland and McGill [CM84], and Mackinlay [Mac86].
However, developing approaches for guiding the user in choosing the “right tool” is ongoing
research, which is challenging for the following reasons. First, it is usually more difficult to
categorize the data, because today’s datasets are increasingly complex and heterogeneous.
Furthermore, one has to take the users’ tasks and goals into account with regard to both: what
users want to see and how they would like to interact. In terms of output, a step has to be
made from simple visual variables to more complex visualization techniques, and possibly
combinations thereof. The aspect of interaction is largely neglected in classic works. Given some
data and a suitable visualization, how can users effectively interact to accomplish the tasks and
to achieve the goals? And finally, it is no longer just a question of which visualization technique
to use for which data and task, but rather one of which display and interaction technologies to
use for which visualization techniques, data, and tasks.
10.6 Summary
Conventional desktop display solutions and indirect interaction by means of traditional input
devices are notable limitations for information visualization. While the HCI community has
developed various natural user interfaces that have the potential to overcome these limitations,
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only few approaches really utilize the available technologies to this end. If at all, they restrict
the interaction space to the display surface (e.g., via touch and pen input), but ignore the
benefits provided by the additional screen space and the “with”-display interaction style of
Tangible Displays.
This is a lost opportunity that we took on in this chapter by contributing Tangible Views – an
advancement of the Tangible Lenses system presented in the previous chapter. Tangible Views
allow for a more natural and seamless way of carrying out a number of common visualization
tasks. We achieved this by utilizing the rich interaction vocabulary of Tangible Displays to a
greater extent than before. Users can perform a variety of spatial gestures directly “with” a
Tangible View or use touch and pen input “on” a Tangible View. Tangible Views provide haptic
affordances combined with clear proprioception by means of body movements. At the same
time, we are employing the well-known metaphors of moving sheets of paper on a desk as well
as lifting photos and other documents to look at them in detail.
We see the true potential of our approach in the possibility to provide interesting alternatives to
classic techniques and to supersede virtual views by physically tangible ones. With that, fairly
direct mappings can be achieved for multiple coordinated views, overview & detail techniques,
and focus + context techniques, in particular lens techniques. In addition, bimanual interaction
allows for the natural control of various visualization parameters in parallel, which cannot
be accomplished as easily with traditional desktop interfaces or with “on”-display interaction
styles, such as based on multi-touch input. By the means of the toolbox metaphor, we can also
utilize Tangible Views to facilitate task-oriented visualization, which resembles the usage of
physical workshop or kitchen tools. This helps mediating a more seamless way of interaction.
We demonstrated the versatility of Tangible Views on the example of five common visualization
approaches that we implemented as interactive prototypes. The very positive early user feedback
and our experiences with the case studies suggest a high potential of the approach. Yet, further
studies of particular combinations of Tangible Views and visualization techniques are required,
e.g., with regard to the integration of touch input and parameter control.
In summary, this chapter made a contribution especially to the interaction side of information
visualization. We hope that our work stimulates a discussion on more natural ways of looking
at and interacting with data. In this context, we identified and discussed three major gaps to be
addressed by future research – preferable by a joint effort of the InfoVis and HCI community.
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11Tangible Palettes
for Graphical Applications
This chapter shares material previously published as full paper at
INTERACT 2013 [SCD13]. Any use of “we" in this chapter refers to
Martin Spindler, Victor Cheung and Raimund Dachselt.
In the previous two chapters, we mostly focused on how Tangible Displays can support data
exploration and navigation tasks, which we demonstrated for several types of multimedia
information spaces and in the context of information visualization.
In this chapter, we will direct our attention to selection and manipulation tasks by exploring
a set of novel techniques for the pen-driven interaction with graphical user interfaces (GUI).
To that end, we developed the Tangible Palettes system – another extension of the Tangible
Lenses system of Chapter 9 – that we adapted to address the demands of tool management
and document manipulation on the example of graphical applications. The contribution of this
chapter comprises:
(1) The concept of Tangible Palettes which aims to bring back some of the physical affordances
of a painter’s palette to a digital tabletop, e.g., by facilitating quick access to digital tools
and documents through the use of Spatial Work Zones (see Section 11.2).
(2) An interactive prototype illustrating how basic tools and functionality can be implemented
with Tangible Palettes so to assist users working with complex GUIs (see Section 11.3).
(3) An initial informal usability evaluation of the prototype and the underlying interaction
concepts (see Section 11.4).
11.1 Background and Motivation
Prior to the digital age, painters and graphics artists used to work with physical tools and painting
media, such as brushes, paintboxes and canvases, which can be spatially arranged, grouped,
manipulated and combined in very flexible ways. This style of interaction implicitly leverages
the whole spectrum of spatial arrangement that has proven to simplify choice, perception, and
even internal computation [Kir95]. After all, in having a body we are spatially located beings.
We must always face some direction and therefore have only certain objects in view. Hence,
managing the spatial arrangement of items around us is not circumstantial – it is an integral
part of the way we think, plan and work. In this spirit, artists freely setup and configure their
working environment to fit the task at hand, e.g., by defining and using specific work zones on
the desk. This gives them not only fast access to all necessary tools, but also requires them to
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memorize less – by actively increasing their understanding of the spatial organization in the
outside world [Kir95]. This is facilitated by human perception that can handle a high amount
of information in the periphery, even if the focus is on a particular detail. This is one reason for
why the work with multiple documents or sheets of paper is considered to be helpful for getting
overview and structuring tasks [SH03].
In the digital world, Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) have been commonly used as the medium
of interaction with computer applications. In GUIs, tools are often represented as individual
icons. For better organization and easy access, related tools are typically collocated in palettes
that group similar functionality within separate windows floating on top of the image canvas.
By using digital techniques that simulate real-world tools, graphics artists can share, modify,
and combine their work in even more flexible and efficient ways. This increases productivity
and also complements the toolbox with novel styles, techniques and filters. This is reflected by
an extensive set of tools offered by modern desktop graphics editor programs like GIMP and
Adobe Photoshop. As a consequence, many tool palettes are often displayed simultaneously,
thus leaving less space for the image canvas. A naïve solution to this problem is to provide
additional screen estate. However, the underlying conflict remains: the rivalry between tools
and document over the very same display space. Two challenges go hand in hand with this:
Challenge 1: Tool Management The immense amount of digital functionality increases
the complexity of tool usage. Common approaches to soften this problem include keyboard
shortcuts, tool presets, context menus (e.g., Pie/Marking Menus [Cal+88]), see-through widgets
[Bie+93], and menus from the menu bar, i.e., transient interfaces that do not permanently
occlude objects of interest. Most of the techniques group related tools in form of nested windows.
This helps users to remember where a particular tool can be found, but also forces them to spend
time and effort on organizing and navigating through tool hierarchies or to learn and memorize
special keys and gestures, thus taking away mental resources from their actual goals.
Challenge 2: Document Navigation Looking through the eye of a spatially constrained
display, the challenge of working with large graphics documents at various levels of detail
should not be underestimated. Users often have to switch between different views that can
either depict close-ups (to inspect and edit details) or overviews (to maintain overview of the
entire document). Such views are usually shown simultaneously on the same display, e.g., in
form of an overview inset that occludes small parts of a detail view. Navigation (zoom & pan)
becomes significantly important in this scenario. It is typically accomplished directly within a
view, e.g., by dragging the document with a mouse pointer (pan) or by zooming in/out with
keyboard shortcuts. Even if a more direct way of interaction is possible on modern multi-touch
displays, all interaction remains constrained to the bottleneck of a 2D surface serving as a rather
narrow peephole into an otherwise large and complex world.
In summary, the digital world offers a rich set of functionality with efficient ways to work with
digital content. As a downside, it is restricted to a 2D workspace that provides limited tangible
affordances only and thus does not leverage our full capabilities of spatial arrangement as we
are used to from the real world. Aiming at narrowing this gap, this chapter contributes the
Tangible Palettes approach that combines beneficial features of both worlds. Tangible Palettes
are inspired by a variety of previous works that we extended and recombined within a single
system. A small cross section of it will be reviewed in the remainder of this section.
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Mixed Display Environments for Sketching and Graphical Applications
Interactive displays can bring back some of the physical affordances of the analog world. Given
their ample size and support for parallel input, large interactive displays in particular provide a
suitable environment for co-located collaborations making these displays a popular research
subject for sketching and graphical applications. Several projects have focused on the design
and implementation of such systems using tabletops, digital whiteboards [Elr+92] and tilted
displays (e.g., Flux [Lei+09]). Mixed display environments combine the best of each display
type, for instance, by using vertical displays for presentation tasks, horizontal tabletops for
collaborative sketching, and smaller movable displays for personal tasks. Examples for this are
i-LAND [Str+99], the Interactive Workspaces project [JFW02], Shared Design Space [Hal+06]
and NiCE Discussion Room [Hal+10]. Content transfer among displays plays a vital role in
those mixed environments. For that, a variety of techniques have been presented, e.g., by
moving data with a digital pen (Pick-and-Drop) [Hal+06] or with a handheld display (Pick up
and Move) [KN08a]. Most of these projects have focused on the problem of how to interact with
and move “data” between different interactive surfaces. Yet, there is little work on investigating
how spatial movements and arrangements of “tools” across displays facilitate the work practice,
which is the goal of this chapter.
Physical Separation of Tool & Document Space
Tangible User Interfaces (TUI, see Section 2.3) are a common approach to cope with the conflict
between tools and content over the display space. This is achieved by means of tangible objects
that users can manipulate with their hands.
Enhanced Digital Pens and Brushes A commercially successful example for TUI are the
physical tool nibs in Wacom’s CINTIQ 24HD [@Waca] that can represent a variety of different
tools, e.g., brushes, ballpoint pens, markers, and erasers. IntuPaint [Van+08] demonstrated the
use of real brushes on an interactive display for the purpose of creating realistic painting results
using an extensive model-based paint simulation (though relies on virtual UI widgets sharing
the same screen space as the image canvas). I/O brush by Ryokai et al. [RMI04] goes one step
further and lets children draw with digital textures that they pick up from real-world objects,
such as wallpapers, clothes, or stones. Song et al. [Son+11] equipped the barrel of a digital pen
with multi-touch capabilities. This allows users to change modes and drawing styles by holding
the pen in specific grips or by performing special finger gestures. While we see great potential
in these developments, we decided on a more traditional digital pen approach that is based on
Anoto paper technology, e.g., as used in [Hal+06].
Tangible GUIs Extending the notion of Tangible User Interfaces, tangible GUIs benefit from
the familiarity of conventional GUIs and the rich affordances of tangible objects. For example,
controls can be spatially organized and passed around so the image canvas gets less cluttered
as most GUI components can be detached from it. Phidgets [GF01] demonstrated physical UI
components that are adaptable via wired controls. For the Shared Design Space et al. [Hal+06],
a tabletop was augmented with printed Anoto-based color palettes that are physically separated
from the image canvas on the tabletop. VoodooSketch [Blo+08b; Blo+08a] extended this setup
by supporting live sketching of controls and their free configuration on physical palettes via
handwritten labels and prefabricated components, e.g., buttons and sliders. However, once
created, the UI palettes just provide “static” interactive options until they are physically altered
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or thrown away. In contrast, our Tangible Palettes are “dynamic” meaning that digital content
and tools are visually projected onto paper-based displays so they can easily be changed. In
this way, our work shares ideas from Paper Windows [Hol+05] that addressed the capturing of
physical affordances of paper in a digital WIMP-world.
11.2 The Tangible Palettes Concept
The concept of Tangible Palettes is based on the traditional painter’s metaphor, where a painter
uses real-world tools like brushes and color palettes that are physically separated from the
painting. With Tangible Palettes, we apply this idea to a digital tabletop (see Figure 11.1).
In this setup, a large horizontal digital table (a) serves as the main image canvas showing a
graphical document that users can edit by means of one or more digital pens (b). As opposed
to traditional approaches, where tools (e.g., in form of GUI palettes) and the image document
share the same screen space, we aim at decoupling this space by making digital tool palettes
physically tangible. We achieve this using spatially tracked projection screens (Tangible Palettes)
in different sizes and shapes that act as physical representations for the otherwise virtual
palettes (c). In addition, Tangible Palettes can also dynamically switch to show local details
of the main image document (d). Users can take these displays into their hands and move
and arrange them freely in the real world. As Tangible Palettes are dynamically updated, e.g.,
depending on their position and orientation, instant visual feedback is displayed on them to
reflect the state of tool usage. At the same time, users can seamlessly work with them via digital
pens, e.g., to simulate physical brush usage. In this way, Tangible Palettes bring back some
of the advantages of a spatial work environment known from the analog world. We take this
concept further by introducing Spatial Work Zones (e, f, g) as a novel approach for organizing
digital tools and documents. In the next subsection, this idea will be explained in more detail.
Fig. 11.1. Basic setup: A tabletop acts as the main image canvas (a) that users can work
on via digital pens (b). Various lightweight displays (Tangible Palettes) show tool
menus (c) and detail views of the image document (d). Spatial Work Zones are
represented by Tangible Proxies (e) and On-screen Proxies (f) or exist on their
own (g). We use them to group digital tools and documents that are accessible via
Tangible Palettes.
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11.2.1 Spatial Work Zones
Spatial Work Zones are spatially confined 3D regions that can exist on, above and around
the table. They are based on the usage pattern of zones (see Figure 4.3(e) on page 65) and
define an independent interaction space that can be accessed by moving a handheld display
(Tangible Palette) into and through them. This either temporarily or permanently changes what
is shown on the handheld display (see Figure 11.2). In this way, Spatial Work Zones serve as
physical containers that we employ for grouping digital functionality and content with the aim
of providing quick access to it. The spatial extent of a Work Zone is described by its physical
shape and size. For the sake of simplicity, we usually limit ourselves to box-shaped (cuboidal)
Work Zones with a fixed side length of about 30 to 40 cm.
(a) Temporal Assignment (b) Permanent Assignment
Fig. 11.2. Spatial Work Zones provide fast access to digital contents. Moving a handheld
display into them instantly changes what is shown on the display. Leaving a Work
Zone restores the previous content (a). The new content can be kept permanently
by pushing a button on the display (b).
Proxy Representations
Users can freely arrange Spatial Work Zones on the table. Since Work Zones are invisible and
intangible by nature, mechanisms for interacting with them need to be found. We propose to
tackle this problem with three basic types of proxy representations that provide different levels
of affordances. Their specific properties are discussed in the following.
Tangible Proxies Tangible Proxies are spatially tracked physical objects so that their real-
world locations are known to the system. Tangible Proxies can be dedicated objects
with a unique appearance hinting at a specific application purpose, such as the cup of
paintbrushes or the paintbox shown in Figure 11.1(e). Tangible Proxies can also be
generic objects like coffee mugs, Post-it® notes, or other readily available objects. This
may even include Tangible Displays. Tangible Proxies offer a number of advantages:
They are readily visible and can therefore provide easy to understand clues regarding the
associated functionality (high affordance). They are freely moveable by physical means
within the work environment and thus facilitate a quite natural way of spatially arranging
Work Zones. Tangible Proxies can even be placed beside the tabletop display, e.g., to not
occlude the image canvas. In addition to that, personal objects like smartphones, wallets
or keychains may serve as placeholders for Work Zones containing private documents or a
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set of favored tool palettes brought along by the user. A disadvantage of Tangible Proxies
is the system’s inability to actively move them in physical space, e.g., to automatically
restore a predefined spatial arrangement of Work Zones.
On-screen Proxies On-screen Proxies are digital visualizations on the tabletop display,
such as the one illustrated in Figure 11.1(f). One of their benefits is that the system
can actively change their position and appearance, for example, to restore a previous
Work Zones configuration during the initialization phase. Beyond that, On-screen Proxies
can provide additional visual hints regarding the content associated with a Work Zone,
e.g., the number of recently changed files of a shared network folder. By means of
pen- or finger-based drag gestures, users can freely move On-Screen Proxies around
on the tabletop (and with them the corresponding Work Zones). Of course, this style
of interaction remains restricted to the table surface, thus limiting the user’s freedom
of arranging Work Zones farther away from the table. Another downside of On-screen
Proxies is that they occlude the image canvas on the table. Possible methods for lessening
this problem are the use of partial transparency, context-sensitive fade-ins, and showing
On-Screen Proxies only when a handheld display is approaching them.
No Proxy Spatial Work Zones can (temporarily) exist without a proxy representation. We
see a particular benefit of this approach for cases where the previous proxy types have
limitations, e.g., for zones residing beside the table such as illustrated in Figure 11.1(g).
Not using a proxy representation can also help reduce the complexity of the system,
because there are less objects a user needs to take care of. This may be especially handy
for experienced users, who know their Work Zones setup by heart. However, due to the
lack of direct visual hints, the affordance of Work Zones without a proxy representation
is very low. Hence, users have to learn their locations and functionality, e.g., by actively
searching for them with a handheld display. The system can assist users in this process by
showing direction signs on the table at first usage, e.g., arrows pointing to the zones. We
further suggest to align the zones with prominent features of the environment, e.g., the
right edge of the table, since this can help users remember the locations of zones.
Switching between Representations
Seamless switches between tangible and on-screen representations can be achieved by perform-
ing a double-tap gesture with a Tangible Proxy on the table (see Figure 4.3(f) on page 65).
This works in both directions: When the double-tap occurs directly on an On-screen Proxy, the
on-screen representation vanishes from the tabletop and its associated Work Zone is transferred
to the Tangible Proxy. A transfer into the opposite direction is accomplished by a double-tap at
a “free” location on the table. A new On-screen Proxy is then created at this position and the
Work Zone is unlinked from the Tangible Proxy.
11.2.2 Previous Techniques Revisited
Tangible Palettes share many of the interaction concepts presented in the previous two chapters.
A key benefit of these systems was the support of different input channels accompanied by a
rich vocabulary of usage patterns that are close to what people are familiar with from everyday
life. Many of them will be reused in this chapter, e.g., spatial input-based vertical and horizontal
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translation for document navigation, flipping for obtaining alternative views and freezing for
locking a view. In this context, digital pens played just a minor role so far (see the annotation
techniques of Section 9.4, where we demonstrated basic pen-based drawing and tool selection).
With Tangible Palettes, we tie in with these techniques. However, in contrast to the previous
systems, the focus of this chapter is not so much on exploration and information gaining tasks,
but rather on the organization of painting media and tools. We therefore modified and enhanced
some of the techniques to meet the new requirements.
Switching between Overview & Detail on the Tabletop
To support the work with large graphics documents, techniques are needed that allow users
to efficiently navigate to specific details, while not losing track of the overall picture (see
Challenge 2). In conventional image editing software, this problem is commonly addressed by
Overview & Detail techniques. Here, individual views either provide an overview of the whole
document or show detailed views into it. As demonstrated in the previous two chapters (e.g., see
the Picture Zoomer case study in Section 9.1.2), we can apply this concept to the design space of
Tangible Displays by physically detaching overview from detail views and distributing them to
individual displays. Until now, our usual approach was to display the entire graphics document
(overview) on the table, while zoomed-in image sections (details) were shown on handheld
displays, such as illustrated in Figure 11.3 (left). Here, colored outlines on the tabletop provided
visual clues regarding the detail area associated with a particular handheld display.
Fig. 11.3. Flipping a handheld display transfers the overview to the handheld display and the
detail to the tabletop or vice versa.
In a graphics application context, editing a specific image section can easily occupy the user’s
attention for some time. Given the limited size of Tangible Displays, the larger tabletop can be a
more suitable work surface in such situations. We therefore propose to enable users to seamlessly
swap Overview and Detail between tabletop and a handheld display (see Figure 11.3, right).
This may be accomplished, for example, by turning a handheld display to its back (flipping
gesture). This will only affect the views on the tabletop and the handheld display being flipped,
but leaves other displays intact. With a specific subregion of a graphics document being shown
on the tabletop, users sometimes want to zoom into further details of this image region (detail-
of-detail). Our approach naturally supports such detail-of-detail navigation by simply adding
another handheld display (see Figure 11.3, right).
Explicit Activation of Spatial Input-based Navigation
In the previous two chapters, most spatial input-based navigation was “implicit”, i.e., it was
enabled by default. This implied that any positional change of a display immediately triggered
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a zoom or pan operation. The only way to disable spatial input-based zoom & pan was to
actively lock the screen content by pressing a button (freezing and triggers usage patterns). Yet,
it always got activated again as soon as the button was released. In the context of graphical
applications, where document navigation is a secondary interaction goal supporting the primary
task of drawing, this behavior is rather impractical. We therefore propose to deactivate spatial
navigation by default, so users must “explicitly” activate it by pressing a button on the display
(see Figure 11.4). As long as the button is not being pressed, there is no need for holding
the Tangible Palette at a specific position anymore. As a consequence, the display can be put
to a more convenient place, e.g., on the table, without the risk of losing the selected image
section. It also allows for comparing and working on far-flung picture sections, e.g., by holding
two displays side by side. Pressing the button activates the spatial input-based zoom & pan
mechanism. As a result, the image section shown on the handheld display is instantly changed
according to its location above the table. This may cause a one-time visual jump at the time of
activation, e.g., compare Figure 11.4(a)+(b).
(a) Spatial input is inactive (b) Spatial input is activated
Fig. 11.4. Spatial input-based navigation is inactive by default. Hence, users must explicitly
activate it by pushing (and holding) a button on the Tangible Palette.
Slicing Multi-layer Stacks Vertically for an Overview of Layers/Palettes
In this chapter, we will frequently utilize multi-layer stacks, e.g., for organizing GUI palettes
in Spatial Work Zones. Until now, multi-layer stack interaction usually required users to hold
a display in horizontal pose. A notable exception was presented in Section 10.3.5, where we
sliced a Space-Time-Cube vertically in order to obtain all temporal data of a specific location
on a map. For Tangible Palettes, we pursuit a similar approach, yet with a slightly different
intention: a display in vertical pose shows an overview of all layers, so users can quickly switch,
e.g., between a single GUI palette view and a summary of all GUI palettes by just vertically
rotating the display within the stack, see Figure 11.5.
11.2.3 Allocating GUI Palettes to Tangible Displays
In a Tangible Palettes system, the way of how GUIs are distributed to handheld displays has a
considerable impact on the workflow. Two extremes in the broad spectrum of possible allocation
schemes are 1-to-1 (i.e., one Tangible Display for each GUI) and 1-to-N (i.e., a single Tangible
Display for all GUIs). Both schemes implicate disadvantages:
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(a) Horizontal Pose: Single
Layer/Palette View
(b) Vertical Pose: Overview of
Layers/GUI Palettes
Fig. 11.5. A single layer of the stack is shown on the display when it is hold in horizontal pose
(a). Slicing the stack vertically provides an overview of all layers (b).
1-to-1: One Display for Each GUI Palette The number of potential GUIs can easily go
into the dozens. In practice, supplying a sufficient quantity of handheld displays to house
all of them will be close to impossible. Despite this, the limited room on and around the
table additionally restricts the number of possible displays in use.
1-to-N: One Display for All Palettes: Providing just one handheld display that houses all
available GUI palettes facilitates a simpler setup, though also takes away the convenience
of having multiple Tangible Palettes at direct disposal. However, in contrast to leaving
the GUI palettes on the table, this can already be an improvement as digital tools are no
longer occluding the image canvas. Unfortunately, the user will have to switch between
GUI palettes on the handheld display whenever a different palette is needed. With a
larger number of palettes, this can become an increasingly complex task.
X-to-N: Finding a Compromise To cope with this situation, a compromise between the
two extremes is needed that involves a limited and manageable number of handheld
displays (e.g., two to five displays). While this implies that not all GUI palettes can be
made tangible at the same time, it still allows for making most of the GUI palettes tangible
that are relevant for a particular task, e.g., by grouping related menus and tool palettes
in multi-layer stacks.
In summary, we argue that users should limit themselves to a handful of Tangible Displays,
even if the number of potential GUI palettes is much higher. This compromise comes at a price
though, because it requires users to spend additional effort on organizing GUI palettes across
multiple displays. Among others, this includes the following subtasks: (1) the seamless transfer
of palettes between displays and (2) the quick access to palettes via a single display. Given
the rich design space of Tangible Palettes, we can keep these extra costs low by equipping the
system with a set of techniques that support users in performing these operations in a simple
and natural way (as will be demonstrated in the next section).
11.3 Interactive Prototype
With the basic concept of Tangible Palettes being introduced, we will now practically illustrate
how Tangible Palettes can support different aspects of tool management using the example
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of a graphics editor application. Since Tangible Palettes combine and extend techniques that
have been described before in the literature or in earlier chapters of this thesis, we will first
show how these fit into the overall interaction concept (see Section 11.3.1 and Section 11.3.2).
Just like in the previous two chapters, we implemented the interactive prototype using the
Tangible Display Toolkit of Chapter 7. Considering the constraints of a research system, we
did not spend much effort in implementing a fully functional graphics editor application. Our
focus was rather on illustrating the basic concepts of a Tangible Palettes system. Among others,
this includes the seamless integration of pen input across all displays, the spatial navigation
with handheld displays that needs to be activated explicitly by pressing a button, the support of
spatial Work Zones, the location-based interaction with Tangible Proxies, as well as a basic set
of common graphics editor-related tool palettes (e.g., for color and brush selection). Based on
these requirements, we expanded the technological framework by the following features:
Location-aware Tangible Proxies We augmented the system with support for the spatial
tracking of Tangible Proxies, such as the one depicted in Figure 11.1(e). Using the tracking
functionality of the Tangible Display Toolkit (see Section 7.2.2), this integration was quite
straightforward. For this purpose, we attached infrared (IR)-reflective markers to the
Tangible Proxies in discriminable configurations. The use of unique marker configurations
was not only necessary for distinguishing individual Tangible Proxies, but also to separate
them from handheld displays.
Pressure-sensitive Buttons Due to the negative experiences with the marker buttons
in the previous chapter, we decided to replace them with a more reliable approach.
For this purpose, we equipped some handheld displays with Arduino-based pressure-
sensitive buttons that can wirelessly communicate their state changes to the system (see
Section 7.2.3). We used theses buttons primarily for the explicit activation of spatial
input-based navigation as well as the permanent assignment of tool palettes.
11.3.1 Basic Functionality: Drawing and Document Navigation
Inspired by other systems [Hal+06; Lei+09] and our annotation techniques of Section 9.4, we
implemented an interactive prototype that allows users to draw on any display with a digital
pen. Drawing parameters, such as pen thickness and color, can be adjusted through tool palettes
existing on both the tabletop and handheld displays (see Figure 11.6, middle + right). While the
tabletop serves as the main canvas for the image document, smaller interactive subregions of the
image can be mapped to handheld displays (see Figure 11.6, left) using the revised navigation
techniques proposed earlier in this chapter. The latter requires an explicit activation of spatial
input to ensure that navigation only occurs when users intend to do so (see Section 11.2.2).
11.3.2 Inter-Display Transfer of Palettes
A major design goal for Tangible Palettes was to enable users to physically decouple menus
from the image canvas on the table so they can take them into the hands or lay them out on or
nearby the canvas by still maintaining complete interactivity. In this context, it is crucial that
the system provides efficient mechanisms for duplicating or transfering GUI palettes among
displays. We propose the following techniques to address this:
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Fig. 11.6. Multiple users can simultaneously draw on the canvas (tabletop) via digital pens.
Drawing parameters, such as color and stroke thickness, can be customized by
means of tool palettes that either reside on the tabletop or on handheld displays.
Tabletop to Handheld Display GUI palettes visible on the tabletop can be made “tangible”
by moving it to a handheld display. In Paper Windows [Hol+05], Holman et al. suggested
to achieve this by placing a handheld display (in their case a digital piece of paper)
directly on top of a virtual window (shown on a laptop monitor) followed by a rubbing
gesture to trigger the transfer. With Tangible Palettes, we apply the very same technique
to a tabletop environment (see Figure 11.7). The transfer also works into the opposite
direction. Depending on the number of fingers used for executing the rubbing gesture,
the GUI is either moved (two fingers) or copied (three fingers). Alternatively, an adaptive
menu could be shown to provide these and further options, e.g., undoing the action.
Handheld Display to Handheld Display Users can also transfer GUI palettes from one
handheld display to another by stacking the displays and performing a rubbing gesture
on the upper one. This is useful in collaborative scenarios, where users may want to share
a customized palette by copying it to a second display. In another scenario, a user may
want to switch from a low-precision handheld projection screen to a high-precision tablet
by moving (yet not duplicating) a GUI, e.g., to benefit from a better touch support.
Fig. 11.7. To physically decouple a GUI palette from the tabletop (left), the user places a
handheld display on top of the GUI palette and performs a rubbing gesture (middle).
Remaining fully interactive and functional, the GUI palette can be taken into the
hands and used almost like a real painter’s palette (right).
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11.3.3 Temporary Fade-out of Tool Palettes
At times, the workflow can be interrupted by too many tool menus occluding the image
document on the table (e.g., see Figure 11.8, left). Of course, users have always the option
to free the image canvas from these tool menus by physically rearranging Tangible Palettes.
However, this can be a cumbersome task especially when users just intend to get a quick look at
the whole image only to continue with the previous palette configuration right afterwards. We
propose to support users in this task by temporarily blending the tool menus into the graphics
document (this also includes tool menus displayed directly on the table leaving a faint outline
when blended). The process can be activated explicitly by flipping one of the displays (see
Figure 11.8, right). A second flip undos the action. Alternatively, the system can trigger the
blending automatically after a certain dwell-time. In this case, grabbing or touching one of the
displays would instantly reactivate all tool palettes.
Fig. 11.8. By flipping one of the Tangible Palettes, users can fade all menus into the back-
ground to make room for the image canvas. A second flip reverses the effect.
11.3.4 Quick Access to Tool Palettes via Spatial Work Zones
In conventional GUIs, shortcuts such as keystroke combinations and mouse gestures provide
quick access to specific functionality or frequently used tools. Inspired by the habit of graphics
artists to collect their pens and brushes in a coffee mug and put those right next to them on the
desk, we propose to use Spatial Work Zones for grouping related functionality (such as different
color palettes) and providing quick access to it via Tangible Palettes. Users can freely arrange
Work Zones on the table by means of proxy representations (see Section 11.2.1).
Within a Work Zone, tool palettes are organized in form of a multi-layer stack usually containing
up to four palettes. Moving a handheld display into a Work Zone triggers the multi-layer stack
mechanism. This provides easy and fast access either to individual palettes (by holding the
display in horizontal pose) or to an overview of all palettes when the display is held in vertical
pose, see Figure 11.5 for the concept. In doing so, no button is needed for any mode switches
which further supports the goal of providing fast access. The only temporarily visible palettes are
instantly functional so they are ready to be used by a digital pen, see Figure 11.9(b). As soon as
the display is moved out of a Work Zone, the original content of the handheld display will be
restored (e.g., a detail of the graphics document). This allows for making a series of adjustments
in a streamlined manner, which can involve more than one Work Zone, see Figure 11.9(a).
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(a) Switching between tool palettes by moving a handheld
display from one Work Zone (left) into another one (right).
(b) Picking a color from a
tool palette with a digital pen.
Fig. 11.9. By entering a Work Zone with a handheld display the user gains quick access to
tool palettes (a). Any palette visible on a display is instantly interactive (b).
Permanent assignments are achieved by double-clicking a button on the display when a desired
GUI palette is visible (see Figure 11.2(b) for the concept). This allows users to take along a
tool palette when leaving the Work Zone (e.g., to put it down on the table), yet able to access
the tool palette without going through the whole process again. A button press (and hold)
prior to moving into a Work Zone achieves a transfer into the opposite direction. This lets users
customize Work Zones by spatially “dragging-and-dropping” GUI palettes into the Work Zone’s
multi-layer stack.
We can visually guide users during the exploration of a palette stack by providing additional
navigational aids such as the ones described earlier in Section 9.3. We integrated two of these
techniques into the Tangible Palettes prototype. First, we achieve a smoother user experience
by blending adjacent tool palettes when the display is about to leave the active palette of the
palette stack, see Figure 11.10(a). Second, a height indicator is faded in on the right side
of the display showing an ordered list of the tool palettes contained in the Work Zone, see
Figure 11.10(b). A red cursor bar in the height indicator shows the approximate position of the
display within the palette stack. The height indicator automatically fades out when the user is
not moving the display up/down for more than two seconds.
11.3.5 Handling of Stacked Graphics Layers
Spatial Work Zones can also provide quick access to other digital items commonly found in
graphics editor applications, including parts of the graphics document. One example for this
are graphics layers that store independent graphics components separately, thus allowing for
a more flexible management of the document. The multi-layer stack naturally matches this
concept. Depending on the orientation of a display within the “graphics layer stack”, various
interaction intents can be expressed.
Horizontal Pose The exploration of individual graphics layers is accomplished by holding
the display in horizontal pose. Lifting the display up or down switches between lay-
ers. Different visibility configurations are possible, e.g., active layer only or a blended
composition of a range of layers such as all layers from the background to the active layer.
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(a) Blending of adjacent layers (b) Height indicator
Fig. 11.10. The gradual visual blending of two adjacent palettes (when the display is about
to cross a layer border) helps users to stay within the active layer (a). A height
indicator on the side of the display provides additional visual orientation (b).
Vertical Pose When held in vertical pose, the display shows an overview of all graphics
layers. This overview can be made permanent by pressing a button, which enables users
to hold the display in a more comfortable (i.e., horizontal) position. The overview allows
for reordering or hiding graphics layers through conventional pen- or touch-controlled
GUI elements (e.g., see Figure 11.11).
Fig. 11.11. A handheld display provides a pen-driven interactive overview of all graphics
layers that allows for controlling the visibility of individual graphics layers on the
table.
11.4 Initial User Experience & Discussion
In an informal usability test, we collected initial user feedback on the prototype and interaction
concepts from four regular users of common graphical desktop applications like Adobe Pho-
toshop and Illustrator (two female, two male, 25 to 30 years old). All had prior experiences
with touch- and pen-based interfaces. Prior to the informal tests, we asked participants not to
get too much distracted by the rather low image quality on the handheld projection screens
or the limited functionality of the system. Instead, participants ought to direct their focus
on assessing the overall interaction concept and whether they would use similar techniques
for their everyday work. During the tests, participants worked freely with the system while
standing at the table for about 20 minutes. We had told them to perform a series of tasks
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with Tangible Palettes, e.g., requiring them to navigate within a graphics document and to
switch between different tools frequently. While observing the participants interacting with the
prototype, we took notes mostly regarding their comments. We concluded each test with a brief
interview (about 15 minutes) to further elicit suggestions and expectations for the future use of
the proposed techniques.
11.4.1 General Impression and Limitations
The overall interaction concept of Tangible Palettes was assessed very positively by all four
participants. They particularly praised the seamless integration of pen-input on all displays as
well as the possibility to spatially arrange digital content (image details and tool palettes) by
means of multiple handheld displays. They also liked the ample size of the tabletop, the freedom
to sit or stand during work, and the flexibility of the system. Negative feedback was almost
entirely related to the technical limitations of the prototype, e.g., the poor pixel resolution on
handheld projection screens (about 23 pixel/cm) and the low number of implemented tool
palettes. It is therefore no wonder that participants were (at this stage of implementation)
reluctant in using the system for more serious work or as one of them stated: “this usually
requires a much higher level of accuracy and a broader set of implemented tools”, which was
obviously not provided by our prototype. In this context, one interesting finding was a perceived
tradeoff between a “natural user experience” and high input accuracy (two users considered
“the missing support of numeric input as a major hindrance”). In spite of these issues, participants
felt comfortable in using the system for basic sketching and scribbling tasks. They also remarked
that they could imagine using a similar system for their daily work once the major problems are
addressed. Beyond that, one user asked for a tilted tabletop display, though was unsure how this
might be compatible with some of the interaction techniques. After a brief discussion, the same
user acknowledged that a similar effect could be achieved by tilting a handheld display (possibly
supported by a physical stand) and that a horizontal table surface may be more suitable for
depositing pens, tangible proxies and handheld displays.
11.4.2 Document Navigation with Handheld Displays
Users particularly liked the possibility of decoupling specific regions of the image document from
the main tabletop by transferring them to one or more handheld displays. This allowed them to
take a specific image detail into their hands, e.g., the left eye of a face, while the context (e.g.,
the face) was still visible on the tabletop. All participants stated that this considerably helped
them maintain focus and overview. Users also appreciated that image details on handheld
displays were directly editable by pens, allowing them to draw in a zoomed-in view, while the
overall image on the tabletop was updated live. Participants found it easy and even natural
to select a specific image detail on a handheld display by moving the display through the air
above the table. After some minutes of practice, all users developed a fairly good understanding
about the mapping of zoom level and height above the table surface. This effectively allowed
them to directly jump to an intended zoom level by just holding the display at a particular
height (accompanied by pushing a button to activate spatial input). Three users suggested
that our buttons should provide some form of tactile feedback to better reflect whether a
button was pressed or not. Beyond that, two users asked for additional support of touch-based
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(Pinch-Drag-Flick) navigation, which they thought would be useful for local adjustments of the
viewport, e.g., to re-center a specific picture detail while drawing with a pen.
11.4.3 Tool Organization with Spatial Work Zones
Participants described the concept of spatial Work Zones as intuitive and very useful for
organizing and accessing digital tools. In particular, they praised the ability to quickly switch
between the document view and a variety of GUI palettes by simply entering/leaving one of
the Work Zones with a Tangible Palette. All users perceived this as a very seamless and almost
“fluent” approach of working with rich tool sets that “better resembles the way we work in the real
world”. Participants also liked the possibility to spatially arrange Work Zones on the table surface
by means of physical objects, including putting them away if not needed. Users found it very
easy to quickly access an intended tool palette, but also wished for more customization options
regarding the number of palettes and their order within the palette stack. This specifically
included the possibility of transferring palettes/content between Work Zones and removing
them from a particular palette stack. In this context, participants developed other creative
ways of how to further utilize Work Zones, e.g., one user proposed to use them as sorting bins
for tagging or categorizing pictures in a spatial drag-and-drop-like way. Another participant
suggested to improve the discoverability of tool palettes in Work Zones by providing visual
hints in On-screen Proxies and even Tangible Proxies (which might be augmented with a small
display for this purpose).
Geometric Constraints of Displays Another issue that came up was how to map tool
palettes of potentially different size and shape to the fixed geometry of a display. By considering
these constraints at the design and development of tool palettes, this problem can easily be
addressed, e.g., large, complex tool palettes could be split up into several smaller ones, which
then are stacked within a Work Zone.
Observed Work Pattern I Participants often fell back to two basic work patterns. The first
pattern was favored when users were working with a single Tangible Palette showing a detailed
view of the document. In this case, users approached the Work Zones repeatedly for quick
tools access by using temporary assignment, e.g., to change the pen color or to adjust the brush
thickness. Participants stated that they particularly liked that the document view got instantly
restored on the Tangible Palette as soon as the display was moved out of the Work Zone, thus
allowing for a more streamlined way of frequently switching between tool selection and drawing
task (e.g., there was no need to physically grab a different pen and the visual attention remained
on a single Tangible Palette).
ObservedWork Pattern II In the second work pattern, participants relocated the drawing task
to the tabletop itself. Prior to the actual drawing, they took multiple handheld displays (usually
two to three) and assigned different tool palettes to them by using permanent assignment. They
arranged the Tangible Palettes on the table for convenient access and usually took one of them
in the non-dominant hand for even quicker access (e.g., a color palette). With a digital pen in
the dominant hand, they then started to draw on the table and repeatedly adjusted a drawing
parameter (e.g., the color) using the Tangible Palette in the non-dominant hand. Less frequently,
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they changed other drawing parameters, e.g., the brush thickness, using one of the nearby
Tangible Palettes on the table.
11.5 Summary
Users of graphics editing programs frequently encounter the problem of screen cluttering and
occluded image canvases. This is usually caused by a large number of tools that are often
organized as palettes. By being restricted to a two-dimensional work space, such applications
provide very limited tangible affordances making the overall interaction experience less natural
and seamless if compared to how users work in the real world. Alternative approaches, such
as [Hal+06], partially addressed these issues by augmenting a digital table with static (i.e.,
“printed”) physical palettes that are based on digital pen and paper technology.
In this chapter, we built upon and extended this idea by contributing dynamic Tangible Palettes
that allow users to physically decouple digital tools and documents from the tabletop while
preserving full interactivity via digital pens. In this way, we were able to bring spatial affordances
similar to a painter’s palette back to the digital world of graphical applications. We further
complemented the approach by introducing Spatial Work Zones as a novel concept for organizing
and providing quick access to digital content through handheld displays. We implemented
an interactive prototype illustrating a set of novel techniques that mostly focus on secondary
interaction goals, such as tool management and document navigation. Despite the system’s
limited functionality, early user feedback indicates that combining dynamic GUI functionality
with the physicality of spatially tracked handheld displays is promising and can be generalized
beyond graphical applications. This particularly includes the ability of having fast access to
digital content in a transient manner and the support for switching seamlessly between tool
menus and document views on the very same handheld display.
While we only addressed workspaces with horizontal digital tables (standing and sitting usage),
we believe that many of the interaction concepts presented in this chapter are general enough
to be of use for other setups, e.g., tilted tabletops or wall-displays (provided that a work surface
is available for depositing and arranging handheld displays, pens and other objects). Even
though we primarily illustrated possibilities for interaction designs that are based on spatial
and pen input, we see one particular advantage of our approach in that it is easily extendable
with established multi-touch techniques, which are known to integrate well with digital pen
input, e.g., see [Lei+09; FHD10]. For future work, we anticipate systems that will drastically
increase the set of available tools and enhance the visual quality as well as input accuracy, e.g.,
by incorporating state-of-the-art mobile displays. These systems are likely to target application
domains beyond graphics editing. Apart from that, we see a need to further evaluate and
improve the efficacy of our approach, e.g., by developing more sophisticated techniques for
Spatial Work Zones and inter-display interactions.
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12Tangible Windows
for 3D Virtual Reality
This chapter shares material previously published as full paper at ACM ITS ’12 [SBD12]
(Best Paper Award). Any use of “we" in this chapter refers to
Martin Spindler, Wolfgang Büschel and Raimund Dachselt.
In the previous chapters of Part III, we presented three interactive systems that demonstrated
the potential of the Tangible Display design space with a particular emphasis on the interaction
vocabulary based on spatial input and surface input.
In this chapter, we will focus on a third interaction aspect of Tangible Displays: head input
and how it can be employed in the context of 3D virtual reality (VR) applications. For this
purpose, we introduce the Tangible Windows system – a further embodiment of the Tangible
Display design space. Tangible Windows serve as physical peepholes into a virtual 3D world or
as physical containers for parts of that world. The contribution of this chapter consists of:
(1) A novel concept for representing and interacting with virtual 3D information spaces in
a workbench-like multi-display environment that integrates surface, spatial, and head
input into a unifying interaction model (see Section 12.2).
(2) A set of novel techniques that allow for performing canonical 3D tasks, such as viewport
control and object selection & manipulation, in a more accessible manner by combining
principles of spatially aware displays with head-coupled perspectives (see Section 12.3).
(3) A discussion of example application scenarios and case studies (see Section 12.4).
(4) An initial evaluation attesting the potential of the approach (see Section 12.5).
12.1 Background and Motivation
Interacting with 3D content on tabletops has received considerable attention in the past, e.g.,
[BF07; HCC07; HCC09; RDH09]. One reason for this is the desire to transfer advantages of
touch-based interfaces – which are associated with being natural and intuitive – to a variety of
application domains that deal with complex 3D data. Examples include the architectural design
of 3D buildings and their surroundings, surgical planning based on 3D imagery, and interactive
3D scientific visualizations. Inevitably, these types of applications implicate challenges that
are caused by mapping 3D spaces onto a 2D surface. Therefore, extending the tabletop to
a third dimension was and still is a major goal of many research projects. Grossman and
Wigdor [GW07] compiled a taxonomy of prevalent approaches that come from areas as diverse
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as interactive 3D graphics, e.g., [WAB93], virtual reality, e.g., [Krü+95], and augmented reality,
e.g., [BHG03]. In their taxonomy, Grossman and Wigdor distinguished between the “actual”
and the “perceived” display space and identified unexplored gaps for several combinations of
both parameters.
With Tangible Windows, we fill one of these gaps. In particular, we address stereo spatial
augmentation [GW07] in multi-display tabletop environments. This is the combination of
projecting imagery onto physical proxies and the tabletop and using head-coupled perspectives
to provide a 3D volumetric perception anywhere in the working volume. In a nutshell, Tangible
Windows are lightweight paper-based displays that share the design space introduced in
Section 4.1. In contrast to previous chapters, however, Tangible Windows explicitly rely on an
additional input modality: head input. By coupling Tangible Displays and the tabletop with a
user’s head, we are able to produce auto-perspective effects. In this way, Tangible Windows can
act as peepholes into a virtual 3D world or can serve as tangible containers for parts of it. This
opens up exciting new interaction possibilities that allow for performing common 3D tasks by
physically moving a display (or the head) through the real-world space on, above or beside a
digital tabletop.
Before we begin with the in-depth introduction of the Tangible Windows concept and the
interaction techniques associated with it, we will briefly review related work with focus on basic
3D display technologies (Section 12.1.1) and seminal 3D user interfaces (Section 12.1.2).
12.1.1 Basic 3D Display Approaches
The perception of 3D in the real world is accomplished by a number of visual depth cues, such as
occlusion, perspective, shading, shadows, and parallax, which can be conveyed by 3D displays.
3D display technologies can be categorized as volumetric or geometric (see [Fav05] for an
overview).
Volumetric Displays Volumetric displays directly present 3D information by illuminating
points in real-world spatial locations, e.g., cubic static-volume implementations with visible gas
suspended in glass [Dow+96]. Although such technology provides very realistic results, it is
still too limited in many ways, e.g., in terms of resolution, brightness, weight, mobility, and
costs.
Geometric Displays & Head-coupled Perspectives Geometric displays render images on
one or more 2D displays with a perspective corrected to the user’s view (head-coupled perspec-
tive). In this context, Ware et al. [WAB93] coined the term Fish Tank Virtual Reality (FTVR)
that either provides monocular or stereoscopic views for one perspective (or user) on a vertical
display (desktop monitor). Here, shutter glasses are used to multiplex multiple perspectives,
either to provide monocular views for two users or a single stereoscopic view. The concept of
head-coupled perspectives has been applied to a variety of form factors. The Responsive Work-
bench is one variation that uses head-couple perspectives on a horizontal tabletop with support
for one [Krü+95] or two users [Agr+97] simultaneously. Unlike our approach, however, their
setup does not include handheld displays. Hancock et al. [Han+09] show that a neutral center
of projection combined with parallel projection geometry provides a reasonable compromise
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for multi-user tabletop setups, which we make use of in our system. In recent years, FTVR has
become more popular on consumer electronics, such as the Wii [Lee08] and the iPad [FN11].
Another example for recent commercial products making use of FTVR is the NettleBox [@Net]
tabletop display. In [Alm+12], de Almeida et al. used head-coupled perspective to allow looking
“behind” the bezels of multi-display walls.
12.1.2 Seminal 3D User Interfaces
Tangible 3D See-through Interfaces The Magic Lens concept by Bier et al. [Bie+93] origi-
nally described a two-dimensional see-through interface that was later extended to the third
dimension by Viega et al. [Vie+96]. It has since then been widely adopted in 3D systems, e.g.,
in the form of flexible virtual sheets as demonstrated by Looser et al. [LGB07]. Fitzmaurice
[FZC93] proposed a tangible version of the Magic Lens concept that enables users to physically
interact with a see-through interface, e.g., by moving a palmtop computer around the user
in a donut-like shape. A pathbreaking system was the Window into Virtuality installation by
ART+COM Studios [@ART] that facilitates the exploration of a room-scaled virtual model of a
car by the means of a movable high-resolution touch screen mounted on telescopic mechanical
arm. The Boom Chameleon [Tsa+02] later extended this idea by integrating support of voice-
and gesture-based annotations. Ullmer and Ishii adapted similar concepts to a digital table
environment. Their metaDESK [UI97] shows a 2D map of a university campus that is augmented
with virtual 3D models of several campus buildings. These buildings can be explored with an
arm-mounted TFT-monitor that serves as a physical peephole into the VR workspace. With the
3D Volume Slicer case study in Section 9.1.1, we presented a lightweight projective display
solution for the spatial slicing of 3D volumetric information spaces that softens some of the
physical constraints of the usually heavy and bulky active displays. For Tangible Windows, we
employ a style of spatial interaction that is similar to the one used in most of these previous
systems. Yet, none of these systems integrate head positions as a form of input.
3D Interaction on the Tabletop and beyond There has been extensive research in the field
of multi-touch for 3D interaction, which has proven to be an excellent basis for many powerful
3D interaction techniques, e.g., [BF07; HCC07; RDH09; Ste+12]. Hilliges et al. [Hil+09] use
an IR-transparent diffuser to facilitate such interaction above the table screen by tracking finger
gestures as input. Wilson et al. [WB10] presented a system for interaction on and above non-
instrumented surfaces using consumer depth cameras and a projector setup. A comparable setup,
albeit for mobile indoor projections, has recently been shown by Molyneaux et al. [Mol+12].
Benko et al. [BJW12] presented the MirageTable, which consists of a curved screen, a depth
sensor, and a stereo projector and provides head-coupled perspective through the tracking of
shutter glasses worn by the user. Although differing in terms of interaction, these systems share
some characteristics with our approach. Tracking with depth cameras, however, still has limited
precision and reliability. Thus, we decided for a more traditional optical tracking of IR-reflective
markers.
In summary, we can conclude that although various solutions for head-coupled perspectives and
mixed reality displays already exist, an integration into a single, flexible multi-display system,
suitable for co-located parallel work or collaboration, has not been done before. This is a gap
that we intend to fill in this chapter.
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12.2 The Tangible Windows Concept
We envision a system that enables users to directly interact with a virtual 3D world or parts
of it in a more accessible manner, if compared to traditional setups. In particular, our intent
is to ensure a high degree of immersion combined with an experience as natural as possible
without forcing users to wear any obtrusive hardware, such as head-mounted displays (see
Section 2.1.3). In this context, the familiar metaphor of the “window” becomes helpful.
12.2.1 Windows into Virtuality
From everyday life we know that when we look through a window, what we are going to see
depends on our own point of view – or in other words: on the spatial location and orientation
of our head/eyes. In this spirit, we define a Tangible Window as a spatially aligned display that
is typically coupled with a user’s head. This coupling between display and head is particularly
intended for the purpose of interacting with a virtual 3D information space in such a way that
Tangible Windows are peepholes into it or that they act as physical proxies for parts of it. For
this purpose, Tangible Windows serve as physical handles that users can touch, grab, and even
move around with their hands. In this regard, Tangible Windows are not only a tool of direct
representation, but also a tool of direct interaction that seamlessly integrate input and output.
Basic Types of Tangible Windows
We distinguish between two principle types of Tangible Windows that differ in how they are
associated with a virtual 3D scene: Peephole Windows and Fishtank Windows (see Figure 12.1).
Peephole Windows The first way of associating a Tangible Window with a virtual 3D world is
described by the Peephole Window type (see Figure 12.1a) which loosely relates to the “eyeball in
hand” metaphor [WO90]. Peephole Windows serve as windows into the virtual 3D environment
that show what virtually exists behind them [FZC93]. Moving or rotating a Peephole Window
directly influences its view frustum and view orientation into the virtual 3D space. The see-
through effect is usually achieved by maintaining a direct one-to-one spatial mapping between
the real and virtual space so that both spaces share the same coordinate system. However, other
mappings are also possible. This may include position and orientation offsets, clipping planes
(e.g., useful for slicing), and simulating a mirror.
Fishtank Windows Another way of linking a virtual 3D scene with a Tangible Window is to
attach the 3D content so that both always remain aligned with each other (“scene in hand”
metaphor [WO90]). For this purpose, a Fishtank Window provides its own local coordinate
system (see Figure 12.1b). Moving or rotating a Fishtank Window through the physical space
also moves and rotates the attached 3D content with it. Hence, a Fishtank Window can be
thought of as a visual and physical container for arbitrary virtual 3D scenes.
Mapping 3D Volumes Onto 2D Surfaces
Each Tangible Window employs a canonical 3D bounding volume in the shape of an extruded
surface geometry. Typically, with rectangular-shaped displays this will be a box, although we
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Fig. 12.1. Tangible Windows can be associated with virtual 3D content in two principle ways:
as Peephole Windows (a) that serve as physical peepholes into a virtual world, or
as Fishtank Windows (b) acting as physical containers for virtual 3D objects that
can reside below the display surface (c), above it (e), or somewhere between the
two extremes (d).
explicitly support different shapes, e.g., circles. The XY -plane of the bounding box always
remains aligned with the 2D display and the Z-axis is defined to be orthogonal to the display
plane, see Figure 12.1. This describes an extent into the third dimension that we can use for
mapping arbitrary 3D content onto the 2D surface. Motivated by the zero-parallax-plane (see
Section 12.2.2) and considering the window surface as a dividing plane held horizontally, we
distinguish between three possible cases: objects can either reside completely above or below
the window or they can intersect the window plane, i.e., some parts of the 3D content lie below
and others above it (see Figure 12.1c-e).
12.2.2 Head-coupled Perspectives
While VR displays often allow for stereoscopic rendering of 3D scenes, we will not focus on
this aspect. Instead, we will use monoscopic views that only address cues that are processed
by one eye. Such monocular cues involve relative size, texture gradients, linear perspective,
occlusion, and motion parallax. Head-dependent control of camera parameters (head-coupled
perspective) is a technique that allows for reproducing such cues. With it, a more realistic
simulation of perspective effects can be created that comes close to what users would expect
from their real-world experiences and thus helps making the overall interaction experience
more natural.
Technically, this is achieved by setting the zero-parallax-plane – a determinant factor for off-axis
perspective projections – in such a way that it remains aligned with the window surface. This
ensures that no visual shifts occur within this particular plane and thus parts of the 3D object
that precisely fall onto the window plane appear to be fixed to it. Opposed to that, the farther
away an object part resides from the display plane (in terms of positive or negative Z-distance),
the more it is being shifted. For example, when users move their head to the right, objects
above the table will appear to move left while those behind it will seem to move right (motion
parallax).
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We distinguish between two major effects that are based on the head-coupled perspective: the
fish tank VR effect and the head-coupled peephole effect. Both effects are controlled by moving
the head and/or a display with respect to each other.
Fish Tank VR Effect
The illusion of holding a virtual object physically in the hands by using a Fishtank Window as
a visual container can further be improved by applying the concept of fish tank VR [WAB93].
With it, 3D objects are always shown from the correct viewpoint – the one of the user (observer).
While the original fish tank VR technique only addressed conventional desktop monitors, it
was later used for horizontal workbench-like VR stereo displays [Krü+95], which is similar
to what we do with our tabletop. More recently, fish tank VR was shown for the iPad [FN11]
that enabled users to hold 3D objects virtually in their hands. We extended this approach by
providing a seamless integration into a multi-display tabletop environment, where every display
can provide an individual fish tank view for each user. Beyond that, we support passive displays
allowing us to project image content not only onto the front side of a Tangible Window but also
onto the back side. This is necessary, e.g., for techniques that employ display flipping.
Head-coupled Peephole Effect
Using head-coupled perspectives for Peephole Windows reverts the “eyeball in hand” metaphor
into something that could be called “eyeball in place” metaphor. Here, the Peephole Window’s
own orientation does not effect the view direction anymore. Instead, the viewer’s position
defines which part of the scene is visible through the Peephole Window. This allows users to
hold the window less accurately, e.g., when looking at a particular object of the global scene.
12.2.3 Tangible Windows Above a Digital Workbench
Tangible Windows can be realized in various possible ways and setups. Ideally, they would be
integrated into a multi-display system that combines both lightweight movable displays and
additional – much larger – stationary displays that are spatially aligned with the environment.
Although vertical wall-sized screens (e.g., the Interactive Display Wall at TU Dresden [@Int]),
the CAVE™ [CSD93], and other large 360◦ displays (e.g., the Elbe Dom [@Fra]) are possible
alternatives, we will primarily focus on a tabletop setup that shares the design space previously
introduced in Chapter 4 (in particular, see Figure 4.1 on page 60).
A typical setup of a tabletop-based Tangible Windows system is illustrated in Figure 12.2. In
a nutshell, it comprises a single stationary tabletop (Global Window) and multiple Tangible
Displays (Local Windows) that provide independent views into a virtual 3D world. The system
is also capable of tracking head positions & orientations of one or multiple users, which is the
basis for head-coupled perspectives on all displays including the tabletop.
Virtual 3D World The purpose of the system is the exploration and manipulation of a virtual
3D world that is (dynamically) aligned with the physical room and is seen from an exocentric
(outside-in) view. The virtual 3D world can be associated with Global and Local Windows in
various ways. For this purpose, we define a global coordinate system with the center of the table
being the origin and the Z-axis pointing to the ceiling (see Figure 12.2).
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Fig. 12.2. A virtual 3D scene is situated around a table. Only a part of this larger scene is
shown on the tabletop at any time.
Global Window The stationary tabletop (digital workbench) serves as a global view into the
virtual 3D world. It features a large interactive screen that shows global context information
shared by all users. For example, this can be a view into parts of the global 3D scene that
virtually resides below, on, or even above the table surface (see Figure 12.2).
Local Windows Our system supports handheld movable displays in different sizes and shapes,
such as rectangles and circles. Their main objective is to provide one or multiple users with
personal views into the virtual 3D world. These can be views that are either in complete
synchronicity with the global scene, show some local modifications (e.g., annotations), or
provide alternative representations (e.g., wireframe renderings) and perspectives/mappings
(e.g., fisheye distortions). They can even show a completely different virtual 3D scene or an
object that is exclusively attached to it. We explicitly support the simultaneous use of multiple
Local Windows to facilitate co-located parallel work and collaboration.
12.3 Interaction Techniques
According to Bowman et al. [Bow+04], typical interaction tasks that users intend to accomplish
within a virtual 3D environment are selection, manipulation, and navigation. They commonly
involve changing the viewpoint or applying transformations onto single objects or the whole
3D scene. We will now illustrate how users can accomplish the most common 3D interaction
tasks with Tangible Windows: object selection and manipulation, including moving, copying
and deleting objects, as well as viewport control and global navigation. To support this set of
basic interaction techniques, we employ the three major input modalities provided by Tangible
Windows: surface input (pressure-sensitive buttons on handheld displays), spatial input (moving
a display through the physical space), and head input (moving the head). We will focus on
interaction techniques that are mostly based on head-assisted spatial input. As suggested
by evidence presented in [Tan+02], we believe that such kinesthetic techniques can help
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improve spatial recall. This may imply that while the physical interaction is taking place, users
unconsciously acquire a better spatial understanding of the virtual world. This may support
them in recalling (wayfinding) and coming back (traveling) to a certain region of interest in a
more natural and intuitive way.
12.3.1 Global Viewpoint Control on the Tabletop
The tabletop display plays an integral role for the interaction with Tangible Windows and serves
as a physical reference that can be used for constraining the interaction to a particular 2D plane.
Therefore, defining the tabletop’s view is among the most important interaction tasks. With
head-coupled perspective enabled, global camera parameters such as viewpoint and angle of
aperture are solely controlled by using head positions with respect to the table. This enables
the user to explore the global scene from different sides by walking around the table (see
Figure 12.3). Head-coupled perspectives do not work well when two or more users look at the
same display (tabletop). In such scenarios, averaged head positions could be used for people
standing very close together or the shared tabletop display could be divided into partitions that
provide a unique view for each user [HC07]. For our system, we decided to provide a single
movement-independent default view that is a good compromise for most users. As suggested by
[Han+09], we opted for orthographic projections with the center of projection being directly
above the table.
Fig. 12.3. The tabletop serves as a Fishtank Window that hosts the global 3D scene. The
associated head-coupled perspective enables a single user to examine it from
arbitrary sides by walking around the table.
12.3.2 Scene Exploration
Scene exploration is also possible via handheld Peephole Windows that serve as personal views
into the global scene to enable multiple users to examine the virtual 3D world independent from
each other (see Figure 12.4). They provide easy viewport control by allowing users to physically
move/rotate them through the space above the tabletop, while their physical orientation usually
coincides with their view orientation. By this means, for instance, it is possible to orbit around a
single virtual object within the overall virtual 3D world by just walking around its fixed virtual
center in physical space. Various systems have demonstrated similar capabilities, with the Boom
Chameleon [Tsa+02] being a prominent example. In contrast to others, our solution does not
require mechanical arms for tracking, supports multiple displays simultaneously, and provides
a seamless integration into a tabletop environment. Besides conventionally rendered views
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(see Figure 12.4, middle), Peephole Windows can also show filtered representations, such as
non-photorealistic or wireframe renderings (see Figure 12.4, right).
Fig. 12.4. Users can individually explore the virtual 3D world with a Peephole Window, even
if the table display is deactivated (left). Peephole Windows can show photo-realistic
views (middle) or alternative representations, such as wireframe renderings (right).
12.3.3 Object Selection
A common interaction task is selecting (picking) a particular object that is currently visible in a
Peephole Window, e.g., for further inspection or manipulation. For this purpose, we propose
to use a 3D cursor-stick. It is activated by slightly pushing a pressure-sensitive button on the
display (see Figure 12.5, left) and it is deactivated as soon as the user releases the button again.
The 3D cursor-stick can be thought of as a virtual stick that extends into the scene and keeps
traveling along with the window (see Figure 12.5, middle). It serves both as a visual cursor
and a ray that a user can point to any near or distant object. Objects appearing under the 3D
cursor-stick automatically get visually highlighted (see Figure 12.5, right). For this purpose, a
ray is cast into the global scene. This makes it possible to select remote objects, e.g., objects
below the table surface, which otherwise would be difficult to reach. We currently only consider
the object that is closest to the window. However, more sophisticated approaches are possible,
such as considering all available targets or letting users choose from a sorted list, see also
[Bow+04]. Once an object is visually highlighted, it is a candidate for snap-to-hand selection
and snap-to-stick selection.
Fig. 12.5. 3D Cursor-Stick for object selection: Slightly pressing and holding a pressure-
sensitive button on the Peephole Window (left) enables the 3D Cursor-Stick (mid-
dle). If an object is hit by the stick, it gets highlighted (right).
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Snap-to-Hand Selection
Snap-to-hand selection is triggered by double-tapping a button on the display (see Figure 12.6,
left). Thereupon, a copy of the candidate object is created and the previously Peephole Window
changes into a Fishtank Window that shows the copy of the object (see Figure 12.6, right). For
users, this has the effect that the object is brought from the distance directly into their hands in
an animated way, allowing them to further examine and manipulate the object.
Fig. 12.6. Snap-to-Hand Selection: A double tap on the button (left) brings the selected object
to the display (right), e.g., for further inspection or manipulation.
Snap-to-Stick Selection
Snap-to-stick selection is activated by pushing (and holding) the pressure-sensitive button a
little harder than before (see Figure 12.7, left) – please remember that the 3D cursor-stick is
only visible as long as the user slightly presses this button. Once the candidate object becomes
selected, a half-transparent ghost object will be created that gets fixed to the ray at the current
hit point and will remain there until the user releases the button again (see Figure 12.7, right).
In a way, this is similar to the real-world example of spiking a strawberry with a chopstick. As
we will see next, this “fruit on a stick” metaphor is useful for various manipulation tasks.
Fig. 12.7. Snap-to-Stick Selection: Pushing the pressure-sensitive button harder (left) creates
a ghost object that remains attached to the stick (right) until the user releases the
button again.
12.3.4 Object Manipulation
Snap-to-stick selection implies that while a user is maneuvering a Peephole Window through the
physical space, the object’s ghost will be moved along with it, thereby maintaining its distance
to the display surface. At the same time, the original object is still visible at its original position
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in the global scene serving as a visual reference (e.g., see Figure 12.8, center). We use this
configuration as the basis for the following manipulation tasks that are inspired by the “drag
and drop” metaphor employed on conventional desktop computers. For simplicity, we only
address standard manipulation tasks, such as moving, duplicating, and deleting an object. Other
more complex types of manipulation could be realized, for example, by using a flexible display
surface [SJM13] to deform an object or by utilizing a second Tangible Window as a “knife” to
cut away parts of the selection (two-hand interaction).
Fig. 12.8. The user can decide, whether the selected object (left) is to be moved (middle) or
copied (right) by additionally pushing a second button on the display.
Object Moving
Once the user is satisfied with the new position and orientation of the ghost, s/he can release
the button in order to permanently place the object at the new position. Along with this, the
original object is removed from the scene and the 3D cursor-stick vanishes from the Peephole
Window. As long as the ghost object has not been dropped into the scene, users can abort the
move operation at any time by just shaking the display for more than one second.
Object Copying
The above technique can also be used to create a duplicate of an object and to place it somewhere
into the global scene. For this purpose, a special modifier button on the display needs to be
pressed with the non-dominant hand (e.g., see Figure 12.8, right). This is similar to holding
a modifier key when performing a drag and drop operation in a file browser. As long as the
button is pushed, a special copy icon appears on the Peephole Window indicating the changed
interaction mode. As soon as the modifier button is released, the old interaction mode is
restored. This allows users to seamlessly switch between MOVE and COPY operations.
Object Deletion
A selected object can be removed from the global scene by dragging and then dropping it into
the physical area besides the table. This is accomplished with the move operation as explained
above. Once the proxy is released into the void, an icon on the window indicates that the object
is to be deleted. In order to prevent unintentional object removals, the user can confirm or
cancel the operation by pushing a button.
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12.3.5 Object Inspection
After having selected a particular object with the snap-to-hand selection technique, a user can
examine the selected object from various sides by simply holding, moving and rotating the
Fishtank Window in/with the hands (see Figure 12.9, left + middle). Along with the use of
head-coupled perspectives, this produces an effect that is close to what people would expect
based on their experiences in everyday life.
Fig. 12.9. Mobile Fishtank Windows serve as physical proxies for virtual objects that users can
inspect by moving/rotating the display (left + middle). The backside of an object
can be viewed by flipping the display (middle + right).
Object Flipping
Due to the flat nature of displays, only one hemisphere of an associated object can be shown
on a Fishtank Window, e.g., the back side of a virtual teddy bear (see Figure 12.9, middle). To
lessen this problem, we propose the use of display flipping. With this technique, the opposite
side of the object will be displayed on the display after it is flipped (see Figure 12.9, right).
Object Clutching
For more precise control of how an object is aligned to a Fishtank Window in terms of orientation,
we propose to use clutching [FZC93]. It is triggered by pushing a button (i.e., the clutch) on the
display. As long as the clutch is activated, any physical rotation of the display does not affect
the object’s orientation with respect to the global scene (see Figure 12.10, middle + right).
Fig. 12.10. Object clutching is activated by pressing a button on the display (left). This
temporarily decouples object and Fishtank Window, so users can realign the object
with the display by physically rotating the display (middle + right).
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12.3.6 Global Scene Navigation on the Tabletop
The global scene can reach far beyond the physical boundaries of the table and thus often only
parts of it are visible on the tabletop (see Figure 12.2). In order to allow users to explore the
entire scene, they need to be able to change its overall position with respect to the physical
location of the table. This usually involves panning and lifting/lowering the global scene until a
region of interest shows up. To provide users with such functionality, we utilize the concept of
World in Miniature (WiM) [BHF02; SCP95] – an overview & detail technique that we propose
to make tangible with Tangible Windows. We achieve this by showing an overview map of the
entire scene on a handheld display, where the parts of the scene that are currently visible on the
tabletop are surrounded by a red box (e.g., see Figure 12.11). We designed two techniques that
address different levels of scene navigation control on the tabletop: scene-on-stick-dragging and
scene-in-hand-dragging.
Scene-on-Stick-Dragging (for Fine Level Control)
During scene exploration with a Peephole Window, a user can select (virtually harpoon) the
scene by using the snap-to-stick selection technique. This is achieved by pointing the 3D cursor-
stick to the background of the scene. After the pressure-sensitive button is pushed hard enough,
a small overview map appears in the left upper corner of the Peephole Window indicating that
the user has now control over the position of the global scene (see Figure 12.11). As the scene is
now locked to the handheld display, moving the display in midair also moves the entire virtual
world with respect to the table until the user releases the button again.
Fig. 12.11. Scene-on-Stick-Dragging: By pointing with the 3D cursor-stick to the scene back-
ground, the visible part of the virtual world on the table can be controlled with a
Peephole Window. A WiM view in the upper left corner of the display helps users
keep orientation.
Scene-in-Hand-Dragging (for Coarse Level Control)
While scene-on-stick-dragging allows for a more precise navigation control of the global scene,
it is not suitable for adjustments on a more coarse level, e.g., consider a global scene that
consumes 20 m of physical space. For this reason, we developed scene-in-hand-dragging that
allows users to hold a miniature version of the entire scene physically in their hands by using the
object inspection technique. Besides providing an overview of the entire virtual world, the WiM
also visually highlights the part of the scene that is currently visible on the table by enclosing it
with a red box. Similar to object clutching, users can temporarily fixate this box in the physical
space by pushing and holding a button. Because the box is fixated in real-world space, moving
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the display will move the miniature map with respect to the red box (see Figure 12.12). This
directly affects what part of the scene is displayed on the tabletop and enables users to quickly
travel long distance within the virtual world, e.g., from one end to another one.
Fig. 12.12. Scene-in-Hand-Dragging: Users can hold a WiM version of the entire virtual world
in their hands. By using a modified variant of object clutching, users have coarse
level control of what part of the virtual world is visible on the table.
12.4 Application Scenarios & Case Studies
Tangible Windows provide a functionality that is suitable for a variety of application domains.
Examples are manifold: a team of architects and urban designers could reshape an historic
factory site on the basis of a virtual 3D model; a new car could be designed and then inspected
virtually; doctors could plan a surgery with a virtual 3D representation of a patient’s body. The
key strengths of Tangible Windows are their generality, their support for co-located parallel
activities (and collaboration), as well as their natural way of interaction.
In order to demonstrate these benefits, we built two simple example applications – the Virtual
Sandbox and the Interior Designer – that we used as a testbed for studying and improving the
interaction with Tangible Windows. In addition to that, we also propose Medical Visualization
(MedVis) as one particular domain for the application of Tangible Windows. The prototypes
were implemented with the Tangible Display Toolkit described in Chapter 7. This means that we
chose a projective display approach for handheld displays with cardboard as projection material.
For the spatial tracking of heads, we used a crown that was augmented with IR-reflective
markers (see Figure 7.5(b)). Just like in the previous chapter, basic touch input on handheld
displays was realized by two (Arduino-based) pressure-sensitive buttons (see Section 7.2.3).
We used this primarily for confirming actions and for switching between interaction modes.
12.4.1 Virtual Sandbox
The Virtual Sandbox is a static virtual 3D space that can exist above, on, and also below a
tabletop surface. It is filled with several simple 3D objects (triangle-based surface geometry) of
different sizes and complexity (e.g., see Figure 12.3). These objects can be viewed, selected,
moved, rotated, and copied individually with Tangible Windows by using the interaction
techniques previously described. It does not impose constraints on the location and orientation
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of the objects. In this way, the Virtual Sandbox acts as a simple virtual playground that allows
for arrangement and manipulation of virtual 3D objects.
12.4.2 Interior Designer
Interior design is one of the use cases for our approach. Designers can use Tangible Windows
to present different arrangements of furniture to their customers. This may help them to
understand the design proposals and facilitate their decision. The Interior Designer scene
consists of a large three-dimensional floor plan filled with several pieces of furniture (e.g.,
see Figure 12.4, middle). Compared to the Virtual Sandbox scene, which emphasizes the
possibilities of unconstrained three-dimensional interaction, it focuses on a 2D map that extends
into the 3rd dimension. Due to its size, not the whole layout can be shown at once. This
example thus benefits from the global navigation interaction techniques presented earlier. For
example, the bedroom of a virtual apartment in the Interior Designer may be shown on the
table display. Should the user decide to examine the kitchen, he or she might opt for using the
scene-in-hand-dragging to change the viewpoint, because it allows a coarse and quick navigation.
The pieces of furniture placed in the scene’s rooms can be moved, rotated and copied. Two
principle modes are possible on the tabletop: a 2D map of the floor plan, well suited for multiple
users, and a 3D view of the rooms on or below the table. Seamless switching between the two
modes is supported by lifting and lowering the global scene.
12.4.3 Medical Visualization
While the former two examples demonstrate the interaction with Tangible Windows, they do not
fully show the potential benefits for collaborative work. One of the domains that we envision to
benefit from our approach is Medical Visualization (MedVis). Here, volume data sets often need
to be examined by several medical professionals, e.g, for therapy planning (see Figure 12.13,
right). By using multiple displays, we can combine different projections of the same scene.
This can be used to provide individual, personalized head-coupled perspectives for each user,
displayed on their own Peephole Window. This may help to present 3D-spatial relations more
realistically than normal displays. At the same time, the tabletop can show a general view, e.g.,
a planar projection or an outline of the patient’s body which serves as a frame of reference.
Additionally, different visualization techniques can easily be combined. For example, by showing
both a direct 3D-volume rendering and a 2D-slice projection (freely defined by the orientation
of the Tangible Window), we can support a fast comparison of different views of the same data
set using multiple handheld displays. MedVis is also a good use case for the annotation of data,
supported by pen input, directly on the Tangible Window.
12.5 Initial User Experience & Discussion
Although still being in an early stage of implementation, experiences with our system were
encouraging. Three computer science students and two members of our institute (22 to 35 years
old, 1 female) were invited to test our Virtual Sandbox and Interior Designer prototypes. After a
brief demonstration, they were immediately able to successfully interact with the system. They
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Fig. 12.13. One possible use case for Tangible Windows is the exploration of medical volume
data from an exocentric (outside-in) view (mockup).
liked the concept of viewing and manipulating parts of a virtual 3D world by simply grabbing
and moving small lightweight paper screens. Users particularly found it easy to explore the
global 3D world by looking through a Peephole Window. All five users stated that they were
impressed by the 3D appearance of virtual objects displayed on the handheld Fishtank Windows.
The valuable feedback which we received helped us to identify several new ideas and approaches
for further improvements and also revealed limitations of our current implementation.
12.5.1 Limitations
Although users generally appreciated the overall impression of Tangible Windows and in
particular the intuitive way of interacting with them, four of the five users complained about
unpredictable behavior or a non-responsive system. We identified the following causes for this.
First, touch input was preliminary with only two pressure-sensitive buttons on each display
that do not provide any haptic feedback. Our experiences suggest that real physical buttons
with tactile feedback would have been a much better choice, in particular for techniques that
heavily rely on holding a button for a longer time, such as object clutching, object moving, etc.
Second, we implemented all techniques as described in Section 12.3 in a rather prototypic
way, not paying much attention on the interplay between them. This required us to frequently
reset the prototype during the tests, which impaired the overall interaction experience. One
example for this is the hard-coded mapping of head-coupled perspectives and Tangible Windows.
Beyond that, head-coupled perspectives on the tabletop were automatically replaced by a default
orthographic perspective [Han+09] as soon as two users (recognized by their crowns) were
using the system. However, this did not affect the handheld displays. Fourth, the physical
interaction zone was restricted due to our technical setup (single projector, limited tracking
volume). This could be mitigated by including additional projectors, an extended tracking setup
or using active displays, e.g., the iPad. The latter would also help with the problem of limited
buttons and provides a higher display quality. In contrast, passive (projected) displays have
several advantages regarding their cost and flexibility. For example, interaction techniques like
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object flipping cannot be easily implemented for active displays without using special hardware.
For these cases, alternatives need to be found, e.g., by providing a button that triggers object
flipping or replacing it with object clutching.
12.5.2 Precision and Constraints
Users sometimes complained about having problems with adjusting an object’s orientation
and position. Constraints can be employed to facilitate such object manipulation. Especially
the Interior Designer prototype shows how certain application domains may provide inherent
constraints. For example, most pieces of furniture are placed on the ground, none are floating
in midair. Other solutions, e.g., grids, object snapping or alignment guides may also improve
the user experience but are beyond the scope of this paper. Another problem arises from a lack
of depth perceptibility. As the system does not feature stereoscopic displays, depth clues like
projected shadows could be used to support the user, especially when working with parts of the
scene floating above the table’s surface.
12.5.3 More Permanent Representations
Frequently, users asked for a more permanent representation of virtual content. This is because
Tangible Windows are mostly temporary in nature and instantly change their view as soon as
they are moved. However, due to their flat shape, Tangible Windows do not lend themselves
to be fixed in upright positions. A possible solution would be to provide little support stands
that could be used for fasting the displays in arbitrary orientations. Similarly, but for virtual
scene parts floating higher above the table surface, tripods could allow for fixation of Fishtank
Windows in midair. One user proposed fixating and using a Peephole Window similar to a
watchmaker’s magnifying glass that would provide additional contextual views into the global
3D scene in a more permanent manner, which resembles the Boom Chameleon [Tsa+02]. As
was demonstrated later with Hover Pad [Sei+14], this can also be self-actuated displays that
are able to automatically adjust their position and orientation in space.
12.5.4 Head-coupled Perspectives and Head Input
Head-coupled perspectives were not always perceived as superior to manual perspectives, e.g.,
when two or more users were using the system. The best effects were achieved with one eye
closed, which is due to the monoscopic display approach. Although users generally liked the fish
tank VR-like views, there are situations in which it is preferable to switch off auto-perspectives,
e.g., when sharing a view on a mobile display with somebody else. We conclude that the ability
for a seamless de- and reactivation of head-coupling is a fundamental requirement of a Tangible
Window system. One user suggested to use the head for other interaction purposes, e.g., to fade
in text labels or to show more detailed geometry when a user comes closer to a display.
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12.6 Summary
In this chapter, we contributed Tangible Windows that are a novel concept for representing and
interacting with virtual 3D information spaces in multi-display environments. The principle
idea behind Tangible Windows is to tie in with previous Tangible Display systems (that until
now considered the spatial and surface interaction aspect only) by integrating a third input
component into the overall interaction equation: the 3D locations of the heads of users. As
Tangible Windows belong to the family of Tangible Displays, they also unify the interaction
and representation space within a single device. The combination of three independent input
modalities (spatial, surface, and head input) enabled us to better address the specific issues of
interacting with 3D virtual worlds. For this purpose, we utilized head input mainly for secondary
interaction goals, such as auto-perspective effects that (along with the tangible component)
help making the interaction more natural by approximating what users would expect based on
their experiences in everyday life. We categorized two principles types of Tangible Windows:
Fishtank Windows and Peephole Windows. Fishtank Windows serve as visual proxies for 3D
virtual objects that users can take into their hands and Peephole Windows are literal “Tangible
Windows“ into a virtual 3D world, e.g., a 3D model of a car.
The concept of Tangible Windows is well-suited for the exploration and manipulation of such
3D information spaces. We demonstrated this by contributing a set of novel 3D interaction
techniques for handheld displays. In particular, we proposed the use of the 3D cursor-stick,
which supports a seamless transition between local and distant control of 3D scenes. We also
presented the techniques of object flipping and object clutching that allow for a more natural
object inspection with Fishtank Windows. The underlying interaction concepts of Tangible
Windows are quite generic and can be applied to a variety of display configurations, e.g.,
involving stationary vertical displays. Yet, we focussed on a very specific physical occurrence of
Tangible Windows: a tabletop-based setup that resembles the design space previously introduced
in Chapter 4. Most prominently, this setup features a horizontal reference surface that suits
workbench-like activities such as architectural design. The table also serves as temporary storage
space for handheld displays, e.g., as opposed to vertical stationary displays. We prototyped two
case studies and received promising initial user feedback. This makes us confident that Tangible
Windows are a promising alternative for many 3D tasks operating above, on, or even below a
table that goes far beyond the possibilities of conventional multi-touch-based techniques.
We have only set first steps into a rich interaction space. We foresee a variety of follow-up
work that will extend our techniques to additional collaborative work scenarios and specific
application domains, e.g., by addressing the issues discussed in Section 12.5, among them the
usage of constraints. While we mainly used Tangible Windows for parallel activities, specific
concerns regarding the co-located collaboration of small groups, such as the exchange of data
between displays, a separate head-coupled perspective for each user on the table [Agr+97]
and even handheld displays, or a dynamic remapping of head-coupled perspectives on Tangible
Windows to allow for changing their ownership have to be examined. Besides simulating
real-world effects with head-coupled perspectives, “unnatural” effects, such as exaggerated
zooming or distortion effects (fisheye, etc.), are another promising field of research, which
we did not address. Finally, technical progress will provide new possibilities, e.g., marker-less
tracking of users and displays, or affordable (handheld) volumetric displays. A promising
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alternative to the latter may be cylindrical or cubical displays made of styrofoam or paper, such
as Display Objects [AGV10].
We are now arriving at the end of Part III that was devoted to practically explore and demonstrate
the wide range of potential application areas for Tangible Displays on the example of four
interactive systems. It is our believe that these examples vividly illustrate how the conceptual
framework of Part I and the technological framework of Part II not only help interaction
designers to think in novel – yet structured – ways, but to conceive and rapidly prototype quite
complex and diverse applications. In the next chapter, this dissertation will be concluded with a
summary and reflection on the thesis goals and contributions as well as an outline of possible
future directions in the field.
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I started this dissertation with a rough thesis statement in mind. I argued that spatially aware
handheld displays above a digital tabletop may constitute a promising design space which shows
great potential for novel interaction designs that facilitate a more direct and natural way of
interacting with complex information worlds – especially when there is a focus on utilizing the
height above the table as the guiding interaction paradigm (see the first three pages of Chapter 1
for the rationale and Figure 1.1 for a visual introduction to the design space). The goal was to
underpin this statement with a systematic analysis and practical exploration of the proposed
interaction space. For this purpose, I identified and successfully approached three research
objectives that look at the problem from a conceptual point of view (Objective 1), a technological
point of view (Objective 2), as well as an application-oriented point of view (Objective 3). With
this thesis, I have provided a detailed report on the research and development activities involved
in this process as well as the results and insights gained. In a nutshell, I am confident to have
gathered sufficient evidence confirming the thesis statement.
In this final chapter, I will summarize the contributions of the thesis (Section 13.1), reflect on
the applied methodology and generalizability of the results (Section 13.2), and outline possible
directions for future research (Section 13.3).
13.1 Summary of Contributions
The overarching contribution of this dissertation is the identification and systematic investigation
of the specific interaction space of Tangible Displays in a tabletop environment. This includes
several major and minor contributions, which will be summarized next along with references to
the relevant chapters as well as pointers to corresponding publications.
13.1.1 Major Contributions
The three major contributions of this dissertation directly relate to Objective 1 to 3, which were
defined in Section 1.1.2. Each of the three main thesis parts is devoted to one of these major
contributions (also see Figure 1.3 on page 9 for a visual overview).
1. A conceptual framework for Tangible Displays (Objective 1, see Part I)
The first major thesis contribution is a conceptual framework for Tangible Displays that is
motivated by and based on a thorough literature review (see Chapter 2). At its center
stands the description of the:
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Design Space & Interaction Framework that synthesizes the basic interaction prin-
ciples of Tangible Displays with emphasis on utilizing display motions above a table-
top as a primary way of input – complemented by finger, pen and head input serving
as supportive input channels (see Chapter 4). The contribution of the interaction
framework is fourfold. First, it systematically describes the major design dimensions
including the principle system components, the basic types of input, and the concept
of spatial zones (Section 4.1). Second, it contributes an interaction vocabulary for
Tangible Displays which is a comprehensive taxonomy of common usage patterns
(Section 4.2). Third, it presents a unifying approach for mapping basic types of
information spaces to the real-world space above a table by means of the 3D volume,
zoom pyramid, and multi-layer stack topologies (Section 4.3). Fourth, it provides
a classification of four basic types of information spaces along with a set of novel
techniques for their spatial exploration in midair above a digital table (Section 4.4).
Some parts of this contribution were published as full papers at ACM ITS [Spi+10b;
SBD12].
On the empirical level, the conceptual framework was further substantiated by two
comprehensive user studies in which key issues of Tangible Display interaction were
investigated with a particular focus on spatial input.
Zoom & Pan Study In the first study (see Chapter 3), practical evidence was found
confirming for the first time that spatial input-based zoom & pan can indeed signifi-
cantly outperform traditional finger-based Pinch-Drag-Flick on modern smartphones
and tablets, thus vividly underlining the potential of the spatial input approach.
Main parts of this contribution were published as a full paper at ACM CHI [Spi+14c].
Height Study The second study (see Chapter 5) revealed valuable insights regarding
the physical accuracy and speed at which users perform basic tasks of multi-layer
stack interaction in midair above a table. These insights inform designers of Tangible
Display systems about how to constrain and partition the physical interaction space,
e.g., in terms of minimal layer thicknesses, maximal number of layers, and a
reasonable upper boundary of the interaction volume.
Main parts of this contribution were published as a full paper at ACM CHI [SMD12].
2. A technological framework for Tangible Displays (Objective 2, see Part II)
The second core contribution of this thesis is the conception and implementation of
a rapid prototyping environment for Tangible Displays in a tabletop environment that
facilitates the development of novel interaction designs that previously were difficult to
implement. Informed by a survey of relevant input and output technologies as well as
existing HCI toolkits (see Chapter 6), the framework contributes to different stages of the
life cycle of technology-oriented research.
A Toolkit for Research Labs First, the Tangible Display Toolkit was designed and
implemented (see Chapter 7) to lower the barrier for HCI researchers to practically
explore novel system designs using the concepts presented in Part I. The toolkit
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integrates and combines a variety of existing sensor and display solutions within a
modular and extendable hard- and software architecture – including a set of visual
inspection tools. This allows developers to seamlessly replace and mix different
input and output technologies in a rather flexible manner (or to simulate a missing
sensor hardware through a mouse-controlled visual inspection tool). Low-level
complexities of the input and output technologies are hidden from the programmer,
e.g., sensor data is processed and aggregated to higher level events. Easy access
to this high-level information is provided through an event-driven API, which also
addresses the specific challenges of cross-display application development, e.g.,
events are automatically dispatched to the appropriate displays. In our experiences,
this simplified the development process considerably and even enabled students
and other researchers to rapidly prototype alternative system designs.
Some parts of this contribution were published as full papers at ACM ITS [SSD09b;
Spi+10b; SBD12].
Towards Tangible Displays for Everyone Second, first steps were presented to-
wards achieving the long-term goal of bringing Tangible Display interaction to
normal users (see Chapter 8). For this purpose, the idea of a unifying hard- and
software ecosystem was discussed that is based on off-the-shelf hardware, blends in
with popular mobile display development platforms, and allows for ad-hoc setups
in the average living room and office space (Section 8.1). In an initial case study,
the feasibility of using a low-cost depth sensor for the tracking of handheld displays
was demonstrated (Section 8.3).
Main parts of this contribution were published as a Journal Article [Spi+14a] in the
Journal of Personal and Ubiquitous Computing.
3. Four extensive studies of designing Tangible Display systems (Objective 3, see Part III)
The third major contribution of this dissertation are four in-depth explorations of design-
ing Tangible Display systems. These systems exist in form of interactive prototypes that
were implemented using the development tools of Part II. Informed and guided by the
conceptual framework of Part I, the four systems illustrate the versatile applicability of
Tangible Displays by contributing a series of novel interaction techniques tailored to
address the diverse requirements of a variety of use cases and application domains. A
summary of the four systems along with their central sub contributions is given next.
Tangible Lenses The Tangible Lenses system of Chapter 9 contributed a first prac-
tical evaluation and enhancements of the interaction concepts proposed in Part I.
For this purpose, several interactive prototypes were implemented and iteratively
refined (Section 9.1) to practically demonstrate the exploration techniques previ-
ously conceptualized in Section 4.4. Motivated by a formative usability evaluation
(Section 9.2), a set of improved navigation techniques and navigational aids was
developed (Section 9.3). Beyond that, novel techniques for the spatial annotation
of information spaces in midair above a tabletop were presented (Section 9.4).
Main parts of this contribution were published as full papers at MuC [SSD09a] and
ACM ITS [SSD09b] as well as a Poster Abstract at ACM ITS [SD09b].
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Tangible Views The Tangible Views system of Chapter 10 illustrated how the rich
interaction vocabulary of Tangible Displays can be utilized more extensively (see
Section 10.2). For this purpose, the previous techniques were widened to support a
variety of classic information visualization approaches, which was demonstrated
on the example of five case studies (Section 10.3). Early user feedback suggests
that the techniques facilitate a more natural and seamless way of carrying out a
number of common visualization tasks (Section 10.4). This includes, for example,
novel ways of controlling visualization parameters by using orthogonal techniques
and the possibility of making previously virtual views physically “graspable”, which
forms the basis for several novel bimanual comparison techniques. Based on
practical experiences with the technological framework and observations of users
interacting with system, three research gaps were identified and discussed that
indicate possible directions for the development of future more complex InfoVis
applications (Section 10.5).
Main parts of this contribution were published as full paper at ACM ITS [Spi+10b]
and as an Extended Abstract at the DEXIS workshop at ACM ITS [Tom+11].
Tangible Palettes The Tangible Palettes system of Chapter 11 contributed a set of
novel techniques for the spatial organization of (pen-enabled) graphical user inter-
faces (GUI). The Tangible Palettes concept was inspired and driven by the metaphor
of the traditional painter’s palette. Most prominently, it introduced the idea of
Spatial Work Zones that serve as containers for GUI palettes and digital documents
that can be quickly accessed by entering a Work Zone with a handheld display
(Section 11.2). Using the example of a graphics editor application, an interactive
prototype illustrated how Tangible Palettes can assist users in accomplishing typical
tasks of working with complex GUI (Section 11.3). Early user feedback revealed
the underlying interaction concepts to be promising (Section 11.4).
Main parts of this contribution were published as full paper at INTERACT [SCD13].
Tangible Windows The Tangible Windows system of Chapter 12 contributed an
in-depth exploration of how head input (as supportive input channel for spatial
input) can mediate a more natural way of interacting with virtual reality systems.
Tangible Windows are a novel concept for accessing virtual 3D information worlds
(Section 12.2). They either serve as peepholes into these worlds or as containers for
parts of such worlds. Based on this idea, a set of novel techniques for performing
canonical 3D tasks, such as viewport control and object selection, was designed and
presented that combines principles of spatially aware displays and head-coupled
perspective (Section 12.3). The potential of the approach was illustrated by a discus-
sion of example application scenarios (Section 12.4) and was further substantiated
by an initial evaluation of two interactive prototypes (Section 12.5).
Main parts of this contribution were published as full paper at ACM ITS [SBD12] (Best
Paper Award).
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13.1.2 Minor Contributions
As part of the three major contributions discussed above, this dissertation comprises several
minor contributions that I believe deserve special emphasis.
(a) The proposal of a new genre of TUI: Tangible Displays (see Section 2.4.3).
(b) Coining the term and championing a “with”-display style of interaction, which uti-
lizes the spatial location and relationship of (handheld) displays as a major input channel.
Our “with”-display interaction broadens the traditional idea of spatially aware displays
[Fit93; UI97; WAB93] by putting a stronger emphasis on the benefits of multi-display en-
vironments, e.g., to better leverage the user’s environmental awareness & skills [Jac+08].
(c) While focussing almost exclusively on design spaces involving a digital table, a central
guiding theme of this dissertation was the general exploration of spatial input as a
promising alternative to conventional “on”-display interaction. In this respect, the
user study of Chapter 3 is of particular importance, as it demonstrates for the first time
that spatial input-driven Zoom & Pan can outperform touch-based Pinch-Drag-Flick on
modern smartphones and tablets.
(d) A comprehensive interaction vocabulary (see Section 4.2) that categorizes basic usage
patterns for Tangible Displays depending on interaction aspects (i.e., spatial, surface, and
head input) and representation aspects (e.g., shape, size and bezel color of displays). The
vocabulary is kept independent from any specific application domain or use case. It is
rather meant to allow interaction designers to think and discuss in structured ways and
to generate novel techniques by applying and combining the usage patterns (“syntax”) in
creative ways to solve domain-specific interaction problems (“semantics”).
(e) A systematic approach for mapping digital content to the space above a table and
interacting with it through spatially aware displays. In Section 4.3, three spatial topologies
were identified (the 3D volume, zoom pyramid, and multi-layer stack) that form the
conceptual basis for a set of basic 3D navigation, zoom & pan, and 2D layer exploration
techniques. The three topologies allow for mapping common classes of information
spaces (volumetric, zoomable, layered, and temporal data spaces) to the space above a
table in a systematic way, so they can be explored in a more natural way using Tangible
Displays (see Section 4.4 for the concept and Section 9.1 for a demonstration).
(f) An ergonomic evaluation of the height above a table as an interaction paradigm
using the example of multi-layer stacks. Based on topology-related properties (see
Section 4.3.3), a comprehensive study was conducted regarding how fast and precise basic
layer exploration tasks are performed by users (see Chapter 5). A list of ergonomic and
technical design recommendations was distilled and visually summarized in Figure 5.15.
(g) The use of Spatial Work Zones for quick and seamless context switches on handheld
displays (see Section 11.2.1 for the concept and Section 11.3.4 for a demonstration).
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13.2 Critical Reflection
With the contributions presented in this thesis, considerable progress has been made towards
uncovering many of the exciting possibilities of spatially aware displays above a tabletop. I
am therefore confident to have successfully completed the dissertation goals (cf. Section 1.1).
However, this thesis should be considered as a first step only into a promising design space. In
this section, I will point out possible limitations of the developed techniques and reflect on how
the deployed methodological approaches may affect the generalizability of the findings.
13.2.1 General Limitations due to the Dissertation Scope
I start by discussing potential implications of the dissertation scope, which was defined in
Section 1.2. In a nutshell, my research especially concerned the early stages of a still quite
under-explored interaction paradigm with many possible directions to proceed. Restricting the
research scope to a reasonable level was therefore unavoidable. In particular, I had decided on
the following general simplifications.
Standing Users and a Horizontal Tabletop
I restricted the investigations to the specific use case of one to four users standing around
a horizontal digital tabletop. This use case is opposed to, for example, a sitting usage or
settings involving a slanted or vertical reference display. Even though I expect that some of
the techniques will be transferable to those and similar settings, it is foreseeable that many of
the findings will not directly apply. One example for this are the design recommendations for
multi-layer stack interaction (see Chapter 5) that explicitly imply both a standing user and a
horizontal reference surface.
Artificial Environment
The research was conducted in a controlled and quiet office environment providing plenty of
room and adaptable lighting conditions. On the one hand, this ensured a high flexibility for
setting up and experimenting with a complex and bulky hardware installation, e.g., necessary
for the optical tracking and the projection systems. On the other hand, the test environment
was a rather artificial one. It remains to be seen how the techniques can be translated to the
world outside of HCI research labs (possible steps towards realizing this vision were discussed in
Chapter 8). Beyond that, there is first practical proof for a successful application in a museum’s
context with masses of visitors [@Mil].
Focus on Spatial Input, No Collaboration, Demonstrable Prototypes
I further simplified the problem space by limiting the focus to specific aspects of Tangible
Display interaction. Roughly speaking, the simplifications were three-fold. First, I put a
particular emphasis on exploring the potential of spatial input, yet paid comparatively little
attention to surface and head input. Second, even though many of the techniques inherently
support co-located parallel work, I did not spend much effort on addressing the specific
use case of co-located collaboration. Third, due to technological constraints most of the
techniques were implemented as “demonstrable” prototypes featuring just a very reduced set
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of functionality. Hence, even though the developed prototypes illustrate the potential of the
interaction concepts quite well, they often did not yet provide a deeper understanding with
regards to how the techniques should be employed in productive application environments or
under which conditions they should be preferred to established techniques.
13.2.2 Limitations of the Techniques
In addition to and partly as a consequence of the simplifications mentioned above, the developed
techniques possess several limitations, yet also indicate some interesting prospects.
Scalability
Many of the techniques were designed for rather small to medium-sized information spaces.
For example, the case studies showed that the layer exploration techniques work well with
four (see Section 9.1.3), twelve (see Section 10.3.5) and even several dozen of data layers (see
Section 9.1.4). However, the layer techniques will reach their limit when hundreds and even
thousands of data layers are to be explored. A similar example are the zoom & pan techniques
of the Picture Zoomer case study (see Section 9.1.2) that proved to be well suited for zooms of
one or two orders of magnitude, yet will become inconvenient or even impossible to use once
zoom distances increase to several orders of magnitude.
The poor scalability of the techniques in the examples above can be attributed to the fact that
data spaces of potentially unlimited size were statically mapped to regions of fixed size in physical
space. A possible solution to this problem is to organize data spaces hierarchically, so data
subsets of much smaller size can be mapped to the limited physical space. For example, a
calendar dataset filled with ten years of daily events could be made explorable via a multi-layer
stack by establishing a three-stage hierarchy consisting of years, months, and days (switching
between the hierarchy stages could be done by means of a button). An alternative strategy is to
use dynamic mappings. Such mappings are continuously readjusted either based on how fast a
display is being moved (speed and acceleration) or depending on the display’s current position
within the data space (e.g., see the active layer expansion technique that were proposed in
Section 9.3.1). With the clutch-based spatial zoom & pan techniques presented in Chapter 3, the
potential of dynamic mappings and how they can facilitate the design of scalable techniques was
practically demonstrated. This was possible by dividing long travel distances in data space into
repeated executions of short “clutch in – move display – declutch – move display back” sequences.
However, even though the techniques were thoroughly studied on the basis of 17 megapixel
images, their practicability was not tested with regards to truly large-scale zoom spaces.
Accuracy
As demonstrated in the case studies and interactive prototypes, many of the developed tech-
niques worked particularly well for tasks that do not require very accurate user inputs. Amongst
others, this comprised tasks such as the playful exploration of multimedia datasets via spatially
aware displays (see Section 9.1) and the pen-based sketching of drawings (see Section 11.3).
In professional applications, usually a much higher level of input precision is necessary. For
example, radiologists often go through 3D medical MRI scans layer by layer so as to not miss
a relevant clue in the dataset. Likewise, architects must have precise control over the pen
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attributes and parametrization of their architectural designs. One solution to these problems
could be the use of numeric text input and other conventional GUI elements known from in-
teractive displays, such as sliders and buttons that enable users to iterate step by step over a
predefined range of discrete values. Even if these approaches played just a very minor role in
this thesis (see Section 11.3.1), I am confident that they can be integrated in a Tangible Display
system without major complications, though with the possible risks of interrupting the (spatial)
interaction flow or producing more complex user interface dialogs (when many parameters are
to be addressed).
Given these concerns, I see a promising alternative in directly enhancing the techniques so
they can better handle precise inputs, which I believe is easily feasible with just a few simple
modifications. First of all, it is important to underline that spatial input is generally well-suited
for high precision input as the findings of the studies confirm. One reason for this is that spatial
travel distances can get much longer per gesture if compared to touch input (see Section 3.5.3).
In addition to that, the already good physical resolution of spatial input could be even further
increased, e.g., by using a hierarchy of different levels of details (see the scalability issues
mentioned above). However, all this makes sense only if a more detailed and accurate (visual)
feedback is provided to the user, as will be discussed next.
Feedback
Instant visual feedback on handheld displays was a key feature of literally all techniques
presented in this thesis. Occasionally, further visual feedback was shown on the tabletop, e.g.,
to relate a local to the global view. The height indicator and projected contour lines (see
Section 9.3.2) are initial examples demonstrating the significance of a carefully chosen feedback
for the interaction. However, one major limitation of the techniques was the lack of appropriate
numeric feedback, e.g., the number of the currently visible slice of an MRI scan or the exact
value of the zoom factor. Providing more meaningful feedback will be an essential step towards
making the techniques more accurate (see discussion above). This may also include non-visual
feedback (auditory or haptic) that does not require the visual attention of users. For example, a
Tangible Display may vibrate when it reaches a layer border.
Multimodality
In this thesis, I presented Tangible Displays as an inherently multimodal approach to interaction
that combines various input (surface, spatial, and head) and output channels (tabletop, hand-
held displays) in order to facilitate novel and more natural interaction designs. On a practical
level, however, I limited the focus to the development of techniques that are mostly driven by
spatial input. By contrast, surface and head input served just as supporting modalities in the
majority of cases, but not as fully equal and independent ways of interaction. Hence, there is a
lot of room for further research regarding the various input/output combinations.
Interplay of Techniques
The techniques presented in this thesis addressed a variety of different interaction tasks that are
common in a broad range of application domains. This included, for example, the exploration
& annotation of multimedia information spaces, the management of tool palettes, and the
remote selection & manipulation of 3D objects. Because the priority objective was to illustrate
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basic interaction concepts, many techniques addressed simple tasks only and were designed
and implemented in isolation from each other. As a consequence, novel challenges will unfold
when the techniques are combined within a single, more demanding application environment.
Addressing these challenges will be a worthwhile objective for future investigations.
User Fatigue, Permanent Representations, Interaction History
User fatigue is a frequently reported issue of spatial input, e.g., see [Jon+12]. Yet, it was
not a major problem with the developed techniques (e.g., see Section 5.4.3). In fact, the
findings showed that spatial input can implicate even less fatigue than a comparable multi-touch
technique (see Section 3.4.5). Nevertheless, since participants usually did not spent more than
half an hour with the prototypes, our observations regarding user fatigue should be verified
by further studies. Another related issue was the problem of non-permanent representations
(e.g., see Section 12.5.3). This forced users to hold a display at a specific position for longer
periods of time, so as to not lose the current view. This problem was successfully softened by
(temporarily) disabling spatial input (freezing), thus enabling users to rest from time to time,
e.g., by putting a display down to the table. Unfortunately, freezing has the disadvantage of
interrupting the strong relationship between the display’s physical and virtual position in real
and data space. An interesting alternative to freezing may have been the use of support stands
(e.g., little tripods) or even “self-actuated displays that can freely move and hold their position and
orientation in space without the need for users holding them at all times” [Sei+14]. The latter
approach appears to be particularly promising, as it would empower a Tangible Display system
to actively move a display through the physical space, e.g., to move a display to a previously
visited location (undo of interaction history). In contrast, our techniques just provide some
visual guidance (e.g., navigational aids), but require users to move the displays by themselves
(see Section 9.4.2).
13.2.3 Limitations of the Studies
In the course of this dissertation, I conducted a series of controlled lab studies in which
two general goals were pursued: (a) empirical validation of the interaction framework and
(b) usability evaluation of the developed techniques and systems. For all studies, formative
assessments were used as part of the iterative development process (e.g., by collecting user
comments in informal pretests) and summative assessments as part of undertaking the actual
studies (by using qualitative and quantitative measures depending on the study goal).
Empirical Validation of the Interaction Framework
The two comprehensive studies presented in Chapter 3 (Zoom & Pan Study) and Chapter 5
(Multi-layer Stack Study) followed a quantitative approach, i.e., data on the performance of
users (e.g., task completion times) was recorded and satisfaction scores were collected regarding
common usability aspects based on 7-point Likert scales. In order to ensure ecological valid – yet
still manageable – experimental setups, the focus of both studies was limited to users standing
while using the techniques (as opposed to, for example, a walking, sitting or lying usage, which
may have strongly affected the interaction). Apart from that, all participants had a university
background, used smartphones/computers on a daily basis, were healthy and not older than
33 years. Presumably, children and elderly or sick people may have performed the techniques
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differently, e.g., due to different body sizes and motion skills. The same may apply to users
with little smartphone/computer experiences. However, it seems reasonable that most people
will be acquiring such skills in the future. In both studies, visual search targets were used that
are clearly separated from distractors by means of strong contrasts of light and color (pop-out
effect). Such stimuli are known to be processed pre-attentively and therefore can lessen the
cognitive load of users, thus eliminating a possible influencing factor from the study.
Zoom & Pan Study In everyday life, users are confronted with more complex tasks than the
search tasks tested in the study. Often, this can involve frequent switches between different task
intents, e.g., navigation, selection and annotation. I expect that such compound tasks may be
completed more quickly and easily with techniques that cleverly combine spatial and surface
input (e.g., spatial input for navigation and surface input for selection tasks). Further studies
should be conducted to investigate the benefits and pitfalls of these possibilities. These studies
should pay particular attention to the role of tactile clutches. Beyond that, the techniques
were not tested with respect to spatial memory and recall performances of users, even though
participants may have benefited from their body awareness and skills (kinesthetic feedback).
Multi-layer Stack Study There was an imbalance between female (4) and male (14) partici-
pants. In the light of the anatomic differences among people – and women and men in particular
– (e.g., in terms of average arm lengths and the size of the upper part of the body) this imbalance
had to be carefully compensated. This was achieved by factoring out the individual sizes of
participants using relative body measurements such as shoulder and fist heights. This helped
ensuring a high generalizability of the findings, of which I believe they are largely transferable
to people from all over the world, whether the average local body size is different from the one
of our predominantly Central European male participants or not. Admittedly, a well-balanced
gender ratio should have been used anyway, which was a lesson we had taken to heart later in
the Zoom & Pan Study. A possible minor weakness of the study was the design of the usability
questionnaires (see Appendix A.2), in which the “ease of use” usability aspect was considered
only. In this context, the use of just one question item per technique may have slightly lessened
the degree of validity. Again, this was a lesson learnt that we have conformed to later in the
Zoom & Pan Study, where multiple question items per technique (e.g., reverse-worded) were
used (see Appendix A.1). Apart from that, the limited scope of the study did not allow to take
into account, for example, the impact of rotation tasks or the dynamic non-linear arrangement
of layers. Furthermore, it would have been interesting to have learnt more about how accurately
and quickly people can perform vertical and horizontal “jumps” within a multi-layer stack if no
visual feedback is shown on the handheld display (“blind mode”).
Usability Evaluation of the Developed Techniques and Systems
The usability of the interactive systems and techniques described in Part III were mostly
evaluated based on qualitative feedback (e.g., comments, observations, interviews) from normal
users and domain experts. This process usually involved a rather low number of participants
(often not more than six participants per system). A notable exception was the assessment of
the Tangible Lenses system for which a set of satisfaction scores (quantitative measures) was
collected and analyzed from twelve participants via a usability questionnaire (see Appendix A.3).
The findings from this evaluation may therefore be the most reliable ones. Generally, two
study leaders were present during the tests, who took notes and strictly followed a predefined
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procedure, e.g., a specific order of questions. This helped minimizing potential influencing
factors, such as the observer’s personal interests and experience.
On a general level, a potential weakness of the system explorations presented in Part III is
their strong focus on easily implementable aspects of the design space (low hanging fruits).
The main reason for this are the high development costs necessary for a new technology
such as Tangible Displays. This made it comparatively expensive to integrate or reimplement
the complex functionality provided by state-of-the-art domain-specific software toolkits. As a
consequence, only little empirical knowledge could be gathered regarding the specific benefits
of the developed techniques over established techniques on desktop computers or tablets.
13.3 Directions for Future Work
Aside from the limitations and prospects discussed in the previous section, this thesis raises a
number of further questions, challenges and ideas that can be addressed by future work. The
following subsections outline just a few of them loosely grouped by two general themes: (a) the
adaptation to other settings and domains and (b) the further development of the techniques.
13.3.1 Adaptation to other Settings and Domains
In order to explore and illustrate the application potential of Tangible Displays, different sets of
techniques were developed tailored to the specifics of a variety of application domains including
multimedia applications (Chapter 9), information visualization (Chapter 10), graphics editing
(Chapter 11), and virtual reality (Chapter 12). For each domain, the focus was limited to just a
few basic interaction tasks. Hence, the adaption of the techniques to other settings and domains
is a logical next step for future work.
Beyond Research Prototypes
In my opinion, a key goal of this process should be the application of Tangible Displays with
real benefit to users. Achieving this goal will be a formidable and long-term task which will
require to overcome a series of difficult challenges. Three of these challenges (research gaps)
were discussed in Section 10.5 using the example of a specific application domain: information
visualization (InfoVis). An important observation was that addressing the research gaps will
call for a joint effort bringing together the HCI community and experts from the particular
application domain (in this case: InfoVis researchers and practitioners). On a more general
level, the discussion concerning the research gaps was not limited to InfoVis alone. In fact, I
believe that many of our observations are transferable to other fields of application. I therefore
would like to point the interested reader to Section 10.5 as a possible source of inspiration for
future work in this area.
Tangible Display Games and Multimedia Applications
Aside from the application examples explored in Part III, I see countless other potential fields
of application for Tangible Displays, e.g., education and multimedia applications. Given the
playful and explorative nature of many of our techniques (e.g., see Section 9.1), a particularly
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interesting field of application for Tangible Displays could be interactive installations in mu-
seums, schools and public libraries. Another promising application area are computer games.
On the one hand, established game practices could be enhanced on smartphones and tablet
computers, e.g., by using the spatial zoom & pan techniques tested in Chapter 3. For example,
traditional strategy games involving virtual worlds might integrate spatial input as an additional
and potentially more efficient way of navigation, leaving multi-touch input free for selection
and editing tasks. On the other hand, new game mechanics could be developed around the
versatile design dimensions of Tangible Displays above a tabletop. For example, multiple users
may compete against each other in a 3D maze floating in midair above a table that is accessible
only via handheld displays. The game could require users to move their displays to specific
locations above the table as quickly and precisely as possible. This is likely to result in new
styles of spatial gameplay and may also allow for novel game strategies, e.g., a user may prevent
opponents from accessing important resources in the maze by physically blocking a specific
location on/above the table with a display.
Alternative Settings
It is foreseeable that future Tangible Display systems will open up the design space to alternative
settings, e.g., featuring just a non-digital table or not even a table at all. For example, multiple
tablets could be arranged on a dining table in a restaurant or living room to form an ad-
hoc tabletop display [Räd+14]. In a mobile use case, a woman walking the streets may
zoom & pan through a map on her smartphone using the spatial techniques of Chapter 3.
Recent developments, such as Project Tango [@Joh], may provide the necessary technological
foundation for implementing such scenarios. Other installations may include vertical wall-sized
screens, e.g., the Interactive Display Wall at TU Dresden [@Int], the CAVE™ [CSD93], and
further large 360◦ displays, e.g., the Elbe Dom [@Fra]. While many of these settings will benefit
from the insights presented in this thesis, I expect that this process will reveal new challenges
which need to be addressed by future work. For example, the tabletop was often used not only
as a large public contextual view, but also as a temporary storage space for Tangible Displays
as well as a horizontal reference surface for spatial interaction. Naturally, without a table,
different conditions will apply and new solutions will have to be found, e.g., by fixating a
mobile display to the user’s forearm in settings involving a wall display [Zad+14]. The use of a
vertical reference display also raises new questions, such as whether and how the “height above
a table”-interaction metaphor can be adapted to these settings, e.g., by using the distance to
the wall [Kis+17]. Here, the discussion concerning the three spatial topologies (Section 4.3)
and four classes of information spaces (Section 4.4) may serve as a starting point for future
investigations.
Co-located Collaboration
As demonstrated in this thesis, the combination of a tabletop and multiple handheld displays
facilitates the simultaneous use of public and personal views. This forms a solid foundation
for the future development of novel collaborative applications. While many of the techniques
presented in this thesis already address co-located parallel work, there was no specific focus
on supporting the co-located collaboration of a group of users (e.g., two users may hold their
smartphones side-by-side in order to share their findings and discuss them on a display now twice
as large). Hence, a promising direction for future work is to review the presented techniques
with the goal of adapting and evaluating them in collaborative work settings. Examples for
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respective scenarios have been outlined in previous chapters, e.g., collaborative architectural
design and surgery planning (see Section 12.4).
13.3.2 Further Development of the Techniques
In Section 13.2.2, I summarized general limitations of the developed techniques and also
pointed out possible strategies for addressing them. This leaves plenty of room for future
investigations of more complex Tangible Display interactions.
Advanced Exploration of Spatial Techniques
A particular focus of this thesis was on developing spatial techniques that are based on the
height above a table as the guiding interaction paradigm. Most notably, this involved the concept
of multi-layer stacks. In order to make it easier for users to stay within the active layer, several
alternative layer partitioning schemes were proposed yet not implemented (see Section 9.3.1).
Theses techniques still need to be practically explored, refined and evaluated. Many of the
spatial techniques presented in this thesis addressed simple navigation tasks, such as zoom &
pan, layer exploration, and 3D viewpoint control. For future work, I anticipate further research
investigating the potential of spatial input for selection and manipulation tasks. The remote
object selection techniques of Section 12.3.3 are first examples for this. A possible next step
would be to expand the interaction vocabulary by additional usage patterns, e.g., by using
the corner of a display as a pointing device [Lis+12]. Amongst others, this could lead to the
development of novel bimanual techniques that may facilitate more complex types of tasks,
such as by using one display as a “tangible ruler” or “knife” on a second display.
Deeper Integration of Surface Input
One advantage of the spatial interaction style of Tangible Displays is that it is seamlessly
extendable by conventional “on”-display techniques. With the stylus-driven annotation and tool
selection techniques of Section 9.4 and Chapter 11 initial practical examples were provided for
this. By contrast, the exciting possibilities of conventional multi-touch interaction remained
largely unexplored in this thesis. In fact, touch input was used almost exclusively as a supporting
modality, e.g., for the control of spatial interaction modes (“clutching”). On a technological
level, this usually happened in form of simple single-touch-capable buttons. As a natural next
step, future systems could add seamless support for multi-touch recognition across all displays,
e.g., by incorporating RetroDepth [Kim+14] or Apple’s Force Touch-capable Magic Trackpad 2.
This would form the technological basis for the development of novel techniques that may put
a stronger emphasis on the equal use of spatial and surface input. Inspired by previous work
on bimanual pen and touch-based techniques, e.g., [Bra+08; FHD10], a particular goal for
future systems should be to let users freely choose whether to perform a given task by means
of touch, pen or spatial input – or by a combination of them. This would allow for gaining
more experimental knowledge about the actual benefits of the different input channels, e.g., by
comparing spatial techniques with conventional “on”-display techniques, such as demonstrated
in Chapter 3 for zoom & pan tasks on mobile displays. I expect that these future systems will
reveal novel insights regarding how people really prefer to interact and under which conditions.
In the spirit of [FHD09], a possible strategy in this context would be the development of novel
multi-modal user-elicited gesture sets.
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Deeper Integration of Head Input
In my investigations, the use of head locations as a (supportive) input channel played a rather
minor role only. Yet, with the head-assisted 3D navigation techniques of Chapter 12 a valuable
starting point was provided illustrating the potential of this still quite under-explored way of
interaction. Most notably, the techniques addressed the simulation of auto-perspective effects
in a see-through like fashion, which helped making the interaction experience more natural.
For future work, I foresee the incorporation of further optical effects, such as head-coupled
mirrors and magnifying glasses. This may also include “unnatural” distortions, such as viewer-
dependent fish-eye lenses. Beyond that, future investigations could also add the head direction
(orientation) as a further degree of freedom to the interaction equation. This may facilitate,
for example, the development of novel head-based pointing and selection techniques, which
could become beneficial in situations where both hands are already occupied by another task.
In addition to that, future systems could also include gaze input, which is known to show a
“high potential [...] as supporting modality in combination with other input channels” [Ste13].
Integration of Other Input/Output Technologies
The rich body of HCI research offers a broad range of further promising input and output
technologies that were not considered in this thesis. Examples for this are stereoscopic displays,
pico-projectors [Dac+12], transparent displays [Hin+14b], and the diverse field of shape-
changing and organic user interfaces. The latter refers to “the user interfaces of tomorrow
[which] will be able to have a shape that accommodates the user’s context and fits the data
on display” [GVP13]. Amongst others, this comprises bendable displays [SPM04], rollable
displays [Kha+11], foldable displays [LHT08; Kha+12], and displays with a 3D shape [AGV10].
Integrating and combining these technologies with Tangible Displays will open up interesting
possibilities for future work. For example, the available vocabulary of usage patterns could
be enriched by novel ways of spatial interaction that are based on activities such as folding
or bending a display. Naturally, investigating these possibilities will raise new questions and
challenges that are difficult to foresee in their entirety.
13.3.3 Current Developments
The majority of the concepts, techniques and studies described in this dissertation has been
published and demonstrated before in the research community. An overview of those works is
provided in Publications on page ix. With the most recent ones being published in 2014, they
have a noticeably earlier publication year than this thesis (2017). In the meantime, there have
been several further developments from other researches that to some extent were not taken
into consideration in the respective chapters. Some of these works shall be listed by way of
example: Lumipen [SOI17] (high-speed dynamic projection mapping onto fast moving objects),
GraSp [Kis+17] (spatially-aware mobile displays for graph visualization in front of a large wall
display) and The Object Inside [BL17] (a handheld perspective-corrected spherical display for
3D examination and its assessment).
With SeedBoard [@Mil], an installation similar to the one presented in Chapter 9 was showcased
with great success to a large audience at the German Pavillon during the EXPO 2015 in Milan
(Italy). The recent introduction of the iPhone X in September 2017 defines a new category
of spatially aware consumer smartphones. It is equipped with advanced depth sensors that
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enable highly accurate face recognition, e.g., to unlock the system (Face ID) and to use facial
expressions to control a 3D character. Based on that, new types of facial and head-based
interactions become possible, e.g., smiling for agreement or shaking the head for disagreement.
More importantly, the new technology allows the device to track its own spatial position in
relation to the user’s face and to the world around it with high accuracy and in real time.
Accessible by the new ARKit framework [@App], this information will provide the technical
basis for the implementation of many of the interaction techniques presented in this thesis, also
including the spatial zoom+pan techniques studied in Chapter 3. I therefore see the iPhone X as
a first of many to come steps to realize a much broader agenda: the general opening to spatial
input as a major stream of mobile computing.
13.4 Closing Remarks
The introduction and success of modern smartphones and tablet computers marked an important
step in implementing Weiser’s vision of Ubiquitous Computing [Wei91]. Within just a few years,
the multi-touch-driven “on”-display interaction style associated with these devices became
predominant and by now can already be considered “conventional”. However, confronted by
a growing variety and complexity of information spaces, it becomes increasingly important
to develop techniques that facilitate even more natural and easier ways of interacting with
these devices. I believe that leveraging the spatial awareness of (handheld) displays has great
potential for designing such interactions. In my vision, conventional “on”-display interaction will
merge into a broadly accepted “with”-display style of interaction that will put a much stronger
focus on the spatial interplay of displays – as a complement, yet not as a replacement. In this
dissertation, I explored and demonstrated many aspects of such “with”-display interactions on
the example of a very specific design space: Tangible Displays above a tabletop. While this
has moved our understanding with respect to this particular design space a considerable step
forward, I look at it as just a small part of an emerging research area of much broader scope.
With that being said, I hope that the examples and findings presented in this thesis will inspire
a wide range of further research into a very promising and exciting field of design, engineering,
and application development.
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AAppendix
In the following, several questionnaires and additional materials will be provided from the
user studies described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 as well as from the usability evaluation
discussed in Section 9.2. The originally German questionnaires have been translated into
English and their layouts have been adapted for reasons of clarity and comprehensibility. A
similar procedure was used for all studies, usually beginning with a questionnaire concerning
demographic information. A typical example for this is given next:
Demographic Information
Age: . . . years
Gender: 2 female
2 male
I am: 2 left-handed
2 right-handed
Degree: 2 none
2 Hauptschule/Realschule
2 Abitur
2 Fachhochschule
2 University
Computer Usage: 2 never
2 sometimes
2 often
2 daily
Experience with the System: 2 yes
2 no
Smartphone Usage: 2 never
2 sometimes
2 often
2 daily
Tablet Usage: 2 never
2 sometimes
2 often
2 daily
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A.1 Materials for Chapter 3 (Zoom & Pan Study)
A.1.1 List of the 128 Zoom and Pan Tasks
0 PAN_UP_LEFT VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN 64 PAN_UP_RIGHT INVISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT
1 PAN_UP_RIGHT VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT 65 PAN_DOWN_RIGHT INVISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN
2 PAN_UP VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT 66 PAN_DOWN_LEFT INVISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT
3 PAN_LEFT INVISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT 67 PAN_UP_LEFT INVISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT
4 PAN_RIGHT INVISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT 68 PAN_UP_LEFT INVISIBLE NO_ZOOM
5 PAN_LEFT INVISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN 69 PAN_UP VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN
6 PAN_LEFT VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT 70 PAN_UP_RIGHT VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN
7 PAN_DOWN INVISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT 71 PAN_RIGHT VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT
8 PAN_RIGHT INVISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT 72 PAN_DOWN INVISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN
9 PAN_UP INVISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN 73 PAN_UP INVISIBLE NO_ZOOM
10 PAN_RIGHT INVISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT 74 PAN_DOWN INVISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN
11 PAN_UP INVISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN 75 PAN_LEFT VISIBLE NO_ZOOM
12 PAN_DOWN VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN 76 PAN_UP VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN
13 NO_PAN VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN 77 PAN_UP_LEFT VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN
14 PAN_DOWN INVISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT 78 PAN_DOWN_RIGHT VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT
15 PAN_RIGHT VISIBLE NO_ZOOM 79 PAN_RIGHT INVISIBLE NO_ZOOM
16 PAN_LEFT INVISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT 80 PAN_DOWN_LEFT VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN
17 PAN_DOWN VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT 81 NO_PAN VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN
18 PAN_DOWN_RIGHT INVISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN 82 PAN_DOWN_RIGHT VISIBLE NO_ZOOM
19 PAN_UP_LEFT VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT 83 NO_PAN VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT
20 PAN_UP_LEFT VISIBLE NO_ZOOM 84 PAN_RIGHT VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT
21 PAN_UP_RIGHT VISIBLE NO_ZOOM 85 PAN_LEFT INVISIBLE NO_ZOOM
22 PAN_RIGHT VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN 86 PAN_RIGHT INVISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN
23 PAN_RIGHT VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN 87 PAN_RIGHT VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN
24 NO_PAN VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT 88 PAN_DOWN_LEFT VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT
25 PAN_DOWN VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT 89 PAN_LEFT INVISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN
26 PAN_UP_LEFT INVISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN 90 PAN_UP INVISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT
27 PAN_UP INVISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT 91 PAN_DOWN INVISIBLE NO_ZOOM
28 PAN_DOWN_LEFT INVISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN 92 PAN_RIGHT INVISIBLE NO_ZOOM
29 PAN_DOWN_RIGHT VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN 93 PAN_LEFT VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN
30 PAN_DOWN VISIBLE NO_ZOOM 94 NO_PAN VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT
31 PAN_DOWN VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN 95 PAN_LEFT VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT
32 PAN_LEFT VISIBLE NO_ZOOM 96 PAN_DOWN_RIGHT INVISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT
33 PAN_DOWN_RIGHT VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT 97 PAN_DOWN INVISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT
34 PAN_LEFT INVISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT 98 PAN_LEFT VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN
35 PAN_RIGHT VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT 99 PAN_LEFT VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT
36 PAN_UP VISIBLE NO_ZOOM 100 PAN_UP_RIGHT VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN
37 PAN_UP INVISIBLE NO_ZOOM 101 PAN_UP VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT
38 PAN_DOWN_LEFT INVISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN 102 PAN_DOWN VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN
39 PAN_LEFT VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN 103 PAN_LEFT INVISIBLE NO_ZOOM
40 PAN_RIGHT VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN 104 PAN_UP VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT
41 PAN_RIGHT VISIBLE NO_ZOOM 105 PAN_DOWN INVISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN
42 PAN_UP INVISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN 106 PAN_UP_RIGHT INVISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT
43 PAN_DOWN_LEFT VISIBLE NO_ZOOM 107 PAN_DOWN_LEFT VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN
44 PAN_LEFT VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT 108 PAN_UP VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN
45 PAN_UP VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT 109 PAN_LEFT INVISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN
46 PAN_UP VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN 110 PAN_DOWN VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT
47 PAN_DOWN INVISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN 111 PAN_DOWN_RIGHT VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN
48 NO_PAN VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN 112 PAN_UP_LEFT VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT
49 PAN_DOWN VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT 113 PAN_DOWN VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN
50 PAN_DOWN_LEFT VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT 114 PAN_UP INVISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT
51 PAN_UP INVISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN 115 PAN_RIGHT INVISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT
52 PAN_UP_RIGHT INVISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN 116 PAN_LEFT INVISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT
53 PAN_DOWN VISIBLE NO_ZOOM 117 PAN_UP_RIGHT INVISIBLE NO_ZOOM
54 PAN_DOWN INVISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT 118 PAN_DOWN INVISIBLE NO_ZOOM
55 PAN_UP INVISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT 119 PAN_DOWN_LEFT INVISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT
56 PAN_LEFT VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN 120 PAN_DOWN_RIGHT INVISIBLE NO_ZOOM
57 NO_PAN VISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_OUT 121 PAN_RIGHT INVISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN
58 PAN_UP_RIGHT VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT 122 PAN_RIGHT INVISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN
59 PAN_UP VISIBLE NO_ZOOM 123 PAN_UP_LEFT INVISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT
60 PAN_UP_LEFT INVISIBLE NEAR_ZOOM_IN 124 PAN_RIGHT INVISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN
61 PAN_LEFT INVISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN 125 PAN_DOWN_RIGHT INVISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT
62 NO_PAN VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN 126 PAN_DOWN_LEFT INVISIBLE NO_ZOOM
63 PAN_RIGHT VISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_OUT 127 PAN_UP_RIGHT INVISIBLE FAR_ZOOM_IN
Aufgaben
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A.1.2 Usability Questionnaires
I could work with the technique without limitation for an hour.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It took a while to learn the techique.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was easy for me to move within the scene up and down.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
I perceived the interaction as physically tiring.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
I perceived the interaction as natural.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
While zooming in/out, I frequently moved up or down within the scene without intention.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
I perceived the interaction as physically tiring.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
Symptoms of fatigue occurred in:
2 Fingers 2 Wrists 2 Forearms 2 Elbows 2 Upper arms
2 Shoulders 2 Neck 2 Back 2 None 2 Others:
It was easy for me to make the content smaller or larger.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
The technique was sufficiently precise, so that I did not lose time due to inaccuracies.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
While moving the scene to the left or right, I frequently zoomed in/out without intention.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
I am now able to explain the technique to others.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
The technique was easy to use.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It took quite some time, to understand how to operate the device.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
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While moving the scene up or down, I frequently zoomed in/out without intention.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
The technique was difficult to use.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
Various tasks come to my mind, for that I could use the technique.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
While performing the tasks, I had to concentrate on how the technique works.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was possible without problems to navigate to the left or right.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
The weight of the device was no problem for me.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
I can image to use the technique for my everyday tasks (e.g., to navigate maps and photos).
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
I was able to learn and then to use the technique very quickly.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was difficult for me to reach targets residing below or above the display.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
The way of interaction is useful for the navigation of such scenes.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was difficult for me to reach targets residing to the left or to the right of the display.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
While navigating to the left or right, I frequently moved up or down without intention.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
I felt unable to cope with the interaction.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was difficult for me to zoom in or out.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
I tried to avoid the use of clutching.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
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My workflow was interrupted again and again due to difficulties with the technique.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
While navigating up or down, I repeatedly moved to the left or right without intention.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
The interaction with the device was frustrating.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
I repeatedly lost orientation while performing the tasks.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
The way of interaction is easy to memorize.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
While zooming in or out, I frequently moved to the left or right without intention.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
Holding the display for a longer time was not a problem for me.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
I would prefer a technique that does not require clutching.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
I enjoyed the interaction with the device.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
An extensive trainings phase was not necessary for learning the technique.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
In four weeks’ time, I will not be able to remember how the technique works (and thus I would
have to learn it again).
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
General Comments:
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A.2 Questionnaires for Chapter 5 (Multi-layer Stack Study)
Test Run 1
All in all, the tasks could be accomplished easily.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was easy for me to find the numbers in the different heights.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was easy for me to find the numbers in a layer.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was easy for me to hold the number on the display.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
Test Run 2
All in all, the tasks could be accomplished easily.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was easy for me to find the numbers in the different heights.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was easy for me to find the numbers in a layer.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was easy for me to hold the number on the display.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
Test Run 3
All in all, the tasks could be accomplished easily.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was easy for me to find the numbers in the different heights.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was easy for me to find the numbers in a layer.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was easy for me to hold the number on the display.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
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Green-colored Zone
The interaction was easy for me.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was easy for me to find the numbers in the different heights.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was easy for me to find the numbers in a layer.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was easy for me to hold the number on the display.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
Blue-colored Zone
The interaction was easy for me.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was easy for me to find the numbers in the different heights.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was easy for me to find the numbers in a layer.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was easy for me to hold the number on the display.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
Orange-colored Zone
The interaction was easy for me.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was easy for me to find the numbers in the different heights.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was easy for me to find the numbers in a layer.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was easy for me to hold the number on the display.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
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General Usability
I perceived the interaction as cognitively tiring.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
Following problem(s) occurred:
I perceived the interaction as physically tiring.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
Following problem(s) occurred:
It was easy for me to learn the system.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
I tilted the display on purpose.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
With following intention(s):
It was important for me that the display can be tilted.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
For the following reason(s):
General Comments:
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A.3 Materials for Sec. 9.2 (Evaluation of Tangible Lenses)
A.3.1 Scratchpad for Study Leader
Task: Tumor
2 pelvis (Time: ) 2 lung (Time: )
Observations:
Task: Skeleton + Bloodstream
Skeleton: 2 foot Bloodstream: 2 lung
2 leg 2 hand
2 pelvis 2 hip
2 arm 2 leg
2 head
Time: Time:
Observations:
Task: Trousers + Canoe
2 trousers (Time: ) 2 canoe (Time: )
Observations:
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A.3.2 Usability Questionnaires
Task: Tumor
It was easy for me to find the tumors.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
I was aware of my position in the scene while searching for the tumors.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
Task: Skeleton + Bloodstream
It was easy for me to determine the number of red points in the skeleton layer.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was easy to move within the skeleton layer.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was easy for me to determine the number of green points in the bloodstream layer.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was easy to move within the bloodstream layer.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was easy for me to change the information layer.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
Task: Trousers + Canoe
It was easy for me to determine the color of the man’s trousers.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
I was aware of my position in the scene while searching for the trousers.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
It was easy for me to determine the object on the car.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
I was aware of my position in the scene while searching for the object on the roof of the car.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
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General Usability
I am satisfied with the system and its usability.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
The system was easy to use.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
The system was easy to learn.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
The tasks could be accomplished easily.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
I enjoyed using the system.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
I could see myself using such a system on a regular basis.
strongly disagree © © © © © © © strongly agree
General Comments:
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